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THECOVER

The cover showcases a nuclear magnetic resonance-derived image of Raf-1, a protein

link in the cell-signaling network that responds to carcinogens. This work was performed

by David F. Lowry in his LDRD project, “NMR Studies of Proteins.”

When normal cells are exposed to certain carcinogens they begin to grow and divide.

Unchecked, this growth would result in tumor formation. But normal cells have intricate

signal networks that enable them to adapt to the carcinogen and stop tumor growth.

The carcinogens stimulate receptors at the cell sufiace, resulting in a signal cascade into

the nucleus, where the machinery for cell growth and division is activated. A feedback

loop in normal cells short circuits this response by adding a phosphate group to a flexible

tail. The negatively charged phosphate group interacts with the positively charged

surface of the protein and shuts off the response, and the cells stop growing and dividing.

In this Nh4R derived model, we determined how the tail of Raf-1 interacts with the

surface of Raf-1. The tail emerges from the yellow region of the molecule and interacts

with the red residues. The blue residues interact with the protein that turns on Raf-1.

The unphosphorylated tail does not cover the blue residues but interacts adjacent to them.

The tail is poised to switch off the protein.
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Director’s Statement

The Laboratory’s Directed Research and Development (LDRD)

program encourages the advancement of science and the

development of major new technical capabilities from which

future research and development will grow. Through LDRD

funding, Pacif3c Northwest continually replenishes its inventog

of ideas that have the potential to address mjor national needs.

The LDRD program has enabled the Laboratory to bring to bear

its scientific and technical capabilities on all of DOE’s missions,

particularly in the arena of environmental problems. Many of the

concepts related to environmental cleanup originally developed

with LDRD funds are now receiving programmatic support from

DOE, LDRD-funded work in atmospheric sciences is now being applied to DOE’s Atmospheric

Radiation Measurement Program. We also have used concepts initially explored through LDRD to

develop several winning proposals in the Environmental Management Science Program.

The success of our LDRD program is founded on good management practices that ensure funding is

allocated and projects are conducted in compliance with DOE requirements. We thoroughly evaluate the

LDRD proposals based on their scientiilc and technical merit, as well as their relevance to DOE’s

programmatic needs. After a proposal is funded, we assess progress annually using external peer reviews.

I am proud to submit the enclosed FY 1998 LDRD Annual Report, which highlights Pacific Northwest’s

accomplishments in this important program. This year, as in years past, the LDRD program has once

again proven to be the major enabling vehicle for our staff to formulate new ideas, advance scientific

capability, and develop potential applications for DOE’s most significant challenges.

Id’k&A’
William J. Madia

Director
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Introduction

,

The Department of Energy Order 413.2(’) establishes DOE’s policy and guidelines regarding Laboratory Directed Research

and Development (LDRD) at its multiprogram laboratories. As described in 413.2, LDRD is “resemch and development of a

creative and imovative nature that is selected by the Laboratory D~ector or his or her designee for the purpose of

maintaining the scientific and technological vitality of the Laboratory and to respond to scientific and technological

opportunities in conformance with the guidelines in this Order.”

DOE Order 413.2 requires that each laboratory submit an annual report on its LDRD activities to the cognizant Secretarial

Officer through the appropriate Operations Office Manager. The report provided in this document represents Pacific

Northwest National Laboratory’s LDRD report for FY 1998.

During FY 1998,148 LDRD projects were selected for support through Pacific Northwest National Laboratory’s LDRD

project selection process. Total funding allocated to these projects was $11.8 million. This amount represents 3% of the

Laboratory’s operating budget, which is half of the 6% mtium allowed by DOE Order 413.2.

In recognition that the Laboratory must focus on a defined set of research that,reflects our missions and unique assets, LDRD

investments are focused on developing new and imovative approaches in research that support our “core technical

capabilities.” Cumently, the Laboratory’s core technical capabilities have been identified as

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Atmospheric Sciences

Biotechnology

Chemical Instrumentation and Analysis

Computer and Information Science

Design and Manufacturing Engineering

Ecological Science

Electronics and Sensors

Experimental Toxicology

Health Protection” and Dosimetry

Hydrologic and Geologic Sciences

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Marine Sciences

Materials Science and Engineering

Molecular Science

Nuclear Science and Engineering

Process Science and Engineering

Risk and Safety Analysis

Socio-Technic@ Systems Analysis

Statistics and Applied Mathematics

Thermal and Energy Systems

(a) U.S. Departmentof Energy Order DOE 413.2, Laboratory Directed Reseach and Development 04-09-92.
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In thk report, the individual summaries of LDRD projects are organized according to these core technical capabilities. In

FY 1998, the largest share of Laboratory-level LDRD funds were applied to process science and engineering and molecular

science. A significant proportion of the Laboratory’s LDRD funds were allocated to projecti proposed by individual

researchers or small research teams within the various technical research organizations. Funding allocated to each of these

projects is typically $60K or less.

The projects described in this report represent the Laboratory’s investment in its future and are vital to maintaining the ability

to develop creative solutions for the scientific and technical challenges faced by DOE and the nation. In accordance with

DOE guidelines, this report provides’

. A Director’s Statement

. An overview of the Laboratory’s LDRD program, including PNNL’s management process and a self assessment of the

program

. A five-yea project funding table

. Project summaries for each LDRD project

. Brief descriptions and funding profiles for each new project started in FY 1999 (Attachment).



PNNL’s LDRD Management Process

The relevance and value of a Department of Energy (DOE) multiprogram laboratory lies in its ability to apply science and

technology to national needs that fall within the missions of the DOE. The increasing complexity of these needs and the

inadequacy of conventional approaches demand creativity and innovation so that new and novel solutions can be dkcovered

and applied. In addhion, new ideas and opportunities frequently occur at a faster pace than can be anticipated or adopted in

the federal budget process.

A national laboratory must establish and maintain an environment in which creativiq and innovation are encouraged and

supported in order to fulfill its missions and remain viable in the long term. Multiprogram laboratories are therefore given

discretion to allocate a percentage of their operating budgets for research and development projects that support the

Laboratory’s and DOES missions.

DOE Order 413.2 establishes the Department of Energy’s policy and guidelines for Laboratory Directed Research and

Development at its muhiprogram laboratories. LDRD is the mechanism through which PNNL can support the formulation of

new theories, hypotheses, and approaches; build new scientific capabfity; and identify and develop potential applications.

The LDRD program is a major enabling vehicle for PNNL to fulfill its mission of scientific research and the development

and deployment of technology to meet major national needs.

The LDRD program encourages the advancement of science and technology at the Laboratory and develops major new

research and development approaches and capabilities. The principal goals of the program are to

● enhance the laboratory’s ability to address future DOE missions

● maintain the scientific and technical vitality of the Laboratory

● foster an environment that encourages creativity and innovation

● fund new and novel ideas that have scientificltechnical merit.

Benefits of the Program

The LDRD program has fostered creativity and innovation within the Laboratory, and it has provided the capabilities needed

for the Laboratory to assume major roles in the development of science and technology to address significant national needs.

When PNNL became an Energy Research(’) laboratory in 1985, one of the major DOE directives to strengthen its funda-

mental research capabilities. A strengthened fundamental research component would establish a sound scientific basis for the

Laboratory’s applied research and development programs and provide a complete capability for the integrated management

of scientific and technical programs of national importance.

LDRD has been the principal vehicle by which the Laboratory has made substantial progress in improving its fundamental

research base. The capabilities identified in the Introduction to this report have enhanced our ability to serve DOE missions.

The national goal of restoring DOE sites, the total cost of which is now estimated to exceed $100 billion, will not be

accomplished in a reliable and cost-effective manner without significant contributions horn science and technology. These

contributions will range from developing a fundamental understanding of the effects of contaminants on molecular structure

and function to developing innovative new technologies for processing wastes. Bioreme&ation is an example of where

advances in both fundamental science and applied engineering will be necessary if the goal is to be successfully achieved.

The LDRD program has allowed PNNL to develop new capabilities and concepts to help solve environmental problems.

These efforts are still evolving, and significant challenges remain. However, many of the Laboratory’s ideas and concepts

related to these areas were originally developed with LDRD funds and are now receiving programmatic support from DOE.

Examples include previous LDRD-supported work in atmospheric sciences that is now being applied through Pacific

lNorthwest’s participation in the Atmospheric Research Measurement (ARM) program and PNNL’s role in the

(a) Now called the Office of Science (SC).
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Environmental Management Science Program (EMSP), where many of the Laboratory’s successful proposals were based on

concepts initially explored through LDRD.

LDRD has enabled Pacific Northwest National Laboratory to enhance its resemch vitality as a DOE multiprogram laboratory

during a period of significant change. LDRD has facilitated the Laboratory’s ability to make significant contributions to

addressing national problems, particularly in the environmental research area, which represents the primary distinctive

signature of the Laboratory. It is essential that PNNL and the other DOE laboratories retain the capability provided by

LDRD if their full capacity to assist DOE and the nation is to be realized. “

PNNL’s LDRD Management Process

At Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, LDRD is funded through a Laboratory overhead account applied to the value-

-added base on all PNNL 1830 Contract accounts. The PNNL Director of Finance is responsible for ensuring that these funds

are accumulated and accounted for in the appropriate manner. Decisions regarding finding levels for the LDRD accounts are

made by the Laboratory Director, with assistance from the Laboratory Strategy Council (composed of the Associate Labora-

tory Directors). Primary responsibility for allocations to individual LDRD projects within these accounts also rests with the

Director and the Strategy Council. The Laboratory Technical Council (composed of senior researchs~ and the Laboratory

Business Council (composed of managers for major DOE programs) play key roles in developing recommendations for the

Director on these allocations. The Associate Laboratory Director for Strategic Planning has responsibility for the general

oversight and conduct of PNNL’s LDRD program.

The major sequential steps of Pacific Northwest National Laboratory’s LDRD management process areas follows:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

A formal schedule for proposals, guidance, review, and reporting, managed by the Director for Strate~c Planning is

developed and issued annually (April-i14ay).

A Laboratory-wide call for LDRD proposals is initiated. Initiative and division managers solicit LDRD project

proposals from research staff and forward selected projects to the Strategic Planning Office as candidates for potential

funding (A4ay-June).

Based on the approval of Pacific Northwest National Laboratory’s LDRD Plan by DOE, initial funding allocations for

the LDRD accounts are approved by the Laboratory Director (July).

Review of proposed LDRD projects is conducted by the PNNL Technical Council and Business Council for Laboratory-

level investments and by the technical divisions for division-level projects (July-August).

After reviews are complete, recommendations from the Technical Council, the Business Council (for Lab-level projects),

and the divisions (for division-level projects) are brought forward to the Strategy Council for approval (September).

All LDRD project proposals are submitted to the LDRD Office (proposals follow the authorized LDRD format). The

LDRD Office reviews for compliance with DOE requirements. All documentation required to meet National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other environmental, safety, and health compliance requirements for the projects

must also be submitted (generally in the September – October timeframe; however, proposals can be submitted at any

time during the year).

The Budget and Analysis Office establishes six-digit alpha codes that are used to represent the work breakdown structure

(WBS) code for each of the LDRD accounts. After a project receives final approvrd, it is authorized to start when a

project-level WBS code is assigned by the LDRD office.



—..—..... .. .

Written guidance pertaining to the criteria and guidelines for LDRD projects provided in DOE Order 413.2 is widely

distributed to PNNL staff via the intemet and also through a formal PNNL LDRD Guide. Adherence to these criteria is

further ensured through reviews by tie LDRD Program Office reporting to the Director for Strategic Planning. Individual

projects are limited to a maximum of no more than $1 million in total funding aqd $500K in a fiscal year, unless exceptions

are approved by the Director of Strategic Planning. The majority of PNNL’s LDRD projects are significantly below these

levels.

,S,rmg?’ . Phnniqg
v I
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Institutional and Mission Areas of Emphasis

The LDRD program supports new and innovative science throughout the Laboratory, supporting DOE’s four mission areas

and most of the Lab’s core technical capabilities. Several of the primary technical areas addressed by the FY 1998 program

and

●

●

●

●

xvi

the tmgeted mission areas are highlighted below.

Bw&ical and Environmental Sciences. Scientific research in biological and environmental sciences continued to be a

major thrust of PNNL’s LDRD program. Research in biological sciences was focused on understanding the molecular

mechanisms by which damage from environmental exposure to radiation and chemicals is caused, modified, or

expressed. New physicrd phenomena were studied and analytical tools developed to support the Lab’s science and

environmental missions. Research into detection and characterization of various pathogens continued, with the intent to

build the technical foundations to support DOE’s nonproliferation and arms control efforts in the chemical and biological

weapons areas. A new thrust in cell signaling was started to provide the fundamental understanding of cell signaling

processes that we believe can significantly impact our understanding of the effect of environment on human health and

ecosystem functions. We supported several projects related to computational science, with the expectation of expanding

next year to include studies on modeling of biological responses, tools for advanced computational modeling and

simulation, computational reactive transport, and simulation and modeling of lightweight materials and manufacturing

processes. The computational science capabilities are expected to support all DOE missions.

Process Science and Technology. Funding in this area was directed toward developing new materials and technologies

for a variety of chemical processes, with the intent of increased efficiency, reduced pollution, or performing a novel

function. The focus of our efforts was on extending fundamental scientific developments in chemistry and materials to

new micro-scale and conventional-scales ystems. Results had application to waste management, environmental cleanup,

and processes for energy-intensive industries.

Materials Science and Technology. Materials projects included development of improved devices for medical

applications, materials for advanced energy applications such as fuel cells, and materials performance data to support

other LDRD projects in process science and advanced instnunentation. Studies on advanced computation methods for

modeling and simulation of lightweight materials were also started. These projects primarily supported DOE’s science

and energy missions.

Advanced Sc&mti@ Instrumentation. A number of the FY 1998 projects resulted in new techniques and tools for

measuring environmental contaminants, characterization of biological materials, and analyzing materirds being used in

Lab research projects. These efforts primarily supported the national security and environmental missions.
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● Thermal and Energy Systems. Microtechnology devices were investigated for heatingfcooling applications, fuel

processing, and otberapplications supporting the national security and energy missions. These projects also developed

some of the basic science and common applications (e.g., actuators) needed for related micro-scale work supporting

other capability areas (e.g., pathogen detection).
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Funding Proffle for FY 1998 LDRD Projects (continued)

Peer Review and Self-Assessment

Consistent with contractual performance measures, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory employs a process to evaluate its

scientific programs (of which LDRD is a part) at the Laboratory. Self assessment of PNNL’s LDRD program is composed of

the following three elements:

● Laboratory peer review process
● compliance review
● tracking performance metrics.

Peer Review

Peer review is a universally accepted process for determining the dxection of and setting standards for scientific, engineering,

and technology research and development. The establishment of a formal peer review process at PNNL ensures the technical

integrity of our work enhances tie Laboratory’s stature with our peers in the scientific community, and meets our customers’

needs. A quality peer review process is also an acknowledged good management practice.

PNNL’s self-assessment on scientific excellence is based primarily on the results of peer reviews of the Laboratory’s science

and technology programs. Division Review Committees (DRCS) are appointed by the Laboratory Director. The DRCS

review programmatic activities and advise PNNL’s technical divisions and Laboratory management on 1) science and

engineering programs, 2) technology programs, and 3) operational issues that may arise. The DRCS conduct an annual peer

review that covers the division’s activities (including LDRD) on a three-year rotating basis. Review committees are asked to

base their evaluations on the following

● Science Programs

> Quality of Science and Engineering. Performance measures include innovation, productivity (publications, citations

or other measures as appropriate), sustained progress and impact on the field, recognition by the scientific

community (awards, invited talks, appointments, etc.), development of new fields of inquiry, high-quality staff, and

availability of excellent and appropriate facilities required to achieve programmatic goals.

> Relevance to DOE Missions or National Needs. Performance measures include relationship of work to DOE and

Laboratory strategic plans, missions, and goals; alignment with DOE or other agencies’ prograrh guidance; extent of

interaction with other science and technology programs; impact of Laboratory programs on national science and

technology needs and facilities available to users from industry, academi% and government.

> Success in Construction and Operation of Major Facilities. Performance measures include achieving performance

specifications, providing forefront research capabilities, operating reliably and on schedule with the appropriate

degree of utilization, producing high-quality science, maintaining and improving facilities, maintaining a strong and

enthusiastic user organization, and demonstrating user satisfaction.

F Effective and Eficient Program Management. Performance measures for planning include the ability to identify arid

respond to new strategic missions and emerging national needs; implement programs consistent with Laboratory and

Division s~ategic plans, missions, and goals; and respond to programmatic changes in scope or technical content.

Performance measures for execution include meeting established technical milestones; carrying out work within

budget and on schedul~ customer satisfactio~ and optimal use of personnel, facilities, and equipment.
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Funding Profiie for FY 1998 LDRD Projects (continued)

● Technology Programs

An important component of the Laboratory’s portfolio is technology development through the development and

application of new and improved technologies. Technology programs usually have more clearly defined deliverables

thfi science programs, and the criteria and performance measures employed in evaluating science programs do not

provide the appropriate basis for review of technology programs. As a consequence, the DOE and its national

laboratories evaluate technology programs with an independent set of criteria dflerent from those used to evaluate

science programs:

> Customer Expectations and Involvement. Performance measures include critical and well-defined DOE or other

customers’ technology needs, degree of customer participation (for example, joint planning and resource mrmage-

ment), customer validation of the product to be delivered, and communication of information in a timely and

appropriate fashion.

} Quality of the Technical PZan. Performance measures include clearly defined goals and criteria for success,

adequate analysis of risks and possible failure modes, and reasonable proposed cost and schedule.

> Technical Approach. Performance measures include well-established scientific or technical basis of the work,

imovative work, and appropriate advancement of “state of the art.”

> Program Execution. Performance measures include a suitable match of assigned resources (i.e., quality staff,

adequate facilities, and sufficient funding) with programmatic tasks, and productivity (delivery of product on

schedule and within budget).

DRCS provide a written report and an overall rating for the science and engineering or technology work reviewed at the

annual DRC meeting. The Committee Report provides the Laboratory Director with documentation on the committee’s

observations and recommendations within 30 days of the DRC review.

LDRD Review Process

In addition to the Laboratory’s formal peer review process, PNNL also employs its own technical and business review of

potential LDRD investments as a part of the annual planning process. This review is commissioned by the Laboratory

Director and Strategy Council.

● Laboratory-Level Projects

After technical proposals have been submitted to the Strategic Planning office, they are forwarded to the Technical

Council and Business Council for review. The Technical Council has primary responsibility for ensuring the technical

soundness of the LDRD investments. The Technicrd Council uses both internal staff and external scientific reviewers in

evaluating proposals. The Business Council reviews LDRD proposals for their applicability to DOE mission needs.

Based on the reviews, both councils provide recommendations for funding specific LDRD investments in the next fiscal

year. The recommendations are forwarded to the Laboratory Director and the Strategy Council. The Laboratory

Direetor and Strategy Council used these recommendations, along with views on PNNL’s strategies and priorities, to

determine the resource allocations for specific investments. After decisions have been made, written feedback

documenting the results of the reviews and the funding decisions made is widely distributed to PNNL staff and

management.

During the year, both the Technical Council and the members of the Strategy Council are responsible for monitoring and

reviewing Lab-level LDRD projects to ensure that adequate technical progress is being made.
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Funding Profde for FY 1998 LDRD Projects (continued)

● Division-Level Projects

Each of the research divisions undertakes a similar evaluation process for its projects. The Associate Laboratory

Direetor for each division appoints a committee to evaluate and select projects. During the course of the year, reviews of

division-level LDRD projects are assessed by this committee to ensure that adequate technical progress is being made.

In addition, the Director of Strategic Planning and LDRD Program Office monitor these processes to ensure that projects

meet the criteria for LDRD as laid out in DOE Order 413.2 and that adequate technical peer review of division-level

LDRD activities is taking place.
.
.

Compliance Reviews

As a part of managing the LDRD program, the LDRD Office routinely reviews all LDRD projects for compliance with DOE

Order 413.2. A completed and signed copy of the prep and risk is also submitted with each project and forwarded to the

LDRD Office.

A series of compliance reviews was led by the Director of Strategic Planning in February and early March of 1998 for each

of PNNL’s technical divisions. A review team was assembled that consisted of the Director of Strategic Planning, LDRD

Office staff, and representation from PNNL’s Technical Council. It was the task of the review team to assess and better

understand how each division executes its LDRD program.

After reviewing each of the division’s LDRD programs, the review team documented the results for each research division.

Included was an assurance that each of PNNL’s technical divisions was running its LDRD programs in accordance with the

requirements of DOE Order 413.2. During the course of the reviews, a small number of minor issues were identified and

resolved. Output from the review team included providing documentation on the resuhs of the review to program managers

for each technical division, along with recommendations from the review team on the best practices, which was used by the

divisions to strengthen their programs.

Tracking Performance Metrics

One vehicle for assessing the benefits of the LDRD program is the collection of quantitative metric data. This process is

conducted as a part of the management of the overall LDRD program. Each project is surveyed annually and asked to report

on programmatic follow-on funding, publications, students and postdocs supported by the projecq new scientific staff hired,

number of copyrights claimed, invention disclosures filed, and patents either applied for or granted. The results from projects

funded in FY 1998 include data shown in the table below.

Performance Indicator # Relevance
Programmatic Follow-on Client Funding 12 Demonstrates relevance of work to DOE missions

Number of Refereed Publications 74 Information is being widely disseminated and ensures high-
quality science and technology via technical peer review
process through journal articles.

Number of Students and Postdocs Supported by the 68 Building Laboratory capability by expanding staff resources
Program
New Scientific/Technical Staff Hired Full Time 28

Copyrights 1 Indicators of innovation and leading-edge science and
Invention Disclosures 53 technology. Provide an avenue for technology to be
Patents (applied for or granted) 19 transferred for use by DOE and private sector.
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Atmospheric Sciences



Computational Studies of Oxidant Reactions of VOCs
Relevant to Tropospheric Ozone

MichelDupuis

StudyControlNumber: PN98015/1261

Project Description Technical Accomplishments

Quantum chemical studies can provide detailed infor- Initial conceptual modeling related to the chemical

mation about the chemical reactivity of selected important reactivity of VOCS in the global c~bon cycle was begun.

volatile organic compounds (VOCS) that play a key role in However, after less than 30 man-hours of effort, it was

the global carbon cycle because of two critical aspects of decided that ii.mding for the project should be reprograrn-

their chemistry 1) the direct formation of carbon mon- med to other higher-priority projects. Thus there are no

oxide (CO) resulting from their oxidation and 2) their roles significant technical accomplishments to report.

as primary seed compounds leading to the formation of “

aerosols that provide reaction sites and act as carriers of

condensed active species. It is becoming increasingly

accepted that much of the uncertainty in VOC/NOx

atmospheric chemistry lies in the knowledge about the

mechanisms of degradation of the organic species, and that

improved atmospheric models will come Ilom more

complete elucidation of gas-phase photo-oxidation path-

ways of organics. Detailed knowledge of the mechanisms

enables atmospheric scientists to understand the nature of

the secondary products and the fraction of reacted organics

that can condense as aerosols. Such information is

required for and can be used directly in atmospheric .

models for determining regulations and air quality policies.

The project is specifically targeted at providing detailed

mechanistic information on the oxidative degradation

mechanism of two key VOCS to illustrate the possible

impact of quantum chemical studies on atmospheric

models. Theoretical calculations are in progress to provide

detailed oxidation mechanisms of isoprene and dimethyl-

sulfide in order to understand the ability of these com-

pounds to contribute to oxidant formation. Data to be

calculated include molecular enthalpies of formation,

vibrational spectra, electronic excitation spectr% and rate

constants from electronic structure calculations of tran-

sition state structures together’with transition state and

unimolecular rate theories. The calculations involve

advanced quantum chemical methods that are known to

predict thermochemical properties with chemical accuracy.



Development of a Parallel Computing System for Use in
IWultiphaseAir Chemistry Studies

Carl M. Berkowi@ W. Rich Barchet

StudyControlNumber: PN98021J124i7 .
,

Project Description

In early FY 1998, PNNL’s Atmospheric Sciences Tech-

nical Group (ASTG) planned a workshop to define and

improve methods related to scaling microscopic pheno-

mena up to the macroscopic scale. It was agreed that

PNNL needed a high-performance computing tool that

wotid allow staff to examine specific molecular-scale

phenomena in regional-scale simulations.

The first objective was to develop a mukiphase reactive

transport code for use on a massively parallel processor.

To focus this effort and make use of recommendations

from the workshop, the scientific design was of a model

capable of studying the interactive effects of oxidants and

aerosols. This tool was also to have the capability to

incorporate results from recent Environmental Molecular

Science Laboratory (EMSL) molecular-level investigations

into air chemistry. A massively parallel system was

necessary to reduce the central processing unit (CPU) time

from weeks to hours for a 24-hour simulation. As a

secondary goal, we wanted to enhance interaction among

staff in the ASTG and the EMSL Computing Facility.

Our second objective was to work with scientists in the

EMSL on issues of scaling and aerosol processes. To meet

this objective, we co-hosted (with EMSL) a workshop to

address these problems. A ‘thematic’ diagram showing the

range of aerosol processes considered is shown in Figure 1.

Technidal Accomplishments

We ported a version of the PNNL Global Chemistry Model

(GChM) to EMSL’S MPP1 computer and used this pr&llel

code to produce results in agreement with those previously

obtained on a serial machine. We also refined the way

emissions are treated in the code, allowing for emissions

not only at the surface but also aloft. Work was initiated

on an aerosolfcloud water scheme to be added to the

existing gas-phase chemical mechanism. Resources were

not available to add new mechanisms to the code running

on MPP1.

Scales of AtmosphericChemicaland PhysicalPhenomena

-f2-11-iOi;,J3-7 -6 -5 41:$.2 .1 j Id 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
lps lps IIIday manY .xntq

Time Scale

Figure 1. Various aerosol processes known to be important
for regional scale effects such as oxidantiaerosol interactions,
health issues of PM2.5 particles, and climate as a function of
characteristic time and spatial scales. This was the central
theme of the joint EMSL/ASTG workshop.

Our simulations on MPP1 were for an 18 x 18 horizontal

grid encompassing the eastern United States, with 30

vertical layers (from the surface to approximately 10 km)

and 64 gas-phase chemical species for a 24-hour period.

Meteorological fields were provided from an existing

archive of data from the Regional Atmospheric Modeling

System. Key landmarks on the timing tests on the MPP1

system included the following (see Fig&e 2):
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Machine

Pre-LDRD simulations

1) IBM 590 RISC6000

2) Sun Ultra 1

3) Sun Ultra 2

LDRD Simulations (on MPP1)

1) 1 node (extrapolation)

2) 8 node (actual computation)

3) 16 nodes

4)32 nodes

5) 64 nodes

6) 128 and 256 nodes

CPU time

4.76 cpu-days

2 cpu-days

1 cpu-day

0.75 cpu-days

2.7 cpu-hours

2 cpu-hours

1.25 cpu-hours

0.8 cpu-hours

0.7 cpu-hours

—,. ..



PNNL Parallel GChtvt3 CPU Time Statistics
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Figure 2. Summary of GChM CPU statistics as a result of
work done on this project. Vertical axis shows CPU time (ii
seconds); the horizontal axis shows the number of processors
used on EMSL’S MPP1 machine. The speedup for various
processes in the model arc rdso shown (e.g., %/y-tran” refers
to the horizontrd transport algoritbq ‘%-tram” refers to
vertical transpofi “chmint” refers to the chemical
integration algorithm).

The second major accomplishment was the successful

“Measuring and Modeling Tropospheric Aerosol-

Chemistry Interactions: Molecular to Global Scale”

workshop held with EMSL on September 25-26, 1998. It

was attended by participants from three national labora-

tories (PM@+ Brookhaven, and Lawrence Livermore) and

several universities 0.swell as across-section of atmos-

pheric sciences and molecular sciences staff from PNNL.

A number of specific conclusions came out of this work-

shop, including recommendations for enhancing the

interrelation between laboratory research, field studies, and

models as a means to optimize the use of these tools.

Publications and Presentations

.Berkowitz CM. September 1998. ‘identification of

Research Needs Common to Understanding Aerosol

Effects on Major Tropospheric Air Quality Issues.”

Presented at the Workshop on Measuring and Modeling

Tropospheric Aerosol-Chemistry Interactions: Molecular

to Regional Scale, Richland, Washington.

Ghan W. September 1998. “Current status and limitations

of models related to aerosol effects on tropospheric air

quality issues.” Presented at the workshop on Measuring

and Modeling Tropospheric Aerosol-Chemistry

Interactions: Molecular to Regional Scale, Richland,

Washington.



Laboratory Studies of Heterogeneous Tropospheric Chemistry

RobertS.Disselkamp

StudyControlNumber: PN98042L288

Project Description

Laboratory studies of heterogeneous atmospheric chem-

istry were performed using fundamental measurements to

characterize chemical kinetic rate processes. Two types of

studies have been performed. in one bromide and chloride

were oxidized in laboratory-simulated sea-salt solutions.

These oxidized halogen compounds are thought to be a

source of gas-phase halogen-containing compounds in the

marine boundary layer (MBL) and near coastal regions.

Upon photolysis, these compounds yield atomic bromine

and chlorine, which have been implicated in episodes of

Arctic ozone loss and hydrocarbon oxidation chemistry,

respectively. The detailed chemical mechanism resulting

in halide oxidation in sea-salt aerosol has not been fully

explored. To study this chemistry, bulk aqueous NaBr/

NaC1/HNO~03 solutions were created and the rate of

halide oxidation determined by monitoring solution pH

with time. The kinetics of ha.hde oxidation was obtained.

In a seeond study, the reaction of ozone decomposition on

carbonaceous soot material was investigated. Carbona-

ceous soot particulate material is generated by jet aircraft

and automobile exhaust in the troposphere. However, its

effect on trace gas atmospheric composition is not known.

To investigate this chemistry, we employed a large (i.e.,

28 L) vacuum chamber to create an aerosol sample of soot

plus ozone and used long-pathlength infrared absorption

spectroscopy to probe the kinetics of ozone decomposition

over a 200-minute time period. A reaction accommodation

coefficient of-10-8 was measured, a value that is -105

times smaller than accommodation coefficients obtained

from similar studies performed using Knudsen cell

reactors.

Teehnicd Accomplishments

Field measurements have been instrumental in identifying

the role of halogen atoms in the Marine Biology Labora-

tory. For example, a variety of field measurement tech-

niques have been used to confirm the presence of tropo-

spheric chlorine. In one technique, Clz was observed

directly at a North American ground site using atmospheric

pressure chemical ionization mass spectroscopy. Mole-

cular chlorine mixing ratios ranging from <10 to 150 parts

per 1012 (ppt) were observed (Spicer et al. 1998). In a

second study, an alkaline mist chamber titration technique

was used at a Florida coastal site to trap Clz in solution

from which concentrations ranging from <13 to 127 ppt

were determined (Keene et al. 1993; Pszenny et al. 1993).

A third study used field measurements of hydrocarbon

concentrations together with a kinetic model of hydro-

carbon oxidation to infer that atomic chlorine at times was

the primary oxidant in the MEL and near coastal regions

(Jobson et al. 1994). In another study, a comprehensive set

of chemical constituents (NO, NOZ., HN03, PAN, 03,

hydrocarbons were measured as part of the Pacific

Exploratory Mission in the cenha.1 and western Pacific. A

measured trend of low nitric acid and ozone, together with

a measurement of gas phase chlorine compounds, was used

to infer early morning (peak) Cl atom concentrations of

-105 molecules/cm3. In a related halogen atom study made

in the Arctic region during the summer, Barrie et al. (1988)

used filtration techniques to measure gas phase bromine

and observed an anticorrelation to ozone concentration.

These measurements implicate the existence of a pathway

of halide oxidation in the MBL and near coastal regions,

possibly involving ozone and nitric acid.

To examine this halide oxidation chemistry, we studied

aqueous NaBr/NaCl/HN03/03 solutions. Experiments

were performed by flowing 0.75 of zero-grade air

(78.4 mol% N2, 21.6 mol% 02, <0.5 ppm impurities)

through an ozone generator (Hg pen-ray lamp photolysis,

Ozone Engineering Inc.) and into a gas dispersion

assembly modified to accept a pair of ion-sensitive

electrodes. A volume of 100 mL was used for the nitric

acidhlt solution. Commercially available reagent-grade

chemicals were used: HN03 (VWR) 70 wt%; NaCl

(Aldrich) 99.999 wt%; and NaBr (Aldrich) 99 wt%. Water

treated by reverse-osmosis was used without further purifi-

cation. Ozone reactant concentrations (ranging from 2 to

45 ppm) were measured by flowing the gas stream through

a White cell (Ini%mxi Analysis) having an optical path-

length of 60 cm interfaced to an lTIR spectrometer

(Nicolet Magna-IR 560). In each experiment, chemistry

was monitored by measuring pH using an ion-sensitive

electrode (Ross combination electrode model 8102) versus

,
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time. At times ranging from O to 80 minutes, the pH was

roughly constant at its initial value of 4.00 when zero-air

was sent through the solution. At 80 minutes, ozone was

introduced into the zero-air gas stream, resulting in a de-

crease in acid concentration in solution and an increase in

pH. We attribute this increase in solution pH to ozone

initiated oxidation chemistry in solution. At a time greater

than 190 minutes, the ozone source was switched off and

the pH again achieved a constant value. During the course

of each experiment, only small changes in the Cl and H+

aqueous concentrations occurred. Furthermore, the rate of

reaction was observed to be independent of the volumetric

gas flow rate into solution for a constant gas phase mixing

ratio, hence the ozone concentration in solution can be

assumed to be saturated during each experiment.

Two sets of NaBr/NaCl/HN03/03 experiments were

performed. Each experiment consisted of flowing an

ozone gas phase mixing ratio of either 15 or 32 ppm

through an aqueous NaBr/NaCVI-INO~ solution with a pH

of 3.5 and a variable NaBr concentration. Results are

summarized in Figure 1.

9 o~
o 200 400 600 800

Bromide Concentration (ppm)

Figure 1. Hydronium ion consumption rate normalized to
unity ozone concentration versus bromide ion concentration

The circles and diamonds represent experiments performed

using 15 and 32 ppm 03 mixing ratios, respectively. Three

observations are worth noting. First, the reaction rate is

seen to be first order in ozone concentration. Second, an

asymptotic rate of reaction with bromide ion concentration,

having a maximum value of 5.0x10-8 M/ppm was mea-

sured. This implies that ddute sea spray aerosol droplets

having a bromide ion concentration less than 100 ppm will

have a relatively slow oxidation rate. The third observa-

tion pertains to the solid square data points that lie above

the asymptotic curve. These data points correspond to

solutions containing 2.0 M NaC1. An overall increase in

the reaction rate by -30% is seen. A chemical mechanism

we adopt to analyze the kinetic data can be written as

B~+03+Br0-+02 (1)

“ BrO- + H+ + HOBr (2)

HOBr + Br_ + H+ + Br2 + H20 (3)

HOBr + Cl_ + H+ + BrCl + H20 (4)

Reaction (1) has been studied by Haag and Hoigne (1983)

and measured to have “aforward rate constant of

160 M-* sl. More recently Yoshizumi Kojii (Research

Center for Advanced Science and Technology), in a

personal communication, postulated reactions (1) to (3) to

account for B<(g) formation when NaBr(s) in a Knudsen

cell was exposed to 03 and H20 vapors. The kinetics of

Br2 generation was’ not measured in their experiment. To

account for the enhanced hydronium ion consumption rate,

we postulate reaction (4). This is a reasonable reaction due

to the high activity of Cl- in seawater. It is worth noting

that if the rate of reaction (4) far exceeds that of (3) for our

salt concentrations, then due to BrCl formation an equal

amount of bromide and chloride will be oxidized. Our

kinetic data suggests an enhancement of -30% in the

reaction rate with Cl_ presen~ thus the oxidized bromide

and chloride total 80% and 2090, respectively.

Given the kinetic data of Figure 1, the impact of ozone

oxidation in sea-srdt solutions can be assessed. We begin

with the laboratory measured oxidation rate of 5.0x

10-s M/ppm for an aerosol having a relative humidity of

less than 80% at 298K. Under ambient MEL conditions

(30 ppb 03,11.2 pgm/m3 sea-salt aerosol loading,

p=l.5 gm/cm3), a daily halogen atom formation rate of

105 molecules/cm3 day is computed for chlorine. This

number compares favorably with estimates obtained from

both field observations and modeling studies and provides

a chemical mechanism of halide oxidation.
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750-MHz NMR Determination of the Three-Dimensional
Structure of a Unique Reductive Dehalogenase

MichneIA. Kennedy

StudyCoxltro] Numlxx PN9500MJ77

Project Description

Tetrachlorohydroquinone reductive dehalogenase (TeCH-

RD) is a bacterial enzyme that has been isolated from

Flavobacterium sp. strain ATCC 39723. It is involved in

the degradative pathway of pentachlorphenol. TeCH-RD

carries out the reductive dechlorination of tetrachlorhydro-

quinone to dichlorohydroquinone. TeCH-RD is 247 amino

acids in length with a corresponding molecular weight of

28.1 I@. The goal of this project is to use nuclear mag-

netic resonance spectroscopy to determine the three-

dimensional solution-state structure of the enzyme. An

integrated biophysical, biochemicrd, analytical, and

modeling approach is being used to identify the three-

dimensional structure of TeCH-RD.

Technical Accomplishments

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is being

used to determine the solution-state structure of TeCH-RD.

Structure determination by NMR requires multiple patterns

of uniform and residue-specific isotopic labeling, data

collection, resonance assignments, evaluation of dktance

and torsion angle restraints based on NMR da@ and

structure calculations using distance geometry and energy

minimization methods.

Strain JDO1, an E. coli JM105 hiwboring the TeCH-RD

expression vector pJDOl, has been used to produce

-30 mg/L quantities of isotonically labeled TeCH-RD. For

15N-labeled and 15N,13CTeCH-R.D production, JDO1 is

cultured in istopically enriched Celtone media (MartelG

Inc.) derived from algal hydrolysate. Triply 2H, 13C, and

‘5N labeled protein has been prepared.

Figure 1 shows a homology model of TeCH-RD. The

protein has two distinct subdomains, the N-terminal

domain including a two-strand beta sheet and an alpha

helix in the substrate binding region and the C-terminal

domain comprising a bundle of alpha helixes. TeCH-RD

has two cysteine residues that are indicated with a space-

filling surface. C157 is positioned on the surface of the

Figure 1. Homology model of TeCH-RD indicating two
distinct structural domains and the position of the two
cysteine residues

protein and is not required for activity. We are working

with a C157S site-directed mutant to minimize oxidation-

induced aggregation.

A combination of residue-specific 15N-labeling HNCA data

using a double 13C, 15N-labeled TeCH-RD, and 15N-edited

NOESY data on a 9870 2H,*5N-labeled TeCH-R.D sample

have facilitated assignment of 35% of the protein at this

time.

Publications

Hoyt DW, J Zhao, J Trewhell% and MA Kennedy. 1998.

“Comparison of Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering and Gra-

dient Encoded NMR Diffhsion Experiments for Assaying

the Aggregation State of Proteins in Solution” (in prepa-

ration).



Adaptation of Mycofiltration Phenomena for Wtie-Area
and Point-Source Decontamination of CWIBWAgents

Jack Q. Word, SusanA. Thomas, PeterBecker,Ann S. D- MargaretR Pinza, TheodoreE. Divine

StudyControlNomber: PN97006/1147

Project Description

The objective of this project was to test the effectiveness of

mycofiltration(’) to deshoy chemical and biological warfare

(CBW) agents. Our focus is potential development of a

fimgal enzyme-based chemical and biological warfare

decontamination system that could be applied to equip-

men~ personnel, and structures and tha~ in combination

with application of the living mycelial systems, could

address wider-area decontamination, remediation, and

detection.

We demonstrated that selected, living, cultured strains of

wood-degrading fungus can quickly and effectively destroy

nerve agent surrogates; further, we isolated specific frac-

tions of living fungal systems that contain the enzymes we

believe catalyze the destruction and tested them. We also

developed a method and screened a number of proprietary

fungal strains for their ability to either attack and destroy

or dramatically inhibit the growth of bacteria on agar.

Technical Accomplishments

With the goal of attaining both large-scale field deploy-

ment for remediation and enzyme applications for decon-

taminatiotidemilitarization, our overall approach ‘was as

follows laboratory bench-scale toxicity testing of fungal

strains on agar plates spiked with each chemical warfare

surrogate, followed by screening of multiple fimgal strains

and preconditioning of the best candidates, using surro-

gates on agar. The selected strains were subsequently

tested at a larger, mesocosm scale on substrata such as

wood chips. The two pathways of inquiry that would

follow are large-scale field deployment and fungal enzyme

applications. We concentrated this year on enzyme stu-

ches, culturing and testing in liquid medium the strains we

selected through the prior steps for their performance with

chemical warfare surrogates. Tests using surrogates deter-

mined the feasibility, expected results, and appropriate

(a) Mycofiltration is the application of living fungal mycelium to
removeldegrade contaminants.

strains to use for future, analogous tests using the actual

nerve agents.

The agents sarin, soman, their surrogates isopropyl methyl- :

phosphoric acid and dlmethyl methylphosphonate, and the

VX family of compounds all share a central structural

feature in common (Figure 1). Accordingly, our experi-

ments were designed to study the mechanism we postulate

for the fimgal degradation of such compounds, dephos-

phorylation. We theorize that fungus is preadapted to

destroy organophosphonates to meet its own nutritional

requirement for inorganic phosphate, which it incorporates

into biomolecules such as adenosine triphosphate within its

cells. The chemical warfare agents and surrogates used in

our experiments could accordingly be addressed by the

fnngal system as a source of inorganic phosphate.
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of agents and surrogates

In parallel to the chemical warfare experiments, we used a

species of fecal coliform bacteria, Escherkhia coli, as a

simulaut pathogenic bacterial biological warfare agent, and

carried out agar-plate experiments and enzyme studies; we

have not yet moved to a larger scale.
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Automated, Integrated Mesocale Continuous-Flow Multichannel PCR
Thermocycler for Rapid Nucleic Acid Diagnostics

Mark T. Kingsley

StudyControlNumber: PN97016/1157

Project Description

A combination of novel materials selection, microfabrica-

tion technologies, mesoscale integration, and micro-

processor control for flexible system architecture (easily

customized) combined with microchannel capillary

electrophoresis and fiberoptic detection will provide a

rapid, robust, and rugged nucleic acid amplification,

detection, and identification device. We propose to

develop a therrnocycler system that can be integrated with

the same motherboard architecture and mesoscale integra-

tion technology proposed in companion LDRD projects. A

sample processing unit will supply the feed nucleic acid

samples for amplification. The thermocycler wells will be

equipped with fluorescence detection for TaqMan-type

PCR product detection. Microchannel capillary electro-

phoresis units will be explored for size separation when

multiple products of different sizes me expected as in

RAPD, BOX, ERIC, or human forensic-type DNA

fingerprinting applications. Other detection options

include subjecting PCR products to mass spectrometric

analyses and hybrization arrays.

Technical Accomplishments

In FY 1997, we fabricated a prototype four-channel thii-

film heater system, created a mold for injection molding of

four 15+L sample wells from high-carbon polyimide

plastic, and molded sample chambers (Figures 1 and 2).

LabView software and control boards were purchased and

installed on a PC. The LabView-based control program

was developed, and initial testing of the heater system

began, demonstrating that tilcker films were necessary to

achieve laminate stability at the higher temperatures

required during the DNA melting stage of the cycles.

Dielectric breakdown of the insulating layer between the

platinum RTDs (feedback thermocouples) and the heaters

or buss bars caused the early prototypes to burn out

quickly. The LabView programming was completed in PY

1998, and control circuitry was fabricated to handle 30

thermocycling channels. Heater fabrication processes

underwent a thorough review because several non-

functional or improperly masked and cast thin film system

prototypes were delivered (unacceptably high failure rate).

This review proved that some processes had been altered

and were causing the heater assembly substrates to warp

and create non-planar mask profiles (leading to poor

resolution of the thin film casts and poor adhesion). The

issues were resolved, a successful heater system was

delivered, and thermocycling data (without samples) were

obtained with multiple channels. Two different film

compositions were tested with the latest prototype.

Figure 1. Nine-cycle run of heater, cycling 30 to 55°C

AIN1-PCR ELECTRICAL LAYOUT
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Figure 2. Basic circuit design for position prototype
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Biochemical Physiological Aspects of Various Transgenic Plants
Overexpressing Cellui?imes

BrkmS. Hooker, Z@ Dai

StudyControlNumber: PN98007/lZS3

Project Description

Celhdases xe a class of enzymes whose synergistic actions

hydrolyze celh.dosic materials into sugar feedstock of

immense industrial value. These enzymes include endo-

glucanases, exoglucanases, and beta-D-glucosidases. The

discovery of uhra-thermostable celh.dases from Acidother-

mun celkdolyticus allows the industrial application of

celhdases in high-temperature processes for converting

pretreated biomass to fermentable sugars (Laymen et al.

1995; Baker et al. 199A Tucker et al. 1989). In this pro-

ject, technical approaches are developed and designed for

the expression of ultra-thermostable celhdases from Acido-

thermun celhdolyticus in a single-cell fungal strain.

The objective of this project is to develop a process using

single-cell fungal strain for transgenic fungal-based cellu-

lase production. Serial technical approaches are essential

for process development. The results obtained in this

project will provide invaluable information for celhdase

expression, accumulation, and secretion in the fungal

strain.

Technical Accomplishments

Developing transgenic fungal-based celhdase requires

serial technical approaches: 1) vector constructions for

celh.dase expression 2) genetic transformation of selected

fungal strain; and 3) transgenic fungal-based cellulase

analysis. Fungal strains selected from FY 1997 were used

for transgenic celhdase expression. To express celhdase in

the fungal strains, plasmid vectors were constructed for

both transformation and expression. The thermostable

endoglucanase gene codes for three functional domains:

signal peptide, cellulose catalytic domain, and cellulose-

binding domain. Different expression cassettes were

consh-ucted for the expression of thermostable endo-

glucanase gene. These constructs included endoglucanase

genes with native signal sequence, without native signrd

sequence, and with a heterologous signal sequence for

cellulase secretion. In addition, expression cassettes were

also constructed for the cellulose catalytic domain with

native signal sequence, without native signal sequence, and

with a heterologous signal sequence for secretion tests.

Results showed that both mature celhdase and cellulose

catalytic domain could be expressed in the genetically

transformed fungal strain. The mature cellulase with a

heterologous signal sequence showed much higher cellu-

Iase activity than the ones with and without native signal

peptide. However, there was no significant celhdase

secretion to the culture medium for the mature cellulase,

probably due to the cellulose-bmdlng domain hindering the

secretory pathway. The specific activity of the catalytic

domain with a heterologous signal peptide was about 8.4

times the mature cellulase after expression. Large amounts

of cellulase catalytic domain without the cellulose-binding

domain can be secreted into the culture medium. The

secreted catalytic domain has a specific activity about 14

times higher than the intracellular portion and about 126

times higher than the intracellular mature celhdase.
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Bioremediation: Mycofiltration Mesocosm Study
for the Cleanup of Oil-Contaminated Soil-

PeterBecker, Ann S. Drumj MargaretR Pinz.a,SusanA. Thomas, Jack Q. Word

StudyControlNumbw. PN9800S/1254

Project Description

Our objective was to bring our proven laboratory bench-

scale biotechnology, which uses living mycelial systems to

remedlate pemoleum hydrocarbon contamination, to a

larger-scale field application. Experiments were designed

to confirm the effectiveness at a mesocosm and larger scale

and to demonstrate a practical and economical deployment

technology that could yield as a byproduct a composted

material with beneficial uses. Laboratory experiments

were conducted to further our understanding of the mech-

anisms and enzymes involved in the degradation process.

Technical Accomplishments

Approach

In the project overall, the approach has been to begin with

toxicity testing, screening, and preconditioning of fungal

strains on agar plates with Bunker C/diesel oil. Mesocosm

tests followed at a scale of one-gallon jars with soil/wood-

chip substrate in the laboratory, then 3- to 50-gallon tubs of

soil in outdoor condhions @nza et al. 1998). From the

mesocosm-level tests, there have been two branching

pathways of inquiry, one focused on larger-scale appli-

cation for commercial remedlation applications using the

living mycelial system and the other a laboratory study to

identify enzymes and mechanisms involved in the degra-

dation process for applications that could involve fungal

enzymes apart from the living system.

Mesocosm Studies

Three dMferent weathered, oil-contaminated soils were

used as substrate in a mesocosm-scale study conducted in

outdoor Pacific Northwest winter conditions. Each test

and control mesocosm contained 10 kg of homogenized

soil of one of the following: 1) Washington State Depart-

ment of Transportation (WSDOT) “vactor” waste, which

consisted of soil with petroleum-hydrocarbons and other

contaminants from highway runofi, 2) an Exxon Research

and Engineering weathered soil sample from a past spill,

currently under testing at Pennsylvania State University for

treatability by landfarmin~ and 3) Trecate Biopile No. 1,

Zone 3 soil from a prior AGIP oil company contamination

incident in Italy. Each was adjusted to 18~0 moisture and

inoculated with 25~o by weight of one of two proprietary

fungal strains (1215 and 4199) grown on alder chips.

The soils were sampled and chemically analyzed for totrd

petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH) at 0,4,8, and 16 weeks.

The watering regime was the natural rainfall and carefid

record was kept of development of a vascuhw plant

community on the soils, the fruiting bodies both of the

introduced proprietary strains and of secondary decom-

poses (wild fungi that subsequently colonized the system).

A second mesocosm study was established using three

excavated, or scraped, stored soils from the WSDOT

Bellingham, Washington, maintenance yard. All three

contained aged diesel and heavy oil contamination,

although one had been originally labeled by WSDOT as

“gasoline-contaminated.” The protocol was as described

above. The objective was to test the degree to which a

mesocosm-scale study can predict the effectiveness of

large-scale treatment.

TPH was measured in all of the mesocosm samples by the

“Northwest TPH diesel-extended (NWTPH-dx) method.

The data by that measure do not show significant remedi-

ation in either mesocosm study. However, it was difficult

to evaluate the results because of the extreme nonhomo-

geneity”of the soil s~ples and because the chemical

analysis did not provide concentration values for individual

compounds of interest.

Piht-Scale Study

Concurrently, we conducted a pilot-scale remediation of

the three weathered, oil-contaminated soils mentioned

above at the WSDOT maintenance yard at Belliugham~)

The experiment compared the effectiveness of our myco-

reme&ation approach with that of bioremediation and

(a) WSDOT contributedfunding to supplementthe LDRD
support of the task



enhanced bacterial remediation of a 10-cubic-yard mound

of each test soil. A control mound of each was left

untreated. For the mycoremediation approach, fungal

mycelium was transferred to the mounds by way of alder

sawdust. After the initial application and documentation of

moisture conten~ there was no further maintenance of the

mycoremediation treatments required. WSDOT estab-

lished the bioremediatidn regime, applying 12 lb of

nitrogen fertilizer (30-0-0) per 50 cubic yards of soil con-

taminated at 2000 mg/kg TPH. Maintenance of bio-

remediated mounds consisted of turning and adding

fertilizer monthly. WSDOT contracted with PSCI Tank

Services to conduct the enhanced bacterial treatment,

which required initial and biweekly or monthly application

of liquid fertilizer and bacterial inoculum and biweekly or

monthly turning of the soil. Cross-contamination was

controlled with polyethylene underlaymen~ control and

bacterial-treated mounds were also covered by poly-

ethylene tarps, and mycoremedated mounds were covered

by 65% shadecloth. The experiment took place over

16 weeks in winter/early spring conditions.

During the study, we observed excellent growth of the

introduced fungus (Figure 1). After 4 to 5 weeks, and

monthly thereafter, there was a massive fruiting at the

surface of the mycoremediated mounds of all three soils,

and the penetration of the mycelium was throughout the

mounds to the bottom-most depth of about 4 ft, The smell

of oil disappeared, and the pockets of oil, tar, and other

petroleum hydrocarbons were no longer apparent after the

first few weeks. A vascular plant community began to

develop on these mounds and continued to become more

diverse and abundant over time. By week 12, there were

secondary decompose species of wild fungi fruiting.

The bioremdlated and bacterially remediated soils, in

contras~ did not show any visible evidence of change

during the study. They retained their initial heavy clay

composition, with noticeable odor of oil and visible

pockets of oil and asphalt. These treatments usually

require at least one year to be effective, so thk four-month

testing schedule may have been premature for optimal

results.

The goal of remedlating oil-contaminated soil is to reduce

TPH concentrations to below 200 ppm (Model Toxics

Control Act cleanup level) using analytical methods

approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

However, the extensive sampling using the NWTPH-dx

method prescribed by WSDOT did not show with certainty

that the criterion had been met in any of the treated or

control soils, due largely to the extreme nonhomogeneity

of the soils.

Figure 1. Pilot-scale remediation study: a) time O,diesel-
contaminated soil control, 10-yd3 mound; b) time O,
application of living mycelium in sawdus~ c) time 4 weeks,
fruiting bodies

Without detailed analysis of the individual petroleum

hydrocarbon compounds, we could not determine the

specific ways in which the fungal treatment attacked the

oils. For example, we would have expected from our prior

studies (l?inza et al. 1998) that the mycelial activity would

have broken down the higher-mohxxdar-weight polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) most effectively, contrib-

uting an increase to smaller molecular weight intermediate

products. To clarify, we sampled once more at the end of

the 16th week by a more extensive sampling and homogen-

ization regime, and we are now analyzing PAHs and

alkrmes in controls and treated soils. By this alternative

method, we would evaluate the loss of oil fractions com-

pared with the relative concentrations of compounds in the

oil (i.e., hopane). This method would permit the use of the

stable compound as a surrogate to quantify the removal of

petxoleum fractions relative to the total oil in the sample

and remove the problem of intersarnple variability.
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Toxicity Tests

Toxicity tests of the treated WSDOT Bellingham soils

using earthworms (ASTM 1995) showed no statistically

significant difference among the treatments or controls for

worm survival, althougli ~o~ was sli@ly favored in the

mycoremediated soils. Toxicity tests using Washington

native plants (ASTM 1994, Tarradellas et al. 1997) are not

yet complete. Early indications are that the mycoreme-

diated soils appear to offer a more beneficial substrate for

the growth of the grass and shrubs tested than do the soils

that were bio- or bacterially remdlated, as “&iicated by

measures of plant growth and by plant death, on some soils.

Enzyme Study

Early in the year, we concentrated on collecting liquid

fungal exudate, which we believed to contain some of the

enzymes that catalyze the degradation process. We

developed a method and collected exudate from several

fungal strains, particularly those preconditioned to degrade

petroleum hydrocarbons. We assayed the protein and con-

ducted gas chromatography and mass spectrometry

anrdysis to elucidate the chemical nature of the exudates.

We also conducted a series of enzyme experiments to

isolate the active portions of a fungal system already

shown to be effective in degrading petroleum hydrocar-

bons. We tested and compared activity of extracelhdar

enzymes only, intracellular enzymes only, intracellular

enzymes plus active cell membrane, extra-plus intracellular

enzymes plus active membrane (e.g., entire living system

in liquid medium), and exudate from aerial mycelial tips.

Enzyme activi~ was observed in each of the five iiactions,

measured by use of API-Zym test kits (BioMerieux, Marcy

l’Etoile, France), for several of the fungal strains tested.

The test reveals semiquantitatively (on a color indicator

scale of O to 5, corresponding to O to 240 nanomoles of

hydrolyzed substrate) 20 categories of enzyme activity.

Based on these results, we used the extracelhdar enzyme

fraction for subsequent tests. In ongoing experiments, we

are exploring the potential to use fungal enzymes apart

from the living system to carry out certain steps in the

petroleum hydrocarbon and other contaminant degradation.

Concluswn

It is clear from these studies that the transition from bench-

scale to field scale poses some challenge. Nonetheless, we

are confident in the efficacy of this method and look for-

ward to investigating the variables that could determine the

success of large-scale deployment. These could include

humidity and temperature at the center of large soil

mounds, bioavailability of petroleum hydrocarbons, and

nonhomogeneity of contamination in soils, among others.

Publication

Thomas S, M PinzA P Becker, J Word, and P Stamets.

1998. ‘%ioremediatiom mycofiltration study for the

cleanup of oil-contaminated soil. Environrnentid Health

Perspectives” (in preparation).
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Cell Signaling in Shewanella and Sphingomonas

Marmret F. Rornine

StndyControlIWmbefi PN98010/12S6

Project Description

This project includes two tasks focused on microbial cell

signaling. The objective is to elucidate, at the gene-level,

the response processes that are responsible for 1) efficient

growth of metal- and radionuclide-reducing Shewanella

putrefaciens by anaerobic iron respiration and 2) modu-

lating growth of Sphingomonas aromaticivorans F199 on

various aromatic compounds and mediating transfer of this

capability to other bacteria through plasmid conjugation or

transposition. The approach is to insert a copy of the green

fluorescent protein (GFP) gene adjacent to promoter-

containing regions of the S. putrefaciens chromosome and

plasrnid pNL1. In the S. putrefaciens chromosome

experiments, we intend to identify promoters that are

activated during iron respiration, and in the plasmid pNLl

experiments, we intend to monitor promoter activity in

wild-type or mutated S. aromaticivorans in response to

changes in growth condhions.

Teehnical Accomplishments

Two broad host range plasmids encoding GFP were

electroporated into S. putrefaciens strains MR-1 and CN32

and tested for expression of fluorescence. In one plasmid,

expression of GFP is controlled by the inducible lac pro-

moter. Although we were able to successfully transfer and

maintain this plasmid in S. putrefaciens, very little fluo-

rescence was detected. Transfer of a second plasmid,

identical to the first but with the lac promoter replaced by

the constitutive npt2 promoter, resulted in brightly fluo-

rescing S. putrefaciens cells detected by microscopy. The

npt2-@ plasmid was also electroporated into S. aroma-

ticivorans and resulted in fluorescent cells.

S. putrefaciens harboring the GFP plasmid were also tested

for ability to fluoresce under anaerobic growth conditions.

Earlier reports with other GFP variants suggested that fluo-

rescence required the presence of atmospheric oxygen.

Contrary to these reports, we were able to detect fluore-

scence in cells grown anaerobically.

Attempts to mobilize a promoter-less GFP onto the

chromosome of S. putrefaciens via transposition are

underway by both electroporation and mating. In this

experiment, we use a plasmid encoding a transposon

(a self-mobilizable DNA fragment) containing a promo-

terless GIFTand a tetracycline resistance gene. This

plasmid is unable to replicate in hosts other than E. coli,

and therefore, once transfemed to another host, is lost after

subsequent cellular replication. Random insertion of the

trausposon into the chromosome can occur before plasmid

loss and is detected by acquisition of tetracycline resis-

tance. Initial attempts at transferring this plasmid by elec-

troporation and selection for transposition did not produce

any bacterial clones with insertions. For mating experi-

ments, we needed to first establish a distinguishing charac-

teristic for S. putrefaciens by which we could differentiate

it from the Escherichia coli present in the mating mixtures.

For this purpose, we isolated a spontaneous rifampicin

resistant mutant of S. putrefaciens. We are optimizing the

mating conditions for trausfeming DNA from E. coli to S.

putrefaciens.

The GFP variant protein produced by the plasrnids we are

working with is extremely stable (several days at least). In

order to make this reporter gene more useful for measuring

the duration of gene expression, we are adding a c-terminal

peptide to the GFP that should make the protein suscep-

tible to the action of indigenous housekeeping proteases.

PCR primers have been designed and synthesized for use

in production of this variant gene.

The DNA sequence of plasmid pNLl was analyzed for

regions most likely to encode promoters and regulatory

proteins. Genes separated by less than 50 base pairs were

grouped together in clusters most likely to compose an

operon. We predict that the regions upstream of these

83 gene clusters contain a promoter. Seventeen putative

promoter-containing regions are flanked by gene clusters

transcribed on the opposite strand (bi-d~ectional

promoters).

The occurrence of the alternative Sigma 54 promoter in

aromatic catabolic clusters has been demonstrated in other

bacteria. Because the putative aromatic catabolic regulator

on pNLl has a Sigma 54 interaction domain, we predict

that some of the predicted 83 promoters will have sequence

features typical of Sigma 54 promoters. Initial analysis of

pNLl sequence suggests that there are six regions that

have high probability of encoding a Sigma 54 promoter.

Four of these regions are predicted to encode bi-directionrd
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promoters. Because Sigma 54 promoters require DNA up

to two kilobases upstream of the coding sequence start site

of the first gene that it controls, our DNA clones of pro-

moter regions will need to encompass more DNA than

originally predicted. Therefore, an alternative approach

has been designed in which GFP is inserted duectly into

plasmid pNLl at sites downstream of putative promoters,

without disruption of pNL1-encoded genes. This approach

is based on homologous crossover of engineered DNA

containing GFP with pNLl. For this taslG primers have

been designed and ordered for incorporating GFP dotvn-

stream of 30 promoters.

In addition to cloning the pNLl promoters, we also hope to

disrupt regulator sites on the plasmid. Six regulator-like

genes had been predicted in the original annotation of the

phismid. A reanalysis of the similarity of predicted pNLl

ORFS to GenBank entries suggest that additional ORFS

may function as regulators. Further analysis of the pNLl

ORFS was performed in collaboration with Dr. Ross

Overbeek at Argonne National Laboratory. Two putative

bacterial histi&ne kinases were identified that are typical

of proteins participating in two-component signal

transduction pathways.

In summary, we have demonstrated that GFP is a suitable

reporter gene for monitoring expression of promoter acti-

vity in both S. aromaticivorans and Shewanella CN32 and

MR-1 in both aerobic and anaerobic (for Shewanella

experiments) conditions. The pNLl plasmid sequence has

been s,tudied in more depth to identify putative promoter-

containing regions and ORFS that function directly in cell

signaling pathways. PCR primers have been designed and

ordered for construction of the short-lived GFP variant and

for site-directed transfer of GFP onto pNL1.
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Discovery, Isol’ution,and Characterization
of Strong Pli.mt Promoters

BrianS. Hooker, Z@ Dai

StudvControlNumber: PN98024/1270

Project Description

The focus of t.hk project was to isolate and characterize the
novel plant promoters and promoter regulatory elements

for improving heterogeneous gene expression in higher

plants. Through the use of various promoters, one can

potentkdly control gene expression in transgenic plants to

achieve different expression systems and targets related to

temporal or spatial expression, or inducible systems that

are responsive to different external factors. Further
characterization of novel promoters and their associated

regulatory elements will also provide greater understanding

of regulatory processes for gene expression in plants.

Protein synthesis by nbosomes is a basic process that

occurs in all known organisms. Cytoplasmic ribosomal

protein genes have been substantially studied in animals

and yeast. However, there is little information on the

(promoter) regulatory elements of these nbosomal protein

genes for plant systems (Dai et al. 1996). Two cytoplasmic

nbosomal protein genes (rpL25 and rpL34) were previ-

ously isolated from tobacco NTl suspension cells at the

stage of cell rapid division (Gao et al. 1994). The IpL34

promoter was identified and functional analysis was

completed using the cat reporter gene (Dai et al. 1996).

Technical Accomplishments

During FY 1998, research was focused in two areas:

1) defining the putative regulatory element(s) of ribosomal

protein gene L34 (rpL34) promoter and 2) isolating the

ribosomal protein gene L25 (rpL25) promoter and testing

its function.

The putative locations of several important regulatory

elements within the rpL34 promoter region were deter-

mined by loss-of-function analysis via 5’ -end deletion and

scanning mutation. Screening and characterization of these
elements in transient assay has been completed. In addi-

tion, stable transformed tobacco lines have been produced

for further characterization of loss of function.

Isolation of the rpL25 promoter and analysis of its regu- .

Iatory elements will provide additional information for .
gene expression and hybrid promoter construction. Hybrid

promoter constructs activity will be determined by proto-

plasmelectroporation transient assay and stable

transformation.

In W 1998, our technical capabfities in these research

areas were fiuther enhanced by the addition of a new

postdoc, Dr. Lifang Shi. Dr. Shi was formerly from the

Department of Agronomy and Plant Genetics at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota. His past research efforts have

included identification and ch=acterization of asparagine

synthase gene in alfalfa as well as the GAST1 gene in

tomato.
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Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
of Environmental Enzymes

MichnclK. Bowman

StudyControlNumber: PN96021/10t?S

Project Description

The long-term goal of this effort is to isolate and under-

stand the structure and functional details of enzymes with

metal reduction activities. These activities are important

for bioremediation and for understanding rtilonuclide and

toxic metal fate and transport. We will apply the advanced

instrumentation of EMSL to characterize key structural

details in the putative metal reducing enzyme horn She-

wanella alga. We will also investigate the action of inhib-

itors of its activity. We hope to eventually develop” a

sufficient understanding of the mechanism of these and

related enzymes to predict their behavior in the subsurface

and to make dweeted alterations to their metal substrate

specificity.

Technieal Accomplishments

We are studying S. alga bceause of its ability to reduce iron

and other metals, particularly Co, U, Cr, and other poten-

tially important environmental contaminants. However, as

this project progressed, it became apparent that there were

some strong similarities between this protein and both the

cytochrome bcf and bcl complexes that are the major elec-

tron transport and energy conversion enzymes in green

plants and mitochondri~ respectively.

All three enzymes are inhibited by very low concentrations

of Cu and other heavy metals and all bind CU(II) with

binding constants less than 1 micromolar. In all three

complexes, the bound CU(II) has similar EPR spectra

characteristic of a complex with one or two nitrogen

ligWds with the remaining coordination sites occupied by

oxygens. In addition, two variations of the CU(II) site are

observed (Figure 1) that we interpret as changes in proto-

nation of a group with a pK.-7.O, which, at least in the

cytochrome b6f cOmpleX, inhibit electron transfer to

different extents.

We find that the cytochrome Ilom S. alga does reduce both

Fe(III) and Ni(IIj. Rather surprisingly, we also

S.alga : Cyt c + Cu
CU1:CUU= 1:7

i

::::
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Figure 1. EPR speetrnm of CU(II) bound to eytoehrome c
from S. alga (upper) and to the spinach eytoehrome b~
complex (lower) showing two difTerentprotonation states

demonstrated’ that Cu(II) is reduced to C@.) by the cyto-

CkOme bcf COmpleX iSOlatCdfrOm spinach. After it iS

reduced, the CU(J.)remains bound and can irreversibly

inMbit electron transfer in the complex by reacting with

oxygen to form reactive oxygen species through Fenton

chemistry. This represents the first example of a novel

type of metal inhibition, so we further examined the site of

metal reduction in cytochrome bcf, Cytochrome f, and the

cytochrome c from S. alga.

Pulsed EPR measurements on CU(II) bound to the cyto-

chrome b6f and bcl complexes, cytochrome f, and cyto-

chrome c from S. alg~ all showed strong, sharp lines in

ESEEM and HYSCORE spectra that are diagnostic of

coordination of Cu@) by the imidazole sidechain of histi-

dine (Figure 2). From binding measurements, we showed

that the CU(II) site in the cytochrome b6f complex resides

at a surface histidine residue about 2.5 nm away from the

heme group at the iUteIfaCe with cytochrome bc. We mea-

sured a weak interaction consistent with that distance
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Figure 2. HYSCORE spectrum of CU(II) bound to cyto-
chrome c from S. alga. The spectrum is identical and highly
diagnostic of CU(II) bound to the imidazole sidechain of
histidine.

between the CU(II) and the oxidized heme. The absence of

noticeable spectral broadening or relaxation effects in the

cytocbrome from S. alga indicates that the CU(II) is also

distant horn the heme.

Examination of the crystal structure of cytocbrome f shows

that the histidine in the heavy metal binding site is at the

end of a string of aromatic amino acids that connect it with

the heme and could forma superexchange pathway for

long-range electron transfer to the cytochrome b~. Cu(II)

and other heavy metals interrupt this long-range electron

transfer by coordination to the histidine. Since the histi-

dine seems to be a liability for the enzyme, providing an

opportunity for poisoning the enzyme at very low concen-

trations of heavy metals, it was very surprising to find in a

gene search that that histidine is highly conserved across

algae, bacteri~ and higher plants. The few organisms that

do not conserve the histidine are not inhibited by CU(II).

The highly conserved nature of the histidine and the

presence of histidine in heavy metal binding sites in cyto-

chrome bcl complex indicate that it plays a crucial role in

the protein, perhaps by facilitating interprotein electron

transfer. If this is the case, then the cytochrome c in S.

alga may have arisen from a similar inhibitory site that

used the fortuitous abilhy to reduce metals under con-

dhions in which oxygen or organic compounds were not

available for use as a terminal electron acceptor.

The mode of inhibition of the S. alga protein by CU(II)

must operate somewhat differently than for the cytochrome

bcl and b~f complexes. The S. alga protein would appear

to operate effectively if CU(II) were reduced to CU(I),

particularly since the protein is expressed only under

anaerobic condhions so that Fenton chemistry would not ,

play a role through protein damage. However, in the case

of cytochrome f, redox measurements for the reduction of

CU(I) indicate that CU(I) is bound even more tightly than

CU(II). This observation suggests that the S. alga protein is

inhibited by CU(II) because CU(I) is effectively trapped in

the reduction site, preventing an oxidized metal ion horn

entering the site to be reduced. Thus, a strong, selective

chelating agent for CU(I) might restore the abdity of S. alga

cultures to reduce metals in the presence of CU(II).

In the course of these studies, at least ten different heme

proteins, with molecular weights estimated by SDS PAGE

gels, were seen in different cell compartments:

. Periplasmic location: 95, 85, 45, 37, 33, and 6 kDa

. Cytoplasmic location. 95, 85, 37,33, and 14

. Membrane bound 90, 50,45, 37, and 30

The apparent 37 kDa protein reduces Fe(III) or other heavy

metals, acting as a terminal electron acceptor. It is pre-

dominantly membrane bound, and optical absorption spec-

tra of the native and the reduced protein clearly shows

characteristic spectra of a C3 type cytochrome. The spec-

trum of the oxidized sample has the main Soret band at

408.0 m, upon reduction, the Soret band shifts to

418.5 nm, and an additional sharp band appears at

553.0 nm. Mass speetrometry of the protein indicates a

true molecular weight of about 25,080 Daltons.

The protein expression seems to be under quite complex

genetic control. Yuri Gorby (PNNL) supplied us with four

large batches of S. alga cells grown under conditions

expected to maximize production of the terminal metal

reducing cytochrome. Only one of those batches contained

large amounts of the protein, and the pattern of cytochrome

expression was quite different in each of those batches.

This suggests a more complex metabolic network and more

complicated control than has been reported for S. putre-

faciens, making S. alga atiactive for further studies to

discover novel metabolic pathways.
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Mechanism of Biotransformation of Environmental Contaminants

MichnelK. Bowman

StudyControlNumber: PN96045/1112

Project Description

This project develops tools for understanding the structural

basis of the free radical mechanisms involved in redox

transformations by enzymes and metal oxide surfaces.

This project uses EMSL capabilities in magnetic resonance

with structural biology to develop molecular models of the

molecular intermediates in oxidation and reduction by

metalloenzymes and metal oxide surfaces. This work will

lead to better tools for understanding how an important

class of biodegradative enzymes works and information for

biomimetic approaches to contaminant destruction at metal

oxide surfaces.

The technical efforts follow a two-pronged approach

1) develop better methods for measuring spectroscopic

features of rare species in enzymes and on surfaces and

2) relate those spectroscopic features to structural and

chemical properties.

Technical Accomplishments

The efforts this year resulted in a new spectroscopic

techdque for pulsed EPR investigation of free radical

intermediates that we have named ENQOR. This stands

for electron nuclear quadruple resonance and is an exten-

sion of the powerful pulsed ENDOR technique. The pulse

sequence is shown below.

Mwmlses

(+)

(-)

Four-steuCvcle of RF P&es

(-)

(+)

F@mc 1. ENDOR pulse sequence

The spectra lines in ENQOR can be easily interpreted as

arising from either the same or opposite electron spin

manifolds. This has several advantages over conventional

ENDOR spectr% including the ability to

●

●

●

determine the relative signs of different hyperfme ‘

couplings

determine the nuclear species producing a given line

in the ENDOR spectrum

assign ENDOR lines ftom both electron spin

manifolds to the same nucleus.

These capabtities are important when working with

complicated species that have overlapping lines or large

quadrupolar shifts.

Other major accomplishments include the observation and

complete assignment of the nitrogen hyperfine interactions

in methemerythrin and azidomethemerythrin and observa-

tion of second-order HYSCORE line shifts in a CO(U)

protein. The methemerythrin work observed, for the first

time, all four nitrogens, which are ligands to the two Fe

ions in the active site. In addition, those four and the

directly coordinated nitrogen and next-nearest nitrogen

were observed in the tide complex with methemerythrin.

All the couplings were assigned to individual groups to

give the first clear picture of tie unpaired spin density

dktribution in methemerythrin and the changes when tide

is bound.

The observations of second-order shifts in a Co(II) con-

taining enzyme represents an extension of our previous

results for [2Fe-2S] proteins. The methodology appears to

be extensible to other types of metal centers and provides

us with a means of disentangling isotropic and anisotropic

hyperfine interactions. This allows information about the

unpaired electron wavefunction at specific points to be

resolved from information about the general shape of that

distribution.
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Molecular and Functional Analyses for Evaluating
Microbial Treatment Process Performance

FredJ. Brockman, DarrellP. Chandler

StudvControlNumber: PN97075f1216

Project Description

Microbial processes are widely used to destroy and

detoxi~ organic and inorganic contaminants in ground-

water pump and treat systems, petroleum refining, and

other industrial wastewaters. However, these systems

often experience process upsets and poor efficiency due to

changes in the composition of the wastewater ador

changes in the functioning or population structure of the

microbial community. Only rudimentary efforts have been

made to understand what is happening at a microbial

community structure level during periods of poor system

performance. Thus engineers have a poor understanding of

the specific microorganisms responsible for optimal system

performance and how the treatment process could be en-

hanced. This project will develop and use a genosensor

microarray to identify and characterize the types of micro-

organisms in petroleum refinery wastewater during effi-

cient and inefficient periods of operation. This information

will provide an enabling technology for informed opera-

tional decisions, improved management of the treatment

process, and minimization of the environmental impacts of

wastewaters.

Technical Accomplishments

In FY 1998, the focus of this project shifted because the

companion LDRD project at Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory was not funded. We tested three basic for-

matting strategies for the microarray. In the first strategy,

oligonucleotides are immobilized on elements of the

rnicroarray and sample DNA or RNA is labeled with a

fluor before hybridization. This is the standard approach

used by industry. However, we found that labeling effi-

ciency is very poor (<1%) in nucleic extracts from

environmental samples, and the result is inadequate

sensitivity. The second strategy avoids labeling the target

by using a labeled oligonucleotide probe that hybridizes to

the target after it has hybridized to the immobilized oligo-

nucleotide. This strategy was found to work well for DNA

targets but poorly for ribosomal RNA (rRNA) targets.

Because many ecological questions require knowledge of

microbial activity versus presence, a third strategy was

explored. A labeled probe is used in conjunction with

short helper sequences. The helper sequences hybridize to

the target adjacent to the immobilized oligonucleotide

and/or adjacent to the labeled probe. The helper sequences

improved capture of rRNA and hybridization of labeled

probe to rRNA, oftentimes dramatically, by removing

secondary stxucture and improving access of oligonucleo-

tides to the rRNA molecule. A distinct advantage of this

approach is tha~ by using labeled probes that correspond to

highly conserved regions of the rRNA molecule, only a

few different labeled probes are required during hybridi-

zation of a microarray containing very large numbers of

different immobilized oligonucleotides.

A microarray was designed with oligonucleotides specific

for 55 different microbial types, spanning broad (domain)

to specific (genus) phylogenetic levels. Oligonucleotides

were selected from the Oligonucleotide Probe Database

and by analyzing multiple alignments assembled from

sequence databases. Oligonucleotides for the microarray

were selected to represent key microbird processes

important in wastewater treatment and bioprocessing/

bioremediation and included oxidation of ammoni% iron,

manganese, sulfur, and methanq reduction of iron, sulfate,

and carbon dioxid~, phosphate accumulation; and foaming

and flOCbulking.
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Moleculur Biology Inji-astiucture

Lisa c. Stiuwen

StudyControlNumber: PN96050/1117

Project Description

Biotechnology has become an integral part of an increasing

number of projects at PNNL. Studies in molecukw toxi-

cology, molecular genetics, DNA replication and repair,

bioremechation, and structural biology have a common

need for basic molecular biology capabilities. The mole-

cular biology core facility was established to provide a

suite of tools, equipmen~ and expertise to ftdfdl this need

and to avoid duplication of effort across projects. IrI

addition to capability support, the core facility will provide

data enabling future efforts in molecular toxicology, car-

cinogenesis, and protein structure and function studies.

PNNL’s environmental mission requires a basic under-

standing of the health effects of physical and chemical

agents on DOE sites. Extensive research over the past

several decades has focused on the biological effects of

high-level exposures, but low-level effects still need to be

determined in order to regulate and monitor human

exposure limits. The study of molecular toxicology and

carcinogenesis includes the study of DNA base changes in

protein coding regions or regions that regulate gene

expression. These changes, or mutations, are often the

underlying causes of a change in functionality or

expression levels of a protein that can contribute to

uncontrolled cell division and tumor growth or an

increased susceptibility to dkease. Mutations resulting

from exposure to low levels of environmental conta-

minants need to be tracked and their effects on protein

function elucidated so we can understand the effects of

environmental agents and the role of genes and their pro-

teins in disease. How DNA base changes alter enzyme

activity or efficiency is of interest to structural biologists as

well because the structure and function of a protein is

integral to the DNA coding sequence.

While it is known that certain changes in DNA coding

sequences can lead to a disease state, as discussed above,

the effects of polymorphisms found in cellular proteins

across populations are less understood. One hypothesis is

that there are less obvious outcomes such as increased

susceptibility to the harmful effects of chemicals in the

environment. We have begun sequencing some cellular

regulatory proteins from several mouse strains with known

variations in susceptibility to liver cancer for comparative

molecular toxicological studies to test this theory. The

increased sensitivity in DNA sequencing developed within

the core facility will be instrumental in our success. In

addition, we are developing expertise with the Genescan

software from Applied Biosystems, Inc., which will be

usefi.d for mutation screening.

Technical Accomplishments

This project has developed procedures for mutation

screening of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products

without prior subcloning. These PCR products are often a

mixture of wild types mixed with tumor, or mutated,

sequences because it is dMicuh to completely separate

tumor cells from the normal cell population. With the

increased sensitivity of our sequencing system, however,

we are able to estimate the percentage of the PCR products

within the mixed population that have the wild-type

sequence and the percentage with the altered genotype.

This method was used to detect mutations in the ras onco-

gene in toxicology studies, and results are described in a

paper submitted for publication to a peer review journal

(Omer et al. 1997)

This new method will also enable a faster, more efficient

approach for polymorphism studies that was proposed for

the low-dose OBER proposal. We describe the identifica-

tion of polymorphisms in 11 strains of laboratory mice.

These particular strains were chosen for their known vari-

ations in susceptibility to liver cancer. The gene for extra-

cellular-signal regulated kinase 2 (ERK2) was identified by

our group as an important cell signaling control point in

cellular promotion resulting from exposure to certain

chemical agents. It has been isolated from genomic DNAs

by polymerase chain reaction and sequenced and compared

to identi& strain-to-strain differences. The increased

sensitivity of the sequencing system will allow sequence

analysis of up to four or five samples at a time to screen for

differences. Those sample mixes with a background level

of alternative bases will be resequenced individually in

order to identify polymorphisms from individual strains.

Future studies”in collaboration with scientists at EMSL
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will determine the effects of polymorphisms on the

functions of the proteins encoded by these alternative

sequences.

We designed PCR primers for three regions of the Erk2

gene (Figure 1) based on strain C57BLJ6 sequence

(Genbank accession number D10939) and published

protein structure information (Sugiura 1997). The first

region includes the fist exon and approximately 500

upstream bases that contain regulatory elements. The

second region includes exons 2 and 3, which encode

protein subdomains two through six. Subdomains one

through four are involved in anchoring and orientation of

tbe ATP or GTP phosphate donor, five is the site of

catrdysis, and six is involved in structure support and

catalytic loop stabilization. The third amplification region

contains exons 4 and 5, which code for protein subdomains

seven through nine. Subdomain seven helps orient the

gamma phosphate for transfeq eight plays a major role in

recognition of peptide substrates; and nine is involved in

stabilization of the catalytic loop (Hanlcs 1995).
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Figure 1. A representation of the genome region covering
Erk2. Exons 1-9 are shown as are regions selected for PCR
analysis. Region 1 is 931 base pairs, 2 is approximately 2500
base pairs, and 3 is approximately 1700 bases long.

Exons 1 (with 5’ regulatory regions) through 5 have been

amplified from genomic DNA samples horn 11 mouse

strains. We have sequenced regions 1 and 3 and compared

those results. For exon 1, plus the 5’ flanking regulatory

region, base differences are found only in the upstream

sequences of the more divergent wild-derived strains

CAST/Ei and SPRET/Ei when compared with wild type

C57BLJ6. One single nucleotide change is in the zif268p

regulatory elemen~ also known as Krox-24, Egr-1, or

NGF1-A (Sukhatme 1992) at-120 of the SPRET strain.

SPRET also contains a 12-bp deletion just 12 bases from

the start codon. CAST also has a deletion in the same

region, but it is only six base pairs long. SPRET contains

four other single base substitutions in the regulatory region

preceding exon 1, and CAST contains two single base

substitutions in that 5’ region as well. None of these

substitutions occurs in the same location on SPRET versus

CAST. For exon 4, one base substitution is located in the

BALB/C strain at position 218 of the coding sequence, but

it occurs in a third nucleotide wobble position and does not

cause a change in the amino acid sequence of the protein.

SPRET contains two single base pair substitutions in

positions 236 and 296 of the coding region, and these are

also at wobble positions that do not cause an amino acid

substitution. CAST harbors a single nucleotide poly-

morphism (SNP) at position 266 with no resulting amino

acid change in the protein sequence. No differences were

observed in exon 5. SPRET contains five other SNPS in

the intron sequence analyzed between exons 4 and 5, and

CAST has one base substitution that matches one of the

intron substitutions in SPRET. SPRET also harbors a large

30-base pair insertion sequence in the intron region

between exons 4 and 5. Approximately 600 bases of intron

sequence flanking exons 4 and 5 have been analyzed. The

sequence data for exons 2 and 3 have are being analyzed.

Based on the data to date, ErK2 appears to be a highly

consemed proteih.

The number of samples and sequencing reactions required

for this preliminary effort in polymorphism analysis was

smrdl. Therefore, the procedures for analysis of four to

five samples at a time have not yet been required or opti-

mized. However, the well-characterized samples we now

have as a result of this initial Erk2 screening can be used to

investigate the limits of resolution of polymorphism detec-

tion by direct sequencing of mixtures of PCR products. To

determine how sensitive the procedure for mutation screen-

ing from mixed populations is, we intend to compare de-

fined mixtures of Erk2 sequences with and without base

changes using direct sequence analysis. This will allow us

to determine the minimal percentage of mutant bases that

can still be detected and to optimize conditions for muta-

tion screening by direct sequencing. Data horn our studies

of Erk2 have been presented as preliminary results for

polymorphism analysis in two proposals submitted in

1998.
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Phylogenetic Analysis of Anaerobic Dechlorinators

MargaretF. Romin~ DarrellP. Chandler, Jii K. Fredrickson

StudyControlNumber: PN96056/1123

Project Description

The initial focus of this work is to monitor the progress of

enrichments for bacteria capable of deriving energy for

anaerobic growth from perchloroethene (PCE). At the start

of this project only one bacterium (Dehalospirillum

multivorans) capable of dehalogenating PCE had been

isolated and characterized. Since that time, a few addi-

tional bacteria have been added to this lish Dehalo-

coccoides ethenogenes, Desuliltobacterium sp. strain

PCE1, Dehalobacter restricts strains PER-K23 and TEA,

three isolates of Pelobacter sp. TT4B, gamma proteo-

bacterium MS-1, and Desulfitobacterium fkappieri.

Phylogenetically, these bacteria are distinc~ making it

difficult to correlate dehalogenating activi~ with bacterial

types present. Of these isolates, only D. ethenogenes is

capable of completely dechlorinating PCE to ethene. This

distinguishing characteristic has earned D. ethenogenes a

place on the list of microbial genomes that will be

sequenced under the Microbial Genome Program.

Consequently, we chose to focus our efforts on this

bacterium in the final yea of this project.

Technical Accomplishments

An enrichment culture containing D. ethenogenes was

provided by Dr. Steve Zinder at Cornell University. The

16s rDNA isolated from this enrichment was amplified by

the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and unique 16s

rDNAs identified by restriction analysis of 100 randomly

chosen individual amplification product clones. Sequence

analysis of clones with unique restriction patterns revealed

the presence of 15 different bacterial strains in the enrich-

ment. D. ethenogenes represented 35’% of these clones.

Other classes of eubactena identified in this enrichment

were Clostridla (15%), sulfate-reducing or sulfur-reducing

dissimilatory bacteria (14%), unclassified Firmicutes

(12%), Spirochaetales (12%), Actinomyces (5%), Bacte-

nodaceae (4%), Cytophales (1%), and unclassified bacteria

(l%).

To our knowledge, this is the only enrichment that has D.

ethenogenes. We therefore shifted our focus to identi&ing

the dehalogenase genes in D. ethenogenes. While at the

USAF &mstrong Laboratory, Dr. Jon Magnuson iden-

tified two proteins with dehalogenase activity in D. ethe-

nogenes. One enzyme was responsible for conversion of

PCE to TCE and the other for complete dehalogenation of

TCE to ethene. He purified these proteins and determined .

the N-terminal 28 amino acids for the PCE dehalogenase ‘

and 30 amino acids for TCE dehalogenase. To clone these

genes, we collaborated with Dr. Magnuson to purify more

PCE and TCE dehalogenase protein for generating addi-

tional sequence from internal amino acid residues. Two

internal peptides of 17 and 20 amino acids have been

sequenced horn the PCE dehalogenase and one internal

peptide of 21 amino acids has been sequenced from the

TCE dehalogenase. preliminary comparison of these

peptide sequences with the GenBank database suggests

that these dehalogenases are novel.

These amino acid sequences were reverse translated to

DNA sequence and used to design primers for PCR ampli-

fication of the corresponding portion of these genes. These

primers can also be used to probe genomic libraries for

clones containing the dehalogenase genes. DNA has been

isolated horn an enrichment containing D. ethenogenes for

use as a template for PCR amplification of the PCE and

TCE dehalogenase sequences. The primers have been

purchased and are being tested in PCR reactions with the

enrichment DNA. We will continue to collaborate with

Dr. Zinder to identify the dehalogenase genes. He is

constructing a DNA library from D. ethenogenes to be

used in sequencing its genome. This same library can be

used to screen for the dehalogenases using the primers that

we have designed.

In summary, we have established that the PCR technique

that we used was effective in identifying predominant

community members in dechlorinatifig enrichments. We

have the tools in hand to work with Dr. Zinder to identify

the two dehalogenases beyond the funding period of this

project. Once identified, the cloned DNA can be used as a

probe to identify similar dehalogenase genes in pure or

mixed cultures of dehalogenating bacteria. Identification

of the dehrdogenase genes will also be invaluable in mmo-

tation of dehalogenase genes when the D. ethenogenes

genome sequence is completed. Annotation relies on the
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existence of gene homologs in public sequence databases.

Because no other bacteria have been found that are capable

of completely dechlorinating PCE, there will likely be no

gene homologs in the public databases. Therefore, the

sequence generated in this project will be necessary to

identify the genomic regions responsible for dehalo-

genating activity in this bacterium. We intend to publish

the results of this work in the coming year.
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Radium-223 Immunoconjugates for Cancer Therapy

DarrellR Fisher

StudyControlNumber: PN96063/1130

Project Description

The objective of this project was to design an imrnuno-

conjugate for the alpha-emitting radionuclide radium-223

(half-life = 11.4 days). Relatively few alpha-emitting

ra&onuclides have the physical and chemical character-

istics that lend themselves well to applications in cancer

therapy. Among the few that do, only radium-223 and

actinium-225 (half-life = 10 days) have physical half-lives

that match many of the antibody uptake and retention

kinetics in solid tumors. Radium-223 has advantages and

disadvantages, but its principal advantage is that it can be

produced in relatively large amounts and at lower cost than

other candidate alpha emitters. Therefore, this project

focused on developing a chelate that would tightly bind the

(2+)-charged radium ion to the antibody.

An effective immunmoconjugate will be one that is stable

over time in a physiological environment. The radio-

nuclide must remain bound within the chelate, and the -

chelate must remain linked to the protein while the

immunoconjugate circulates in the body and seeks out

tumor-antigen binding sites. The stability of the chelate

must be great enough to prevent exchange of the radio-

nuclide with other divalent metal cations (such as calcium,

manganese, magnesium, or zinc) or with any other cations

(such as potassium) that may exist in significantly higher

concentrations in body fluids than the radionuclide chelate

itself. The chelate must also be soluble to allow free cir-

culation; it must be neutral in charg~ and it must have a

covalent bond to the linker molecule. Neither the linker

nor the completing agent should interfere with antibody

targeting function. The search for a suitable radium che-

late has been challenging.

Once developed, the ‘Ra irnrmmoconjugate can be tested

for in vitro stability in serum, and for in vivo stability in

laboratory mice. A well-characterized auti-C.D44 antibody

against MCA-K breast cancer cells was chosen as the

model antibody for these tests. An imrnunoconjugate

comprises a peptide or protein that recognizes a specific

cell-surface antigen; the protein is linked to a chelating

agent that contains a diagnostic or therapeutic radionuclide

(Figure 1).

Figure 1.

Antibody + Linker + Chelate + Radioisotope

Schematic of an imrnunoconjugate targeted to a
cancer cell. The imrnunoconjugate c0mprise5 a monoclomd
antibody, a linker (or spacer) moleculq and a chelate or
completing agent that cages a radioactive atom. Its purpose
is to carry the radioactive atom directly to the cancer cell
surfacq where the decaying atom can irradiate the tumor cell.

Technical Accomplishments

An ionizable calixarene-crown ether, t-butyl-calix[4] arene-

crown-6-dihydroxamic acid, was found to exhibit high

selectivity for aRa over other alkaline earth metal ions.

Competition experiments indicated that the extraction

constant (K2/K1) for the Ra2+ ion by this calixarene-crown

cage (K2) was strong (12.6) with respect to a well-known

ligand, ethylenedia-minetetraacetic acid (EDTA, Kl), at

pH 8.5

After positive chelation results, we proceeded to make the

chelate water soluble and to reduce the number of linker

positions from two to one. We modified the chelate by

placing three sulfonate (SOSH) groups at the top of the

calixarene in place of tert-butyl groups. We also placed

one chloromethyl (CH2CI) group at the top of the ring in

place of the amine group. The resulting compound met

our design criteria for linking to antibody. However, the

synthesis of this compound was difficult, and its thermo-

dynamic stability for RaZ over monovalent alkali metals

(sodium and potassium) and light divalent alkaline earth

metal ions (calcium and magnesium) was not sufficient for

physiological application. We then began the synthesis

and study of methods to construct a new family of diaza-

crown-6 ethers in place of the calix[4]arene-crown-6-ethers

for radium(2+) chelation. Preliminary results showed that
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a new compound of this form exhibited excellent stability

with barium (Ba~, a chemical analog of radhm with a

nearly identical ionic radius to that of RaZ.

Study of the chelation properties of calixarene rings with

radium and actinium led to our discovery (Chen et al.

1998) of a new chelate for trivalent actinium-225 (Ac3~.

The compound calix[4]arene-tetrahydroxamic acid was

synthesized and was found to be highly selective for AC3+

over alkali, alkaline earth, and zinc metal ions under

neutral and weak acidic condhions. A competition extrac-

tion method was used to obtain the relative extraction

constants of the chelate relative to EDTA. Stable isotopes

of actinium do not exist in nature. Because of the short

physical half-life of ‘Ac (10 days), it was not possible to

obtain the stability constants of the ‘Ac complex. How-

ever, the chelate showed no measurable loss of ‘Ac after

back-extraction from organic phase to aqueous phase and

vigorous shaking with a mixture of competing metal

cations at relatively high concentration. The calix[4]aene-

tetrahydroxamic acid was made water-soluble by replacing

three tert-butyl groups with sulfonates and by adding a

single chloromethyl functional group at the linker position

(Figure 2). The linker molecule for attaching the chelate to

a monoclinal antibody will be a sulfhydryl group such as

m-maleimidobenzoyl-N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (shown

in Figure 1), which is reactive with amines on the constant

region of the autibody. This linker reacts with the halide

position of the rdlonuclide chelate. The immunocon-

jugate maybe mixed with a solution actinium chloride to

form the completed irnmunoconjugate, which can then be

tested in vitro and in vivo for radiochemical stability.

R2

Q

R2 Rz

CH2C1
———

0/0 o

Rz
~ = S03H (3),or

(%

1>
= CH2C1 (1)

4

/0

(;({ o /
CONHOH

R R
R R= CONHOH

Figure 2. Stmcture of calix[4]arene-tetrahydroxamic aci~ a
stable chelate for actinium (3+) with three sulfonates at the
top of the ring (for water solubtity) and one halide position
for linking to a monoclinal antibody

Summary

An immunoconjugate was designed for ‘Ra using a

monoclinal antibody (anti-CD44 breast carcinoma), a

linker molecule (m-maleimidobenzoyl-N-hydroxy-

succinimide ester), and a chelating agent (chloromethyltris-

sulfonic acid-calix[4]arene-crown-6-dihydroxamic acid).

Recent stability testing of the chelate showed that

exchange with potassium and calcium was possible, so this

chelate for ‘Ra will need to be redesigned. However, a

chelate for ‘Ac (chloromethyltris sulfonic acid-calix[4]

afene-crown-6-dihydroxamic acid) was found to be stable

in the presence of competing metal cations such as potas-

sium, calcium, sodium, magnesium, and zinc. A water-

soluble ‘Ac immunoconjugate is therefore feasible based

on tis design, and the ‘Ac immunoconjugate can be

tested using au anti-CD41 monoclinal antibody model.

Reference

Chen X, M Ji, DR Fisher, and CM Wai. 1998. “Carbox-

ylate-Derived Calixarenes with High Selectivity for

A&inium-225? J. Chem Sot., Chem Commun. (Cam-

bridge), pp. 377-378.
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Rhizosphere Microbial Ecology

F. BlaineMetdng, HarveyBolton, Todd O. Stevens, Mark T. Kingsley,Jim K. Fredrickson

StudyControlNumber: PN98OW131O

Project Description

The rhizosphere is the region in and around roots that is

influenced by the plant. It has chemical and physical

gradients resulting in numerous and highly variable micro-

habitats for microorganisms. Approximately 10 to 25%

of the total carbon fixed by the plant is released into the

rhizosphere. Sloughing root cells also provide microbial

nutrients. The rhizosphere microbial community is impor-

tant in plant health and productivity; for example, it pro-

vides nitrogen fixation, mycorrhizal fungi, biocontrol of

plant pathogens, and plant growth promoting rhizobacteria

(PGPR). However, the composition of these microbial

communities and the factors that determine community

structure and metabolism (e.g., plant-microbe signaling,

heterogeneity) are largely unknown. As with other

microbial ecosystems, fewer than 1 to 590 of resident

microorganisms can be cuhured in the laboratory. Hence,

only a small fraction of the total rhizosphere microbial

community has been adequately described. Also, many of

the mechanisms by which microbes enhance plant nutrition

are complex and largely undefined. This leaves a con-

siderable gap in our knowledge of rhlzosphere structure

and function.

The objective of this LDRD project was to develop and use

advanced molecular and instrumental approaches for

detailed and quantitative analysis of “microbial community

structure and function in the rhizosphere. The project

included three tasks. The fist task addressed the question

of the role of non-cukurable bacteria. Task 2 elucidated

the mechanisms through which plants and the rhizosphere

flora solubilize and liberate heavy metals, rendering them

available for plant uptake. Research in the third task

centered on a collaborative effort among

●

●

30

PNNL staff who have developed mutant rhizosphere

bacteria incorporating reporter genes expressed when

the bacteria are growing on plant roots

investigators in France in the Department

d’Ecophysiologie Vegetale et de Microbiologic at the

Centre d’etude nucleaire de Cadarache using

Arabidopsis lines mutant in various root-related

functions

scientists in Singapore in the Botany Department of

the National University of Singapore who are creating

further bacterial mutants and new transposon reporter ‘

systems and systems for root exudate collection and
‘

analysis.

Technical Accomplishments

The ultimate goal of this project was to identify novel

approaches to “engineer” the rhizosphere by manipulating

plant gene expression in roots. Technical accomplishments

from the three tasks (detailed below) represented only four

to six months of effort.

Soil (l%louse silt loam, 0-15 cm depth) ffom a bottom-

slope position in a field near Pullman, Washington, was

sampled; it was previously planted in wheat. Homog-

enized soil was selected for the laboratory experiments

instead of intact soil cores to reduce spatial heterogeneity

and experimental viability and thus increase the robust-

ness of the study. A 2 x 2 experimental design with six

replicates per treatment was used, with soil from no-till and

conventionally tilled fields supplemented with a low

(8 kg N/hectare) and a high (80 kg N/hectare) fertilization

rate. Nitrogen fertilizer was supplemented with the stable

nitrogen isotope 15Nto enable concomitant plant and

microbial nitrogen use/cycling studies. Twelve spring

wheat seeds were planted per pot containing 3 kg soil

(-0.03 MPa water potential) and the pots placed in a

growth chamber with controlled photoperiod and tem-

perature. Control pots without seeds are treated in the

same manner to provide a bulk soil microbial community

to compare with the rhizosphere soil microbial community.

Plants will be harvested at about 21 days and rhizosphere

soil gently removed from the plant roots. The following

measurements will be made on rhizosphere soil and bulk

Soik

● isolation of culturable microorganisms on multiple

media

. microbial biomass carbon, nitrogen, and 15N

. soil carbon, inorganic nitrogen forms, and *5N
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●

●

●

plant root and shoot root mass, nitrogen, and 15N

extraction of microbial community ribosomal RNA

(rRNA) (from -80”C archived samples)

extraction of microbial community DNA (Ilom –80°C

archived samples).

Replicates will be pooled when required to obtain adequate

sample for specific measurements, but otherwise replicates

will be analyzed individually to enable statistical tests.

Bulk soil and rhlzosphere soil from each of the four soil

treatments are being analyzed by 1) PCR amplification of.

the 16S rRNA gene from each isolate, 2) generation of a

16S rRNA gene clone library by PCR amplification from

the community DNA, 3) ARDRA (amplified nbosomal

DNA restriction analysis) fingerprinting of 16s rRNA

genes from isolates and from the clone library, and

4) comparion of the fingerprints from isolates and clones.

This analysis will identify clones corresponding to the

numerically dominant uncultured bacteria specific to the

rhlzosphere in each of the four soil treatments. The most

dominant clone types from each of the four soil treatments

are being sequenced and the sequence used to determine

the phylogenetic identity of the corresponding micro-

organisms, and to design (using existing knowledge of

sequences in databases) oligonucleotide probes specific to

the microorganisms. The probes will be tested for

specificity and subsequently used in hybridizations with

(unamplified) community rRNA to verify and quantify the

relative activity and dominance of the primary uncultured

rhizosphere microorganisms. The primary uncultured

rhlzosphere microorganisms in the four soil treatments and

analysis of how carbon and nitrogen partitioning between

microbial biomass, plant biomass, and soil varied in the

four soil treatments will be compared to answer the

research questions and form hypotheses regarding the roie

of unculturable bacteria in the rhizosphere and their rela-

tionship to plant-soil interactions under dfierent physi-

ochemical conditions.

The second task investigated microbial siderophore (MS)

metal transport into roots and root cells. These studies

employ microscopic and spectroscopic techniques to

address the question of the role of the rhizosphere bacterial

community in metal uptake. Research was being con-

ducted with oats and crested wheatgrass, a bunchgrass

native to the Hanford Site. These plants have been shown

to use phytosiderophore (PS) production as the mechanism

for iron transport and nutritiou the role of MS in iron

transport and PS and MS in other metal transport is

scientifically controversial.

Two synthetic siderophores and one MS are being used in

these studies 1) pseudobactin, a fluorescent MS produced

by Pseudomonas putidh a common rhizosphere inhabitan~

2) hydroxy&ate, a pharmaceutic~, and 3) rhizoferring, a

chelate. Europium (Eu), an actinide amdogue, because it

possesses unique fluorescence characteristics in the bound

and unbound states, will be complexed to the model

siderophores for complexation and spectroscopic studies.

Using these materials as probes permits the interrogation of

both the MS ~d the metal in aqueous solutions and withii

living cells, thus directly supporting or rejecting the

possibtity of symplastic transport of MS and/or the MS-

metal complex in higher plants. me experimental

approach requires the development of novel instrumented

approaches using modified EMSL equipment.

The production of purified 14C-labeled and non-labeled

pseudobactiu will be performed by Dr. David Crowley of

the University of California at Riverside (UCR) by

standard techniques; the organisms grown under specific

conditions produce large quantities of the MS; the MS is

then extracted and chemically purified via HPLC. The

“determination of the physical binding characteristics of the

purified MS with Eu is being petiormed through common

competitive exchange techniques.

Whole plant studies to confirm xylem transport of the

labeled-MS and Eu to the shoot consist of sampling xylem

exudation from cut stems of plants grown under specific

conditions. Exudate analysis will be performed for label

and parental chemicals. The exudate will be derived from

osmotic root pressure or will be induced using a pressure

chamber. In addition, leaf guttation fluids will also be

sampled from uncut seedlings grown under high-humidity

conditions.

Isolation of intact cells (with cell walls) and protoplasts

(without cell walls) will be produced using established

techniques, exposed to the MS and Eu (isolated and

complexed) and examined spectroscopically through a

laser confocal microscope for characteristic fluorescence

signals. The average diameter of root cells in these plants

is on the order of 75 to 100 microns, while the resolution

of the instrument is less than two microns in all three

dimensions. The instrument would therefore be able not

only to confirm transport into the various cellular compmt-

ments (cytoplasmic or vacuolar) but rdso to indicate pos-

sible cell wall interactions.

Intact roots (same age and size) will be prepared for study

with confocal laser microscopy. A modified flow chamber

will be constructed for the microscope stage, which will

permit controlled flow of a nutrient solution containing

MS,,EU, or the MS-EU complex along a single plane to the
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root. Movement of the fluors will be followed into and

through the root. Future studies may also include variables

such as different-age roots, temperature changes, metabolic

inhibitors, and iron competition studies.

The third task developed the capability to study plant-

microbe molecular signaling in the rhizosphere using

molecular genetic methods for mutational analysis of

bacterial genes induced by plant root exudates. Screening

of wild-type and mutant Arabidopsis lines with rhizosphere

bacteria containing reporter constructs and selects putative

exudate mutants is being undertaken. This will be fol-

lowed by identification of genetic loci by inverse PCRI

DNA sequencing from the GUS insertion. Then, oligonu-

cleotide probes will be produced from the sequence infor-

mation, appropriate wild type clones will be selected, and

the genes characterized.

Two types of rhizosphere bacteria are being studied. The

Singapore group has 12P. putida mutants with GUS

reporter genes inserted in promoters responding to root

exudates/growth on plant roots. This organism is a

rhizosphere bacterium but has no plant growth promoting

effects. At PNNL, “elite” PGPR strains obtained from

David Weller and Linda Thomashow (USDA-ARS,

Pullman) and from Joyce Loper’s lab at Oregon State

University in Corvallis are being used. A series of reporter

constructs is being produced in genes that respond to plant

root exudates. In addition reporters are being inserted in

genes currently known to be directly involved in PGPR

functions. Temporal expression studies of these genes can

then be followed directly on plant roots.

Presentation

Syn KC, MT Kingsley, and S Swarup. “Analysis of

Pseudomonas sp. Rhizosphere-induced promoters for

potential exploitation in plant-based bioremediation.”

IBC Phytoremediation Conference, Houston.
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Sequencing and Functional Analysis of Thermus Strain IRB-SA

F. BhdneMeting, MargaretF. Rondne

StudvControlNumbe~ PN97096/1237

Project Description

The focus of this work is to study the physiology and

genetics of Thermus strain IRB-SA. This bacterium was

isolated from groundwater samples collected 3.2 km below

in the surface in a South African gold mine. Prelirnirmy

data on the physiology of this bacterium suggest that it is

remarkably versatile in anaerobic respiratory capabfity and

thrives at elevated temperatures (45 to 70”C). The exis-

tence this broad’variety of metabolisms in a thermophilic

bacterium is novel and suggests that this bacterium can be

useful in the bioremediation of metals and radionuclides.

Technical Accomplishments

During FY 1997, we conilrmed that Thermus SA-01

(formerly IRB-SA) is able to use iron, nitrate, Mu(IV),

Co(III), and anthraquinone disulfonate (AQD) (a humic

acid analog) as terminal electron acceptors for anaerobic

growth, but that it did not grow fermentatively.

In FY 1998, we focused on genomic and genetic charac-

terization of Thermus. The Thermus genome size was

estimated by puked field gel electrophoresis of total DNA

digested with EcoRI, NdeI, or SspI restriction endo-

nucleases. The estimated size of the combined restriction

fragments was 1.5 Mb with EcoRI, 1.43 Mb with NdeI,

and 1.89 Mb with SspI, which results in an average size for

the Thermus genome of 1.6 Mb. Similar analysis of

undigested genomic DNA dld not reveal the presence of

any large plasmids.

The 16s rDNA phylogenetic analysis of Thermus SA-01

suggested that it was most closely related to the Thermus

sp. strain New Mexico and Thermus sp. strain Vi7. The

relationship of Thermus SA-01 to other Thermus strains

was further analyzed by genomic fingerprinting. This

technique is based on analysis of the distance between

repetitive sequences in the genome. It is thought that more

closely related strains exhibit similar distances between

repeat sequences. The highly conserved repeat sequence,

termed box A element, was the target for PCR amplifi-

cation of the inter-repeat spaces. Strains tested included

Thermus sp. strain SA-01, New Mexico A2, scotoductus

X-1, scotoductus SE-1, Vi7, Kliformus wai33 Al,

aquaticus YT-1, and thermophilus HB8. The resulting

PCR products were separated by agarose gel electropho-

resis. The resulting box A fingerprints suggest that

Thermus strain SA-01, New Mexico, and Vi7 are closely

related (lanes 1, 2, and 5, respectively). It also suggests

that T. aquaticus and T. thermophilus (lanes 7 and 8,

respectively) are the most distantly related strains in the

group.

Several attempts were made at cloning a fragment of

Thermus encoding an anaerobic response regdator. A

Thermus SA-01 genornic library was constructed and

screened in E. coli strains either lacking or possessing a

mutant form of the anaerobic response regulator. We were

unable to detect a Thermus clone that functionally com-

plemented the anaerobic response regulator activity in

either E. coli strain. The large phylogenetic distance

between Thermus and E. coli is likely the cause of our

inability to identify clones using this approach. Thermus

SA-01 promoters are probably not functional in E. coli.

Therefore, transcription of a Thermus gene in E. coli

would require that it is properly oriented and positioned

downstream of tbe vector-encoded promoter. When Ther-

mus genornic DNA was probed with a clone of the E. coli

anaerobic regulatory gene, no hybridization was detected.

The data suggest that the sequences of the E. coli and

Thermus anaerobic response regulators are less than 50%

identical andlor that a cognate regulator is not present in

Thermus.

We, therefore, decided that the best approach was to

develop techniques for genetic engineering of Thermus

SA-01 directly. We obtained two Thermus-specific

cloning vectors, pTEV131 and pTEV231, which carry a

thermally resistant kanamycin resistance gene under the

control of the T. thermophilus promoter. Attempts to

transfer these plasmids into Thermus SA-01 by cation-

mediated transformation and electroporation were unsuc-

cessful. Although a few kanamycin resistant clones

appeared after electroporation, the presence of the gene

was not detected by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

amplification with kanamycin-specific primers. These

preliminary experiments suggest that the T. thermophilus
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plasmid is not be capable of replicating autonomously in

Thermus SA-01.

In summary, we have established that Thermus SA-01 has

many functional similarities to the dissimilatory ironre-

ducing bacterium, Shewanella putrefaciens. Both orga-

nisms exhibh an extremely versatile anaerobic metabolic

capability. Thermus differs in its ability to grow at high

temperatures (45 to 75”C) and its position in the phylo-

genetic tree. The genomic structure of strain SA-01 was

found to be most similar to other anaerobic Thermus

species. Anaerobic growth capability is not typical of

other members of the Thermus genus. It has recently been

shown that an Hfr-like mechanism among Thermus strains

can be used to mobilize anaerobic growth capability from

facultatively anaerobic Thermus sp. to strictly aerobic

Thermus species. It is conceivable that a similar mech-

anism is responsible for transfer of iron respiratory capa-

bility to aerobic Thermus species.

Our difficulties in using established genetic techniques to

study this bacterium are not surprising in light of the evo-

lutionary distance of this bacterium from those with which

these techniques were developed. The fact that initial

attempts to &ansfer plasmids pTEVl31 and pTEV231 into

Therrnus SA-01 suggests that the origin of replication for

these plasmids may not be recognized in our strain and

thus cannot replicate autonomously. It maybe necessary

to test other plasmids or construct our own to transfer DNA

into Thermus SA-01. The results of this work will be sub-

mitted for publication early next fiscal year.
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Transgenic Yeast-Based Conversion of Waste Starch to 1, 3-Propanediol

BrinnS, Hooker, JianweiGao

StudyControlNomber: PN98076/1322

Project Description

Most of the daily plastics such as polyesters are synthetic

petrochemicrd products that can be synthesized from a new

monomer, 1,3-propanediol. With the discovery of

microbial conversion of glycerol to 1,3–propane&ol,

processes were reported for l,3–propanediol production

using natural or genetic engineered microorganisms

(Cameron et al. 1998; Luers et al. 1997; Tong et al. 1991).

However, all these processes use sugars andlor glycerol in

the culture or co-culture as the primary carbon source for

1,3-propanediol biosynthesis. Sugars and glycerol are

more expensive than agricultural raw materials such as

starch and cellulose. In this projec~ technical approaches

are developed and designed for 1,3-propanediol bio-

synthesis using waste starch.

The objective of this project is to develop a process using

transgenic yeast strains for chemical precursor l,3-pro-

panediol production from waste starch. Serial technical

approaches are essential for the process development. The

results obtained in this project will provide invaluable

information for glycerol accumulation in starch-degrading

yeast strains, the genetic transformabilities of the organ-

ism, the expression of a marker enzyme in the organism,

and the identification of genes for 1,3-propanedol pro-

duction. The current effort is focused on designing an

expression cassette of 1,3-propanediol genes that will be

used for the transformation of yeast glycerol producers for

1,3–propanediol biosynthesis.

Technical Accomplishments

1,3–propanediol biosynthesis using waste starch requires a

multifunction microorganism that can 1) directly use starch

as its carbon source, 2) accumulate glycerol, and 3) convert

glycerol to 1,3–propanediol. To acquire a glycerol

producer, several starch-degrading yeast strains were

selected and screened. Among the yeast strains that

were screened, glycerol production was observed and

ranged from 4 g/L to only trace amounts. For those strains

identified with the ability to use starch and accumulate

glycerol, the next step required is the conversion of glyc-

erol to 1,3–propanedlol. None of the cultures was able to

directly produce l,3–propanediol horn its own glycerol

product. Therefore, genetic manipulation will be necessary

to modify the yeast strain so that it can make that con-

version. To validate the genetic transformability and the

expression of foreign gene in the selected yeast strains,

plasmid vectors were constructed to validate transform-

ability. One of the known pathways for glycerol conver-

sion to 1,3–propanedlol is being targeted. The genes

encoding for these enzymes are available for continued

cloning and screening studies.
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A Flow Injection/Electrochemical System for Detection of DNA Damage

CynthiaJ. Bruckner-Lea

StudvControlNumber: PN9600U106S

Project Description

The goal of thk project is to develop an automated in vitro

microanalysis method for detection of DNA. Detectable

changes in DNA structure could be used to screen for DNA

damage due to chemical or radiation exposure. In addition,

DNA detection is important for clinical applications (e.g.,

genetic and drug screening) and can be used to monitor

bacteria in water, soil, and air samples. This project com-

bines the demonstrated sensitivity of adsorption voltarn-

metry to changes in DNA structure with the small volume

and precise control provided by flow injection analysis.

During the first year, we confirmed that there are signif-

icant differences in the electrochemical response of native

and denatured DNAs, and we designed a flow system for

delivering chemicals to the electrochemical detector. In

the second year, we tested the electrochemical response of

DNA in the flow system and designed a renewable carbon

electrode for the measurements. In FY 1998, we focused

on developing and testing renewable carbon electrodes for

detecting DNA. Renewable electrodes are advantageous

because electrode fouling problems are avoided by using a

new electrode for each measurement. The flow injection

system provides precise, automated control of the electrode

renewal process as well as sample volumes and flow rates.

Once we have demonstrated a rapid DNA detection sys-

tem, we will be in a good position to obtain fiture funding

in biotechnology and health effects research. In addhion,

the renewable electrodes may be useful for other electro-

chemical detection systems where electrode fording is a

problem.

Technical Accomplishments

Renewable Carbon Electrode

The renewable electrode consists of a microcolunm of

conducting beads that is automatically deposited into a

column before electrochemical measurements and flushed

from the column after the measurements are completed.

The renewable electrode is diagramrncd in Figure 1. The

carbon beads are loaded into a column that is about 1 mm

in diameter. The beads are trapped above a filter at the

Inlet

#2

Outlet #1

(a)

Inlet

J

M

*CE

“e~ .-
OS%.O Outlet #2

WE

Ii
RE

Outlet #1

(b)

Figure 1. Schematic of our new renewable electrode column
desigm a) When carbon beads are loaded into the column, the
flow is through the working electrode falter (WE) and outlet
#1; the metal filter allows fluid to flow through outlet #1, but
traps the carbon beads in the column; b) The beads are
flushed from the column by diverting flow from outlet 1 to
outlet 2.

bottom of the column. Electrical contact to the beads (the

working electrode) is made by using a metal falter or a

metal capillary near the bed of beads. During electrochem-

ical measurements, fluid flows through the filtev after a

measurement a valve is switched to divert flow fkom the

filter to the side port with no filter. This rapidly flushes the

beads from the column.

Results

A renewable column electrode, as shown in Figure 1, was

built and tested. The body of the cell was machined from

plexiglass to allow us to view the efficiency of column

delivery and removal. The column diameter was 1.6 mm,

the fiit was titanium with 2 pm pore size, and the counter

electrode capillary was a 1.6 mm ID platinum tube above

the column (see Figore 1). The hydrodynamics of the

system was tested using glass beads ranging from 10 to

100 microns in diameter. A magnetic stirrer was used to

suspend the beads prior to aspiration. Glass beads from 10

to 30 microns in diameter are easily and reproducibly

loaded and flushed from the column. An air plug follow-

ing the beads is required to sweep the beads through the

tubing and into the column. The system was also tested

using glassy carbon beads (20 to 50 pm diameter). Several
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column backflushes were used to effectively remove all

beads from the metal frit.

Electrochemical measurements were obtained using a

passive autocatalytic recombine (PAR) potentiostat

(cyclic voltammetry) and a radiometer potentiometric

stripping unit(constant current stripping analysis). The

DNA detection limit was <1 pg/rnL. Initial tests were

conducted using bovine serum albumin that was adsorbed

to the electrode surface. The radiometer system was on

loam and returned to the vendor in June 1998.

This electrochemical detection method may be very useful

for DNA analysis, but further development is needed.

Future work should include refinement of the renewable

column design and detailed analysis of DNA electro-

chemistry on the renewable rnicrocolumns. Alternative

renewable column designs should include a low surface

area elecrncal contact to the working electrode (instead of

a fit). This will minimize interference from the electrode

contact. Electrochemical studies should include DNA

hybriduation onto oligonucleotides covalently attached to

the carbon beads as well as elechochemical intercalating

dyes to detect DNA hybridization.

Presentations

Bruckner-Lea CJ. March 2, 1998. “Renewable Micro-

columns for Bioanalytical Chemistry: Bacterial Cell-Based

Sensors and DNA Extraction.” Invited seminar, University

of Washington, Seattle.

Bruckner-Lea CJ, SS Lee, DA Holman, BL Schuck,

DP Chandler, and FJ Brockman. June 1998. “Automated

Nucleic Acid Isolation iiom Soil Extracts Using Renew-

able Affinity Microcohunns in a Mesofluidic Flow Sys-

tem.” 53rd Northwest Regional ACS Meeting, Pasco,

Washington.

Bruckner-Lea CJ, SS Lee, DA Holman, BL Schuck,

DP Chandler, and FJ Brockman. July 1998. “Extraction

and Detection of Nucleic Acids in Soil Extracts.” Gordon

Conference on Chemical Sensors and InterfaciaJ Design,

New England College, Henniker, New Hampshue.

Bruckner-Lea CJ, SS Lee, DA Holman, BL Schuck,

DP Chandler, and FJ Brockrnan. August 23-27, 1998.

‘Extraction and Detection of Nucleic Acids in Soil

Extracts.” Ninth International Conference on Flow ~

Injection Analysis, Seattle, Washington.
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Chemical Speciution of Radionuclides
and Tm”tiu,min Nuclear Process Efluents

Robert W. Wrigb~ John F. Wacker

StudyControlNumber: PN97024/1165

Project Description

Recently, PNNL staff identified several unique airborne

radionuclide signatures of proliferation processes.

Traditional signatures are compared with newly identified

and more unique types of signatures. Unique signatures

are identified for 1) nuclear fuel reprocessing (metal),

2) nuclear fuel reprocessing (oxide), 3) tritium production,

4) tritium recycling, 5) Hanford-type reactor operations,

6) light-water reactors, 7) heavy-water reactors, and

8) gas-cooled reactors. The approximate emission rates or

relative amounts of the signature radlonuclides (chemical

species) and their potential utility in monitoring nuclear

processes are identified. The referenced report provides a

basis for selecting the radionuclides and chemical species

that appear to provide the greatest sensitivity for detecting

spceific nuclear processes that may indicate nuclear pro-

liferation. Many of these signatures must be investigated

further to determine their precise ratio in effluents, the

quantities that are released during various phases of plant

operation, and variations in release rates from similar but

separate operations. This document provides the justi-

fication for the experimental work At presen~ only

limited information is available on the unique signatures.

The data that exist were developed many years ago during

operation of the Hanford nuclear plants, primarily for

radiation exposure purposes. Other data from foreign

operations that were published in the open literature have

also been obtained and used as the basis for predicting

probable signature compounds. Data obtained from

experimental measurements made at the Hanford Site also

collaborate the existence of specific new signature

compounds. Analytical capabilities developed in this

project and other established PNNL capabilities were used

to characterize samples collected at the Savannah River

291 -F reprocessing plant and from collection stations

several kilometers from the plant.

The objective of thk study was to obtain preliminary

information on the value of newly identified nuclear

proliferation signatures. The overall results are to be

documented in a report that reveals the measured signa-

tures, out.lhes the preliminary analytical procedures, and

recommends developments for improved analytical

capabilities. The information gained in the proposed work

is needed as a basis for developing additional sample

collection and analysis capabilities. These improved

capabilities could be used at other nuclear facilities to

obtain further information.

Technical Accomplishments

Air samples were collected from the Savannah River 291-F

reprocessing plant ventilation stack and the Williston Bar-

ricade. Savannah River personnel developed an isokinetic

stack sampling system that was operated to collect specific

samples for PNNL. This system meets all Savannah River

Site safety issues and so limits what can be done. For

instance, approvals do not presently allow sampling

directly from the dissolution or extraction off-gases.

Sampling from the stack is also limited to certain volume-

tric flow rates to ensure that the flow dynamics are not

upset. Two types of stack gas samples were collected,

whole air samples in 500 rnL evacuated steel canisters and

various types of adsorption tube samples optimized to

maximize collection efficiency for various species.

Approximately one cubic meter of air was sampled through

each of the adsorbent tubes. Samples were collected

during dissolution and extraction. Based on Savannah

River sample processing schedules, it appears that various

sampling opportunities will also be available in the future.

Two types of environmental air samples were also col-

leeted several kilometers downwind of the 291-F and H

planis at the Williston Barricade. Savannah River Site

shipped the samples to PNNL for analysis. Several types

of analytical procedures were usc& iodine measurements

were made using established capabilities available at the

laboratory, and specialty organic analyses were made using

multidimensional gas chromatography/mass spectrometry.

This technique continues to be developed to improve

analytical capabilities.

Data iiom the various sampling and analysis techniques

were compared and correlated to obtain a more definitive

characterization of the signature compound spectrum.

These data will also allow sampling and analysis efforts to
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be further refined and optimized for future studies. Ideally,

development efforts for the specific signature compounds

would be completed before sample collection. However,

the time-critical path required in this work demanded that

real sample collection and analysis be done concurrently

with analysis methodology development.

Results

During FY 1997 and FY 1998 several significant activities

were completed:

. A follow-on documen~ PNNL-NSD-0597 (classified),

was prepared that further assessed the known technical

literature as it relates to the identification of various

signature compounds and their significance in detec-

ting proliferation processes. Predictions on the con-

centrations of various signature compounds were

made based on straightforward assumptions to serve as

guide in collecting samples. This document also

provided potential directions for developing field

detection capabilities.

● Sampling hardware for collecting organics, iodine, and

tritium species was assembled, tested, and sent to the

Savannah River Site to collect field samples (remote

location from the reprocessing plant at the Williston

Barricade) and stack samples from the 291-F repro-

cessing plant. Sampling was based on collection of

whole air samples and specific species in custom

adsorbent samplers.

. Samples were taken during vmious relevant activities

at the SRS canyon, e.g., decladding, dissolution, and

solvent extraction of irradiated fuel elements. Four

types of samples were collected at the stack and two at

the Williston Barricade. SRS had an ongoing stack-

sampling program that was able to leverage to obtain

our samples. Because our samplers were different, it

took some effort to integrate them into the existing

system.

● The collected samples were returned to PNNL for

analysis.

. Whole air samples were subjected to gamma ray

spectroscopy and TO-14 organic analyses. The

quantity of expected radlonuclides found in the

samples was less than expected based on first-order

modeling predictions.

. Significant effort was devoted to developing and

refining on-line organic chemical analysis methods

based on supercritical fluid extraction and tandem gas

chromatography mass spectrometry to detect the ultra

low levels of specific signature compounds. Selected

field samples and stack samples were analyzed using

the technique with a range of results obtained.

Traditional analysis methods for total iodine were applied

to selected field samples with the results being consistent

with our expectations.

,
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Component Interface

SteveC. Gohcen

StudyControlNumber: PN97029H66

Project Description

The goal of this project was to assist in resolving chemical

and microbiological issues that could evolve during the

development of a functional pathogen detection system

(i.e., to help resolve compatibility issues). The results of

this work will feed information to those building the

prototype and final system(s).

Technical Accomplishments

During FY 1998, two areas were identified that relate to

the success of a pathogen detection system. Both of these

concern sample and component compatibility. The first

issue was the potential fouling of components and the

tubing connecting the parts of the detection system. If

pathogens are collected, they and other contaminants such

as microbes from the samples could potentially foul the

detection system. This could cause clogging of the tubing

and/or sloughing off of bacteria and loss of sample, which

could bias the results. The second issue addressed was the

flow system, tubing sizes, sample size, and flow rates

needed to meet the requirements of the various detection

components.

Fouling Issues

The adhesion of microbes to surfaces is a well-recognized

process. Most bacteria in nature are bound to surfaces in

the form of a biofilm (Ivarson and Luadstrom 1985). Bio-

films can begin to form quickly, in a few minutes, and are

believed to form independent of surface chemistry. In an

effort to test this hypothesis in our laboratory and to test

our ability to determine the initiation of biofilm formation,

we performed several simple experiments. These mainly

involved adhering either E. coli (gram negative) or bacillus

aetropheus (gram positive) to beads while measuring their

adhesion by optical adsorbaace. A similar approach has

been used and reported in the literature (Caccavo et al.

1997). Using this method, we were able to determine that

E. coli adhered to all chemistries to approximately the

same extent for a five-minute exposure (see Figure 1).

Surface chemistries tested included hydrophilic, “
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Figure 1. Adhesion of E. coli to various surface chemistries

hydrophobic, anionic, and catiorric. We did, however, find

a much more significant effect from the age of the bacteria

(Figure 2). Cells from four to six days old were more

likely to bind than were those either younger or older than

Bacterial Adhesion on a

Methykrted Hydrophobic Surface

1 2345678

CellularAge (Doys)

F@ure 2. E. coli and B. atrophaeus adherence to a
hydrophobic substrate os a function of cell age
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that range. This work convinced us that biofouling was

likely to occur inside any pathogen detector in which an

aqueous solution passed.

The assay that we developed will be used to screen anti-

fouling strategies that will enable us to analyze pathogens

without interference from biofilms. We already have

preliminary data suggesting one such strategy has been

identified. Further work needs to be done to verify its

applicability to other surface chemistries and other

microorganisms.

System Design

One consideration with flow propernes is the system

design. In this initial design, air is sampled at one end.

The samples enter a fluid system that consists of a trigger.

If the trigger is activated by an adequate concentration of

microorganisms, the sample is released to a series of

components that would identify and quantify the pathogens

that were in the air.

Applications

Flow rates and other system properties clearly depend on

application. Detecting pathogens in food is and will pro-

bably continue to be a very different process from detect-

ing pathogens in biological warfare. The medium of intro-

duction, the concentrations of interes~ and the background

materials are all very different. The range of differences

forces the selection of one application for developing a

prototype. From there, deviations can be made to satisfy

other applications.

The application selected for this flow exercise was detec-

tion and identification of a biological warfwe attack in the

battlefield. For this application, it was assumed that there

would be adequate bacteria or organisms in the air during

an attack to easily detec~ so the limiting factors would be

1) the viscosity of organisms in solution that could restrict

flow rate and 2) the limits of detection of the various

instruments. With these assumptions and using the pre-

viously presented design, tubing size and flow rates were

identified. In addition, the size of the tubing and the flow

rates identified allowed the designers to determine needed

specifications for other components such as pumps, valves,

and flow chambers.

Future Work

This work will be rescoped in FY 1999. Initial bacterial

adhesion experiments will be concluded; anti-fouling

strategies will be tested both in the test tube and in a

flowing system. In addition, contaminants collected from -

air filters will be introduced into some of these tests to
,

determine whether their presence interferes with the

selected anti-fouling strategies.

Attempts will also be made to develop a more complete

component interface plan. This plan will focus on details

of the introduction of buffers, solvents, and the like in the

flow system as well as flow rates.

Presentations

Goheen SC, KK Golden, JL Hilsenbeck, and

NB Valentine. June 1998. A Method for Measuring

Microbe Adhesion to Solid Substrates. 53ti Northwest

Regional ACS Meeting, Pasco, Washington.

Goheen SC, BM Gibbins, NB Valentine, and

JL Hilsenbeck July 1998. Quarztitation of Microbial

Adhesion. UWBB Symposium on Non-Fouling Surface

Technologies, Seattle.
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Development of Higli-Performance, Fiei?kl-Portable,Electrospray Ionization
Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometer

RichardD. Smith, M Gorshkov, DW Mitchell, SteveA. Hofstadler, Harold R Udseth

StudvControlNnmher: PN97036LL177

Project Description

This project will develop and validate a new technology

enabling a novel approach to rapidly detect and definitively

identify chemical and biological agents based on concepts

for field-portable electrospray ionization (ES) and Fourier

transform ion-cyclotron resonance (lTHCR) or quadrnpole

ion-trap mass spectrometry instrumentation. The instru-

mental approach will use compact and ultrasensitive muki-

stage mass spectrometers and novel ion accumulation

methods in a manner that moves many lengthy laboratory

sample manipulation steps (requiring hours) into the mass

spectrometer, where they can be performed in seconds.

The novel ion accumulation device’and shutter will greatly

decrease the instrument size and pumping requirements,

while a new method of activation and ion dksociation in

the ESI interface will afford greater information from the

mass spectra. By analyzing small and dktinctive gene

products (e.g., proteins) this approach allows confident

identification of potential biological warfare agents with

the high speed, sensitivity, selectivity, and flexibility

needed to readdy adapt to new threats.

Technical Accomplishments

The purpose of this LDRD project is to obtain proof of

principle for concepts designed to enable development of

smaller and more sensitive instrumentation for biological

warfare (BW), threat detection, and/or identification. The

technological focus of this project is the ESI-ion trap or

FTICR technology whose rapid processing steps provide

the sensitivity and selectivity needed to distinguish poly-

peptides and proteins from the crude microorganism

lysates. Polypeptide biomarkers are selected because of

their species-specific nature (as gene products, they reflect

the sequence of DNA segments) and their size (smaller is

better) and abundance. (The approach, however, can also

target other classes of celhdar constituents such as fatty

acids and DNA after amplification by the polymerase chain

reaction.) Thus, the approach is based upon the highly

sensitive identification of these marker proteins, which

poses extreme demands upon the analysis technology-a

demand that is not currently met by any approach, even in

the most sophisticated laboratory setting. The approach

depends on the capability of ion traps or FTICR to isolate

trace level species from highly complex mixtures contain-

ing both biological and other environmental components.

The capabili~ for identification is derived from the high

selectivity afforded by the mass spectrometry capabilities

that allow polypeptide identification.

There were two main elements to our technical approach in

FY 1998: 1) development of novel methods for improved

selection, ion focusing, trapping, and transmission of ions

from higher pressure regions and 2) development and use

of effective shutters. The significance of this approach is

that it provides a decrease in the pumping speeds, which is

directly reflected by-a reduction of the weight and size of

the vacuum system. Initial efforts focused on designing a

shutter that was used as a prototype device (that will be

evaluated in FY 1999) using an ion trap mass spectrometer.

Initial testing was compIeted in July. The device was con-

structed for high repetition rate operation under vacuum

and also to provide tight sealing. Other efforts in FY 1998

used ion simulations (Simion 6.0) to explore ion trapping

in an eIectrodynamic ion i-lmneI device and the arrange-

ment for shutter. Finally, we used computer simulations to

explore methods for mass selection in ion accumulation at

elevated pressures. This combination of developments

promised to provide the basis for much more sensitive and

compact field-portable mass spectrometers.
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Expanding Green Solvent Technologies for
Industil Uses in the 21st Century

ClementR Yanker, John L. Fulton, Max R Phelps

StudyControlNmnber: PN98029/1275

Project Description

A moleculamlevel investigation was initiated of the physi-

ochemical properties of fluoromacromolecules to deter-

mine their suitability for use in novel new processes of

industrial interest. These processes include new separa-

tions and coating schemes using supercritical C02 as a

benign “green” solvent for industrial use in the 21s’ cen-

tury. The investigations involved molecular synthesis,

studies of interracial processes, and physiochemical

characterization of fluoropolymers and fluorosurfactants

having enhanced solubi.lity in C02. Solvent substitution of

C02 in many industrial processes will be predicated on the

enhanced understanding of the basic chemistry upon which

these new technologies will be based. Key scientific infor-

mation is needed on the mechanisms and kinetics of

fiuoromaeromolecule (F’NIM) dissolution in supercritical

and subcritical C02.

We propose to use liquid and supercritical carbon dioxide

as a solvent replacement for water and other organic sol-

vents, exploiting its physical properties. For example, C02

is a permanent gas, fluids have rapid mass transport, solute

volubility is controlled by pressure (which can be used to

design cost-effective sepm-ation), coating, and reaction

technologies. These new industrial processes will require

an understanding of the specific intermolecular interactions

between C02 and FMM that govern their volubility. The

fundamental understanding will be obtained by exploring

the physiochemical aspects of these FMM solutions that

control self-diffusion, viscosity, and their interracial prop-

erties. The interracial studies will be built around mem-

brane separations in liquid and supercritical fluid COZ.

This will allow us to investigate 1) the volubility of large

molecular weight FMMs in C02 and study their transport

through different membranes and the membrane/solution

interface, and 2) its effect on separations.

The advantages of such a process are many, including

greatly enhanced energy efficiency, elimination of the

large volumes of waste generated through developing a

true “green” process, and production of a much higher-

performance product.

Technieal Accomplishments

Unique capabilities were developed for membrane sepa-

rations using supercritical fluids at pressures up to

10,000 psi and 150 EC. A novel view cell/membrane

holder containing sight glasses in both the upper and lower

chambers of the vessel (separated by the membrane under

investigation) was conceived, designed, and built. This

enhanced membrane experimentation allowed facile inves- ‘

tigation of macromolecular separations through visual

observations of the membrane in situ under an actual

separation process. The schematic of the membrane

separation flow system is shown in Figure 1. A high-

pressure’syringe pump was used to deliver a flow of liquid

C02 to the experimental membrane separation system.

Both sides of the membrane could be pressurized simul-

taneously to prevent rupturing or collapsing it during the
startup of an experiment. The pressure could be monitored

on both sides of the membrane, and flow through the

membrane was controlled with a metering valve.

A series of different pressure drops across the membrane

and flow rates through the membrane were easily investi-

gated using this experimental setup.

Experimental Set-up
Membrane Studies
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Figure 1. Experimental setup for membrane studies
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Presentation

Yonker CR and JL Fuhon attended a workshop at the

Keenan Center for the Utilization of Carbon Dioxide in

Manufacturing. We discussed our efforts in supercritical

fluid research.



Hydrogen Content Measurements in Various
Hydrate and Hydride Material Phases

S. Theval’bevuthasan, S. KamaksbiSundq Greg S. Herman

StudyControlNumber: PN98036/12S2 ‘

Project Description

Accurate hydrogen content measurements are needed in

hydride and hydrate phases of complex, mukiphase

materials to understand protective coatings, leached and

unleached glass waste forms, water interactions with

mineral surfaces, and drying of spent nuclear fuel rods with

cladding materials. Correlating the hydrogen or water con-

tent to the chemical, structural, and compositional proper-

ties of muhiphase materials is important in understanding

the microscopic properties. Ion beam-based capabilities

available in the EMSL accelerator facility, including

nuclear reaction and hydrogen forward scattering tech-

niques, are well established and well suited for hydrogen

content measurements. Chemical and compositional

information about various phases of complex materials can

be obtained using a number of state-of-the-art analytical

instruments, including the micro-beam-based material

analysis system available in the EMSL. Some of this new

instrumentation offers unsurpassed sensitivity and spatial

resolution for phase identification of complex materials.

During the last six months, we have initiated hydrogen

content measurements and completed hardware installation

of the micro-beam facility. In addition, we made excellent

progress in the fundamental science areas described below.

Technical Accomplishments

Major results that have been obtained during FY 1998 me

briefly summarized in this section.

Spent Nuclear Fuel Area

We have grown a Zr02 film on Zr and attempted to study

the hydrogen uptake in the film, at the ZrO&r interface,

and in the bulk of the Zr metal. The hydrogen uptake in

the pure film was very small. However, the amount of

hydrogen in the Z@z film appeared to be increasing during

the water exposure at a sample temperature of 400°C.

More work needs to be done to understand the hydrogen

adsorption under dXferent condhions including the

presence of ionizing radiation. We hope to look at the “

hydrogen and water uptake in this system and similar

systems in the presence of ionizing radiation and aqueous

solution.

Waste Storage and Disposal Area

We measured the water content in glasses using nuclear

reaction analysis (NRA) and compared these results with

measurements using W-Vis-IR spectroscopy. The hydro-

gen profiles measured by these two techniques have similar

trends. In the NRA measurements, the spatial resolution is

limited by the beam size, and the sampling depth is deter-

mined by the ion beam energy. However, in the UV-Vis-

IR measurements, the entire thickness of the sample is

averaged because the beam transmits through the sample.

Also, the W-Vis-IR is not useful when the glass samples

have crystallite or if the samples are too thick. The pres-

ence of crystallite is not uncommon in melter-processed

waste glasses. Other spectroscopes, including NMR, have

limitations in this are% but NRA works very well without

any special surface preparation of the glass samples. We

have used NRA to measure the water content in melter

synthesized glasses and compared these results with those

of laboratory-synthesized glasses. The striking difference

is that the melter-synthesized glasses have significantly

higher water content than the laboratory-synthesized

glasses. Although there is a significant volume of work in

the literature on laboratory-synthesized common glasses,

the available work on melter-synthesized waste glasses is

very limited. As such, the water-induced structural

changes in melter-synthesized glasses is poorly understood

and warrants forther investigation. We would like to

investigate these structural properties as a function of water

content and processing conditions in the melter-

synthesized glasses so we can recommend optimum melter

operating conditions for processing wastes.

Our preliminmy measurements on carbon steel coupon

samples exposed to simulated West Valley wastes in the

presence of radiation (gamma pit) indicated significant

hydrogen uptake. In addhion, the hydrogen uptake showed

a maximum that corresponds to a maximum in hydrogen

generation in the gamma pit,
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Water Interactions with Mineral Su~aces

We have performed water adsorption measurements on

hematite single crystal surfaces. Both x-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XI%) and low-energy ion scattering (LEIS)

measurements on the adsorption of water on different

phases formed on hematite indicate that dissociation occurs

even at low temperatures. The XPS results took advantage

of the surface core-level shift of the O Is photoernission

peak. The LEIS results took advantage of the isotopic

substitution of deuterium with hydrogen. Initial measure-

ments suggest that structural information on the surface-

binding site can be obtained when the LEIS experiment is

compared with calculations.

Publication

Herman GS, EP McDaniel, and SA Joyce. 1998.

“Interaction of DZO with the F~O1(l 11) and Biphase-

Ordered Structures on a-F~03(OOOl).” Submitted for

publication in J. Elec. Spect. Rel. Phen. (1999).
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Scienti@ Meetings

We presented the results from the water on iron oxides

work at the 12* International Conference on Ultraviolet

Radiation Physics Conference in August 1998. Our

abstract to present the results in the ghsswork has been

accepted for the Materials Research Society Fall meeting “

in Boston, November 1998. We plan to submit an abstract

to the American Physical Society meeting in March 1999

on results obtained flom the work in spent nuclear fuel.
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Integrated Microfahicated Devices for Rapid and
Automated Identification of Biological Agents

YueheLin, Richard D. Smith, Harold R Udseth,Dan E. Matson

StndvControlNumber: PN98039/lZ85

Project Description

The objective of this project was to develop and demon-

shate more effective and rapid methods for automated

analysis of complex biological samples based on novel

micro fabricated devices. Specifically, methods are being

evaluated for the rapid analysis of microorganisms and

other ceihdar lysates. The combination of “nanoscrde”

manipulations and separations of samples in small micro-

fabricated devices with analysis by elect.respray ionization

mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) is very attractive because of

the speed and sensitivity that can be achieved with MS and

the amenability of ESI-MS to the low flow rates character-

istic of such devices. This project has focused on develop-

ing mierofabncated microdialysis and microcapillary

isoelectric focusing (p-CIE~ devices for the rapid

desalting, fractionation, concentration, and separation of

biological samples. Additional work was conducted to

directly interface these microfabncated devices with mass

spectrometry for analysis of complex biological samples.

The new technology will find broad use in biological and

medical research, forensic and clinical applications and

pathogen detection and should also advance DOE’s

interests in biological research and bioremediation.

Technical Accomplishments

Micro fabricated Microdiulysis Devices for Online

Fractionation and Cleanup in Electrospray Ioni@ion

Mass Spectrometry of Bio@ical Sampkn

In FY 1998, we designed and fabricated both single- and

dual-stage rnicrodialysis devices using laser microma-

chining technology. We successfully demonstrated the

efficient desalting and fractionation of biological samples

(DNA, proteins) using these devices with ESI-MS detec-

tion in either offline or online modes. In the single-stage

microdialysis unit, the dialysis membrane was sandwiched

between two chips, each having a rnicromachined serpen-

tine channel. The total volume of the sample channel used

for the dkdysis was 1 @. Efficient desalting was demon-

strated for both the DNA and protein samples when using

ESI with an ion trap mass spectrometer for detection.

Signal-to-noise ratios were greatly enhanced by the

microdialysis treatment compared with direct infusion of

the original nondklyzed samples. The effectiveness of the

cleanup was attributed to the size difference between the

sample channel and the buffer channel and the fact that the

sample was continuously refreshed by countercument flow

of the buffer through the adjacent channel.

In the dual-stage microdialysis device, two microdialysis

membranes were sandwiched between three polymer chips

with microfabricated serpentine channels (Figure 1). The -

first membrane was used to separate the sample by mole- ‘

cular weight. The lower molecular weight fraction of

Bottom View , / Top View
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Figure 1. Microfabricated dual-stage microdia.lysis device

the sample passing through the fist membrane passed

through a hole in the center chip and into a low-volume

machined sample channel on the bottom side of the center

chip. The sample channel (60 pm deep, 150 pm wide) was

machined directly into the polymer chip (30 x30x 6 mm)

by using multiple parallel passes of a focused beam from

an excimer laser. A mating 500-p.m wide buffer channel

gasket was machined from 125-prn-thick polyimide with a

silicone adhesive on one side. The adhesive was used to

attach the buffer channel to the lower flat polymer chip.

Thk novel design made the dual-stage microdialysis de-

vice highly compact and rugged, eliminating the need for

tubing to connect the two stages of the microdialysis units.

Fractionation of complex protein samples was successfully
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demonstrated using rnicrofabricated dual-stage

rnicrosdialysis device.

Micro fabricated CIEF Devtie for Protein Separations

The second critical task in this project was developing a

microfabricated CIEF device suitable for concentration and

separation of biological samples. CIEF is a high-resolution

technique relying on the application of an electric field for

the separation of protein mixtures. A major drawback of

conventional CIEF technique is the poor reproducibility

due to inconsistent sample handling and instability of the

silica capillary coatings commonly used for this analysis

method. The successful onhe interfacing of the p-CIEF

device with ESI-MS may provide a rapid and automated

tool in biomedical research to concentrate, separate, and

analyze complex protein mixtures.

In FY 1998, we designed a first prototype of a I.&CIEF

device using laser rnicromachining technology. In this p-

device, dialysis membranes or ion exchange membranes

were integrated on the chip, allowing electrical contact in

rnicrochannel but preventing the fluid from flowing back

through the membrane. The polymer substrates used for

producing p-CIEF chips were polycarbonate and poly-

amide. Electroosrnotic flows in microchanneIs directly

laser-machined on these polymers were typically lower

than those in fused silica capillaries. This suggests that

isoelectric focusing experiments may be performed directly

in these p-CIEF chips without the need for additional coat-

ing of the rnicrochannels, thereby providing improved

reproducibility in the microchip CIEF mode. Stability of

surface coating has been a key issue in both one- and two-

step CIEF. Preliminary experiments have been conducted

for separating hemoglobin and myoglobin using the p-

CIEF device. Good separation of myoglobin components

(PI 6.8 and 7.2) was achieved without coating of the flow

channel. Separation of four hemoglobin components (PI:

7.5,7.25,7.15, 7.1) was also obtained under similar

conditions.

The microfabricated devices studied can be readily

fabricated on inexpensive polymer substrates. Conse-

quently, there is a great potential for large-scale production

of inexpensive and dkposable devices. Further integration

of these microfabricated devices with other nanoscaIe

manipulations will lead to more powerful, more sensitive,

and less expensive rugged instrumentation for biomolecule

analysis and applications involving rapid identification.

Publications

Lin Y, N Xu, D Matson, and RD Smith. 1998.

‘Tvlicrofabncated DuaI-MicrodiaIysis and Capillary

Isoelectric Focusing Devices for Cleanup and Separation/

Mass Spectrometric Analysis of Biomolecules.”

Proceedings of the 3rdInternational Symposium on

Miniaturized Analysis Systems. Kluwer Academic

Publishers.

Matson D, P Martin, W Benne& D Kurath, Y Lin, and

D Hammerstrom. 1998. ‘l?abrication Processes for

Pol@mr-Based Microfluidic Analytical Devices.”

Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium on

Miniatun”zed Analysis Systems. Kluwer Academic

Publishers.

Xu N, Y Lin, D Matson, Cl Call, and RD Smith. 1998.

“A Microfabricated Dialysis Device for Sample Cleanup in

Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry.” Anal. Chem.
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Micromachined Aerosol Collection System for Pathogen Detection

NancyB. Valentinq JianweiGao, BrianS. Hooker

StudyControlNumber: PN97072/1213

Project Description

The experimental work performed in FY 1997 revealed

that a 1000-liter per minute microelectrostatic precipitator

(pESP) was able to collect polystyrene latex sphere

aerosols at an efficiency of greater than 70T0 for several

sizes. In comparison, other state-of-the-art aerosol

collectors are expected to be about 3570 efficient.

The focus of this effort was to design and test a rnicro-

machined device to be used for collecting aerosols and

analyzing biological warfare simukmts. The objectives

included the following

1.

2.

3.

produce a compact aerosol collection system based

on the pESP (described as a pACP) that can

integrate detectors

fabricate a prototype micromachined aerosol

collector based on the induced dipole moment

differences described in the Russian literature

incorporate monoclinal or polyclonrd antibodies

into a flow system integrated into the microaerosol

collector as a complete product.

During FY 1998, we constructed and tested a rnicro-

machined aerosol collector and inte~ated a detector to

produce a biological pathogen warning system.

Technical Accomplishments

A prototype micromachincd electrostatic precipitator

(p.ESP) was constructed, and initial feasibility tests were

conducted with polystyrene latex spheres (PSL). Initial

data analysis showed that the pESP could successfully

collect a wide range of aerosol sizes. Further tests with

various biological simulants such as Bacillus globigi were

required to determine the validity of this approach. An

alternative-design pACP also was fabricated and is shown

in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Compact aerosol collection precipitator

The pACP was tested at the Aberdeen Proving Ground

Wind Tunnel with an average 169iocollection efficiency for

Bacillus globigi spores.

A design for a micromachined aerosol collector based on

the induced dipole moment was completed this year. The

pDMS has the potential to collect aerosols based on their

induced dipole moment. The significance of this approach

is that the possibility of segregating viable Ilom nonviable

entities has been claimed in the literature. The DMS is

shown in Figure 2.
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F@re 2. Micromachined dipole moment separator
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The micromachined ACP was constructed and tested with

BG spores. The spores were collected in the DMS, and an

inert compressed gas was used to deposit the BG spores on

an agar plate. The collection efficiency was determined by

the following calculatiorx

Collection = PG collected]= 392 (spores collected)/

30.5 Lhnin flow

Efficiency = [BG sampled] = 66.7 spores per 20 rnL

water/ref filter 21.3 L/rein flow

Collection Efficiency = 21% DMS

The collection efficiency was not expected to be this high

for the first trial.

It is assumed that any sample gas stream fed into the

micromachined gas detection system will contain a mixture

of particulate, both man-made and natural. To capture

and anrdyze particulate, the micromachined aerosol

collector will integrate a detector into the device.

The advantage of this approach is that the integration of a

collector and detector should produce a fas~ compac~

portable pathogen warning system. A problem that has

plagued detector systems is the cleanup of the sample to

determine the presence of materials of concern, and this

will be explored.

A flow cell antibody-antigen fluorescent detection system

was developed that could possibly be integrated into the

p.ACP. The fluorophore tagged antibody from NMRI was

tested for ovalbumin detection capabtity. The fluorometer

showed that the year-old fluorophore tagged antibody had

been robust and was extremely sensitive.

Several dot blot analyses (an indirect ELISA conducted on

a nitrocellulose membrane) were analyzed for the antigeti

antibody conjugation to veri@ that we were getting con-

jugation before more conducting analysis on the fluoro-

meter. The concentrations of the two antibodies-rabbit

and goat anti-ovalbumin-were tested at concentrations of

0.75 to 7.5 I@rnL and 0.05 to 0.5pg/mL, respectively.

Color development was seen at all the various

concentrations.

To summarize, this project completed the first two of the

three tasks.

1. produce a compact aerosol collection system based

on the pESP (described as a @CP) that can

integrate detectors

2. fabricate a prototype micromachined aerosol

collector based on the induced dipole moment

differences described in the Russian literature.

The integration of the detector into the p.ACP has not been

completed nor has the detector system been demons~ated.

The use of the PNNL windtunnel with an ovalbumin

challenge would be required to validate this system.
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Nanoscale Fabrication for Enhanced Propeti*es(a)

Don R. Baer, Yong Ulang

StndyControlNumber: PN97048/1189

Project Description

This research project investigates the formation and

properties of nanoscale functioned structures with the

ultimate objective of integrating active nanometer-sized

components into “smart” microtechnology devices. The

focus is creation of ordered arrays of nauo-sized clusters

with a potential for catalytic studies. Two different

approaches are being taken to create and stabilize these

arrays. The first involves depositing thin layers on stepped

oxide surfaces and heating them to allow formation of

metal nano-strings at the step edges. The second approach

used a scanning probe microscope to deposit nauo-dimen-

sioned clusters. An atomic force microscope is being used

to determine the size and siructure of the strings formed.

Technical Accomplishments

This effort on nanoscale component development uses a

range of new experimental tools recently made available in

the William R. Wiley Environmental MoleculaI Science

Laboratory (EMSL). These tools enhance our ability to

work in the nanometer dimension. We have used two

approaches to create nano-dimensioned arrays with

potential for use in catalytic studies; each uses a different

method to stabilize or pin the nano-dimensional featies.

To date, we have demonstrated the general abfity to create

the desired types of surfaces, and much of our future

efforts will be directed toward testing their stabilhy and

functionality.

Small Clusters by Scanning Probe Deposition

Au overall objective in this task is to create ordered arrays

of nano-sized clusters on oxide surfaces. The intent has

been to understand and control the deposition process and

allow creation of different sized and spaced accomplishing

arrays to optimize catalytic reactions. The three barriers to

accomplishing this are 1) the deposition of the clusters of

appropriate material and size, 2) generation of an oxide

substrate with appropriate smoothness to allow observation

of the deposited array, and 3) combining the two in a way

that stabilizes the arrays on the surface. Our initial

deposition effort was to show that clusters could be

deposited on smooth graphite by a field emission process

from a scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) tip. This

effort has shown that such clusters can be deposited on

graphite by field deposition from a tip (Figure 1).

oJl

Figure 1. Scanning probe microscope image of platinum
clusters deposited on a graphite sur&ce by applying voltage
pulses between a platinum tip and graphite surface. The
pulse width was 200 ns and the voltage was 8 V to the surface.

It is possible to deposit clusters over a wide size range by

the method, but the approach is less applicable for oxide

surfaces. Our second effort has been to combine electro-

chemical and mechanical deposition of metals on different

smooth substrates using scanning probe technology. The

overall objective is to place rhodium clusters of controlled

sizes on Ti02 surfaces, although initial efforts involve

copper dots on silver and graphite. This mcchanical-

electrochemical deposition method involves placing the

metal on the surface and applying a current during the

deposition. We anticipate that this process will “fix” the

metal clusters on the surface and minimize mobility.

This approach has been used to deposit copper on silver

and graphite. Our challenge is using a new scanning probe

(a) This project was called ‘TIigh Functionality Surfaces” in W 1997.
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microscope (SPM) system and depositing on a smooth

oxide surface. The properties of an electrochemical cell

for the digital instruments (IX) SPM have been deter-

mined. This work involves anew DI instrument in EMSL

that has not been used with the electrochemical cell before.

Electrochemical tests now show a reproducible and

expected cyclic deposition behavior of copper on both a

metal substrate and the SPM tip. Thk initial step verifies

cell operation and serves as the basis for deposition for

rhodium or other metals. After deposition of copper is

verified on a gold or graphite substrate, we deposit the

material on a rutile substrate, then move to rhodium

deposition.

Nano-Clusters and Sti”ngs at Steps

The second method being explored for forming nano-

dimensioned catalytic structures involves stepped oxide

surfaces and metal deposition. This approach takes

advantage of the stronger interaction of atoms at steps

rather than smooth surfaces. An atomic force microscope

has been used to examine the structures formed upon

evaporation and heating of the metal-coated oxide-sur-

faces. This experiment takes advantage of the new vacuum

STM/AFM capability in EMSL and the film deposition

system available as pat of the EMSL specimen transfer

capability. Because TiOz (110) surfaces can be processed

into relatively smooth planes with steps (Figure 2a) this

material makes a very appropriate substrate for this method

and serves as a useful support for catalytic systems.

The ability to form rhodium clusters that accumulate at

steps on a rutile (TiOz) surface has been demonstrated. .

This has been accomplished by depositing 1 monolayer

(ML) and 4 ML of rhodium on a characterized stepped

surface of the rutile. The 4 ML coverage caused the

formation of cluster covering the whole surface. However,

at l-ML coverage, the clusters were associated with the

surface steps (Figure 2b). These initial tests were con-

ducted with a deposition system connected to a surface

analysis spectrometer with atomic force microsopy (MM)

measurements conducted in a dMferent chamber. Current

efforts are focused on lower metal coverages and using a

dh?ferent system for which the AFM work can be con-

ducted in the same chamber. This will allow thermal

stabil@ to be examined by repeated heating of a single

specimen.

I
2UA

.,,
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F@e 2. a) AFM image of stepped rntile surface showing
single atomic layer height steps, b) AFM image of stepped
surface covered with 1 monolayer of Rh that accumulates at
steps.

Presentations

Liang Y, DR Baer, MH Engelhard, and GS Herman. June
1998. ‘T.nteraction of Ultra-Thin Rh Films with the Vicinal
Ti02(l 10) Surfaces.” 20th Conference on Applied Surface
Analysis, Richkmd, Washington.

Liang Y, J DaschbacL A Joly, D Baer, M Na, and H Luo.
November 1998. “Enhancement of catalytic properties
using surface and interface engineering.” MRS Fall
meeting, Boston.
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Practical Analytical Separations Using Microchip and Capillary Formats

Jon H. Wahl, OrvilIeT. Farmer, DavidW. Koppenaal ,

StndyControlNumber: PN98059/1305

Project Description

The objective of this project is to investigate proven

separation strategies to improve and increase the range of

analytical applications that have been demonstrated with

microchip and capillary technology. Various capillary and

microchip systems will be breadboarded and can be used to

establish analytical parameters such as chromatographic

efficiency and plate number. The novel aspects involve the

investigation of large volume injections either singularly or

continually with sample injection at the head of the

separation channel or into the center of the separation

channel for multidimensional separations.

Technical Accomplishments

Two primary areas of investigation were the focus of this

research project. First was the initial proof of principle of

a micropump capable of producing higher pressures (100-

1000 psi) than commercially available micropumps for use

with capillary separations. Second was the area of muhi-

dimensional separations on a microscale.

MicroPump-Fabrication of Initial Breadboard Designs

The underlying principle for the high-pressure micropump

is based upon the volume expansion of a liquid upon the

elevation of temperature. Accordingly, a constant tem-

perature gradient across the confined liquid will produce a

constant volume expansion that, in turn, can be used to

produce a constant flow rate.

The novelty of the high-pressure micropump includes the

following

. It is a small, lightweigh~ portables ystem capable of

producing @Anin flowrates at 100-1000 psi.

● It can be configured as a single syringe-type pump or

as a reciprocating-type pump.

● It contains mobile phase gradients that are easily

produced.

It achieves flowrates from a few microliters to a few

nanoliters per minute in a pulse-free mode.

It can be electrically floated and isolated with little

additional labor. This aspect is important in capillary

electrochromatography (CEC) and multidimensional

work.

No moving mechanical parts are needed.

Peltier effect heat pumps produce the temperature

gradient. Consequently, both heating and cooling can

be accomplished with a single unit.

It can be used for both normal and reversed-phase

separations. This aspect is important in normal phase

separations where electroosmotic driven flow is not

possible. Consequently, capillary and microchip

normal phase separations require pneumatic-driven

flows.

Two sizes of pumps were fabricated for initial testing,

10x 10x 0.5 and 4 x 4 x 0.5-cm versions. The pumps

were micromachined from copper shims and then diffusion

bonded to form the final pump core. The core of the

10-cm pump is shown in Figure 1. The pump has been

leak tested and is ready for further evaluation.

Figure 1. High-pressure micropump
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Multidimenswnal Separations-Fabrication of Initial

Breadboard Design

The motivation for multidimensional separations is to

examine the abilhy the achieve reai-world separations of

complex mixtures as quickly and completely as possible.

Some of the advantages of multidimensional separations

on a micro format include (see Figure 2):

. Multidimensional separations are more rapid because

the separation power is multiplicative and not additive

as in a serial separation

s The second dimension will be used in a massively

parallel mode, where either a single peak from the fist

dimension is sampled in parallel or several peaks are

sampled in parallel.

. If the first dimension is run in CEC mode, then the

flow can be turned on and off easily and quickly.

. For trace analysis, large volumes are typically required

which will require microscale dimensions (-300 pm).

Consequently, the first dimension should have a large

sample capacity.

Figure 2. Multidimensional separation format

Various chip schemes have been fabricated in PolYcar-

bonate. Work has also focused on a flowgatedinterface

for two-dimensional liquid chromatography-capillary

electrophoresis (LC-CE). The flowgated interface has the

advantage of continually refreshing the buffer sytem to the

inlet of the CE. This same interface will also be used to

examine simultaneous anion and cation separations by

sample injection into the center of the capillary.

In summary, the primary focus of this year’s work has

been defining two novel areas of separation research and

the initial fabrication of breadboard parts for future

evaluation.
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Rapid Detection of Bacterial Fingerprints
by MALDI Mass Spectrometry

Kmx?nL. Wahl, JsmesA. Campbell, Mark T. Kingsley

StudyControlNumber: PN97090/1231

Project Description

The objective of this research is to optimize the matrix-

assisted laser desorptiordionization mass spechometry

(MALDI-MS) technique for incorporation into the
integrated pathogen detection platform. This includes

optimizing the sample deposition and crystallization

process and investigating statistical treatment of the data

for integrated decision making. In addition, the effects of

the MALDI experimental process on bacterial cells will be

examined. Potential Iysing of the cells during the laser

incidence would affect the cellular components available

for analysis and provide a preparation step for alternative

rmalysis techniques. MALJ31-MS will be compared with

another complimentary mass spectrometry technique,

electrospray ionization (ESI), to gain insight into the

differences between the two methods for bacterial analysis.

Technical Accomplishments

Significant progress was made in developing MALDI for

pathogen detection. A series of pseudomonas strains

showed some overlap in their MALDI-MS spectra while

maintaining uniqueness for the different strains, whereas

similar comparison of other genus bacteria showed no

overlap in the MALDI-MS spectra as shown in Figure 1.

This lends hope that MALIX-MS can be used as a quick

classification tool for bacterial samples. Many experi-

mental variables that can affect these MALDI-MS spectra

including MALDI matrix and cell growth phase and condi-

tion, have been evaluated. Optimum conditions have been

chosen to obtain reproducible MALDI-MS ion finger-

prints.

LDRD funds were provided to initiate statistical support

for MAIJX-MS data analysis. A method was developed to

quantitatively extract a MALDI fingerprint from replicate

spectral peaks and visualize the fingerprint taking uncer-

tainty into account. This method was extended to apply to

spectra from samples containing mixtures of different bac-

teria. These capabilities provide a way to visually compare

a) n
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F@re 1. Venn diagram of ion similarities and differences
obtained by MALDI-MS of (a) three different Gram negative
bacteria and (b) four different Pseudomonas

the spectra of various bacterial strains for similmities and

uniqueness and will provide the foundation for quantitative

comparison and classification of bacteria samples. These

efforts were rewarded by client redirection of funds to

further develop these capabilities.

Comparison of the MALDI-MS data with those obtained

by a complementary ionization technique, ESI, was made

to gain insight into the MALDI data. The ES-MS experi-

ments were performed in the EMSL and showed some

,
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similarities in proteins observed. At least one of the pro-

teins observed in the MALDI experiment was identified

with tandem mass spectrometry of the ESI ions. The ion

observed at mlz 7270 was identified as CspC, a cold shock

protein. Further comparisons of these two ionization tech-

niques should provide valuable information about the ion

origin for bacterial analysis by MALDI-MS.
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Sample Preparation and Separation Based on Particle Sizing

KarenL. Wabl, Amit K. Sbarma, NancyB. Valentine

StudyControl Number: PN98066/1312

Project Description

The objective of this research is to develop field-flow

fractionation techniques as a separations tool for bacterial

analyses in complex mixtures such as those encountered in

environmentrd or food samples. Field-flow fractionation

will be combined with mass spectrometry techniques such

as MALDI and electrospray ionization (ESI) for detection.

Field-flow fractionation (FFF) will be developed for size

separation and quantification of bacteria in complex

samples with the intent that it will become a front-end

sample separation step for MALDI mass spectrometry

(MS) detection. Once the proof of principle has been

completed, efforts will be initiated to miniaturize the

instrumentation to make it compatible with field

operations.

Technical Accomplishments

The emphasis in thk past year has been on the use of FFF

to separate different types of bacteria. This decision was

made on the basis of the simplicity of the FFF channel that

makes it suitable for miniaturization. In addition, FFF

separations are based solely on hydrodynamic diameter,

thus making it the ideal separation technique for complex

samples.

Initial studies with monodisperse polystyrene (PS) latex

bead standards demonstrated that FFF can be used to

baseline resolve spherical materials similar in size to

bacteria. T’he 10-to 0.5-p.m PS latex mixtures were also

used to determine optimum conditions for separation of

bacteria The FFF channel had dimensions of 29.4-cm tip-

to-tip length, 2.O-cm breadth, and 0.022-cm thickness. The

carrier liquid used in these experiments had to fi.dfdl a

number of conditions including 1) stabilizing the bacteria

samples and preventing aggregation, 2) minimizing

interactions between the bacteria and the wall of the FFF

channel, and 3) compatibility with MALDI TOF/MS. A

carrier liquid containing 0.01 % (v/v) Triton X-1OO

(nonionic surfactant) and 1 x 104 M NI&Cl was found to

possess these desired properties.

FFF separations of Pseudomonas putida and Staphylo-

coccus epidermis were accomplished within 10 minutes.

The broadness of each bacteria peak is a direct reflection of

the polydispersity of the sample. Size measurements were

made in a number of different ways. First, a calibration

curve of log retention time versus log diameter was con-

structed using PS latex beads. The hydrodynamic diameter

of each bacterium was interpolated based on its measured

retention time. Second, photographs of the bacteria were

taken at 1250X magnification and their size measured

manually. Surprisingly, the dh.meters obtained using both

methods were in agreement, as shown in Table 1, with

approximate retention times for the different bacteria.

Differences were expected for nonspherical bacteria such

as P. putida and B. cereus because the FFF calibration

curve was established using spherical particles.

Table 1. Relative diameters obtained by microscopy and FFF
and retention times for FFF separation

Microscopy FE’E’
Bacteria D-eter Dmeter Retention

Q’@ (pm)
. Time

(rein)
Pseudomonas
pufiail 1.7 1.8 4.3

Bacillus 1.6 1.3 4.4cereus
Stiphy-
L3coccus 1.0 1.0 6.3
epidermidis

The ability to dMferentiate live and dead bacteria was also

investigated using FFF. It is unclear whether the observed

difference in retention time is due to differences in cell size

or rigidity of the cell membrane wall and whether the latter

is brought about by natural processes associated with a

dead cell or by the chemicals used to the kill the bacteria.

This is an area that should be thoroughly investigated.

Prelirninrwy results obtained during the first year of thk

project indicate that bacterial separations in MALDI-

compatible carrier solutions can be accomplished in less

than 15 minutes. This is a significant improvement over

previously published results of hours for separation. V/Me

baseline resolution is not obtained under these conditions,
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the linkage to MS detection can provide further specificity

in detection for identification of the bacteria from the

different fractions. Improvements in resolution and speed

of this separation are in progress. Initial attempts to link

the FFF output to WI-MS detection were successti.

Fractions collected from FFF separations of Pseudomonas

putida and E. coli were analyzed by MALDI-MS and

produced spectra very similar to the control MALDI-MS

analyses of these bacteria. This represents the first known

link of FFF with MALDI-MS detection.
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Versatile Synthesis Method for Sensing Materials

Jay W. Grate

StudyControlNumber: PN97105/wui

Project Description

The objective of this research is to develop a versatile and

generic approach to the synthesis of polymeric materials
for chemical sensors and arrays. The approach and the

resulting materials will be applicable to many different

sensing platforms, including acoustic wave, fiberoptic,

planar optical waveguide, and field-effect transistor
sensors. The synthetic approach will be designed so that

the following physical properties and capabilities are built

in to the materials:

low glass-to-rubber transition temperature for rapid

vapor diffusion and hence rapid sensor responses

tunable physical properties such as viscosity and

refractive index

polymer end groups tailored for cross-linking to cure
materials on sensor surfaces

functional groups and binding sites to absorb the

analytes of interest

optional molecularly dispersed groups to facilitate in

signal transduction.

Developing this capability will provide a significant

advantage in developing chemical sensors and sensor

arrays for particular client applications.

Technical Accomplishments

Just over a decade ago, the development of sensing mate-

rials for acoustic wave and other chemical sensors was an

empirical approach based on testing candidate materials to

see if they worked. The process was sometimes, but not

often, informed by chemical intuition. Since then, sys-

tematic studies using solvation parameters and linear

solvation energy relationships (LSERS) have established

and quantified the interactions governing the sorption of

organic vapors by sorbent polymers. These models have

been applied to evaluate and develop sorbent polymers

used as selective layers on acoustic wave sensors. They

help to address such issues as properties of the aualytes to

be detected, sorbent properties of the polymers, important

interactions in sorption of particular vapors by particular

polymers, and prediction of vaporlpolymer partition coef-

ficients of tens of thousands of vapor/polymer pairs. These

predictions can help select appropriate polymers for partic-

ular vapors and compare materials. They are useful in

evaluating claims for molecular recognition using gas

phase sensors. These studies have identified the functional

groups to be incorporated into a polymer to obtain parti-

cular interactions with target vapors and identify the struc-

tures that should be incorporated into polymers for sensor

arrays.

With this understanding and these predictive models,

sensing polymers can be rationally designed and synthe-

sized. But practical considerations make this task more

difficult than expected. Most synthetic approaches for

polymer synthesis suffer from one or both of these prob-

lems: 1) the polymer backbone and substituents lead to

glassy or crystalline polymers, leading to very slow vapor
diffusion and hence slow sensor responses; and 2) the

chemistries used to create covalent bonds create polar sites

that can conflict with the desired selectivity of the material.

Moreover, a useful sensor material must have not only the

interactive properties of interest but also other physical

properties necessary for fabrication and reliable operation

of a sensor device using a thin film of the material. For

example, it must wet and adhere to the sensor surface. For

optical applications, it maybe necessary to tailor the

refractive index. For acoustic wave applications, it maybe

necessary to ensure the material is not excessively glossy

(thus attenuating the acoustic waves) at the temperature

and operating frequency of the device. Viscosity may need

to be within a certain range for some applications, and

some cases may require that oily or gummy materials be

cross-linked to yield solid elastomers (on optical fibers, for

example). In addition, it may ASO be necessary to adjust

other properties for the transduction mechanism of the

particular sensing platform. For example, optical sensors

may require that absorbent or fluorescent sites be incor-

porated. Work function sensors require a suitable initial

work function and electrical conductivity of the sensing

materials.
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Given the number of requirements placed on a sensing

material designed for a particular platform and analytical

application, it might appear that a new approach wotid be

required for each case, and that some trial and error might

be necessary to obtain all the desired properties. However,

such an approach would be inefficient. It would be advan-

tageous if a versatile and generic approach could be deve-

loped to deliberately synthesize materials to obtain the fidl

range of required properties in a predictable way and to be

able to apply this approach to multiple sensing platforms.

We have developed an approach to developing sensing

polymers using the hydrosilylation reaction, which typi-

cally involves adding a silicon hydride across a carbon-

carbon double bond. The reaction can be initiated or

catalyzed in several ways, metal catalysis being most

common. In most early syntheses, the catalyst was either

hexachloroplatinic acid or platinum on carbon. Currently,

platinum divinyltetramethylsiloxane complex (Karstedt’s

catalyst) and platinum cyclovinylmethylsiloxane com-

plexes me preferred hydrosilylation catalysts.

The hydrosilylation polymerization approach using

alternating monomers offers several advantages in the

development of sensing polymers.

Because the hydrosilylation reaction is selective, tolerating

many functional groups includlng esters, nitriles, amines,

amides, nitro, ketone, ether, phosphate, sulfide, sulfones,

and phenols, it is possible to prepare many diverse mate-

rials using this approach. Hydrosilylation polymerization

represents a versatile synthetic approach for creating sor-

bent polymer materials with desirable chemical and

physical properties.

We have realized these advantages by synthesizing and

evaluating a variety of new sorbent polymers with this

approach. We have deliberately created materials with

particular substituents in the interactive portion to obtain

polymers with specific and predictable interactive proper-

ties. In thk way, we have developed a diverse set of sor-

bent materials for use in sensor arrays. We have developed

polymers with bisphenol, ure% phenyl, and methyl groups

in the interactive portion, creating polymers that are

hydrogen-bond acidic, hydrogen-bond basic, polarizable,

and nonpolar, respectively. Each of these materials has

been prepared so that it can be cross-linked, and successful

cross-linking has been demonstrated in both bulk and thin

film samples. Such materials are suited for application on

acoustic wave or optical sensors and have been evaluated

on surface acoustic wave sensors. The bisphenol material

offers superior sensitivity and more rapid sensor responses

than a “fluoropolyol” material used previously as a

hydrogen-bond acidic polymer for sensors.

The poku-izable material afforded more stable sensors than

a previously used polarizable siloxane polymer. The urea-

containing polymer yie~ded sensors that were very well

behaved, in contrast to previous polymers with strongly

basic, dipolar character.

The approach we have developed enables extension of the

previously existing rational understanding of vapor/poly-

mer interactions to the rational design and synthesis of

sensing materials. This versatile approach allows materials

to be readily designed for a variety of selectivities and for a

variety of sensing platforms. In addition, by careful atten-

tion to polymer physical properties, material cross-linking,

and interracial issues, we can significantly improve the

reliability of chemical sensor devices employing sorbent

thin films.

Publications and Presentations

Grate JW and SN Kaganove. 1998. “Hydrosilation Poly-

merization A Versatile Approach to the Synthesis of New

Carbosiloxane Polymers for Use as Sensor Materials.”

Polym. Prepr., 39,556.

Orate JW and SN Kaganove. 1998. ‘TIydrosilylatiom A
Versatile Reaction for Polymer Synthesis.” Polymer News,
(invited paper accepted for publication).

Orate JW and SN Kaganove. 1998. “A Polarizable Carbo-
siloxane Polymer for Application in Acoustic Wave Vapor
Sensor Arrays for Volatile Organic Compound Detection.”

Orate JW, SN Kaganove, SJ Patrash, and BM Wise. May

1998. ‘Tolymer-Coated Surface Acoustic Wave Sensor

Arrays for Distinguishing Chemically Similar Organic

Vapors.” 193rd Meeting of the Electrochemical Society,

San Diego.

Grate JW and SN Kaganove. April 1998. ‘TIydrosilation

Polymerization A Versatile Approach to the Synthesis of

New Carbosiloxane Polymers for use as Sensor Materials.”

215* National Meeting and Exposition, Dallas.
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A Metadata-Based Approach for Reti”eval of Heterogeneous Data

DanielR Adams, JamesC. Brown, DavidM. Hansen, MarkA. Whiting

StudyControlNumber: PN97001/1142

Project Description

During the latter half of FY 1997, the principrd investi-

gators on this project developed a platform for gathefig

and exploiting metadata, with a paxticukir focus on text

documents. This allowed them to learn more about

metadata within the context of working with a lruge,

heterogeneous information universe. During that time, we

recognized that Mere was a gap in our understanding of

users and metadata. We needed to investigate how

metadata can best be used when transitioned into a local

information space and applied to solving problems,

During FY 1998, we enhanced PNNL’s metadata capa-

bilities by focusing on text-based information processing.

This problem has been recognized in the context of digital

library managemen~ or management of information as it

transitions from the source content. Information brought

into the user’s context in this fashion is known as

foreground information.

The use of foreground information was researched, and we

developed some capabilities to support the users in this

area. The result was the introduction of Superimposed

Information Models. Superimposed Information Models

(SIMS) more closely reflect the user’s contexts by provid-

ing a framework (in the form of an active model) within

which to collect and manage foreground information. For

example, a person validating a hypothesis would be able to

collect and manipulate information within a Hypothesis-

Evidence-Conclusion superimposed modeI. At the end of

this projec~ a prototype of the SIM tool was builtj and two
models were tested: a Hypothesis-Evidence-Conclusion

model and a Chronology model. This tool works with the

World Wide Web (WWW) as its source information

universe and collects metadata through interactions with

source documents and through an interface to a popular

web browser. The tool is built under Windows 95 using

the Java programmingg language.

Technical Accomplishments

Digital library research tends to focus on institutional

resources. Individuals and groups who produce

information products include creators of simple docu-

ments, producers of structure products (indexes,

taxonomies), brokers of queries, or brokers of information

products produced by others. They consume and produce

information, and their effectiveness is determined to a

great extent by the quality of their own foreground infor-

mation stores, or personal digital libraries. Foreground

information is,more than just a cach~ it includes structure

information that organizes information coming in and

going out.

The rapidly expanding universe of information available at

our fingertips can make it increasingly difficult to obtain

and use that information when it is needed. Providing

access to relevant information, at the right time and in the

right place, is a significant problem for casual, routine, and

critical users of information. General-purpose searching,

indexing, and directory services are useful for browsing

and looking for information. Some information spaces

such as the WWW support direct inspection and navigation

of the information. Beyond these capabfities, a user will

benefit ii-em domain- and user-specific information that

organizes, remembers, and annotates information elements

from an underlying information space. This work focuses

on superimposing domain- and user-specific information

over au underlying information space to highlight and

elaborate relevant information elements where the super-

imposed information is based on a model.

This research exploits model-based technology by super-

imposing a model-based layer of information over a

general, heterogeneous universe of information. The goals

of this work have been to

●

●

●

exploit the superimposed layer of information with

tools and technology based on the superimposed

model

use the underlying information in situ, so that it

preserves its original purpose, tools, and technology

use diverse types of information, includlng loosely

structured information (i.e., without a database-like

model) and information based on a model distinct

from the model of the superimposed layer in the

underlying universe
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● elaborate the underlying information by creating new Note that the underlying information need not be altered or

information in the superimposed layer. copied. The underlying information need not have a data-

base-like model; it might use only a modest model such as

An overview is displayed in Figure 1. The superimposed

layer is shown at the top of the figure. Both the superi-

mposedlayer and the underlying information sources pro-

vide useful, model-based technology for direct use.

Superimposed information based on a model

![ r 1

- u
Informationaourcee based on various models

Figure 1. Superimposed Information Model

To envision how this technology might ultimately be used,

the following example is provided. While net-browsing,
users visit various companies marketing various products.

The products are packaged in a variety of ways with

assorted prices. The information that is viewed might be

represented on HTML-based pages, pricing databases, and

so on. In order to assess the various options, the user

decides to superimpose a shopping model (that is, an

information model that supports collecting and using

information about shopping on the web). A shopping

model appears as the primary interface. The user connects

cells of the shopping model to the equipment, prices, and
packages of interest with a few mouse clicks and then

decides to expand the basic information with column

headers and a computed price column. This allows the

user to easily assess the various prices and packaging

options using the capability of the shopping model.

a file with search capability. Also, the superimposed

model (a shopping model in the example) is not necessarily

the same as the underlying model, although one or more of

the underlying information sources could also be repre-

sented in a shopping model. The superimposed informa-

tion may include elaboration such as a personal commen-

tary on suppliers or products. The significance of this

example is that the shopping model carries the semantics,

the abstract representation, and the behavior of a shopping
model without interfering with the semantics, represen-

tation, or behavior of the underlying information.

The software system developed employs object technology

as the model for superimposed information. This approach

allows the user to define object and relationship types of

interest, populate the superimposed layer with instances

interconnected by relationship instances (as desired), and

then provide semantically typed references to information

elements from the underlying universe of information.

Key features of the superimposed object model include the

following:

●

●

●

Both classes and objects are introduced in the super-
imposed layer. The classes need not correspond to

types present in the underlying universe, and the

objects need not appear in the underlying universe,

although there may be one or more objects from below

that are equivalent to the one introduced in the super-

imposed layer.

Instances in the object model can be interconnected

via relationships established within the superimposed

layer. The relationships need not correspond to an

interconnection present in the underlying universe.

The relationships me typed. They support navigation

and browsing through the superimposed layer, much

like relationships in a database.

The object model need not be completely populated.

A user can place objects of interest into the model

(much like web users can create their own book-

marks). Similarly, a user may choose to reference
information elements of interest. There is no require-

ment for the superimposed layer to reference or

represent everything in the underlying information

universe.
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The following were the goals for this work and the results

obtained.

Superimposed Models-Structured Maps,

Hyperdocuments

Free-formed, user-defined models have the advantage of

creating structures very specific to a user’s needs. They

also have the disadvantage of having no starting point from

which to base a model, which may lead to cumbersome or

inconsistent models. Structured maps may provide useful

metamodels tlom which user models can be constructed.

We created a new construct called an Information Pattern

that provides building blocks from which to construct

SIMS.

Object-Oriented Architecture for Superimposed Models

This will enable the integration of the superimposed model

with other applications and technologies, e.g., through the

use of object interoperation models. The architecture
instantiated in the developed software is based on the Java

language and is developed via platform-independent

applications.

Demonstrate a~ Object-Oriented Superimposed Model

Two SIMS were created in the demonstration software: a

Hypothesis-Evidence-Conclusion model and a Chronology

model. These two models were selected to show the diver-

sity possible within a SIM environment. They also

illustrated different advantages and complexities of using

SIMS over a heterogeneous information environment.
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Choosing Graphical Elements to Encode Data

Eliibeih G. Hetzler

StudyControlNumber: PN98011/12S7

Project Description

Information visualization is a rapidly growing field. One

area of high potential interest to clients is dealing with

structured and tagged information. Almost any kind of

information object (e.g., text, image, or video) has asso-

ciated.structured data. More and more of the information

our clients need to analyze combines structured and

unstructured portions. Finding new ways to extend our

success with unstructured text to deal with tagged infor-

mation will help us extend our market potential sub-

stantially. This project investigated methods for allowing

users to explore structured data at multiple levels of detail.

We developed a concept prototype demonstrating our

results.

Technical Accomplishments

We have developed a prototype collection browsing

system that allows users to select graphical encodings for

object attributes based on their current information needs.

The prototype is based on a dot-plot display, with the

color, shape, and size of icons used to encode object type,

publication date, authorship, and other metadata attributes.

By enabling users to specify the graphical encoding

dynamically, this prototype gives control to users and

provides usefol information about the distribution of and

interrelationships among a variety of metadata about

collection members.

During formative usability evaluation, users were rapidly

oriented in the information space without spending signi-

ficant amounts of time trying to understand the spatial

layout of the visualization. They quickly began to recog-

nize patterns in the collection that were represented in the

graphical encodings and to ask new questions about rela-

tionships among documents. The visualizations also

yielded new insights and raised new questions about the

backend text processing and vectorization systems, even

for users deeply familiar with them. In at least one

instance, the visualization led to discovery of an error in

the database metadata about a document that was incor-

rectly classified. This is significant because text gathered

for analysis may often contain errors, so helping users

easily spot potential data errors is a useful feature. Our

users were successfi.d in using up to three graphical

encodings at once. They also chose to work with two

windows simultaneously, using different encodings for

color and shape in each window to gain access to more

information about the document space at once.

Project managers for two ongoing development projects

participated in our usability evaluations. Both have asked

to have graphical encoding features of our prototype built

into their systems for clients.

Publication and Presentation

“Graphical Encodings: Bet You Can’t Use Just One!”

Paper submitted to the Workshop on New Paradigms in

Information Visualization and Manipulation, associated

with the upcoming Conference on Information and

Knowledge Management (CIKM’98).
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Collaborative

RichardA. May

Environment for Large Information Spaces

Studv ControlNomber: PN98012/12S8

Project Description

This is the first year of a proposed three-year effort to

develop a suite of technologies to support team collab-

orative analysis of large information spaces. The key to

making this successful is developing a strong relationship

with the University of Washington’s Human Interface

Technology Lab (HITL). To this end, PNNL and HITL

staff have agreed to work as a team to develop these

technologies for DOE mission areas (the HITL staff had

their own funding).

The HITL group was assigned task lead for designing and

developing the collaborative virtual environment archi-

tecture, which they had already initiated. PNNL research-

ers were assigned responsibility for researching and

developing dynamic data loading and interactions and

grouping nonverbal interaction techniques.

Five key goals were set for the initial prototype a flexible

architecture to support continued research, low latency for

world synchronization, a user tiiendly environmen~ sup-

port for runtime data configuration, and allowances for

social interaction.

Technical Accomplishments

An initial, functioning prototype system entitled the

“Virtual Playground” was implemented. The first year of

MISmultiyear project involved designing the world and

implementing a subset of essential features. A large

component of the Virtual Playground implementation

involved developing the underlying structure to enable

dktributed worlds to connect over the network Without

this framework it would not be possible to support higher-

level behaviors. This structure included a fhmework for

handling user-input events in a device-independent

manner, rendering the world, propagating changes to other

hosts, and passing messages between hosts. ‘

A critical aspect of the architecture design was supporting

dynamic objects containing data, behaviors, and inter-

actions. Dynamic objects are defined as information that

has been wrapped to allow loading into Virtual

Playground. The system has no knowledge of the data

type, behaviors, or associated interactions prior to loading.

This is a utique capability not available in any commercial

systems or experimental systems known to the reseiirchers.

This functionality is what will allow the dynamic analysis

of complex information spaces in a generic environment.

The initial capability incorporated into the architecture

supports the dynamic loading of geometry data and

behaviors. Once loaded into a previously running environ-

ment the data and behaviors are broadcast to all partici-

pants. Figure 1 shows a region in the Virtual Playground

with a dynamically loaded terrain data set. The large

object behind the terrain model is a ‘virtual’ fountain

created by the HITL group.

Figure 1. Dynamic terrain loaded into the Virtual
Playground. Viial fountain, created by EIITL, is in the
background.

The initial development of the dynamic object standard is

the first step. The next step is to develop wrappers for

incorporating data from standard scientific data visuali-

zation packages along with behaviors and interactions from

different progr amming and scripting languages. Toward

this end, we have started developing the required interface

application. When completed, this prototype interface will

allow users to create and load dynamic objects. This inter-

face could be run either inside or outside of the Vial

Playground. By running outside the Virtual Playground,
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objects can be tested before entering the collaborative

environment. A current implementation of the interface is

shown in Figure 2.

.. d+&&?&A- . .
. ---- —. ..—

I .-!

Figure 2. Cument state of the dynamic object interface

Even though thk project is focused on developing a three-

dimensional collaborative environment, incorpora&g two-

dimensional tools is important for creating an effective

environment. In FY 1998, the HITL group worked to

incorporate a traditional two-dimensional web browser in

the Virtual Playground. The goal was twofold 1) tmns-

ferring information between the two spaces by loading data

or shtig pages and 2) supporting group exploration of

web pages. Unlike current shared web pages, the goal is

not to have one person lead the others through a series of

pages but rather to convey an understanding of where each

person is in the hierarchy of web pages. Even while in the

web pages, several of the Virtual Playground communi-

cation tools would still be available to the users.

After the general architecture has been implemented and is

stable, we will investigate the application of the Virtual

Playground in some potential domains such as compu-

tational chemistry, molecular biology, command and

control systems, and military applications. The goal is to

identify potential application areas where this technology

is particularly useful and then to develop a core set of

objects to convey the capabilities and context of the virtual

environment as applied to the specific domain(s), The

Virtual Playground is written in Java and uses the Java 3D

Media Framework as the renderer. We chose to develop in

Java for its platform independence and the extensibility of

the existing applications program interface (API). Further-

more, the Java Development Kit (JDK) Version 1.2 will

provide state-of-the-art technology. Because the latest

versions of the JDK and Java 3D APIs are currently in

alpha and beta development stages, we are able to take

advantage of new advances in functionality and perform-

ance. This project can also help direct the development of

these tools to more effectively support the goals of shared

three-dimensional virtual environments.

While not a technical accomplishmen~ creating a team

atmosphere between members at PNNL and the HITL was

an important step made this year. Providing a team

environment for geographically dkpersed members is a

difficult task, and easing this process is a primary goal of

this project. In fac~ one of our goals for the second year of

the project is that the proto~e Virtual Playground begin

to serve as a collaborative tool in its own development,

thus helping to more quickly and easily foster a team

atmosphere.

Presentation

May R. May 14, 1998. Next Generation Inte~ace

Development at PNNL. Invited presentation to the

Washington State University Computer Graphics

Department.
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Combustion Simuldion and Modeling

JeffreyA. Nichols, RobertJ. Harnso~ RickA. Kendall

StudyControlNumber: PN98013/12S9

Project Description

The purpose of this project is to develop high-performance

computational chemistry software for massively parallel

processor (MPP) systems in the area of coupled cluster

(with singles, doubles, and triples) (CCSD(T)) methods for

treating the electron correlation problem. CCSD(T)

methods are needed to achieve the accuracies required to

replace experimental measurements for many areas of

chemistry but especially by the combustion simulation and

modeling community. Unfortunately, the CCSD(T)

method scales as N7, where N is the number of atoms in

the system. This greatly limits the range of applicability of

thk method to combustion and other problems.

This project is focusing research on developing method-

ological and computational approaches to effect a dramatic

reduction in the computational cost of coupled cluster

calculations. This entails algorithm redesign with using

new methods to achieve the reduced scaling and increased

MPP efficiencies needed to accurately model the thermo-

dynamics and kinetics of large molecular systems such as

thOSe found in gaSOhne (Cs) and diesel fUel (C115)

combustion.

This work is accomplished within the fiarnework of

NWChem, a computational chemistry suite that is part of

the Moleculru Sciences Computing Facility (MSCF) in the

Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory (EMSL) at

PNNL. In addhion, POLYRATE (a chemical dynamics

package developed at the University of Minnesota in

collaboration with PNNL s@ff and used to predict rate

constants) needs be integrated with NWChem to provide

improved rrieans for calctdating chemical reaction rate

constants.

This effort provided the means to begin looking at next-

generation MPP hardware and assess the algorithmic

redesign possibilities in the (Moller-Plesset perturbation

theory, second level) (MP2) and CCSD(T) many-body

problems.

Technical Accomplishments

This software development project provides an important

new capability that is specifically required by the forth-

coming Combustion Simulation and Modeling Initiative

(CSMI), part of DOE’s proposed Strategic Simulation

Initiative (SS1). It will provide the level of capabdity

needed to jump-start the CSMI, as well as the platform to

develop the next generation of software for running the

truly massive computer systems to be acquired by the SS1

(up to 16,000 processors with each processor capable of

mukigigaflops of performance).

A possible architecture of the SS1 MPP hardware is

thousands of multiprocessor NT nodes comected with

some fast communication hardware. To this end, we

purchased a 2-processor NT system (identical to an NT

system we had previously acquired) and two myrinet

communication adapters. This enabled us to set up a

2-node, 4-processor prototype system with fast communi-

cation to begin porting and testing the NWChem

computational chemistry software.

To begin analyzing the CCSD(T) and MP2 many-body

algorithms, we were able to bring Professor Johan van

Lenthe (LJtrechtUniversity) and Dr. David E. Bernholdt

(Syracuse University) onto the project. Dr. Bernholdt

examined the scaling properties of the resolution identity

(RI)-MP2 algorithms for energy and analytic gradient.

Both are dominated by large matrix multiplication opera-

tions, though under some circumstances, input/output (I/O)

can become important. Thus, there was an opportunity

identified to exploit fast matrix multiplication algorithms.

Some testing was done to identify how to choose betsveen

algorithms that have different amounts of I./O. Professor

Van Lenthe began work on the formulation of the Laplace

triples approximation, conducting a literature survey and

preliminary analysis of the O@) formulation of the usual

0(N7) process.



Future efforts will be focused on the following

●

●

●

●

Improve the performance of the current closed-shell

CCSD(T) implementation Witiln NWChem.

Formulate and prototype a new restrictedlunrestricted

Hartree-Fock (RHF/LJHF) based CCSD(T) which uses

Laplace triples to calculate energies.

Implement a new MPP version of the energy prototype

above with target of 1000 basis functions with

symmetry to compute energies.

FormuIate and prototype a new RHFKJHF based

CCSD(T) which uses Laplace triples to calculate

gradients.

●

●

●

Implement a new MPP version of the gradients

prototype above with target of 1000 basis functions

with symmetry to compute gradients.

Develop NWChemRate, the loosely coupled (with

standalone POLYRATE) prototype of the integrated

software.

Evaluate the need for a parallel implementation of

POLYRATE. .
,

Evaluate the need and design the implementation for a

tightly coupled version of POLYRATE with NWChem,

possibly using the problem-solving environment approach.
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Decision Space System Technology

Bruce V. Jorgensen

StudyControl Number: PN98019/1265

Project Description

The purpose of this projeet was to build a useful working

resource management decision support tool that incorpo-

rates the best of our thhdcing about human interaction

(knowledge sharing) in an Internet-centric environment

and brings widely disparate points of view into a common,

interactive, integrated decision process. The target process

deals with asset analysis, resource allocation, and decision

consequence evaluation to fist determine the optimal

investment path and then to measure accomplishment of

investment goals once the decision is implemented.

Technical Accomplishments

The following accomplishments allowed PNNL staff to

better leverage all of the capabilities of different tools

(Lotus Domino, Microsoft IIS, Microsoft Access,

Microsoft Visual Basic, Graphics Server), rather than

trying to make one specific tool solve all of the issues an

application poses.

●

●

●

●

The bubble viewer technology was developed using a

combination of a commercial graphics library for

Visual Basic and some custom Visual Basic

programming.

Seamless use of both Lotus Domino and Microsoft IIS

web environments was employed.

Extensive ODBC progr amming within the Lotus

Domino environment was used to manipulate a

Microsoft Access database that was used by the

Bubble Viewer Visual Basic.DLL.

JavaScript within Lotus Domino was used to create a

more dynamic web environment.

PNNL staff were able to incorporate all of these tools into

a seamless web application under a common interface.

In addition, we integrated the bubble viewer with a voting

mechanism to allow participants to evaluate the effect of

different.critena on the selection process and linked the

bubble viewer’s ability to display up to four variables in a

two-dmensional view with a user-selectable list of criteria.

We also developed a prototype that allows access from a

web browser (Netscape Navigator 3.x has been tested) tlat

can add criteria and projects; view projects; rank project

criteria and evaluate all projects by selecting specific

criteria, creating a solution se~ voting on the top candi-

dates, and allocating funding levels to the top ranked

projects. This allows an adrninistrator/overseer to build the

initial criteria list with annotations, input the project list,

and then place the system into an analysis mode where

participants can view and rank each project according to

defined criteria and track w~ch of the projects have not

been evaluated by which participant. The administrator

can then advance the mode of the system to voting. Partic-

ipants select the top three cruididate projects, allocate

appropriate funding based upon those rankings, and submit

the result for compilation.

In addition, it demonstrates the viabtity of a web-based

tool that allows a divergent group to participate in resource

allocation for competing projects from limited funding. It

also demonstrates the value of both simultaneous and one-

at-a-time access. The system is secure, it will limit access

to only designated participants.
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On-Line Collizborative Instruments

JohnM. Price

StudyControlNumber: PN96055/1122

Project Description

The purpose of this work was to build a set of working

prototypes for the next generation of PNNL’s collaborative

research insh-uments. To do this, we constructed a group

of ordine, network-based applications to support data

sharing, remote instrument control/ monitoring, and scien-

tific data management across the Internet. Thk work

exploits many of the new technologies that will be central

to effective collaborative experimental research in the

future and is helping us build capabilities to compete

aggressively for new projects.

In tils project, we greatly extended the capabilities of a

new Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory

(EMSL) radio-frequency (RF) ion trapping experimental

apparatus, targeting the goal of providing full network

access to the instrumen~ the data, and the researchers

involved in the experiment. From this work a system has

been developed for use by EMSL scientists and their

collaborators that provides support for remote experi-

mentation and science education.

Technical Accomplishments

The work in FY 1998 built on the work of the previous

years, extending the capabilities of both the instrument and

the distributed architecture that supported network use of

the device. Several new applications were developed to

support “real-time” interactions between researchers at the

Laboratory with outside collaborators, and the software

was modified to allow multiple users to work together on

the instrument simultaneously.

EaIly FY 1998 work centered on developing a software

architecture, written in Jav~ that facilitates the rapid

development of client programs that can plug into remote

instrument servers through a network interface. Programs

written under this framework allow users to log into the

spectrometer through a web browser and perform

experiments without special software on their desktop.

While powerfd, this architecture only allowed a single

user at a time to work with the insmnnent.

From the middle of FY 1998, we concentrated on further

enhancing the client architecture to take advantage of

NCSA% Habanero framework a multipoint conferencing

architecture also used by the EMSL Collaborator

environment.

Under this system, multiple clients can connect to a data

acquisition server and share the device to acquire data and

setkead instrument parameters. Our client applet, or

‘TIablet:’ connects to a server running on the ion trap

laboratory computer from anywhere across the Internet and

can request changes to the instrument parameters and

acquire data and display the information in nearly real

time. The server was designed to evaluate these requests

and execute them if they fall within prcdeiined parameters

and put the machine into a safe “idle” state if network

communications are lost unexpectedly.

Several “real-time” tools were developed during the pro-

ject as well. A Web-based tool for synchronizing browsers

with an interactive pointer was developed and used in a

series of presentations involving PNNL and Heritage

College’s Department of Chemistry in both FY 1997 and

1998. A mukipoint audio conferencing tool and a stand-

alone camera pan-tilt system that remote users can manip-

ulate in a video conference were also added to the suite.

During the task of interfacing the spectrometer early in the

projec~ a new operating mode for the RF ion trap was

developed, leading to an invention report. In FY 1997,

detailed studies were made of the method described in the

report to evaluate its applicability to portable mms spec-

trometric applications. Results from these studle~ were

presented at international conferences, and a publication on

the method has been prepared for the Journal of the

American Society of Mass Spectrometry.

It should be noted that this part of the work was a syner-

gistic outcome of the interfacing task. With so many of the

instrument’s parameters under computer control, it was

easy to experiment with novel conditions. This led to the

observation that certain methods traditionally used for ion

excitation or isolation could be used to obtain mass spectra

as well. Our unique setup permitted us to perform these
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measurements at scan rates much higher than had been

used previously. The method shows promise for portable

applications because it relies on significantly lower RF

voltages than are traditionally used in ion trap mass

spectrometry, considerably reducing the size of the RF

power supplies required.

Thk LDRD project has led to a number of internal projects

that have taken advantage of the capabilities provided by

the remote control and monitoring of instruments across

the network.

Collaborating with Professor Hossein Divanfrud,

Dr. Jeffrey Mack has used the EOL software to deliver

remote lectures on mass spectrometry to chemistry classes

at Heritage College (Toppenish, Washington). As prut of

thk short course in mass spectrometry, he has provided

access to the instrument so that students may operate it

from the college.

●

●

The software architecture used on the project has been

applied in a number of projects undertaken by

EMSL’S Instrument Development Laboratory as well.

Some of these include

A motion con~ol system for a femtosecond pulsed

laser spectrometer. Here, a server provided access to

the laser and the PC based motion control hardware to

a client program running on a Unix computer. This

architecture allowed the client to take advantage of

both the speed of the Unix workstation for display and

analysis and the motion control hardware made

specifically for PCs from the same program.

●

●

Zon Beam Control System. Here, -50 independent

direct-current voltages from -6 kV to +6 kV are

controlled across a local laboratory network using the

EOL architecture. The high speed of the local

network provides an excellent “instrument bus” for the

application.

Corona Discharge Reactor. This is a system that

allows web-based monitoring of a field portable glow

discharge reactor system for gas stream remediation.

This newly completed system will be deployed in the

field and remotely attended by PNNL experts.

Publications and Presentations

Gorshkov MV, JA MacL SE Barlow, D Ray, and

JM Price. 1998. “Frequency Sweep Ion Trap Mass

Spectrometry.” Submitted to the .Jouzrzal of the American

Society for Mass Spectrometry.

Throughout this project there have been numerous

presentations about the system and live demonstrations of

$e on-line instrument’s capabilities. The forum for these

has ranged from internal presentations to, PNNL and DOE

representatives and groups to formal presentations at

national and international conferences.

June-August 1998, “Quadruple Ion Trap Mass

Spectrometry.” Remote lecture Series by Jeffrey A. Mack

John M. Price to Heritage College, from Richland to

Toppenish, Washington.

Mack JA, KR Swanson, DF Hopkins, and JM Price. June

18, 1998. “On-line Chemistry using JAVA and the World

Wide Web.” 53d Northwest Regional Meeting of the

American Chemical Society, Pasco, Washington.
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Topic Islands Prototype

NancyE. Miller, GrantC. Nakamura

StudvControlNumber: PN98075/1321

Project Description

The objective of this project is to create algorithms and

demonstrate their efficacy to automatically characterize the

conceptual flow and content of a text documen~ and to do

so at varying levels of resolution. Ideally, the charac-

terization should provide a summary view of the docu-

men~ much as an outline does, enabling the user to rapidly

grasp the content of the document.

This LDRD project is built upon our fairly recent success

in developing wavelet-based techniques for text document

signal analysis. These techniques, collectively referred to

as TOPIC-O-GRAP~m, apply wavelet transforms to a

digital signal constructed from the document to produce

multiple resolution levels (MRLs) of energy. The energy

signals are analyzed to identify transitions in thematicl

conceptual flow at vmying degrees of detail, ranging from

section-sized text partitions down to partitions consisting

of a few words. The basic TOPIC-O-GRAPHICW tech-

nique was developed for the P1OOOproject sponsored by

the Central Intelligence Agency’s Office of Research and

Development. This research was complementary to that

which had been funded by our PI 000 project to create a

TOPIC ISLANDSm Prototype.

Technical Accomplishments

This project had two related tasks: 1) to implement a

document outline tool that uses a wavelet-based parti-

tioning method and 2) to develop a text characterization

algorithm. In task 1, we investigated how a document

could be meaningfully broken down into pieces that might

resemble an outline partition. In task 2, we experimented

with methods for summarizing those chunks of text that

were created by the partition. The approach that we have

taken for each of the two tasks depends strongly on the

other. For example, the statistical technique from task 2

will only produce sensible results if the algorithm is

presented with a fairly cohesive chunk of text (from the

partitioning in task 1). This approach simplified the .

problem considerably. If the user presents an entire

document for summarization that covers a wide variety of

topics, it is likely no useful results will be produced.

The way our text exception tool works is diagramed in

Figure 1.

.
Although we did not build a shrink-wrap-type prototype,

we did automate the procedures by writing script files.

This included writing a motif users interface to build the

user-specific command file that actually executes the

power word source code displayed in Figure 2.

IfE!?id
I I

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the steps a document passes
through to produce an excerpted view. Shaded boxes indicate
the thrust of this project. The elements shown in the shaded
boxes were developed or researched as part of this project.
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Figure 2. User interface for the PowerWordScript program.
This creates the summaries for the 22 chunks that are then
piped into the PowerWordReport program for a ‘~retty”
report.
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Chinking Routine

We have investigated a variety of ways to automatically

partition the documents into thematically cohesive pieces.

The procedure described here works reasonably well, but

ample room remains for improvement. Since large

changes in the wavelet energy indicate that a theme

transition is in process, the chunking routine must decide

when transitions occur. The algorithm has two methods of

operation. A single resolution level maybe used to

determine the breaks in the tex~ or three consecutive

MRLs maybe used in conjunction with a consensus

algorithm. For single resolution approach, we recommend

8, which uses adjacent windows of approximately 2A(8-1)

words. If three MRL are selected, two out of the three

must “concede” to the same break within a user-specified

word neighborhood. We recommend 6, 7, and 8 as the

three MRLs if the document is of typical editorial style for

magazines, news stories, or journals.

The basic idea is as follows:

1.

2.

3.

Use a smoothing spline to reduce the spikiness of

the wavelet energy curve.

Using the new”smoothed (spline) curve, find all

peaks using first and second derivative tests (y’ = O

and y“ c O). These are the candidate breakpoints.

A neighborhood radius parameter is used to trim the

number of candidate breakpoints within the single

MRL or to identify breakpoints across MRLs for

consensus voting.

Figure 3 illustrates several of the above steps for a 6195-

word speech made by Fidel Castro in 1994. Wavelet

decompositions are displayed for MRLs 6,7, and 8. The

spline fit is superimposed over the data. The smoothing

parameter was automatically chosen by the program based

on document length. Vertical lines below the curve show

where the candidate breaks are located based on each MRL

curve independently. The vertical lines above the curve

are the “winners” and determine where the text is parti-

tioned. Note that if a single MRL is selected, then the lines

above and below the curve are identical.

Areas for Improvement

A weakness in the current approach is that we sometimes

partition the text in places where, to the eye, the energy

change does not appear large enough. Observe that the

second energy transition flagged in Figure 3 for MRL at

496 should probably not have been flagged. .~e impact of

excessive flagging is that we return too much information

lllLE. CastroAtiOSS@SNoJrOPaliVWakhcp. MXL = 6. WFE4KS= 27, SMCINH = O CIIOt

T17LE=CastroA&&essesNwro@v Wakhco. MRL= 7. #SEAKS= 2i. SMCO?H.0 0)0!

,..
1

. ..--- .. 0----- . ..02

—

Figure 3. Three waveforms showing the wavelet composite
energy fkom three progressively larger multi-resolution levels
created from a 6195-word speech made by Castro on July 17,
1994

to the user. Another area for improvement is that the

smoothing algorithm should adapt based on the length of

the document and the size of the resolution level.

Currently, the smoothing parameters are based only on

document length. Notice, in Figure 2, that a slightly larger

value for the smooth parameter for MRLs 6 and 7 than we

had for MRL 8 would have prevented certain hills from

being smoothed out too much and thus being missed. This

allows a hill to be missed or the identified peak to be

shifted off-center.

Summary

As a result of this LDF2D research project, we have

received additional funds to implement the research in task

1 into a multiple-use document chunking program that can

be shared with others on the visualization team. We also

received funds to implement the algorithm developed as

part of task 2 into the TOPIC ISLAND prototype.
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Numerical Analysis and Computer Science
in Support of Reactive Transport

George I. Farm

StudyControlNumber: PN97014/1155

Project Description

We are developing the computer science infrastructure

required to develop scalable simulation software for

massively parallel computers for the Computational

Reactive Transport Initiative (CRTI). Fast and accurate

simulators are necessary to assist policy and engineering

decisions that will be made for restoration and remediation

of the Hanford Site.

The software tools and infrastructure developed in this

project are applied to the development of the subsurface

reactive transport models MCTRACKER and STOMP90

and viscous flow reactive chemistzy model TEMWGMIN.

The MCTRACKER and STOMP90 codes are used to

simulate subsurface transport and possible remedlation

scenarios beneath the Hanford tank farms and the Hanford

vadose zone. TEMPGMIN is being used to simulate waste

processing tanks at Hanford. In addition, consultation was

provided on design and implementation issues for paral-

lelization of the GCHEM software.

Technical Accomplishments

Our work is focused on developing an iterative solver

library, sensitivity analysis, preprocessor and compiler and

para.lleliziig existing codes.

Iterative Solver Library

We developed a framework for building scalable iterative

solvers and prccondhioners for solving ill-conditioned,

nonsymmetric linear systems from subsurface flow

modeling. The iterative solvers developed using this

framework are of the Krylov subspace type and consist of

BiCGstab(L), ML(k)BiCGstab, TFQMR, and CGS. Trun-

cated Neumann polynomials are used aa preconditioners.

A simple mechanism was also provided for preserving near

symmetry of the preconditioned coefficient matrix. We

call our library D4.

For our software framework we used an abstract data type

(ADT) approach. Our ADT incorporates some commonly

used message-passing components. This greatly eases the

debugging of message-passing codes. On the other hand,

applications that rely on new data structures to represent

matrixes and vectors can make use of our solvers as soon

as the ADTs have been redefined in terms of these new

data structures. Our solvers demonstrate good speedups

when the work per process is kept constant. This is illus-

trated in Figure 1, where the vertical axis represents run time

for 447 runs of the BiCGstab(L) solver with L=8. The

number of processors used for these 447 trials was mono-

tonically increased from 8 to 125 while each process was

assigned an 81x81x50 grid. For each m.unber of processors,

we tried all process grid shapes whose dimensions divided

integrally the physical domain. This graph shows the high

degree of scalability of our implementation of BiCGstab(L)

in the case L=8.
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Figure 1. SCalabfity of BiCGstab(L) on the IBM-SP

The D4 library is used by STOMP90, and a block-banded

version of this library is being integrated into the mukiphase

version of STOMP90. The D4 library will be used by

MCll&lCKER once a stmtegy has been decided for inte-

grating a global solver into MCTRACKER.
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Parallelization of the Line Alternating Dwection Implicit

(LAM) scheme used by TEMPEST/GMIN will not be
effective on the IBM-SP because of the high performmce of

each CPU and the relatively high latency and low bandwidth

of global collective corunumication necessary to gather

solution Vectors onto all processes active in the computation.

The heart of the LADI is a tridiagonal linear solve. This can

be solved in 6N operations where N is the number of grid

points on the coordinate line. The communication latency is

40 pseconds with the 120-MHz P2SC RS6000 CPU capable

of 460 Mflops. This means that each processor must have

more than about 3000 grid points before it is worthwhile to

communicate. Additional speedup to this code will come

from using more effective numencrd methods instead of the

current ADI scheme. Work is in progress to incorporate the

AZTEC library (developed at Sandia National Laboratory)

into TEMPEST/ GMIN. AZTEC is a parallel library of

Krylov solvers of linear equations that is built on top of a

data structure for sparse unstructured distributed matrixes,

but it does not include some of the more robust solvers. Our

library and ADT cannot handle unstructured meshes at this

time.

We have extended the FPP preprocessor abstract program-

ming interface (APJ) to interface with programs using

Message Passing Interface (MPI) for interprocessor

communication. This extended API is being used by the

library of iterative solvers to produce a seamless interface to

STOMP90 and makes it possible to use parallel numerical

libraries such as Argonne National Laboratory’s PetSc from

within our subsurface and reactive transport codes.

In this manner, the internal data structures of AZTEC and

PetSc xe being added into our computational framework to

extend the applicability of the D4 library. This integration

into D4 will allow us to implement a multilevel precondi-

tioned based on Schur Decomposition and Haar wavelets

using the sparse approximate inverse capabfity of ISIS.

We have restructured two of the Krylov solvers in D4 to

reduce the number of synchronization points required by

the original algorithms.

Sensitivity Analysis

The accuracy and validity of flow and &nsport models

and their dependence on input parameters are required to

assess the sensitivity as well as the quality of initial condi-

tions (possibly from experiments) that are required for

meaningful simulation results. A tangent linear model of

the FLOW code with respect to its discretization para-

meters was produced using Argome National Laboratory’s

ADIFOR2.O. We are experimenting with more accurate

measures of numerical robustness than simple residuals

and divergences. Work is in progress to efficiently

compute the hessian of the FLOW. code to investigate self-

adaptive nonuniform grids. We expect this work to have

an impact on validation of flow codes and to extend to

existing finite difference algorithms using nonuniform

finite dtierence grids.

Compiler and Preprocessor

The Fortran preprocessor is an integral part of the

parallelization strategy used by the subsurface reactive

transport modelers. A new version of the Fortran prepro-

cessor was built and applied during FY 1998. The new

preprocessor accepts full For&an 90 syntax, whereas the

old one accepted a modfied version of the For&an 77.

This change permits the same program to be compiled for

the’serial machine or a parallel machine. We know of no

other compiler that can do this for the IBM-SP. The HPF

in principle should compile our subsurface codes but has

failed so far.

The preprocessor has been used for several programs

consisting of 2,000 to 250,000 lines of code. The effi-

ciency of the generated code has been quite good, we have

seen linear speedup for sufficiently large models.

The preprocessor is easy to use by programmers that are

new to the ,field of parallel computing. A scientist with no

prior parallel progr rimming experience wrote ihe largest

program compiled with the preprocessor. It took between

two and three man months to add parallelizing directives to

the original program that was written for a single proc-

essor. As mentioned before, the resulting code can now be

compiled with a Fortran 90 compiler and run on a single

processor, or it can run through the preprocessor and then

the Fortran 90 compiler for execution on any number of

existing parallel computers.

One of the unique features of this preprocessor is that it

can be modified by the user for special needs. Such mod-

ifications were made this yeas to incorporate visualization

tools and add support for parallelizing portions of code that

are inherently sequential.

Parallelizatian of Existing Codes

During FY 1998, we assisted two division-level LDRD

projects with their efforts to parallel simulation codes:

1) “Development of a Parallel Computing System for Use

in Multiphase Air Chemistry” and 2) “Reactive ‘Chemical

Transport for Tank W&es.”

We were able to identify and parallelize the most time-

consuming chemistry computation of both of the codes. In
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both cases, the chemistry consumed more than 80% of the

total simulation time for the given benchmak problems.

The speedups attained are illustrated in Figure 2. After the

chemistry components were parallelized, the other code

components, such as the advection-diffusion transport

operator for the atmospheric chemistry code GCHEM and

the pressure equation for TEMPG/MIN, become the

bottleneck to efficient parallelization.
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Figure 2. Speedup of GCHEM and TEMPGMIN on PNNL’s
MSCF IBM-5P

Publication

A joint paper with the Multiphase Subsurface Flow Project

of the CRI has been submitted to the SIAM Journal on

Scientific Computation.

Presentations

A regional numerical analysis seminar, Northwest .

Numerical Analysis Seminar, was organized by Joel

Malard and Jim Dukelow of PNNL and Bob Lewis of

Washington State University and held in October 1998 in

Richland, Washington.

This work was presented at the Fifth Copper Mountain

Conference on Iterative Methods in May 98 (Performance

of a Parallel BiCGstab(L) Implementation on Groundwater

Modeling).
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A Computational Framework for Designing New Materiuls
with Desirable Engineen”ng Prope~”es

Mohmunad A. Khaleel, KennethL Johnson, JohnS. Vetrano

StudyControlNnmber: PN98001/1247

Project Description

The objective of this research was to develop a micro-

scopic model for discrete dislocation dynamics. The intent

of this model is to provide abridge between deformation

scales; particularly between the dklocation scale (micro)

and the crystal plasticity scale (meso). The model can be

used to carry out rigorous investigations of the complex

nature of the dislocation structure, dislocation-particle

interaction, and prediction of stress-strain response and

hardening under various Ioadmg conditions. Because of

the explicit nature of the model in dealing with dislocation-

particle-defect interactions, it is then possible to investigate

the effect of the microstructure (particle distribution,

dislocation cell size, etc.) on the overall macroscopic

response of the crystal. This approach provides a prospect

for a framework for alloy design.

The long-term objectives of this research included the

following

1. Establish a three-dimensional mesoscopic model for

simulating the dynamic behavior of three-

dimensional curved dislocations and their

interaction with second phase particles in fcc single

crystals.

2. Investigate critical phenomena such as micro shear

bands and the relationship between macroscopic

properties and the underlying microstructure such as

dislocation structure, particle size, and distribution.

Technical Accomplishments

Staff at PNNL collaborated with Professor Zbib at

Washington State University (WSU) and have jointly

accomplished the following

● advanced the basic intlastructure of the three-

dimensional dislocation’ dynamics code (developed

earlier at WSU for both fcc and bcc systems) for fcc

single crystals. In particulm, an alternative self-stress

formula for long-range interactions, which uses a

global coordinate system, has been implemented

●

●

successfully into the code. This new formula replaces

an older (still correct) forrmda that was based on a

local segment-fixed coordinate system. The newer

formula avoids the need to perform coordinate tmns-

formation, which translates into savings in the run-

time (i.e., computational cost reduction). Also, the

new formula is more straightforward.

developed rules for short-range interactions including

annihilation, junction formation, and jog formation

based on a force criterion. Furthermore, the cross-slip

mechanics has also been introduced into the model.

Since this mechanism is thermally activated, a Monte-

Carlo type simulation for the cross-slip has also been

developed and implemented into the model.

developed closed form solution for the displacement,

strain, and stress fields of a general circular dislocation

loop to correctly deal with dislocation-particle inter-

action and the associated boundary conditions. The

term “general” preceding the loop description indi-

cates that the loop has glide and prismatic compo-

nents. The derivation is based on integrating the

Burgers equation for displacements, which, for any

closed curved dislocation loop, is given in terms of

line and area integrals. The result is being prepared

for publication. Furthermore, the application of this

solution within the present model is for the case of

dislocation wrapping around the particle to forma

loop (Figure lb).

The above treatments dealt mainly with building the

infi-astructure of the model. An effort was also undertaken

to simulate the effects of in-the-matrix particles on the

mechanical hardening of single crystals. This is parti-

cularly useful in fcc metal matrix composites. The study

of fcc crystals is also part of the progress; the focus on the

past was on bcc crystals only. The inclusion of fibers (or

other particles) into the matrix, which has been imple-

mented, has shown promising results.

For these simulations (Figure la), several parameters such

as particle volume fraction (includes particle size and

number of particles), particle distribution and orientation,
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particle type, and the initial dislocation density of the

crystal, were investigated. Specifically, it has demon-

strated that strength increases with increased particle size

(or decreased particle spacing), consistent with common

knowledge (Figure 2). This hadening mostly stems from

the dislocation pileup mechanism, which is captured in .&e

simulation. Finally, the three-dimensional dislocation

dynamics code has been refined and revised.

Publications and Presentations

Khraishi TA, HM Zbib, and JP Hirth. 1998. “The Shear

Ring Dislocation: Analytical Solution” (in preparation).
.

Khraishi TA, HM Zbib, M Khrdeel, and JP Hirth.

November 15-20, 1998. “The Prediction of Mechanical

Properties in Metal-Matrix Composites Using a 3D

Mesoscopic Dislocation-Particle Simulation Model.”

ASME International Mechanical Engineering Congress

and Exhibition.
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Figure 1. DD simulation of dislocation pile-up around rigid particles in single crystal Al
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A Multicontinuum Approach to Composite Materiul Characterization
and Predictive Analysis for Composite S&uctures

Mark R Garnick

StndyControlNumber: PN9700Z/1143

Project Description

The purpose of this project was to begin implementing the

muhicontinuum theory for analyzing composite structures.

The implementation was performed by augmenting the

existing capabilities of a general-purpose iinite element

code. The multicontiauum theory is envisioned as the

centerpiece of a multidisciplinary composites technology

base at PNNL that includes nondestructive evaulation,

experimental testing, probabilistic mechanics, micro-

mechanics, and structural mechanics. The work so far has

been focused on elastic composites and polymer matrix

composites that display linear viscoelastic behavior.

Technical Accomplishments

Conventional methods of stress analysis (single continuum

theories) are not well suited to analyzing structures made

from composites. The stress or strain at a point in a com-

posite is in some sense a homogenization of stress or strain

that exists at the microscale in the fiber and matrix material

phases. However, failure and damage in composites begin

in the fiber or matrix. Therefore, the composite stress or

strain (homogenization) is no4 in general, directly related

to the initiation of damage or failure. The mukicontinuum

theory is designed to produce stresses and strains for the

fiber and matrix so that information more directly related

to damage and failure is made available to the analyst.

To be useful, the multicontinuum theory must be imple-

mented in a setting of contemporary analysis methods.

Today, by far the most versatile and used structural

analysis method is the finite element method. At PNNL,

we use two of the major commercial finite element codes

with the trade names ANSYS and MARC. Because the

MARC code has capabilities that are superior for use with

the muhicontinuum theory, it was selected as a basis for

implementation. The most important feature of MARC in

thk regard is a versatile set of “user subroutines” that allow

a user to augment MARC with code that is compiled and

linked with the main source code at run time. This use of

an existing commercial code as a basis for implementation

is very important because it makes available a wealth of

capabilities that would otherwise need to be created. This

includes featies such as large element libraries (dozens of

element formulations), efficient numerical equation

solvers, and generalized three-dimensional contact capa-

bilities that have been developed and matured over decades

in the commercial finite element code industry.

The multicontinuum theory also depends on the use of

micromechanics models to relate the responses of the fiber

and matrix to that of the composite. Micromechanics is the

science of modeling material behavior at a microscopic

scale. In this way, the fiber and matrix are modeled expli-

citly and their response is examined in detail. The most

versatile approach to micromechanical analyses is based on

using the finite element method. One technical accom-

plishment of this project was the implementation of a finite

element micromechanics model that assumes hexagonal

packing of aligned fibers in a fiber reinforced composite.

This triangular model and example stress contour plot are

shown in Figure 1. This model is capable of simulating

arbitrarily three-dimensional states of stress and strain and

can be automatically regenerated with changes in volume

fraction of fiber and refinement of the finite element mesh.

Figure 1. Finite element micromechanics model implemented
in the MARC tlnite element code
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The remaining technical accomplishments of this project

are associated with extending the capabilities of the MARC

code with user subroutines. One subroutine was used to

implement anisotropic viscoelastic material properties in a

more general way than was available through standard

input. A second subroutine was written to augment the

MARC code capabilities with time-dependent anisotropic

thermal expansion. These routines are not directly related

to mukicontinuum implementation but are necessary for a

more general capability for simulating the behavior of

polymer matrix composites.

In FY 1997, subroutines were wri~en to affect the multi-

continuum calculations for thermal-elastic composites and

get the results written to the standard post file. Having the

results in the post file is a critical step because then they

are available for post-processing in the prelpost-processing

code MENTAT, which contains a versatile array of utilities

for manipulating and displaying the data with a menu-

driven graphical user interface.

In FY 1998, this capability was extended to include linear

viscoelastic material models that are useful for simulating

polymer matrix composites. To verify this implementation

of muhicontinuum equations, results were generated for a

simple structural model with a complex history of bound-

ary conditions that could be compared with micromecha-

nics results. The comparison is shown in Figure 2. The

strains indicated are for the matrix material and are un-

available from a conventional structural analysis. The

mathematical implementation of the theory for linear

materials resuks in exact relations. Therefore only numer-

ical errors should contribute to differences in the two

results. As seen in Figure 2, the agreement is effectively

exact..
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Figure 2. Tensor components of viscoelastic matrix strain
history predicted by Mukiconfmuum Theory (lines)
compared with micromechanics results (symbols)

Publication and Presentation

This work was presented at the 35& Annual Technical

Meeting of the Society of Engineering Science, September

29, 1998, in Pullman, Washington.
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B W System Integration Plutform - Mesojluidics Motherboard

Dam E. Kumtb

StudyControlNumber: PN97021/1162

Project Description

A novel motherboard technology is expected to produce

dramatic gains in detector system performance through

seamless integration of miniature and microfluidics sample

handling components. The technology uses rnicroscale

chemical and biosensors. The objective of the project is to

develop a suitcase-sized portable standard platform that

integrates microfluidlcs sample handling components and

standard comectors to interface the other miniaturized

biosensors or pathogen detectors based on “plug-and-play”

modules. All components, includlng micropumps, micro-

valves, microfluid channels, and electronics, will be tightly

integrated in the same mesofluidlc motherboard. The

development of this mesofluidics motherboard will provide

the capability for real-time rapid and automated

identification of biological organisms.

Technical Accomplishments

/
The rnicrofluidic motherboard bomowed the “functionality

on a chip” concept from the electronics industry and was

intended to be the heart of a complex microfluidic device.

The motherboard platform was designed to be tightly inte-

grated with liquid flows confined within machined micro-

channels, which reduces the need for tubing for fluid

distribution and connectivity. This concept facilitates

system integration and miniaturization. As fabricated, the

first-generation motherbomd (Figure 1) consisted of three

fluid reservoirs connected to commercially available piezo-

electric micropumps (IMM) by microchannels fabricated

from adhesive-backed polyamide. The fluids could be

pumped independently or mixed in rnicrochannels before

being directed to exterior analytical components via outlet

ports. Acrylic was used for all polymer parts of the fluidic

motherboard except the polyamide gaskets used to form

the rnicrochannels. Microchannels were produced in poly-

mer devices by using a polymer (e.g., polyamide) gasket

with the channel machined through the thickness of the

material. This method was used to produce microchannels

up to 500 microns wide and 225 microns deep. For this .

approach, only the perimeter of the channel needed to be

machined, with the remaining center portion micro-

channels up to 500 microns wide and 225 microns of

Figure 1. Fii’st-generation motherboard showing integration
of fluidics and electronics

the channel being stripped out and discarded. When

sandwiched between two solid pieces of polymer, the

gasket formed a well-defined rnicrochannel whose depth

was determined by the thickness of @e gasket material.

These gaskets could be produced from sheet material with

adhesive on one or both sides to improve sealing

capabilities.

A second-generation motherboard was designed and

fabricated (Figure 2). This motherboard incorporates
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Figure 2. Seeond-generation motherboard incorporating
valves and plug-and-play concept

valves in addition to the pumps. Leaking is also addressed,

using either O-rings or a press fit into the motherboard.

Fabrication was accomplished with anew laser cutting

device suitable for 12x 12 in. pieces (previous capability

was limited to 4 x 4 in.). Initial testing indicates that the

second-generation motherboard is more convenient to use

than the first-generation of motherboard. Because all

components in the motherboard are based on ‘Tlug-and

Play” design, it is much easier for part replacement and’

repair.

A complete capillary electrophoresis (CE) system has been

built in collaboration with other projects. The system

includes a hand-held, dual high-voltage @V) power supply

(book size), which can supply two high voltages simulta-

neously, and a hand-held electrochemical detector. The

HV power supply has two outputs, one of O to 30 kV for

component separation and another Oto 4 kV for sample

injection. The software for data acquisition and processing

for capillary electrophoresis has also been built based on

National Instrument’s data acquisition board and Labview

system. Our results show that the HV fields applied to a

microchmmel can be as high as 2500 V/cm without causing

a joule. heating problem. In contrast, the HV field for con-

ventional capillary eleetrophoresis using a fused silica

capillary can only work at HV fields less than 1500 V/cm.

Because the separation efficiency is proportional to the HV

field applied, the implementation of CE-on-chip results in

a smaller system. Integration of electrochemical detection

with CE was not successful with the fist prototype

because the electrode materials diffused into the surroun-

ding material during the thermal-bonding process. Other

low-temperature bonding or non-thermal bonding tech-

niques will be used for new prototype fabrication.

Publication

Matson D, P Martin, W Benne& D Kurath, Y Lin, and

D Hammerstrom. 1998. “Fabrication Processes for

Polymer-Based Microfluidic Analytical Devices.”

Proceedings of the 3fi International Symposium on

Miniaturized Analysis Systems. Kluwer Academic

Publishers.
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Machining Process Monitor

PeterA. Eschbacb

StudyControlNumber: PN9804M290

Project Description

The goal of this project was to develop substantial new

technology to help automate the manufacturing industry.

A significant amount of time and energy (cost) is spent

making parts for airplanes, automobiles, household items,

and defense on lathes, mills, and other machines.

Although computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) does

many of the repetitive tasks, a trained machinist still has to

monitor the cutting process: keep tools sharp, monitor

cutting rate, perform lubrication. We have developed a

technology using Fourier analysis of the chips from the

cutting process that we believe will substantially aid

machinists in their efforts to keep the cutting process

working as parts are machined.

Technical Accomplishments

Early in FY 1998, an extensive literature search of

machining trade journals was conducted to identify needs

for machine process monitors. We found that optical “

characterization and temperature measurement were two

technologies that are not now deployed.

This task focused on developing a concept demonstration

that would provide us with a camera to capture images of

parts being machined, display those images on a spatial

light monitor (SLM), and use optical Fourier techniques to

analyze the optical spatial power spectrum of the displayed

image to characterize the process. Later in the year, a

sample of a tensile specimen with “shear bands” was pro-

vided as an example of features that were to be charac-

terized. A static imaging geometry was used to image the

very subtle shear bands, and the digitized images were

analyzed using digital two-dimensional Fourier transform

methods. Figure 1 shows the results of that experimen~ in

which the features identified by arrows are sets of shear

bands angled both clockwise and counter-clockwise from

the transverse axis. The spatial power spectrum of the

shear bands is shown in Figure 2. Notice that the spectral

features resulting from the shear bands are perpendicular to

the bands. Also, notice that the “brushed” aluminum

surface effect results in a strong spatial spectral signature

along the vertical axis of the spectrum. The radial extent

Figure 1. Shear bands in an aluminum tensile spe&men
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Figure 2. Spatial power speetrum of the shear bands. The
features at an angle are characteristic of the shear bands in
Figure 1.

of the features in the spectrum is indicative of the fineness

or coarseness of the features in the original image so that

the brushed texture, being much finer than the shear bands,

results in a feature extending to a greater radial distance

than the shear bands, which are coarser.
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In parallel, a liquid crystal display from a pocket TV was

adapted as a low-cost SLM toward demonstrating the

concept during actual machining of a surface. However, as

the shear band results shown in Figures 1 and 2 became

available, and as difficulties arose relative to the SLM

modification, the concept demonstration was reduced from

actively monitoring the power spectrum using an SLM to

recording the image using high-speed video, then selecting

appropriate frames for digital two-dimensional Fourier–

equivalent to, but more readdy implemented than the

planned active demonstration.

The experiment performed consisted of two parts. In one

pm% a sample was turned in a lathe, and a high-speed
video camera was used to record the surface of the piece in

the vicinity where shear bands might be expected. No

bands were observed. This was not surprising because the

bands shown in Figure 1 were extremely subtle, even for

static lighting with a sensitive camera and well-controlled

illumination.

The second part of the experiment consisted of turning a

brass piece at different feeds so as to change the charac-

teristics of chips and their formation. Brass was chosen as

being sufficiently brittle to result in small, separated chips.

This was intended to illustrate that, as the feed rate

changed, somewhat approximating speed changes, and the

chip size and formation changed, the chip field image

could be monitored using the same Fourier techniques and

the changes correlated to process parameters. Figure 3

shows the results.

—

—

Figure 3. Processed images (top) of chips at feed rates of
0.002,0.004, and 0.008 in. prerevolution, left to ngh~ re-
spective 2D Fourier transforms (bottom) of a composite of
multiple such images.

The top row of processed images is of chips from cuts

made in brass with a cut depth of 0.005 in. and a feed rate

of 0.002,0.004, and 0.008 in., respectively. Processing

emphasizes the chip geometry. Many such images of each

of the three feeds were combined in a composite for a

better sampling of chips. The second row of images is the

digital two-dimensional Fourier transform of each. It is

clear that there are differences in the power spectrum as a

function of feed rate. Whether that difference could be

verified as also being a function of other factors (e.g.,

surface speed) would need to be further investigated.

.
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Technologies for the Analysis and Management of Aging Systems (AMAS)

LeonardJ. Bond

StudyControlNumber: PN98073/1319

Project Description

The primary objectives of this project were to review the

literature for the science and technology relevant to the

development of new and improved approaches to the

Analysis and Management of Aging Systems (AMAS) and

to identify capabilities that have potential for use in

AMAS.

The project was funded in the last quarter of the fiscal year

and consisted of a series of literature searches and prelimi-

nary work towtid developing databases to support predic-

tive engineering and AMAS projects.

Technical Accomplishments

An assessment has been made of the current state of the

nation’s response to the requirements for the analysis and

management of aging systems (AMAS). It has been con-

firmed that aging systems are a pervasive problem that has

been the focus of recent reports in the news media and

discussions within government and industry. Resource

utilization to extend the useful life of systems or products

is a key objective. Economic pressures to maintain aging

fleets of military and commercial vehicles (both ground

transportation and aircraft), the civil infrastructure for

power generation and utility distribution, and key military

supplies are very real. Much of the energy and other

infrastructure in the U.S. is reaching design limits on

useful operating life. AMAS is therefore identified as a

significant national priority. Activities to provide the

technology needed to respond to these requirements are

less well developed.

At the national level, in response to the activities of the

President’s Commission on Critical Infrastructure

Protection, a Critical Infrastructure Assurauc6 OKce

(CIAO) has been established. This office is developing an

R&D plan for protecting and ensuring critical national

infrastructure. The focus of this activity considers the

possible effects of a wide spectrum of threats, including

natural events, accidents, terrorism, criminal activity,

industrial espionage, intelligence activity, and information

warfare. Issues including monitoring and detection, pro-

tection and mitigation, response and recovery, systems

analysis, risk management, and vulnerability were all

considered. Ahnost without exception, the threats being

considered that could impact critical elements in the

national infrastructure are expected to be both dramatic and

potentially catamophic. Au equally significant and all

pervasive potential threat to our national critical infia-

stmcture is that posed by the effects of aging. Structural

and system degradation due to aging is less dramatic until

the point is reached where a failure can occur. The failure

in a critical component of our energy, transportation, infor-

mation, or human services in&structure due to aging can

be no less significant and devastating than a loss due to a

seismic or terrorist event.

In the context of the curient activities through the CIAO

assessment of critical national infrastructure, there appears

to be at present minimal-consideration of AMAS. Initia-

lives are being developed to address some high-profile

areas such as aging aircr@ and requirements for some

elements in the civil inhstructure such as highway

bridges. The issues resulting horn the potential effects of

aging to damage or destroy elements in the critical national

infrastructure are not being addressed in the same sy.item-

atic fashion as those relating to the potential effects of

terrorism and other dramatic threats. It does not appear to

have been recognized that many of the same assessment,

monitoring, and detection capabilities needed to monitor

threats can also be developed and employed to provide the

basis for monitoring systems for Critical National

Infrastructure.

This project addressed the issues of technology to support

as a series of tasks, and the results of the study will be

presented in a final report. The report seeks to identify in

more detail the current technological limits and areas for

research and defines our ability to meet the requirements of

a preliminary review of this field.

A literature search was conducted using the Hanford

library, DTIC searches, discussion with CTC leaders, and

the Internet. Key people, groups and relevant elements in

the literature were indeitified. One particular search per-

formed through NTIAC provided details of work on aging

utilities during the last five years. A second NTIAC search

focused specifically on nondestructive evaluation of

hydraulic components. Searches performed through DTIC,

CBIAC, and CPIA/JANNAF provided the literature
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relevant to establishing predictive engineering for appli-

cation to the specific needs of the nationrd conventional

munitions stockpile. The information and insights pro-

vided by the searches and resulting literature were supple-

mented by various recent conference abstracts and pro-

ceedings in the possession of PNNL staff.

The literature search provided the basis for consolidating

the requirements for applying the AMAS methodology to

model systems. The elements in an integrated predictive

engineering program are 1) physical/chemical evaluation

methods, 2) aging/damage models, 3) health monitoring

sensors and systems, and 4) integrated service life meth-

odologies. Schemes are being identified for general pur-

pose predictive aging programs. A working collection of

the key elements from the literature is being assembled to

support projects that apply AMAS to model systems. The

two targeted areas are aging utilities and civil structures

and the national munitions stockpile.

A database has been developed that covers literature rele-

vant to AMAS. Key persomel and technical capabilities

relevant to AMAS are being identified. Much of the nec-

essary technological information is in the previously estab-

lished CTC databases. Directions to access these data are

to be given in the project final report.

A major outcome of the project has been the identification

of the potential opportunities for developing and applying

health monitoring systems based on smart multisensory

systems, in particular, those that employ an integration of

radio frequency @) tag and sensor technologies. Sche-

matics for such systems are shown as Figure 1. The poten-

tial range of applications for integrated RF-tag/multisen-

sors for inventory control and monitoring is limited only

by the imagination of the engineers who deploy them. The

elements that combine to form such a remote reading unit

are shown in Figure 1 and can be integrated as a unit that

would measure and record parameters such as temperature,

analyze for selected chemicals, humidity, salinity, maxi-

mum acceleration, or shock loading, and perform data

reduction/storage/transmission.
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Ecological Modeling of Regional Responses to Global Change

EdwardJ. RykkI

StudyControlNumbe~ PN950Z!VN)05

Project Description

Humans are changing the chemical composition of the

atmosphere, the land cover of the continents, and the

biological composition of the ecosphere without under-

standing the consequences of these changes. The major

task of global change research is to provide a level of

scientific knowledge that enables us to understand how

human activities affect the ecological mechanisms that

support sustainability.

The goals of this project are 1) to explore new theoretical

approaches to global change problems, 2) to develop an

integrated framework for simulating regional ecological

responses to climate change, and 3) to provide scientific

support to the policy community concerning global change

issues by developing a strong knowledge of the interaction

between earth and life sciences. The FY 1998 goals were

to estimate the net primary productivity (NPP) (to~

carbon fixed by plants annually) of the Pacific Northwest

region (Washington, Oregon, and Idaho) and develop an

ecosystem model to complement the set of earth resource

models being developed at PNNL. The requested research

funds will extend PNNL’s ecological modeling capability

beyond the realm of current programmatic expertise by

cooperative interactions in developing and disseminating

knowledge of current state-of-the-art ecosystem models.

Technical Accomplishments

The results of research on methods of estimating the net

primary productivity (NPP) of the Pacific Northwest

(Washington, Oregon, and Idaho) were presented at the

National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis as

part of a workshop on NPP sponsored by the International

Geosphere-Biosphere Program. These results indicate that

NPP estimates vary by 200%, and there is little prospect of

reducing this discrepancy without a significant investment

in field research and theoretical development of scaling

methods. Therefore, current estimates of the global carbon

cycle based on computer models and satellite remote

sensing are probably significantly in error. These results

were also formally presented at the annual meeting of the

Ecological Society of America. The difficulty of mea-

suring NPP in the field is an important factor. There are

virhially no reliable field determinations of total annual

NPP for any ecosystem. A critical difficulty is that the

actual total annual NPP is unknown, so the only basis for

comparison is relative. Forest ecosystems are particularly

difficult, but in almost all ecosystems, determinations of

root production are lacking or measured with unknown

accuracy. Carbon flux measurements offer au alternative

methodology if respiration can be determined. However,

most such measurements are of short duration and so do

not represent total annual NPP. Although there are

numerous vegetation maps of the Pacific Northwest, there

has never been a systematic effort to obtain a sample of

field measurements of NPP corresponding to each of the

vegetation types mapped. Consequently, it is very difficult

to estimate regional NPP by associating field measure-

ments reported in the scientific literature with maps of

vegetation.

Work in FY 1998 also focused on developing au ecosys-

tem model to complement existing watershed and climate

models developed at PNNL. A spatially explicit terrestrial

vegetation model developed in 1987 by the Biosystems

Group at Texas A&M University and documented in a

technical report published by the Division of Water and

Land Resources, CSIRO, Australia (Penridge et al. 1987)

formed the basis for this development. The model is based

on a theory of resource competition among plant growth

forms, referred to as ecological field theory (Sharpe et al.

1986). The model uses an integrated rate methodology for

calculating the combined effects of ligh~ water, and

nutrient resources available to individual plants (WU et al.

1994) at each time step. Vegetation cover is described by

the distribution of three growth forms-trees, shrubs, and

grasses. The model partitions the soil into three layers.

Trees can access water and nutrients from all three soil

layers, shrubs from the upper two layers, and grasses from

the uppermost layer. The demahd for resources is calcu-

lated first. Demand is satisfied to the extent that resources

are available to the indlvidurd plants within the spatial area

they can access via their root zones and canopy spreads.
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Plant growth is calculated based on tbe resources each

plant acquires in each time step.

A series of modifications needed to provide the capability

to link the ecosystem model to other PNNL models has

been partially completed. The spatial domain of the model

had a grid size of 1 mz and a spatial extent of 40 m x 40 m

(1600 m2). The PNNL watershed model can operate on a

variable spatial grid with greatest resolution of about 1

hectare (100 x 100 m). This necessitates modifying the

spatial domain of the ecosystem model. Consequently, the

base model was modified to support a variable spatial

domain of 1 hectare to 1 square kilometer. The vegetation

description needs to be modified to represent the distribu-

tion of growth forms at larger spatial scales than individual

plants. The model is written in Fortran, and source code is

available.

Publication and Presentation

Rykiel EJ Jr. August 1998. “Does improving spatial

resolution change model predictions of regional NPP?’

Ecological Society of Amenc~ 83d Annual Meeting,

Baltimore, Maryland, p. 114.
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Integration of Unmanaged Ecosystems into the
Global Change Assessment Model

(km R Izaurraldq NormanJ. Rosenberg

Project Description

The objective of this project is to build a capability within

PNNL’s Global Change Assessment Model (GCAM) to

model the response of unmanaged ecosystems to climatic

change. GCAM consists of four interacting modules that

compute how

●

●

●

●

economic activity influences greenhouse gas

emissions

emissions lead to changes in atmospheric composition

and alter global mean temperature

changes in global mean temperature affect the

geographic distribution of climate change, predicted

by several general circulation models

altered climates affect agricultural productivity, water
resources, and unmanaged ecosystems.

Adding the capability to model unmanaged ecosystems

into GCAM is an essential step toward answer@g

questions about vegetation dynamics, carbon balance, and

biodiversity in response to climate change.

Technical Accomplishments

BIOME3 is a biophysical and biogeoche~cal model by

Haxeltine and Prentice that simulates large-scrde vegeta-

tion patterns. Photosynthesis in BIOME3 is a function of

environmental and leaf parameters. The maximum rate of

photosynthesis achievable under light-saturated conditions

is regulated by the catalytic capacity of the Rubkco (ribu-

lose biphosphate cmboxylase oxygenase) enzyme and leaf

nitrogen content,

BIOME3 uses a minimal set of five woody and two grass

plant types for large-scale (global) modeling. Variables

calculated include leaf area index (MI) and net primary

productivity (NPP). Semi-empirical rules capture the

opposing effect of succession-driven-by-light competition

and natural disturbance by fire. Dominant plant types arise

from highest NPP values. Environmentrd factors (e.g.,

COZ) influence photosynthesis, stomatal conductance, and

leaf area.

Fourteen scenarios were generated to run BIOME3 to

study the impact of climate change on the distribution and

productivity of plant functional types across the conter-

minous U.S. A baseline scenario and two General

Circulation Models (GCM) (~ureau of Meteorological

Research Centre ~MRC] and University of Illinois

~C]) were selected to generate input data files to run

BIOME3. From the latter model, we selected its two

options with (UIUCSUL) and without (t.JTUC) sulfate

aerosol effect.

For each GCM (.BMRC, UIUC, UIUCSUL) input, data

files were generated at two future global temperature

increases-1.O and 2.5”C. To complete the matrix of model

runs, each of the seven combinations was run twice,

changing only the C02 concentration level (365 and

560 ppm). Input data files were prepared using Statistical

Analysis Systems on a Unix platform. Model initialization

includes data on latitude, C02 concentration, monthly

climatic values (temperature, precipitation, and sunshine

hours) and soil texture on a 0.5° grid. The model predicts

global natural vegetation patterns by using a rule-based

algorithm to determine plant functional type and by

determining the LAI that maximizes I@P. BIOME3

simulates vegetation patterns at steady stat~ i.e., it does

not predict the time course of vegetation composition and

structural adaptation to change.

The BIOME3 output generated from the 14 climate sce-

narios was then incorporated into Oracle. database fo~at.

Finally, the results were converted into GlL4SS Geo-

graphic Information System format for map production and

analysis. Maps of any of the output variables (using the

Albers Equal Area projection) can be represented at the

half-degree cell gird resolution scale or aggregated up to

either the 8-digit or 4-digit Hydrological Unit Area. This

allows BIOME3 results to be scale-compatible with those

obtained from the agricultural and water resource sector

models Erosion Productivity Impact Calculator (EPIC) and
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Hydrological Unit Module for the United States. Detailed

analysis of the results is under way, some preliminary

results follow.

A visual comparison of biome types as predicted by

BIOME3 under the baseline scenario (0.5 x 0.5° grid) and

as classified by Kuchler (reclassified by Solomon)

(1 x 1 km grid) is presented in Figure 1. There are

similarities and differences in the two maps. There is

coincidence in the distribution of short grasslands

(modeled) and C3 grasslands (classified) in the north but

not in the south. The model predicts the occurrence of a

narrow north to south band of tall grassland that, according

to the natural classification (C4 grasslands), perhaps is too

narrow and placed too much to the west in the Great

Plains. The predicted belt of the moist savanna is narrow

and runs from north to south, while, as classified, it runs

more from a NE to SW- direction and barely extends into

Canada. The arid shrubland and steppe are predicted to

occur uniformly across the southwestern U. S., while the

classified dkibution of natural vegetation in the same

region appears to be much more complex. There is

correspondence, albeit not perfect, between the predicted

and classified occurrence of the temperate deciduous forest

in central and northeastern sections of the U.S. Similar

comments can be made about the evergreen forest in the

southeastern U.S. and about the conifer forest at altitude in

the northwestern U.S.

Figure 2 depicts the predicted distribution of cumt.dative

NPP under the baseline scenario and the BMRC scenario

with temperature increases of 1 and 2.5”C. The BMRC

results were obtained with a future C02 concentration of

560 ppm. Under the baseline scenario, NPP increases

almost linearly for the first part of the curve but then

becomes exponential growth during the second half. The

curve with the 1°C increase in global temperature follows

the shape of the one under the baseline scenario, but the

cumulative values of NPP grow more rapidly than in the

baseline case (C02 effect). The curve drawn from the

2.5°C temperature increase shows, instead, a much dif-

ferent pattern. The modeled results pre&ct that under this

scenario NPP would be severely affected by climate

change all across the U.S., especially in southeastern

sections. The results suggest model sensitivity to changes

in temperature and precipitation as predicted to distribute

in both geography and magnitude under the BMRC

simulations.

In addition, a factorial simulation experiment was

conducted to further elucidate model sensitivity to

temperature and precipitation changes. The design

included four levels of each factor. Results obtained await

processing and interpretation.
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F@ure 1. Top map: Predicted hiome types under the baseline
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Figure 2. Predicted cumulative net primary productivity by
the BIOMR3 model for U.S. unmanaged ecosystems under
the baseline scenario (c_base_365), and two other climate
change scenarios generated with the Bureau of Meteorolo~
Research Center at 1 and 2.5 ‘C global temperature increase
and a C02 concentration of 560 ppm
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A Rapid and E#7cient Automated Nucleic Acid Extraction/Purij?cation/
Concentration System for Environmental Samples

DarrellP. Chandler, CindyJ. Bruckner-Lea, FredJ. Brockman,Jay W. Grate

StndyControlNumber: PN97004/1145

Project Description

Sample preparation and processing have been identitled as

the limiting technologies for automated analysis of nucleic

acids on genosensor microarrays or in high-speed poly-

merase chain reaction (PCR) methods. The purpose of this

project is to develop a novel, rapid, automated, mesoscale

nucleic acid processing device based upon affinity hybri-

dization/capture and renewable column concepts. Novel

nerw-infrared fluorescent dyes were also tested for on-line,

real-time nucleic acid detection immediately downstream

ilom the automated processing device. These technologies

provide the missing link for automated nucleic acid anrdy-

sis and microbial detection of biological warfare agents

and microbial food contaminants, identification of patho-

gens in host tissues and hospital settings, biotechnology

process monitoring, and analysis of microbial community

structure in natural or engineered environmental settings.

Technical Accomplishments

The primary technicrd objectives for FY 1998 were to

reduce our nucleic acid purification concepts to practice,

construct and test improved column designs, and begin the

process of system integration with downstream nucleic

acid detectors.

We employed microcohmm E-1585 in a systematic eval-

uation of nucleic acid capturelpurification efficiency

relative to nucleic acid target concentration (pM to fM),

size, hybridization time, and genetic and chemical back-

ground using an affinity resin obtained by a collaborator

(Tepnel Life Sciences, England). Relative to batch capture

protocols, the automated capture was faster (20 rather than

260 minutes total processing time) and resulted in an

extraction efficiency that was equivalent to or better than

that obtained in solution. The best batch capture efficiency

was only 2~0 using 100 ng (108 target copies; ca. 800 fM)

of 4- to 10-Kb DNA and a hybridization time of 240

minutes. Automated capture of the same DNA size frac-

tion and concentration resulted in an extraction efficiency

of 6.2570 with a single pass through the column and a

hybridization time of 3.5 minutes (i.e., time elapsed during

sample delivery and column wash with hybridization

solution). Using this simple and incompletely optimized

purification protocol, we were able to purify 16S rDNA

targets from clean solutions and crude soil extracts with up

to about 3090 efficiency, in agreement with the recovery

and purification efficiency of indigenous nucleic acids

from soil matrixes by standard benchtop methods. More

importantly, however, we were able to demonstrate the

completely automated purification and (off-line) detection

of 1 attamole target in a competitive genomic background

of 109 genomes, using an eight-minute processing protocol

and innocuous reagents. These results have been summa-

rized in a manuscript submitted to BioTechniques. To the

best of our knowledge, these data and the subsequent man-

uscript represent the first proof-of-principle demonstration

for automated nucleic acid purification fi-om an environ-

mental sample.

Corollary investigations into the purification properties of

nucleic acid analogs, and fluidic considerations associated

with frit-restricted microcolunm E-1585, led us to design,

fabricate, and test a third-generation renewable micro-

column that includes precise temperature control. Fi~e 1

shows the rotating rod microcolumn, whereby affinity

rnicroparticles are retained against a moveable rod rather
than a porous frit. The new column design reduces system .

backpressure and provides improved control over hybri-

dization, wash, and elution stringency.,.

Through a collaboration with LiCor, we have acquired a

flow-through, near infi-ared fluorescence microscope for

integrating nucleic acid purification and detection func-

tions into a single fluid stream. We examined near-infka-

red dye stability and detector sensitivity in FY 1998.

LiCor’s unconjugated near-inbred dye provides fM

detection sensitivity in organic solven~ but it is unstable

and less sensitive (10 to 100 pM) in nucleic acid hybrid-

ization buffers (NaCl, NaP04). We rdso have obtained

evidence for fluorescence quenching due to oligonucleo-

tide conjugates. These data will be used in FY 1999 to

implement a and demonstrate on-column detection of DNA

and RNA targets using a sandwich hybridization approach,
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Figure 1. Rotating rod microcolumn with temperature
control

providing the final pieces of data for a publication to be

submitted to Analytical Chemisny (in preparation).

Presentations and Publications

Bruckner-Lea CJ, SS Lee, DA Holman, BL Schuch

DP Chandler, and FJ Brockman. June 1998. Automated

Nucleic Acid Isolation ji-om Soil Extracts Using Renewable

Afinity Microcolumns in a Meso@uidic Flow System
(PNNL-SA-30005). 53d Northwest Regional ACS

Meeting, Pasco, Washington.

Bruckner-Lea CJ, SS Lee, DA Holman, BL Schuc~

DP Chandler, and FJ Brockman. July 1998. fib-action

and Detection of Nucleic Acids in Soil Extracts (I?NNL-

SA-30166). Gordon Conference on Chemical Sensors and

Interracial Design, New England College, Henniker,

New Hanmshire..

Bruckner-Lea CJ, SS Lee, DA Holman, BL Schuck,

DP Chandler, and FJ Brockman. August 1998. Extraction

and Detection of Nucleic Acids in Soil Extracts (PNNL-

SA-30166). Ninth International Conference on Flow

Injection Analysis, Seattle.

Chandler DP, Cl Bruckner-Le% SS Lee, DA Holman,

BL Schuck, and FJ Brockman. 1998. “Automated nucleic

acid isolation and purification from soil extracts using

renewable affinity rnicrocolumns in a mesofluidic system”

(PNNL-SA-30363). Submitted for publication in

BioTechniques.

Bruckner-Lea CJ, SS Lee, DA Holman, BL Schuck,

DP Chandler, and FJ Brockrnan. June 1998. “Automated

sequence-specific capture of nucleic acids from environ-

mental samples.” IBC’S Fifth Annual Conference on

Biochip Technologies, San Francisco (invited

presentation).

Bruckner-Lea CJ, SS Lee, DA Holman, BL Schuck,

DP Chandler, and FJ Brockman. March 1998. ‘Renew- “

able Microcolumns for Bioanalytical Chemistry Bacterial

Cell-Based Sensors and DNA Extraction” (lWNL-SA-

29267). University of Washington, Seattle (iivited

presentation).

Bruckner-Lea CJ, DA Holman, BL Schuck, FJ Brockman,

and DP Chandler. 1998. “Strategies for automated sample

preparation, nucleic acid purification, and concentration of

low target number nucleic acids in environmental and food

processing samples” (PNNL-SA-30432). SPZE Proceed-

ings on Pathogen Detection and Remediation for Safe

Eating, Vol. 3544, pp. 63-71, Boston.
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Advanced Sensor Tagfor Improved Turbine Design

RobertL. Johnson, BrendaG. Gray, Ron W. Gdb@ GordonA. Anderso~ DuaneA. Neitzel

Study ControlNumber: PN98002/124S

Project Description

Fish passing through hydroelectric generating turbines are

subjected to conditions that can kill or injure them. Mauy

of these turbines are nearing the end of their operational

life expectancy. Before replacing the old turbines, new

designs are being considered that will not kill or injure

fish. To accomplish the design of a “fish friendly” turbine

it will be necessary to define the conditions in today’s

turbines that are not “friendly.” Development of a sensor

package the size of a large salmon smelt to measure shear

and turbulence stresses, pressure, orientation, and cavita-

tion stresses will aid fisheries biologists in delining design

specifications for hydroelectric turbines.

The objective of t.hk project was to measure forces

experienced by biological organisms during their passage

through hydropower turbines or spill bays using a smolt-

sized sensor device. This information will provide the

hydropower industry with the biological criteria required to

design more environmentally friendly turbines while

maintaining current generation efficiencies. In addition,

this information will allow design engineers to determine a

suitable suite of operational scenarios consistent with

expected biological benefits and energy efficiency

requirements.

Technieal Accomplishments

Development of a sensor device required the completion of

the following tasks:

. Criteria Definition. This task identified parameters

that can be measured to make turbines more fish-

friendly. We conducted a review of biological

information related to turbine conditions to provide a

basis for determining the environmental conditions a

sensor package would encounter in a turbine

environment.

. Tag Development. This task involved development of

an appropriate measurement device (e.g., surrogate

fish) that will be used for measuring the conditions

experienced by a fish during turbine passage.

●

After appropriate work was done to determine what

parameters were to be measured (criteria definition), a

system was designed suitable for collecting these para-

meters and storing this information. It was ascertained

that typical parameters to be monitored would be pres-

sure, strain and shear in several axes, and acceleration.

PNNL researchers have used transducers to measure

these types of parameters ~ the past and a selection of

the smallesg suitable, transducers was made. These

transducers were interfaced to a microcontroller cap-

able of acquiring the data produced during passage

through a turbine.

Testing. Initial efforts involved subjecting the sensor

tag to a range of conditions, i.e., pressure, turbulence,

and shem experienced in the turbine environment

under controlled laboratory tests. Following these

tests we were able to establish the range of conditions

experienced during fish passage through a turbine. All

tests were conducted at the Ecology Group’s Aquatic

Laboratory.

Results

The data from the surrogate fish mierosensors included 11

minutes of consecutive data. These results encompassed

two pressurization tests and time before, between, and after

the tests.

Because the pressure chamber recorded data only during

the pressure sequences, while the surrogate fish sensors

recorded data continuously, direet comparison of the two

data sets was not possible. Instead, the point where repres-

surization began for both pressure tests was identified for

the two data sets and defined as time zero. The time zero

data points selected from the pressure chamber data and

fish microsensor data were matched, and two minutes of

data that followed were compased. While selection of the

start points for the microprocessor data set was subjective,

graphing the results using the adjusted start @es showed

that the measured change in pressure over time was consis-

tent between the two measurement techniques.



The surrogate fish was also subjected to shear and

turbulence stresses, but battery failure and unstable reed

switches (which have since been removed) were

experienced so that those results are not available.

Conclusions

Development and evaluation of the surrogate sensor fish is

still in the initial stages. Producing a working prototype

was a substantial accomplishment given the complexity

and delicate nature of the system package. Changes are

being made to modify and improve the surrogate fish

design to address the sources of failure that were

experienced during the 1998 tests. For example, com-

ponents built into the 1998 version of the surrogate fish

will be refined (e.g., batteries and data acquisition hard-

ware). In addition, the surrogate fish will be supplemented

with a tag system that allows retrieval of the fish in the

open river after passage through a hydroelectric turbine.

The surrogate fish will be tested in a rivenne environment

by passing it through a turbine intake. Five tasks have

been defined to advance the development of the surrogate

fish in FY99.

. Battery Modification. A smaller battery system will

be built into the three surrogate fish completed during

FY 1998. Several batteries on the market have been

identified as capable of producing the power needed to

operate the sensors and store data while being smrdler

than the two AAA batteries used in the first prototype.

This would allow for the production of a thinner

surrogate fish that more closely resembles an actual

salmonid smelt.

● Data Acquisition System. A remote data acquisition

system will be engineered into the surrogate fish. The

FY 1998 fish, as designed, needed to have wire-leads

to the data storage system surgically removed to

access the data. This technique, while expedient for

the initial prototype, left the system vulnerable to

damage from handling and water intrusion. A pas-

sively induced reader system will be incorporated into

the cument design to alleviate potential damage from

surgical intrusion. There will, however, still be a need

for exposed wires for external power connection and

battery charging. These wires will likely be super-

ficial and not require extensive intrusion.

. Laboratory Tests. Surrogate fish will be subjected to

shear and turbulence forces in the new shear testing

facility being built for the U.S. Department of Energy

at the331 Building Wet Laboratory facility.

. Surrogate Fish Recovery System. We will procure a

retrievable tag system to attach to the surrogate fish

for in-river tests.

. Riverine Tests. The surrogate fish will be tested in a

nverine environment. The preferred test site is

McNary Dam in Eastern Washington. We have

discussed this with the U.S. Department of Energy

staff and members of the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers Turbine Team.

Should the fish be developed to the point where it is

commercially viable, it could provide a number of unique

benefits to customers. Microsensors embedded in surro-

gate fish couId be applied to many fisheries problems and

would have potential application at hydroelectric facilities

throughout the world.
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Automated Electrooptical Identification of
Pathogenic

CharlesR Batishko

Microorganisms

StudyControlNumber: PN97015/1156

Project Description

The overall objectives of the research were to 1) apply

optical correlation technology to the identification of

microorganisms within the physical size and resolution

limitations of optical microscopy, 2) identify adjunct

methods for overcoming those limitations, and 3) demon-

strate the feasibility of the methods as an effective trigger

using a realistic set of images of relevant microorganisms

and environments.

The objective of the FY 1998 research was to demonstrate

the optical correlator using both synthesized and real

images of microorganisms; refine correlator filter algo-

rithms to demonstrate the method using mixed micro-

organism populations; and continue to collect relevant

images of microorganisms of interest for development and

testing.

Technical Accomplishments

The optical correlator was procured late in FY 1997 and

was delivered on the last day of the fiscal year. Early

efforts in FY 1998 focused on learning to use i~ working

out initial software bugs, and developing utilities to

prepare and format images to be compatible with the

correlator input. With the cooperation of the vendor, the

operating software was fine-tuned through three upgrades.

All 35-mm slides and negatives of PNNLcuhured microo-

rganisms recorded during FY 1997 were scanned again

using a high-resolution scanner to provide uniform, high-

quality digital images. The utilities developed included a

means of preprocessing the images to enhance contrast and

then dicing them into overlapping 256 x 256 pixel binary

subimages, as required by the correlator. The image

collection was organized and a pictorial catalog of all

images provided to the program manager and other

selected individuals in the initiative in an MS PowerPoint

file. All images in the pictorial catalog were subsequently

processed topr~videasetof1452256 x 256 pixel binary

images to be used in fin-t.herdevelopment.

A contract was placed with Dr. David Flannery, an optical

correlation expert associated with the University of Dayton

Research Institute but contracted under his private com-

pany, Third Rock Engineering. Dr. Flannery is an intern-

ationallyrecognized expert in the development of “smart”

multiplexed filters needed for the correlator’s reference set,

with which unknown microorganism images are compared.

Dr. Fhmnery’s scope was to first, using the pictorial cata-

log and other information provided, evaluate the feasibility

of designing a set of filters that would enable microorgan-

ism detection. His assessment was that the concept is

feasible but the performance relative to false positives and

false negatives could not be predicted. His second objec-

tive was to develop a single set of filters for a microorgan-

ism selected by PNNL (Erwinia herblcola) to demonstrate

the performance of the system in identifying that micro-

organism in the set of subimages derived from the pictorial

catalog. The delivered set of filters consists of 10 muki-

plexed two-dimensional Fourier transform spatial filters,

which are designed to correlate with 1000X phase contrast

microscope images of Erwinia herbicola regardless of

angular orientation. Variation in curvature of the sausage-

shaped rnicroorgrmisms was accommodated by minimal

post-processing. Further refinement to accommodate

variation in size was cut short by schedule constraints.

Nevertheless, using his digital simulation tools vrdidated

early in FY 1998, the results with his multiplexed filters

were highly promising, particularly when the post-

processing was incorporated. An example of one

subimage processed using Dr. Flannery’s filter set and

digital simulation is shown in Figure 1.

Late in the year, to facilitate testing with large sets of

images, additional software utilities were developed to

automatically generate the two required files that provide

the instruction set to control correlator input and output.

The last significant activity in the project was performing

actual correlation using Dr. Eannery’s filters and images

captured in FY 1997 and prepra-ed for use in FY 1998.
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F@we 1. Results of correlating a subimage containing
several Erwinia microorganisms, an E. coli microorganhq
and artifacts (noise). Marked correlations indicate one false
positive (a cluster of noise granules) at the left edge.

The Krst subset processed included 256x 256 binary

images extracted from the full Erwinia herbicola set. This

subset was used to characterize Erwinia images and

provide Dr. Fkumery with information he needed for filter

development. The set consisted of 81256 x 256 pixel

binary subimage files, each containing one or more

Erwinia microorganism images, for a total of111 verified,

well-behaved Erwinia microorganism images. Each sub-

image was correlated with each of the 10 filters 200 times

to ensure sufficient time for the system to write output

files-many of which were null results (empty files). In

practice, only files containing features of interest would be

written, and hardware and software wotdd be configured to

allow no more than one or two cycles per correlation pair.

In simplified practical terms, with the current correlator

and a reference set consisted of eight microorganisms

(generalized shapes, for example), the system could test
about three 256 x 256 pixel subimages per second. If a

microscopic image was the size of the images in the

current image set and were diced into 12 subimages, then

one microscopic image could be processed every four

seconds. In addition, because the C(2D camera in the

comelator used to read the optical correlation image plane

is the speed-limiting factor at 220 frameslsecond, it can

readdy be replaced by an optional camera operating at

about 1100 frames/second. This would provide a 5x

throughput increase to about one microscopic image in less

than one second.

This subset could be used as “ground truth” in that each

image was known to contain one or more well-defied

Erwinia microorganisms, and the exact coordinates of the

microorganism for each (as well as geometrical dimen-

sions) was precisely known. These could be used to deter-

mine the accuracy of the system by comparing detection of

verified microorganisms, failed detection of verified

microorganisms, and incorrect identification of verified

non-Erwinia features. This planned analysis was not

completed.

Finally, because the entire set of 1452 subimages was

prepared in anticipation of additional development, and

because the utilities for generating the control files were

developed and functional, the full set of subimages was

processed through the correlator. This set of input in-

cluded subimages that contained

●

●

●

●

●

●

only Erwinia microorganisms

only other, non-Erwinia pure populations (E. coli,

B. Thuringiensis, etc.)

no microorganisms

only spatial noise

mixed populations that included Erwinia

mixed populations that dld not include Erwinia

. unknown mixed populations (Birmingham

concentrator samples and mouth swabs).

Because all of the activities needed to prepare for this

experiment were not completed until mid-September 1998,

analysis of these results was not possible. In addhion,

post-processing algorithms used by Dr. Flannery were not

yet integrated, and utilities needed to organize and report

the data were not complete, so the data were archived for

possible use in future development.

.
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Conductive Polymer Circuits

Maw Bliss, KevinL. Sinunoas. Randv R Hansen

StudyControlNumber: PN98016/1262

Project Description

This project will develop and produce inexpensive polymer

electronic devices. This is a technicrd capability that will

expand the Laboratory’s current programs in chemical and

biological sensors, radio frequency tags, radiation detec-

tors, smart materials, and other areas that require simple

inexpensive electronics. Various conductive polymers will

be identified and tested with assorted printing techniques.

The fist goal of the project will be to make a low-cost

polymer vapor sensor with a battery-operated user inter-

face. As much of the sensing element as possible will be

fabricated from conductive polymers.

Technical Accomplishments

A literature survey was performed early in the projec~ and

several interesting water-soluble systems were identified.

This work concentrated on printing water-based, carbon-

loaded polyvinykdcohol for a humidity sensor.

Liquid crystal material was investigated for the user inter-

face. Commercial battery test strips would make au

excellent interface for cheap field sensors; however, they

require high electrical currents to respond. The screen-

printed sensor film responds well to humidity but cannot

carry enough current to affect the liquid crystal material.

A silver-loaded ink was identified for the lead material, but

financial constraints prevented its purchase this year. The

prototype sensor readily detects human breath, but the

readout must be done with a commercial ammeter.

Contact was made with EMSL staff to investigate the

possibility of using micropen technology. The micropen

was used to make very fine scale resistive circuits. It was

determined that the best way to use@ technology would

be to develop a battery-operated user interface like the one

developed for the large-area chemical sensor project.

The user interface was designed and parts were ordered,

but assembly could not take place because of funding ~

constraints. The user interface will read out resistance-

based devices, have a small LCD screen, and be program-

mable. It was also realized that the rnicropen technique

was almost too fine a scale to be useful for cheap throw-

away detectors; however, it maybe necessary to deal with

the common sources of interference encountered in thk

type of sensor. It also is an excellent way to test materials.

In the future, tie project will embark on the following two

paths: 1) screen-printed throw-away devices, and 2) more

sophisticated micropen devices. Once tbe humidity sensor

is complete, a volatile organic sensor will be tested. We

plan to continue working on the user interfaces.
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Detection of Microorganisms by Purely Electronic Detection of
DNA Hybridization on a Genosensor Microarray

FredJ. Brockman

StudyControlNumber: PN98020/1266

Project Description

This project will apply genosensor technologies to analysis

of pathogens in environmental samples by performing

research that enables the upstream, automated microfluidic

nucleic acid extractionfpuri ficationl concentration system.

The research scope of this project involves investigating

and addressing the factors that affect hybridization in the

two genosensor systems using environmental sample

matrixes. Issues such as the effect of the size of the

nucleic acid in the sample and contaminants that are not

removed during purification on hybridization kinetics,

hybridization efficiency, and sensitivity of detection are

being investigated. The results will enable us to link the

nucleic acid processing, amplification, and detection

components into a fully integrated, optimrd detection

system.

Technical Accomplishments

A Bacillus-specific probe was developed, and a series of

Bacillus nucleic acid targets of varying size were prepared

and sent to Clinical Microsensors (CMS). These reagents

were used for testing the effect of target size on attenuation

of electron transport and hybridization kinetics and

efficiency.

A variety of environmental nucleic acid extracts were

prepared (crude extracts as well as serial dilutions of the

crude extracts) and sent to CMS to determine to what

degree environmentally derived chemicals (e.g., soil humic

acids and inorganic ions) interfered with the chip surface

and the signal-generating chemistries. Also, approximately

20 chemicals used for cell lysis and nucleic acid purifica-

tion were sent to CMS so they could test individually the

effect of the chemicals on their chip surface and the signal-

generating chemistries.

Collaborative experiments began with CMS in December

1997 but were suspended in January 1998, when they

became aware of problems in localization of signal

generation on their chip. In June, CMS had solved the

problems and were ready to reinitiate all three research

efforts. At the request of CMS, a new set of six

environmental extracts was sent in July. Inquiries on

progress at CMS were made in August and Septembeu

CMS has told us they not been able to reinitiate nay of the

research efforts due to unforeseen delays in standardizing

their assay systems.

A major impediment to conducting research in this project

in FY 1998 was the vagaries of CMS’s R&D schedules.

Significant effort was devoted to assessing whether we

could, and should, assemble a chip hybridization platform

and reader at PNNL. We determined that the components

of a hybridization platform and reader could be purchased

for $90K to $1OOK, but, the softsvare algorithms to opti-

mize signal to noise and to view and analyze data are criti-

cal in operating the system and would need to be develop-

ed in-house. Because of 1) the large capital expense for

hardware and 2) the inability to acquire off-the-shelf soft-

ware or economically develop it in-house, we must

interface with the chip companies.

Presentations

Brockman F. June 1998. “Overcoming limitations to

rapid and cost-effective nucleic acid-based analysis of

environmental samples.” Biotechnology Research

Institute, National Research Council Canada (invited

seminar).

Brockman F, DP Chandler, CJ Bruckner-Lea, D Holman,

and SS Lee. June 1998. “Automated sequence-specific

capture of nucleic acids from environmental samples.”

Fifth Annual Conference on Biochip Technologies,

San Francisco (invited seminar).

Brockman F. August 1998. “A front-end for DNA chips:

Automated purification and concentration of nucleic acids

from environmental samples.” Motorola Corporate

Research Center, Phoenix (invited seminar).
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Brockrnan F. September 1998. “Automated approaches

for rapid and cost-effective nucleic acid-based analysis of

environmental samples.” Northwestern University,

Evanston, Illinois (invited seminar).

Publication

Brockman FJ, DP Chandler, CJ Bruckner-Le& D Holman,

and SS Lee. 1998. “A front-end for DNA chips: Auto-

mated purification and concentration of nucleic acids from

environmentrd samples.” Proceedings of the Fzfth Annual

Conference on Biochip Technologies (in press).
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Determination of Estrogenic Effects of Environmental Contaminants

Ann S. D- Eric A. Crecelins

StudyControlNumber: PN97029/1170

Project Description

There is increasing concern that many environmental

pollutants can interfere with the normal functioning of

human and wildlife endocrine systems. Exposure to these

endocrine disruptive chemicals (EDCS) has been attributed

to cause a loss in function of other organ systems, includ-

ing reproductive, immune, and central nervous systems,

and are implicated in breast cancer formation and reduced

fertility in humans. The growing evidence that EDCS are

appetig in the environment has prompted a need for

more effective human and ecological risk assessments for

compounds capable of modifying the endocrine system.

Of the many biomarkers developed for use in ecotoxi-

cological studies, the formation of the egg yolk protein

vitellogenin (Vg) in male individuals of egg laying

vertebrates and invertebrates is a sensitive biomarker of

exposure to estrogen or estrogenic compounds in many

wildlife species.

This project has two major aims:

o

0

To develop an experimental model using rainbow trout

to study the kinetics of vitellogenin (Vg) induction and

elimination after exposure to a synthetic estrogen and

several environmentrd pollutants.

To develop a PK-PD model to accurately describe the

concentration-time profiles of an estrogenic compound

and the induction of the Vg biomarker protein.

Ultimately, the level of estrogenic activation demonstrated

by our reiined model can be used in ecological and human

risk assessments to predict the adverse consequences of

exposure to contaminated groundwater.

Technical Accomplishments

During FY 1997, we conducted controlled laboratory

experiments with a range of doses of a potent synthetic

human estrogenic compound (ethynlestradiol EE2) and an

environmentally persistent pesticide (DDT) administered

to rainbow trout. Blood samples were repetitively

collected via an indwelling, dorsal aortic cannula (intra-

arterial system) from individual fish over time. The induc-

tion and elimination of vitellogenin (Vg) in plasma was

monitored over time with an assay developed in our labor-

atory. Trout Vg was purified, and antibodies were gener-

ated for an analytical enzyme linked immunosorbant assay

(ELISA). The analysis of these samples generated a dose-

response relationship based on the internrd dose of the

chemical.

In FY 1998, we conducted in vivo exposure experiments

and analyses using this trout model with chemicals repre-

senting environmental pollutants (DDT, DDD, DDE),

industrial chemicals (phthalate esters), pharmaceuticals

(ethynlestradiol EE2), natural hormones (17b estradiol,

used as a positive control), and complex mixtures (muni-

cipal wastewater treatment plant discharge water sampled

via semi-permeable membrane devices). The levels of the

chemicals and the Vg blomarker response were monitored ~

in indhidual fish overtime. Plasma concentrations of EE2

were specifically measured using GC-MS, for which we
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Figure 1. Induction and elimination of vitellogerdn
biomarker in plasma of male rainbow trout administered
ethynkxtradiol (0.001, 0.1, 1.0 and 10 mg/kg) via a dorsrd
aortic cammla
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developed a novel denvitization procedure. This allows

the direct comparison of plasma levels of the known and

potential endocrine disrupters (e.g., DDT, estrogen) and

the biomarker (Vg) to be incorporated into the model.

Our predictive model was further strengthened in 1998 by

debhining the breakdown and elimination kinetics of the

biomarker (Vg) in individual fish. Naive male trout were

dosed with purified trout vitellogenin, and the plasma

levels of this protein were monitored overtime. The

persistence of this bioindicator will be incorporated into

. the dose-response model.

This project will develop a PBTK model that describes the

chemical dosimetry and estrogenic activity of xenoblotics

as reflected by induction of the biomarker protein, Vg

(Figure 2). Our approach of combining experimental

measurement of a biomarker (Vg) with computer modeling

provides a realistic and credible means of estimabg in

vivo activity of endocrine disrupters resulting from both

individual chemicals and complex mixtures.

PBTK Model for Trout. Chemical Dosimetry Biomarker Response
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Figure 2. Overview of prediction of estrogenic activity using experimental and computer modeling



Enhanced Radio Frequency (RF) Tags

Ronald W. Gflbert

StudyControlNumber: PN97041/1182

Project Description

Development of advancedlenhanced radio tlequency (RF)

tags opens up a multitude of applications for which there

are no competing technologies. The RF tag now under

development will be a passive (no battery) miniature

device that, when interrogated by an external RF source,

returns a unique identification ID code. It will use the

power of the RF interrogation source to transmit its ID

code. This type of tag has been used primarily in limited

industrial applications for inventory control and object

lracking.

The present commercial tags, of which there is only a

handful of manufacturers, have several limitations pre-

venting their exploitation. The enhanced RF tag develop-

ment idea is expanding the capability of the RP tag by

adding key features and refinements. Targeted features

include

. Completely passive (no battery) or “semi-passive”

(battery enhances range)

o Able to read and write multiple tags in an RF field

. Range improvement

. Smart tags (onboard CPU) for advanced functions

o Simple, oscillator based tags for a variety “of

applications.

The result will be a fully functioning system with low-cost

tags that could be used in a variety of applications

Technical Accomplishments

Early in FY 1998, we designed and developed a micro-

controller-based interface for creating an RF tag that has a

variety of features. These included readhrite capability

and interfacing to the outside world via a PIC processor

chip. The development efforts included procuring a

processor, an in-circuit emulator to develop code for the

acquisition and telemetry of temperature, acceleration, and

strain measurements commonly found on a variety of

systems required for the remote sensing of measurements

on different platforms.

The PIC processor developments opened our eyes to a

possible system for remote telemetry of data for a variety

of purposes. What was discovered is that a very simple RF

tag could be developed for a variety of applications that

would be simple, 1OW-COSLand completely passive. The

details of these findings are listed below:

. It was found that a completely passive (no-power

other than the RF beam energy) tag could be

developed.

● A method was developed to create unique identifi-

cation codes for each tag. These tags would be very

small and very inexpensive to fabricate. A technique

was discovered that provides a relatively large

identification range.

. The reader used to interrogate these tags can be very

simple and thus very fast. No communication protocol

is required to decode this sign~, all information is

contained in the communication frequency sent forth

from the RF tag. The reader (using digital signal

processing algorithms) can then search this frequency

spectrum for unique identification frequencies.

It is believed that this technique can be used to produce

low COSLpassive RF tags that can be used for a variety of

tagging applications.

.
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In Situ Detection of Strontium-90 in Aqueous Solutions

KhrisB, Olsen, SonyaM. Bowyer, WendyD. Bennett

StudyControlNamber: PN9803WU84

Project Description

This project evaluated two approaches for detecting

strontium-90 in aqueous samples. Both methods use the

daughter of ‘OSr, ‘OY. Yttrium-90 comes into equilibrium

with 90Srafter approximately 12 days. Thus, both 90Srand

90Y am in equal concentrations (in secular equilibrium)

when equilibrated in solution. The first technology is

based on integrating two established technologies:

stripping voltammetry and radiation detection using a

scintillator. Stripping voltammetry is used to accumulate a

target radionuclide (g% onto a working electrode. The

working electrode is based on a plastic scintillator coated

with gold. When the target radionuclide decays while on

the surface of the worldng electrode, a photon produced by

the decay is recorded by a photomtdtiplier tube (PMT).

The concentration is duectly related to the light intensity.

The second technology is based on observing a high-

energy beta particle’s interaction with water. When a high-

energy beta particle interacts with water, Cerenkov light is

produced. For example, the maximum energy beta from

‘~ (2.2 MeV) beta should be about 700 visible wave-

length photons in water, while the average energy

(934 keV) will produce nearly 200 photons. Signal levels

of this size should make detection of the ‘k quite easy and

highly efficient (>50%) using a PMT and should allow for

rejection of most of the ubiquitous interference from other

radionuclides in solution.

Technical Accomplishments

Voltummetric Deposition of 90Y on Working Electrode

Methods development for depositing yttrium onto the gold

electrode was conducted at New Mexico State University

under the supervision of Professor Joseph Wang. The

method, a variant reported by Wang and Zadeii in 1986,

used Solochrome Violet RS (SVRS) as the reactive Iigand

to form an electroactive complex with yttrium. Figure 1 is

a voltamrnogram for chemical yttrium deposited onto a Hg

amalgamated gold disk electrode followed by its removal

from the working electrode surface.

AU SSISI(-HSIAIrXit9m Ei.?CtZOae
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Figure 1. Chemical yttrium deposited onto a Hg amalgamated
gold disk electrode followed by its removal from the working
electrode surface

The gold scintillating electrode was affixed to the PMT on

the top uncoated portion of the scintillator using Bicron

optically coupling cement (Figure 2). Background counts

for the scintillating detector were determined in a five-

sided, two-inch-thick lead cave.

Figure 3 plots the amount of ~ attached to the electrode

versus deposition time. The data show a clear increase in

the count rate observed in the detector consistent with a

deposition of about 30 pCi after 10 minutes. After one

ScintillatingEIestrode

GoIdSurface
Pm

PMTBase

\

1 in. DHmeter
Viron Scintillator

Working Electrode Wire

Figure 2. Gold scintillating electrode affixed to PMT on the
top uncoated portion of the scintillator
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Amountof90YDepostted as a Function of Total Deposltlon Time
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F@re 3. Amount of 9’% attached to the electrode versus
deposition time

hour of deposition, the amount of”% attracted to the

electrode was 90 pCL Thk amount of yttrium was

deposited on the electrode in addition to the amount that

appeared to be “stuck” to the electrode without the

elec~olysis.

Cerenkov Detictor

Two prototype sensors were built and tested using readily

available components. The first crude prototype Cerenkov

counter was put together from readily available com-

ponents and electronic modules to demonstrate basic

Cerenkov sensor capability. The second improved

prototype Cerenkov sensor was built using improved

materials based on the lessons learned from the first

prototype. Both sensors were tested with a weak 90Sr(in

secular equilibrium with ~ solution using existing

electronic modules. Both prototype systems used two

Burle 8850 two-inch-diameter PMTs and fast electronics in

NIM modules. Figure 4 shows the two PMTs viewing the

active volume through the windows. The walls of the

active volume are lined with Teflon.

r

plier
Tubc (RCA 8850)

Tube

F@n-e 4. Schematic illustration of the Cerenkov-light based
detector for measuring %3r

The improved sensor was expected to detect 90Srwith

about four times the efficiency of the first prototype sensor.

Acrylic windows often contain an ultraviolet inlibitor that

blocks light transmission below 400 nm. Because the

transmission of quartz windows remains high down to

220 mu, the number of available Cerenkov photons

doubles relative to the plastic windows. Since Teflon has a

98% reflection coefficient over most of the ultraviolet and

visible spectr~ it is superior to the white PVC or other

white paints, which have a much lower reflection

coefficient in the ultraviolet. Because Cerenkov light is

produced preferentially in a forward cone along the

direction of the beta particle, the improved scattering off

Teflon also enhances the ability to simultaneously detect

Cerenkov photons at opposite ends of the cylinder.

Both prototype sensors did not have the PMTs enclosed in

light-tight housings to reduce cost because the sensor could

be placed in a light-tight lead cave and covered with black

cloth. This simple geometry is subject to slight light leaks

but allows more versatility during development. Any

fieldable sensor system would have the water volume and

PIWI’S enclosed in a light-tight housing.

A prototype sensor was built that is capable of measuring

35 pCi/L ‘OSr within 100 seconds at a 4-sigma threshold.

This is far superior to any previous real-time sensor.

Measurement of ‘OSrat the 8–pCi/L drinking water

standard threshold can be achieved at the 4-sigma level

within 100 seconds with the proposed larger volume sensor

using eight PMTs. That corresponds to a very low 2.6

pCi/L detection limit within 1000 second counting period.

Concluswns and Recommendations

Results fl-om tests conducted on the scintillating detector

appeared to be successful for concentrating ‘h out of

aqueous solution using AdSV and measuring ‘OY (and 90Sr

assuming equilibrium) using beta counting techniques.

Based on performance of the scintillating electrode,

detection limits can be deereased au order of magnitude

using deposition times in the range of 100-200 minutes

instead of 10-30 minutes. Much longer deposition times

will be necessary to improve the minimum detectable

concentration using this technique. However, additional

testing would be required that is beyond the scope of this

LDRD project.

We estimate that counting the “W in place in the water

without electrochemical concentration would be possible

for water levels of 1000 pCi/L or higher, so the electro-

chemical technique needs to be improved to collect more

.
‘

yttrium from the water below this level. This could be

accomplished by increasing deposition times, as discussed
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above. Further, we anticipate that some other applications

may exist in which the smaller size of the voltammetry

system could be critical.

The results with the Cerenkov detector were even more

promising than the scintillating electrode because the

detection limit for the prototype system was 35 pCi/L for

100 second counts, and as low as the drinking water limit

(8 pCi/L) for a few thousand second count.

Reference

Wang J and JM Zadeii. 1986. “Trace Determination of

Yttrium and Some Heavy Rare-Eaths by Adsorptive

Stripping Voltammetry.” Talanta, Vol. 33, pp. 321-324.
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Investigation of OSL Materials for IR/UVIFF Tags

StevenD. Miller

StudyControlNumber: PN9706Z/1203

Project Description

This project evaluated PNNL optically stimulated hn-ni-

nescence (OSL) materials relative to their efficacy for use

with state-of-the-art onboard military electro-optical

sensing systems and will develop methods for manu-

facturing these materials for relevant applications.

New advances in proprietary OSL phosphor development

have enabled greatly increased infkred conversion effi-

ciency in a region of the light spectrum of interest to

military and other government applications. The emission

spectra of these extremely efficient phosphors overlap the

detection band of night vision goggles (NVG) as well as

existing target designators and laser range finders. For

these reasons, the new OSL materials provide the basis for

many new inexpensive Identification-Friend-or-Foe (ET)

tags.

During the development of dosimetry-grade OSL mate-

rials, many candidate ultraviolet emitting phosphor

materials were dkcovered but not developed. These

unique materials presented many problems in their

application to dosimetry, most notably due to the ukra-

violet emission and high-Z composition. Ultraviolet

emitting phosphors are of interest to the U.S. military, and

the time has come to develop PNNL’s capability to pro-

duce thk type of phosphor and investigate its compatibility

with current tactical systems and efficacy for applications

of interest

Technical Accomplishments

Production of the proprietary int%md-active OSL material

was accomplished using small-scale laboratory equipment

capable of producing only very small amounts of the

material. Large equipment available at PNNL was tested

as a possible means of producing large quantities of the

infrared-active OSL material should the need arise. The

effort was successful, and the technique could be scaled up

to produce hundreds of pounds of the phosphor in the

future.

Staff using radiometic means cam-ied out efficiency testing

of the infrared material. A high-power helium-neon laser

was used to stimulate the phosphor material embedded in a

polymer, and the infrared emission was measured using a

specialized InGaAs detector. Radiometric measurements

revealed that the composite material was nearly 270

efficient at converting the red light into infrared. This

efficiency is adequate to be able to measure very small

quantities of the OSL material on a variety of backgrounds

for marking purposes. Because the infrared emission is in

a spectral region where very little fluorescence occurs, it is

very easy to detect even minute quantities of the OSL

material. Figure 1 demonstrates the readout of the OSL

material in the form of an “invisible barcode.” Readout

was done using a common industrial-grade charge-coupled

device (CCD) camera.

Development of an ultraviolet (UV) emitting material was

also pursued in order to have the capability of ultraviolet

marking objects to be observed by ultraviolet sensitive

personnel goggles. Since ultraviolet emitters are very rare,

this would provide a unique way of marking objects. A

material was successfully developed that emits ultraviolet

light at 250 mu when illuminated with blue light. The

efficiency of the process appears to be fairly low at

presenb but future development could improve its

efficiency.

Figure 1. OSL %ntilble barcodd’ readout demonstration

.
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Funds were redirected about mid-year during FY 1998 to

begin developing a marking reader system. It ‘was

demonstrated that OSL materials placed on an existing

optical tamper-tag could be read in very small single-grain

amounts with relatively simple optical readout equipment.

During August we spent the remaining funds to develop a

reader system that could image the presence of OSL

materials and could be used for marketing purposes. It is

hoped that the system can be procured, assembled, and

tested before the fiscal year ends. Otherwise, it may take

some additional funding to complete the system.
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Transuranic Waste Cliaractetization Using Directional Neutron Detection

Antbonv.1.Peurrunw David C. Stromswold

StudyControlNumber: PN98077/1323

Project Description

This project tests the concept of using a directional neutron

detector to improve transuranic waste characterization.

Transnranic waste disposal is very expensive, and the

ability to distinguish ordinary radioactive waste fkom

transurauic waste can provide financial savings and

expedhe waste disposal.

The detector measures neutrons at a dktance of several

meters from the waste. The separation distance allows the

high gamma-ray flux created by some waste to decrease so

that it does not interfere with the neutron measurement. A

moderatorlreflector such as graphite placed near the waste

source enhances the thermal neutron signal reaching the

detector. The combination of a directional neutron

detector with a moderator/reflector greatly enhances the

signal-to-noise ratio. Laboratory tests using a neutron

source to simulate the transnranic waste determine the

detection efficiency of the detector at various distances

from the source. Separate experiments in high garmna-ray

fields measure the detector’s sensitivity to gamma-ray

interference. Computer modeling supplements the

physical measurements, making possible extensions to

alternative designs of the moderator/reflector.

Technical Accomplishments

The high gamma-ray flux emitted by some “remote-

handled” waste makes conventional neutron counting

impractical because the gamma rays interfere with neutron

detection. Consequently, we use a directional neutron

detector and measure neutrons at distances of 1 to 7 m

horn the source. The detector, constructed with funding

fkom a DOE-NN (20) projec~ contains 3He gas-filled tubes

that are shielded on the back and sides by a layer of boron

carbide enriched in 1’%1content (100 mg/cm2). The

detector has a surface area of 1 m2 with a collimator on the

front containing 1013to improve its directionality. The lb

smongly absorbs thermal (low-energy) neutrons and atten-

uates the epithermal neutrons that have slightly higher

energy than the thermal neutrons. Fast neutrons that

penetrate the 10B have essentially no probability of inter-

acting in the 3He gas to produce a signal. Consequently,

the detector senses mainly thermal neutrons entering the

front of the detector. No polyethylene is present near the

detector, as is common in many neutron detectors. The

absence of polyethylene greatly reduces the background by

removing the background component arising from fast

neutrons that are moderated by polyethylene. Having no

polyethylene also reduces the weight of the detector and

improves its directionality.

Figure 1 shows the detector in the background and graphite

moderator/reflector in the foreground. Several materials

were evaluated through computer simulations for use in the

moderator/reflector near the source. These materials have

the desirable properties of being able to moderate high-

energy neutrons to thermal energy while not strongly

absorbing the thermal neutrons. Candidate materials

include graphite, heavy water, beryllium, and polyethylene.

Although heavy water is the best material for this applica-

tion, its cost is prohibitive within the budget available.

Consequently, graphite and polyethylene are used for the

moderatorlabsorber, with the main emphasis being on

graphite. Graphite blocks are stacked to form various

“cave” configurations with approximate dimensions

0.8 x 0.8x 0.8 m and weight 900 kg. This is smaller than

would be needed around actual drums of waste, but it

allows a viable test of the measurement concept at reason-

‘i2Cf source (2.1 x 105 II/s)able cost. Inside the cave, a

provides neutrons to simulate transuranic waste. Figure 2

shows the count rates obtained when the dwectional

Figure 1. Directional neutron detector (ii background) and
graphite moderator/reflector ~mforeground) used for
experimental measurements

.
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Figure 2. Neutron count rate obtained at various distances
from a ‘2Cf source located in three graphite cave configu-
rations. Count rates at short distances vary more slowly ”than
1// because of the complex neutron scattering geometry.

neutron detector is at various distances from the ‘i2cf

source located inside three dfierent graphite caves.

Experimental results show that the graphite moderator/

reflector greatly increases the count rate received in the

detector several meters away. The increase results mainly

from thermalization of the neutrons that scatter in the

graphite. As an example of the effect of the graphite, the

count rate at a distance of 4.3 m from the source increases

by a factor of approximately 10 over what it is with no

graphite present. Computer simulations show that dou-

bling the wall thickness of the graphite will provide

another factor of 3 increase in count rate. Additional

increases can be obtained by optimizing the detector

design. The improved signal, combined with the detector’s

low background, will produce a favorable signal-to-

background ratio.

Gamma rays can interfere with neutron measurements in

3He tubes if the gamma-ray flux is sufficiently high. Tests

of the directional neution detector used in the feasibtity

tests show gamma-ray interference beginning at exposure

rates of 0.2 to 0.5 R/h. Smaller 3He tubes and improved

electronics should readily extend this performance to 5R/h.

This value would then allow exposure rates at the source

location to be 200 to 900 R/h, depending on the distance.

Adding a lead sheet between the source and detector will

enable operation even with much higher gamma-ray

exposure rates at the source location.

Based on the test results with the moderator/reflector and

dnectional neutron detector, the measurement technique

should be applicable for segregating much of the trans-

uranic waste horn non-transuranic waste at Hanford. The

transuranic waste contains plutonium, and process know-

ledge about its production provides information on the

isotopes present and the chemical composition. Specific

items that could potentially be characterized by this tech-

nique include waste in drums, long-length items removed

from high-level waste storage tanks, and contaminated

process equipment.

Publication and Presentation
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Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetic Modeling of Low-Dose
Exposure to Chemical and Radionuclide Metal Mixtures

CharlesTimchdk

StudyControlNumber: PN98057/1303

Project Description

A major challenge in understanding the toxicological

implications of exposure to hazardous waste is the number

and variety of chemical agents involved. The toxicological

characterization of such complex mixtures is not feasible

due to the large variety of potential combinations. I! was

proposed that physiologically based pharmacokinetic

(PBPK) modeling can be used to provide a quantitative

understanding of complex chemical mixture interactions

withh biological systems, estimate tissue dosimetry, and

quantitate biological response. This LDRD project devel-

oped a PBPK model for bone-seeking radionuclides to

quantitate dosimetry in the bone compartment (target

tissue). The goal was to use these models to assess target

tissue dosimetry and evaluate risk following potential

exposure to low-dose chemical and radlonuclide mixtures.

Technical Accomplishments

The scope of this project included 1) acquiring validated

PBPK models for bone-seeking elements such as lead (Pb)

and uranium, 2) appropriately modif@g the model code

so that it was compatible with available model simulation

software; and 3) beginning to adapt the model to describe

dosimetry for other bone-seeking radionuclides such as

ytlrium-90 (90Y) in rats.

Validated PBPK models for the bone-seeking elements Pb

and uranium were acquired from the literature (0’Flaherty

1991; Hemmelstein 1992). The model code, which was

written in ACSL (advanced continuous simulation

language), was appropriately modified to run in

SIMUSOLVm. The models, as initially developed, are

designed to accommodate lifetime exposure (birth to

adulthood) based on the relatively long residency times for

most bone-seeking elements. The models describe age-

dependent changes in body weight, tissue volumes, and

blood flows and integrates changes in bone architecture

and growth that will impact deposition and bioavailability

of bone-seeking elements.

Initial modeling efforts focused on becoming f~ar with

model code structure and validation of the modified model

to adequately simulate blood, tissue (liver/kidney), and

bone coricentrations of Pb and uranium using data avail-

able from the literature. The modified model was capable

of adequate~y describing the time-course of Pb and

uranium in blood and tissues (@eluding bone) and was

consistent with previously published model responses

(0’Flaherty 1991; Hemmelstein 1992). An example

siqmlation of the capability of the model to predict skeletal

Pb aud uranium concentration in rats is presented in

Figure 1. “
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Figure 1. Time-course of Pb (A) and uranium (B) in skeletons
of rats following Pb exposure in drinking water and to
uranium via osmotic pumps. Tbe symbols represent data
obtained from O’Flaberty (1991) and Hemmelstein (1992).
Tbe line represents model simulations.
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A long-term objective is to expand the model structure to

enable PBPK modeling of other important bone-seeking

radionuclides. Initial modeling efforts focused on the

beta-emitting bone-seeker, ‘OY, which is a decay product of

90Sr. Yttrium-90 is of interest since it is an excellent

candidate radionuclide element for conducting experiments

and developing models for evaluating chemical and

radionuclide interactions within bone marrow.

A review of the literature indicated that limited pharma-

cokinetic information is available on ‘OY in rats. However,

a study by Hirano et al. (1993) evaluated the metabolism

and toxicity of intravenously injected YC13 in rats and

reported limited YC13 tissue distribution data. The

uranium PBPK model was appropriately modified. To

adequately fit the available YC13 data set, the kidney and

liver diffusion parameters were optimized while all other

model parameters were held constant. The results are

presented in Fi~e 2.

YC13iv dose 1 mglkg

i
‘Kidney

0.001-1

0 50 100 150 200 250

Age (days)

Figure 2. Tme-conrse of YC13in liver and kidney following a
single 1 mg/kg of body weight intravenous dose in rats. The
symbols represent data obtained from Hirano et al. (1993),
and the line represents the model simulations.

These preliminary results are encouraging and suggest that

the Pb and uranium PBPK model structure can be adapted

and used to model tissue dosimetry for related bone-

seeking radionuclides. Additional pharmacokinetic and

metabolism data on ‘OY are needed to facilitate model

development and validation before this model can be used

with confidence.
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Light and Breast Cancer

Lmrv E. Anderson

StudyControlNumber: PN98043f12S9

Project Description

This project was designed to determine whether constant

lighting would affect mammary tumors induced in rats by

dimethyl-benzanthracene (DMBA). The hypothesis was

that constant light would suppress melatonin production

and that this suppression could lead to two effects that

would increase tumor yield: 1) elevated estrogen and

prolactin levels, which will result in increasing mammary

epithelial cell division and thus sensitivity to DMBA, and

2) reduced level of the oncostatic agent melatonin

throughout the rat’s life.

We modeled our experiment after Shah et al. (1994) who

reported an increase in tumor yield by a constant light

exposure beginning in utero compared with a light expo-

sure of eight hours per day (16 hours of dark). Shah et al.

reasoned that if constant light obliterate-d the normal noc-

turnal rise in pineal production of melatonin, then there

would be precocious puberty, an increase in estrogen and

prolactin production leading to increased terminal end bud

(TEB) activity, and consequently a greater sensitivi~ to

DMBA at the developmentally critical period of 50 to 55

days in female rats. This experiment is directly related to

our ‘melatonin hypothesis’ (Stevens et al. 1997), which

states that perhaps the lighted environment in modem

societies accounts, in pm for the higher risk of breast

cancer in industrialized societies than in less developed

societies.

Technical Accomplishments

A group of 50 Sprague-Dawley female rats were exposed

to constant lighting (LL) from age 26 days, and a second

group was exposed to 8 hours light and 16 hours dark per

day (ID). Both groups received a chemical carcinogen

(DMBA) at age 52 days. At 13 weeks post-DMBA, there

were significantly fewer mammary tumors in the LL group

than in the LD group. This result is inconsistent with that

obtained by Shah et al. (1994) and maybe attributed to

substantially enhanced mammary tissue development in the

LL group that made it less susceptible to the DMBA at the

52-day age at which it was administered.

rats. We also found evidence of milk production in 29/50

of the LL rats and 0/50 of the LD rats, despite the fact that

all rats had remained virgin. Although virgin, the majority

of the LL rats had gross evidence of lactation at 141 days

of age. None of the IX) rats showed this. These results

strongly suggest that constant light not only substantially

accelerated mammary gland development but also pushed

the development past the stage normally observed in virgin

animals (to the lactation stage). The basis for the mam-

mary dMferentiation was most likely an altered hormonal

environment in the animal (probably raised levels of

circulating prolactin in the LL animals).

This dramatic effect of LL on mammary development and

the apparent increase in prolactin in the LL group have

important implications for human breast cancer risk. Pre-

cocious puberty and elevated hormone levels are known to

increase lifetime risk in women. Thus the data we have

obtained in this pilot experiment will provide strong sup-

port for a proposal to the National Institutes of Health and

opens new research directions for the group. We will

fhrther investigate the effect of LL on mammary gland

developmen~ hormone levels, and on the timing of tumor

induction in rats. This program is important given the high

incidence of breast cancer in the industrialized world and

the lack of underkanding of its genesis.
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Non-Invasive Biological Monitoring for Occupational Exposure to Metals

Karla D. l’hrall, JagannadhaR Bontha

StudyControlNomber: PN98055/1301

Project Description

The assessment of the potential for health effects and the

need for protective measures requires accurate measure-

ment of exposure and the ability to translate these measure-

ments into dose. Exposure data provide a basis for asses-

sing compliance with standards, evaluating adequacy of

standards, and developing improved risk estimates.

This work proposes to develop a portable monitoring

device to track an individual worker’s exposures to metals.

The development of this monitoring device will provide

the ability to more accurately assess occupational expo-

sures to metals at the individual worker level.

Technical Accomplishments

Blood7Saliva Lad (Pb) Experimental Studies

Groups of three male Fischer 344 rats (3/dose) were

administered single oral doses of 20,200, or 500 mg Pb/kg

of body weight. After 24 hours, the animals were anes-

thetized and administered the cholinergic drug pilocarpine

to induce salivation. Approximately 1 to 2 rnL of saliva

was collected from each animal through a glass capillary

tube. When the saliva collection had been completed, the

animals were humanely sacrificed and their blood col-

lected. The Pb concentration in the srdiv~ whole blood,

red blood cells (RBCs)”and plasma was measured by ICP-

MS. The background levels of Pb in saliva from untreated

control animals were approximately 0.43 & 0.17 ng Pb/g.

A comparison of individual animal whole blood and saliva

Pb concentration is presented in Figure 1. In general, the

whole blood concentration of Pb was 1 to 2 orders of mag-

nitude greater than the saliva concentration. With the

exception of a single animal, the saliva and blood Pb

concentrations appear to follow a biphasic curve. This

response appears to be consistent with the known pharma-

cokinetic properties of Pb. Lead is known to bind exten-

sively to RBCS in a dose-dependent fashion. With increas-

ing blood Pb concentrations, RBC binding becomes satu-

rated, which increases the concentration of Pb in the plas-

ma. Lead within the plasma component of blood can

Pb Blood vs. Saliva Concentration
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Figure 1. Blood Pb versus saliva Pb concentration from
animals administered Pb (as Pb acetate) as a single oral dose
of 20,200, or 500 mg Pb/kg of body weight

readily transfer to other compartments, including excretion

into the saliva. The sharp increase in saliva Pb concen-

tration above 500 ng Pb/g blood maybe the result of

saturation of RBC binding, resulting in greater levels of Pb

in the plasm% which is then available for excretion into the

saliva. The results suggest that at the current biological

exposure index (BEI) of 500 ng Pb/g whole blood,

detection of 1 ng Pb/ml of saliva would be necessary to

establish occupational compliance.

Additional animal studies were conducted to provide a

better understanding of the relationship between blood and

saliva Pb concentrations. Groups of three male Fischer

344 rats (3/dose) were administered Pb at doses ranging

from 50 to 1000 mgfkg as before. The concentration of Pb

in whole blood, R13CS, plasma, and saliva were determined

as described previously.

A preliminary pharmacokinetic model was developed to

describe the relationship between the concentration of Pb

in whole blood, plasm% RBCS, and saliva of rats following

oral administration of Pb acetate (Figure 2). In the model,

RBC Pb is described as a Michaelis-Menten process, and

only the plasma Pb is capable of being eliminated in the

saliva. A partitioning constant for transfer of Pb from the

plasma to saliva was obtained by optimizing the data that

were obtained experimentally using the computer

‘
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Figure 2. Theoretical blood/RBC/plasma Pb curve (lines)
versus experimental data from animals administered Pb (as
Pb acetate) as a single oral dose of 20,200, or 500 mg Pb/kg
body weight

program SimuSolv. The model response is fairly con-

sistent with the experimental data and known pharmaco-

kinetic relationship between Pb RBC binding and plasma

concentrations. In addition, the model estimated the saliva

Pb concentration as a constant fraction’(0.41) of the plasma

Pb concentration. Although thk simple model is consistent

with experimental data from acute Pb expos~es, its utility

for predicting relationships between plasma and saliva lead

concentrations following chronic exposure to Pb is not

established. Future model development for Pb saliva

excretion will utilize validated PBPK models for Pb.

Development of a Portizble Moniton”ng Device

A miniaturized analytical system was developed based on

on-line preconcentrationhripping analysis detection

schemes. The system includes micropumps, reaction coils,

and a microelectrochemical cell with three electrodes.

Electrodes with different material compositions (iridium,

gold, silver, glassy carbon) have been fabricated and

evaluated. The results indicate that gold, glassy carbon,

and microiridium electrodes are well suited for the

stripping analysis of Pb. Two stripping voltammetric

techniques, dwect current vohammetty and square wave

voltammetry, have been tested. The results show that

background and charging currents can be effectively

eliminated and that scan rate is much faster when using

square wave voltammetry. Square wave voltammetry has

the following advantages: 1) a complete voltammogram

can be recorded in 1 to 2 seconds; 2) there is a reduced

interference with oxygem, 3) it effectively discriminates

background and charging currents; and 4) it provides for

low detection limits.

The flow rate of sampling employed with the prototype

miniaturized analytical system can vary from 10 to

200 Lhnin, making it well suited for various samples of

differing sample size and concentration. In practice, toxic

metal ions are deposited on the electrode surface and

measured with anodic stripping analysis using square wave

voltammetry. A calibration curve for Pb detection using

square wave voltammetry is shown in Figure 3. The

results indicate that a 1 ng Pb/mL water sample can be

detected in a 2-minute preconcentration period.

The microflow cells are based on thin-layer and wall-jet

designs. In the other device, electrodes were integrated on

one glass chip using photolithography technique. A

piezoelectric mieropump has been integrated into a poly-

mer chip that cart then be plugged into a micro fluidic

device. All microchannels in the devices were produced

by sandwiching laser machined, adhesive-backed poly-

irnide between layers of the devices. Individual com-

ponents such as the micro pump and micro flow cell have

been designed as plug-in parts, which allows for rapid

change and repair. Testing of these integrated devices for

Pb detection will be evaluated in FY 1999.
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Figure 3. Calibration curve for Pb using square wave
voltammetry with a 2-minute deposition time and 60 Hz
fkequency
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Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetic Models for

.

Radionuclides

RichardJ. Traub

StudyControlNumber: PN9805tU1304

Project Description

The objective of this project is to demonstrate a physio-

logically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model applied to

the transport of radionuclides. PBPK models are increas-

ingly popular in the field of toxicology. Contributing to

their success are the observations that these models provide

a mechanism to apply the knowledge obtained from animal

experiments to humans, they allow more accurate predic-

tions of excretion and metabolism than traditional empiri-

cal pharmacokinetic models, and they are consistent with

human physiology. The biokinetic models employed to

calculate the transport of radionuclides within the body do

not adequately predict the organ content and excretion of

those radionuclides and are not consistent with human

physiology. Calculation of radiation doses due to radio-

nuclides within the body would be enhanced by adopting

PBPK modeling techniques to radionuclides.

Technical Accomplishments

Research in N 1998 included a compilation of anatomical

and physiological data and the development of templates

for physiological compartments. Prototype PBPK models

for radionuclides were then developed.

Because PBPK models require a detailed knowledge of

physiological and anatomical parameters, we first collected

data to forma small handbook of anatomical and physio-

logical data. The data in the handbook include organ and

tissue masses, cardiac output relative blood flows through

organs and tissues, and breathing rates and volumes. The

handbook includes information on mice, rats, and humans

at different stages of growth, and rdso contains the mathe-

matical descriptions of different types of compartments

that compose a PBPK model, including perfusion or flow-

limited compartments and dfision-limited compartments.

Physiologically based pharrnacokinetic models are often

implemented in a progr amrning language called ACSL.

For thk project, a library of ACSL templates was develop-

ed to collect physiological compartments (templates) that

have been extensively tested. Scripts written for Seal, a

stream editor (Dougherty 1990), are used to generate

model-specific compartment descriptions from the ACSL

templates. The compartments are then combined in the

ACSL language to form a complete PBPK model.

A PBPK model was implemented for inert radioactive

gases. The model was based on the PBPK models used for

methylene chloride (Andersen et al. 1987) with modi-

fications based on PBPK model of radon (Sharma et al.

1997) and xenon (Peterman and Perkins 1988). This

model was used only to demonstrate the utility of the

ACSL templates.

Work has begun to implement a PBPK model for bone-

seeking radlonuclides. The radioelement chosen as the

prototype is uranium. The model will be based on the

PBPK model for lead (0’Flahe@ 1993, 1995). After the

PBPK model has been implemented, we will compaxe the

radiation doses to au individual as calculated by this model ‘

with the radiation doses computed by the ICRP (1995).
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Toxicodynamic Modeling

John H. Miller

StudyControlNumber: PN96070/1137

Project Description

Many of the environmental contaminants that significantly

affect the cost of cleanup at DOE and DOD sites do not

interact strongly with DNA and have a low probability of

inducing the genetic changes that initiate the development

of cancer. Nevertheless, at high doses these nongenotoxic

carcinogens stimulate the growth of initiated-cell popula-

tions arising spontaneously or through the action of geno-

toxic agents like ionizing radiation. In the absence of this

stimulation, a malignant phenotype is not likely to appe~

during a normal life spa, hence, tumor promotion is the

rate-limiting step in carcinogenesis.

At low exposure levels, growth-control mechanisms within

an organ can block the mitogenic signals generated by

tumor-promoting agents. Under these conditions, popula-

tions of initiated cells remain in check. Beyond the

dynamic range of these control mechanisms, a small

increment in the dose of a tumor promoter may induce p

large carcinogenic response. These nonlinear effects are

usually associated with anew pattern of gene expression in

the target tissue. The objective of this project is to develop

models that can predict threshold levels in dose responses

for nongenotoxic carcinogens bawd on an understanding

of the molecular and cellular events associated with tumor

promotion.

Technical Accomplishments

Modeling the Difference Between Promotion-Sensitive

and Promotion-Resistant JB6 Cell Lines

A complete description of in vivo tumor induction is not

possible at the present time for any carcinogen, genotoxic

or nongenotoxic; hence, we have focused our modeling

efforts on a well-characterized in vitro transformation

system, the JB6 cell lines. Treatment of promotion-

sensitive (P+) JB6 cells with epidermrd growth factor

(EGF) induces high levels of activator-protein 1 (AP-1),

which is required for the appearance of large colonies on

soft agar. Transplantation of these anchorage-independent

colonies into host animals leads to observable tumors with

a probability near unity. Huang et al. (1998) have recently

shown that low levels of Erk kinase expression prevent in

vitro transformation in promotion-resistant (P-) strains.

Basal expression of nonphospho@ated forms and induc-

tion of phosphorylated Erkl and Erk2 are much lower in P-

cells than in P+ cells under similar culture conditions.

Furthermore, stable transection of wild-type Erk2 into P-

cells generates responsiveness to EGF for both AP-1

activation and cellukw transformation.

Downstream processes initiated by the binding of a tumor

promoter to a cell-surface receptor can determine the

specificity of signal transduction. Binding of the ligand

may start the accumulation of some activator at a charac-

teristic production rate. Signaling occurs only when the

activator exceeds a threshold level. If the ligand remains

bound to the receptor long enough, the threshold level is

attained and the corresponding signaling pathway is taken.

If, instead, the ligand dissociates from the receptor too

soon, no signal at all is transmitted or an alternative path-

way, triggered at a lower threshold, is chosen.

To model AP-1 activation in JB6 cells exposed to EGF, we

approximated the mukistep MAPK signaling pathway by a

three-step proces~ 1) ligand binding to receptor, 2) system

priming, and 3) signal transmittion. Step 1 models asso-

ciation of EGF with an appropriate receptor in the plasma

membrane. Step 2 embodies all of the interactions re-

quired for Erk phosphorylation and tmpsport to the nu-

cleus, where it phosphorylates the transcription factors

necessary for AP-1 activation. Step 3 is AP-1 expression

and ultimately entry into the S phase of the cell cycle. The

state of the system is defined by a vector of three Boolean

variables, bps, with b = Iigand bound (1) or not (0), p =

system primed (1) or not (0), ands = signal transmitted (1)

or not (0). This tbrec-step approximation can be repre-

sented by the following reactiom

++

b+p+se+ Scheme 1

where the + superscript indicates a positive effect on the

target variable (i.e., ligand binding stimulates system

priming, which, in turn, stimulates signaling). The positive

feedback loop on “s” ensures that once the signal is
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activated, it will continue through downstream processes

independent of the subsequent fate of variables “b” and

“P.”

In Scheme 1, only the forward reactions are explicitly

shown. Reverse reactions in the sense of the decay of a

state in the absence of positive input must also be included.

For example, if the system is primed due to ligand binding,

it will tend to become unprimed when the ligand disso-

ciates. To model the dynamics of sign~ng, we associate

with each state vector bps and an image vector BPS that

represents the state toward which the system will tend

under the influence of interactions. For example, the

image of state (100) is (010). This means that if ligand is

bound and the system is unprimed, then biochemical pro-

cesses will tend to produce a state where Iigand is unbound

and the system is primed. No driving force exists to trans-

mit a signal from state (100); hences = S in this state-

image combination.

The image of the present state of the system will generally

not be the next state of the system. For the system to move

dwectly from state (100) to state (010), ligand dksociation

and system priming would need to occur synchronously.

Usually, the time delays for ligand dissociation and system

priming will be differen~ and the system moves from (100)

to either (000)or(110) depending on which time delay is

shortest. This model contains four delay times: 1) the time

between ligand binding and phosphorylation of transcrip-

tion factors required for AP-1 expression, 2) the time

between transcription-factor phosphorylation and AP-1

expression, 3) the time for ligand dissociation from its

receptor, and 4) the time for dephosphorylation of tran-

scription factors after Iigand dissociation.

Expressing the conditions for alternative paths as inequali-

ties involving mean delay times allows analysis of the

system by Boolean algebra (Shymko et al. 1997). By this

method, one finds that AP-1 expression requires EGF to

reside on its receptor for a time that is greater than the

larger of two quantities: 1) the time required to prime the

system and 2) the sum of the prifig and signal commitm-

ent times minus the priming decay time. If the time

delay between transcription-factor phosphorylation and

AP-1 expression is shorter than the decay of transcription-

factor phosphorylation after ligand dissociation, then the

condition on AP-1 activation reduces to the receptor

residence time being greater than system priming time.

This simple result can account for the difference between

P+ and P- JB6 cell lines. Promotion-resistant cell lines

have a limited supply of Erk kinase (Huang et al. 1998).

Because phosphorylated Erk plays a critical role in priming

the cell for AP-1 activation, the priming delay will be

much longer in P- cells than for P+ cells. The residence

time of EGF on its receptor is probably shorter than the

priming delay in P- cells, which makes the probability of

AP-1 activation per ligand binding event very low.

Connecting Al-1 Activation with JB6 Colony Formation

on Soft Agar

AP-1 activation is necessary, but not sufficient, for JB6

cell transformation. To develop a model that connects

EGF activation of AP-1 with colony formation, we assume

that other factors are not limiting and that AP-1 expression

induces quiescent cells to enter the cell cycle. This transi-

tion does not, however, always lead a detectable colony.

Colony formation is subject to additional statistical fluctua-

tions due to alternative outcomes associated with entry into

the cell cycle. In addition to cell division, the cell cycle

may terminate by programmed cell death (apoptosis) that

reduces by one the number of viable JB6 cells in a clone.

For simplicity, the small probability that cell division leads

to mutation or differentiation is neglected. Detectable

colonies on soft agar require a critical clone size within

which normal anchorage-dependent growth can occur due

to attachment sites provided by neighboring cells. To

achieve a simple analytic result, we ignore fluctuations in

the size of clones at which normal growth can be sustained

and include a single adjustable parameter k interpreted as

the mean size of clones that have a high probability of

becoming detectable colonies.

Let ● be the mean rate at which quiescent JB6 cells are

stimulated to enter the cell cycle by a given concentration

of EGF in the tissue-culture medium. The critical clone

size for colony formation is probably only a few tens of

cells; hence, we can assume that ● is constant during the

period of growth required to reach this size. After colonies

are established, other factors, like access to oxygen and

nutrients, affect the rate at which cells enter the cell cycle;

however, this impacts only the size of colonies, not the

number detected after exposure to EGF for a given time.

Let P~ be the probability that the outcome of the cell cycle

is two daughter cells, then l’d = 1- pb is probability that

death terminates the cell cycle. Like ●, we assume that

these probabilities are time-independen~ however, they

may depend on the concentration of EGF in the culture

medium. When the rates of birth and death are constant,

stochastic models of population growth that allow for

extinction can be solved analytically. By this method, we

derived the result

F~(t) = S(t) {r [1 - S(t)] }k-l (1)
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for the fraction of plated cells that have generated

detectable colonies by time t. In equation (l), with

S(t) = (r - 1)/[ r - exp(oot)], (2)

r = p@d and ● = ● (r - I)/(r + 1), is the probability that the

progeny of a plated cell survives extinction for time t.

Parameters k and r are not expected to have a strong

dependence on the concentration of EGF in the growth

medium. The main effect of EGF dose on the kinetics of

cellular transformation should be its influence on ●, the

rate at which quiescent cells are stimulated to enter the cell

cycle. With. (D) determined from an analysis of the dose

dependence of AP-1 activation using the model outlined

above, kinetic data at different doses can be plotted as a

function of dimensionless variable. (D)t. If data plotted in

thk way cluster around a single curve, this will confirm

our expectation that r = p@d and lG the mean critical clone

size, are independent of dose.

Stochastic Simulation of Colony Formation on Soft Agar

To further test our understanding of JB6 cell transforma-

tion by EGF and to provide a means for including other

types of experimental da@ we began to develop a Monte

Carlo simulation of colony formation on soft agar based “on

the two-compartment model of the cell cycle shown in

Figure 1.

Two Compartment Modelof Cell Cycle

A Cell
Death

Compadment 1

GOIG1
. g

s 3
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Figure 1.

1 1

A two-compartment model of the cell cycle used in
Monte Carlo simulation of colony formation on soft agar.
Box A denotes apoptosis and box S denotes DNA synthesis.

The first compartment contains cells in the GO/Gl phase of

the cycle, while cells in S, G2 and M reside in the second

compartment. After a time delay sampled from an expo-

nential distribution, a cell in compartment 1 ~aduates to

compartment 2 by either starting DNA synthesis (box S) or

undergoing apoptosis (box A). Cells that enter box A are

removed from the simulation. A cell that graduates into

box S becomes two daughter cells in compartment 1 after a

fixed time interval approximating the duration of S, G1,

and M phases. This two-compartment model is justified by

the fact that most of the individual variability in cell-cycle

duration is caused by different times spent in the GO/Gl

phase.

A case history begins by sampling a time delay and placing

a cell in box S. This simulates API expression in a cell

that has the potential for clonal expansion on soft agar.

After the fate of a graduate is determined, a geometric

model of the clone at its current size is updated. If a cell is

fully surrounded by neighbors, then its waiting time for

graduate to compartment 2 is sampled from a distribution

that is ~haracteristic of normal, anchorage-dependent

growth. If compartment 1 empties due to extinction, then

the case history terminates without scoring a detectable

colony. The case history of a clone that escapes extinction

is terminated when the number of cells in compartment 1

reaches the colony detection level.

Some of the parameters of this Monte Carlo simulation are

the same as those inthe analytical model described above.

The partition of graduates between boxes S and A is the

paJameter r = P@& Additional parameters of the simula-

tion include geometric factors, like the cell diameter, used

to calculate the proportion of cells in contact with soft

agar. The birth and death properties of interior cells also

enter this model. Information about these additional para-

meters can be obtained by data on the growth rate of large

colonies and experiments where the inrnor-promoting

agent is removed at speciiied times during the transfor-

mation process. In this stochastic simulation, clones that

have not developed a significant fraction of interior cells

cannot continue developing toward detectable colonies

after EGF is removed from the growth medium.
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Applications of Redox Manipulation and Gas Treatment to
Remediution of Groundwater and Soil

EdwardC. Thornton, JamesE. %ecsody, AlexandreV. Mitroshkov

StudyControlNumber: PN98004/12s0

Project Description

‘l%k study involved two separate laboratory investigations:

1) evaluation of the redox manipulation approach toward

treatment of a chlorinated solvent in groundwater, and

2) evaluation of the in situ gaseous reduction approach for

treatment of explosive agents in soils. Both methods are

promising approaches for remcdiation of chromate-

contaminated media (l%nchter et al. 1996; Thornton and

Amonettc 1997).

In the first taslq laboratory flow-through tests were

conducted to investigate the degradation of trichloro-

ethylene (TCE) by saturated sediment treated with

dithionite solutions. The primary objective was to

determine contaminant degradation rates to support the

design of groundwater permeable barriers for passive

treatment of solvent-contaminated plumes.

The second task involved treatment of soil contaminated

with explosive agents using a diluted gas mixture of

hydrogen sulfide in nitrogen. The objective was to

determine whether reductive degradation of these agents

will occur and to identify byproducts. This information

gained will provide the basis for evaluating the potential

for field treatment of soil sites contaminated with high-

explosive agents. Thk approach would be safer than

invasive technologies. “

Technical Accomplishments

Treatment of TCE Solutibn by Dithionite-Treated

Sediment

This task involved two tests in which columns were packed

with silty sand (<10 mm) from the Hanford formation.

The sediment was reduced by injecting 0.1 molar sodium

ditilonite (buffered to pH 11 with 0.4 molar KzCO~ and

0.04 molar KHCOS) into the columns over a period of

several days.

A diluted TCE solution was subsequently injected into the

columns at flow rates required to achieve 0.2-to 6-day

residence times. Effluent samples were collected and

analyzed for TCE and degradation products by gas chro-

mato~aphy and gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy

(GS/MS). Dissolved oxygen, pH, and electrical con-

ductivity were also measured during the study to monitor

geochernical conditions during the dechlorination and

reoxidation reactions. “

Analysis of the effluent samples indicated that the primary

degradation product was acetylene, though minor amounts

of ethylene were also observed. The observed mass of

acetylene was roughly equal to the difference of the

influent and effluent masses of TCE, indicating that

byproducts other than acetylene were not generated in

significant concentrations.

Oxygen concentrations monitored in the effluent using a

rnicroelectrode indicated that the system remained anoxic

the first tesL which ran for a total of 43 column pore vol-

umes. Initial breakthrough of TCE, however, appears to

have occurred after only about 14 pore volumes. It is

possible that complete reduction of the sediment may not

have been achieved in this tes~ however, because the

effluent was not monitored for dithionite breakthrough

during the dithionite treatment step.

The second test was undertaken to determine the degra-

dation rate of TCE and the identity and proportion of

byproducts. Greater effort was undertaken to ensure

maximum reduction of the sediment during the dithionite-

treatment step, thus providing a greater potential for TCE

degradation. The test was conducted in four steps:

1) dithionite-treatment of the sedimen~ 2) injection of TCE

influent at a flow rate required to achieve a column resi-

dence time of about 4.5 days, 3) injection of TCE iufluent

at a slower flow rate (corresponding to a column residence

time of about 5.5 days), and 4) injection at a very high flow

rate to achieve a short residence time (5 hours). Step 1 was

monitored for dithionite in the effluent by UV spectropho-

tometry to ensure complete treatment during the sediment

reduction phase. Steps 2 and 3 obtained information on

TCE degradation rates, and step 4 was run to achieve

breakthrough of oxygen and TCE to provide a basis for

predicting barrier longevity.
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The concentration of TCE injected during step 2 of the

second test averaged about 1.17 pmolal (0.15 mg/L),

although an apparent loss with time was observed

(Figure 1).
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F&ure 1. Inlet TCE and outlet TCE and byproduct con-
centrations during step 2 of the second test as a function of
time and column pore volumes

The inlet concentration of TCE also decreased slowly with

time during step 3 (see Figure 2). Acetylene and ethylene

were again observed as the principal byproducts of TCE

degradation. Step 4 was undertaken at a higher flow rate.

The goal was to run the test until breakthrough of oxygen

and TCE was observed.
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F@re 2. Inlet TCE and outlet TCE and byproduct concen-
trations during step 3 of the second test as a function of time
and column pore volumes

Previous investigations have shown that reduced iron (zero

valent or Fe(II)) may have several reaction pathways, one

of which is hydrogenolysis, a second is reductive beta

elimination, which is the major pathway in these experi-

ments judging from the byproducts. This is significant

because it suggests that in situ treatment of TCE by redox

manipulation will not generate significant concentrations

of dichloroethane (DCE) or vinyl chloride, which are

environmentally objectionable byproducts. The primary

end product observed in these tests, acetylene, is readily

destroyed in the natural environment by microbial activity.

Test results indicate that dithionite-reduced Hanford

formation sand has the capability to degrade TCE in dilute

aqueous solutions and can be approximated as a pseudo-

first-order reaction with a half-life of about 40 hours.

These rates are similar in magnitude to those observed in

other studies with Fe@) but slower than in studies asso-

ciated with Fe or Fe-Ni metal barriers (Roberts et al. 1996;

Sivavec et al. 1997). The primary byproduct is acetylene,

which is relatively benign and readily degraded through

natural processes. Achieving maximum reductive capacity

of the dithionite-treated sediment requires diligent moni-

toring of the treatment process, as illustrated by a compari-

son of the results of the two tests conducted during thk

study. It is concluded that TCE degradation in excess of

200 pore volumes can be achieved if thorough treatment of

sediment, similar to that used in this study, is performed.

This approach may be advantageous over iron metal walls

in deep applications.

Assuming a degmdation half-life for TCE of 40 hours, it is

possible to present predictions related to barrier perform-

ance for a simple example. If 10 half-lives are sufficient to

lower TCE concentrations below a specified target concen-

tration, the barrier must be thick enough so that ground-

water residence time in the barrier is at least 400 hours.

For a groundwater velocity of 1 ft/d, (0.3 ndd), for exam-

ple, a barrier thickness of 20 ft (6 m) would thus be

enough. In small-scale field tests, barriers of 50 ft (15 m)

thickness have been easily achieved.

Evaluadon of Treatment of Explosives-Contaminated

Soil by Gaseous Reduction

In this task soil contaminated by high-explosive agents

was treated with a dduted mixture of hydrogen sulfide in

nitrogen. Past studies at PNNL have shown that this gas

mixture is effective in reducing hexavalent chromium in

soil (Thornton and Amonette 1997). The objective was to

evaluate the degree of reductive degradation of explosive

agents that can be achieved.

For these tests, a sand sample collected from a road cut

along the Columbia River in North Richkmd was used.

Portions of the sand were sieved to e 2 mm and contami-

nated with an explosive agent by mixing a portion of

contaminant solution into the sand and allowing it to dry at

room temperature. The contaminated sand was then

packed into a pair of columns (approximate volume

138 cm3 each). One column of each pair served as an

untreated control, while the other was treated with the

treatment gas mixture. The mixture consisted of 100 ppm

hydrogen sulfide in nitrogen and was applied at a flow rate

of 2.5 Lhnin. The treatment was considered complete

when a significant degree of hydrogen sulfide was

achieved at the column outlet (C/Co= 0.85), as determined

by measurements with electrochemical detectors. Both

columns were then leached with methanol at a rate of

-4 rnL/min. A sequence of leachate samples was collected

for a total cumulative volume of about 5 pore volumes.
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These Ieachate samples were then analyzed and the degree

of treatment determined by comparing the mass of con-

taminant recovered from the treated column versus the

untreated one.

The fist set of tests in this task was conducted with sand

that was spiked with TNT to a level of 452.6 mg/kg. Two

columns were packed with the contaminated sand, and the

second column was treated with 100 ppm hydrogen sulfide

until a breakthrough concentration of 85 ppm was achieved

after 2 hours and 36 minutes. Both columns were then

leached with methanol and the leachate samples analyzed

by GC/MS. Total recovery of the control was 74.1%, and

the concentration of TNT in the final leachate sample was

below the limits of detection, indicating an adequate

cumulative leach volume. Total TNT recovery from the

treated column was 64.8%. Very little TM appeared to

have been degraded during gas treatment. In addition, no

significant concentrations of potential TNT degradation

byproducts were identified in the leachate samples of either

column.

A second set of tests was subsequently undertaken where

the sand was spiked with RDX at a level of 125 mg/kg.

Two columns were then packed with RDX-contaminated

sand and the second column treated with 100 ppm hydro-

gen sulfide for 2 hours and 4 minutes, when a break-

through concentration of 85 ppm was achieved. Both

columns were leached with methanol. These leachate

samples were analyzed by high-performance liquid .

chromatography (HPLC) with a diode array detector and

by LC/MS. The results of the HPLC analysis indicated a

total recovery of RDX from the control of only 46.3%.

The RDX concentrations of the first and second Ieachate

samples were relatively high, but the concentrations of

subsequent samples (2 through 6) were relatively constant

at a lower level. This suggests a low volubility of RDX in

methanol and perhaps adsorption to the soil matrix. The

recovery of RDX from the treated column was slightly

higher, 50.6%, and exhibited a similar leaching pattern.

Anrdysis of the leachate samples by LCiMS indicated that

no RDX degradation byproducts were present. We

concluded that RDX was not significantly degraded by

hydrogen sulfide treatment of the second column.

Results of the tests performed under this task indicate that

TNT and RDX contamination in soil cannot be efficiently

treated by exposure to diluted hydrogen sulfide within a

short time frame. Though treatment might be effected

given more reaction time or by using more concentrated

hydrogen sulfide gas mixtures, the results of this limited

testing effort suggests that gaseous reduction of explosive-

contaminated soil is unlikely to be a viable reme&ation

approach.
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Coupled Biogeochemical and Colloidal Processes Affecting Microbial
Iron Reduction in Flow-Through Porous Media Systems

DonielL Ki_@Il, BrianD. Wood

StudyControlNumber: PN980181U64

Project Description

Several highly effective dissimulator iron-reducing bac-

teria (DIRB) have been identified at PNNL for creating a

subsurface reducing zone for groundwater remediation.

Significant challenges exist in advancing this remedlation

technology to practice. Most field and laborato~ attempts

to inject bacteria (including DIRBs) into the subsurface

have resulted in the bacteria concentrations dropping by

several orders of magnitude within one meter of the injec-

tion point. It has become clear that a lack of fundamental

understanding of the complex relationships that exist

between the surface chemistry of the bacteri% the surface

chemistry of the porous media, and interactions of both

surfaces with aqueous chemical constituents has

contributed to this failure.

The goal of this project was to develop an understanding of

how the aqueous phase chemistry can be manipulated to

alter the surface chemistry of the biological colloids in

such a manner that interactions between the biological

colloids and the porous media can be controlled to favor

biobarrier formation. Stu&les will be conducted at a macro

scale (Darcy flow and “molar concentrations”) and used to

enhance results of other projects that are conducting

experiments directed at understanding these phenomena at

smaller scales (atomic and molecular).

This research will culminate in the development of two

new capabilities within PNNL 1) a slrategy for emplacing

DIRBs in porous media that will allow development of an

in situ reactive zone (biobarrier) for remediating ground-

water contaminan~, and 2) a transport model to simulate

biobarrier formation, with particular attention to creating a

computational design tool for creating a DIRB biobmrier.

Technical Accomplishments

A computer-assisted literature search was conducted.

Some highlights follow

o No technique is available for injecting microbes into

the subsurface.

●

●

●

In the best of cases, only a few percent of the injected

microbes were recovered beyond 0.5 meters from the

injection point (it would be desirable to emplace

DIRBs -10 m from the injection point).

Once mobile colloids or microbes sorb to surfaces, the

process is largely irreversible. The microbial sorption

process under forced-gradient flow will likely be

kinetically limited. Thus, it is likely that by increasing

flow rate, less microbe sorption will occur.

Successful descriptions of microbial transport in

porous media will require rigorous development of

theory based on fundamental processes. Formal

scaling approaches have recently been applied to bio-

logical systems. In particular, recent work in

Brownian particle dynamics with inertial effects

accounted for should be the basis for developing new

transport theory.

We conducted several simulations based on filtration

theory for a sensitivity analysis of the large number of

physical (as opposed to chemical) parameters known to

affect microbial transport through porous media. The

intent was to determine which parameters were important

to microbe injection into an aquifer. Filtration theory is a

semi-empirical theory that describes well systems that are

well defined, homogeneous, and have few colIoid-sediment

interactions. Conversely, it has been shown to poorly

describe heterogeneous systems in which colloid-sediment

interactions occur, such as would be expected in natural

sediments. Physical parameters evaluated were microbe .
and sediment dkmeter, temperature, and linear flow

velocity. Results suggest that microbes (without chemi-

cally adsorptive capabilities) should in fact move rather

easily in sand-textured aquifers, regardless of their size

(300 to 3000-nm diameter) and flow rate (108 to 104 mls).

Because many researchers have reported microbes being

retained by sand-textured medi% it appears that hetero-

geneity aud/or chemical interactions play an important role

in microbe removal from the mobile phase.
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Determining Reactive- Well Design Parameters

Tylcr J. GI1morq DanielL Kaplan, Mart Oostrom

StudyControlNumber: PN97030/1171

Project Description

This research provided the proof-of-principle testing for a

novel groundwater remediation concept called reactive

wells. The concept involved constructing a well with

chemically reactive filter packs or a reactive zone around

the intake and injection well screens (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Reactive well diagram

A filter pack in a well is a material (typically sand) that is

placed between the well casing and the geologic formation.

The filter pack is designed to separate the formation

material from the well screen and increase the effective

hydraulic diameter of the well. For this technology, the

filter pack sand is replaced with absorbents, bioamend-

ments, oxidants, or reductants to form a selective reactive

barrier that would detoxify or stabilize targeted contamin-

ants while permitting non-targeted groundwatcr constit-

uents to pass through freely. Water is drawn into the well

through the reactive filter pack and then re-injected into a

higher zone in the aquifer through a second reactive filter

pack (Figure 1). By the simultaneous extraction and

injection of water, a groundwater circulation cell will be

created in the subsurface. Each pass through the reactive

zones will increasingly degrade or immobilize the selected

contaminant. The natural regional movement of ground-

water will then carry contaminated water into the circu-

lation cell, while clean water will move downgradient of

the circulation cell.

The proof-of-principle testing involved a series of labora-

tory experiments that were designed to investigate the

reaction kinetics of some common groundwater con-

taminants under various flow rates, mixtures of reactive

filterpacks comprising zero-valent iron (Fe~ and sand, and

various groundwater chemistries. The reaction rates of

contaminants in the reactive filter pack were critical for

determiningg whether the technology would be a viable

alternative to current groundwatcr remediation systems.

The second part of this study used the STOMP simulator to

numerically investigate the concept of a reactive well

system using the reaction rate kinetics determined from the

laboratory experiments. This simulator can now be used as

a design tool for deterrninin g operational parameters (e.g.,

pumping rates, filter pack dimensions, well designs) and

zones of influence for field applications of this technology.

The focus of the research in FY 1998 was to determine the

longevity of the system, i.e., to determine the potential

permeability loses due to precipitation and to determine

ways to mitigate the loss if it occurs.

Technical Accomplishments

Twenty-five column experiments were conducted to

determine the reaction rates of some common contami-

nants (chromium, TCA, DCA, and TCE) under varying

conditions. The degradation of TCE, TCA, DCA, and

chromium was monitored over a series of flow rates. The

reaction rates obtained in the laboratory tests were then

used in a two-dimensional reactive (kinetic based) trans-

port model (STOMP) to simulate a field application of the

reactive well system. These simulations showed clearly

that the reactive well system can bean effective tech-

nology to treat a number of mixed-waste groundwaters.
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It was shown that after a single pass through the reactive

well, chromate and TCA concentrations could be decreased

by almost an order of magnitude. Furthermore, these

simulations identified the important design and operating

parameters for optimizing operations and showed the effect

manipulating these parameters has on the zone of

influence.

In FY 1998, a series of nine long-term column experiments

was conducted to determine the effects of precipitation on

the permeability of the columns. The flow rates, percent-

ages of sand and iron, and the concentration of dissolved

oxygen were varied to determine the influence of each.

These experiments showed that the hydraulic conductivity

of 100% iron columns will decrease three orders of mag-

nitude (lE-2 cmh to lE-5 cmh) in approximately 10,000

pore volumes; the 50% iron and 50% sand column will

decrease three orders of magnitude in roughly twice as

long (23,000 pore volumes). The dissolved concentrations

of oxygen in the influent had very little effect on permea-

bility loss; low dissolved oxygen decreased in hydraulic

conductivity by approximately the same rate as the high

dissolved oxygen. The permeability loss was very local-

ized and generally occurred in the fist 2 cm of a 15-cm

column. This indicates that the plugging can be controlled.

III addition, a “decloggiug agent” was formulated and

tested in the laboratory. This declogging agen~ which has

applications beyond the reactive well, can regain approx-

imately two orders of magnitude of hydraulic conductivity

(lE-5 cm/s restored to lE-3cm/s) without an appreciable

loss in reactivity.

In summary, it has been shown that reactive wells can be

an effective method for treating groundwaters with a range

of contaminant types. Care must be exercised to maintain

the permeability of the reactive pack, but the process by

which to prevent the precipitation maybe quite simple

(grading the fiker pack material), and a new method using

a “declogging agent” to regain the permeability without the

lose of reactivity has been developed in the laboratory.

Publications and Presentations

Gilmore TJ, DI Kaplan, and M Oostrom. 1998.

“Residence Times Required for Chlorinated Hydrocarbon

Degradation by Reactive Wells.” 1” International

Conference on Remediation of Chlorinated and

Recalcitrant .Compounds, Monterey, California.

Kaplan DI, TJ Gilmore, and M Oostrom. 1998.

“Laboratory and Computational Studies for Remediating

Cr& Contaminated Groundwater Using a Reactive Well.”

Eighth Annual West Coast Conference on Contaminated

Soils and Groundwater.
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Dissolution Kinetics of Precipitated Phases Formed in Redox Bam”ers and
Evaluation of Additive for Increasing the Longevity of Precipitated Phases

BernardP. McGrail, Was V. Mattigod

StudvControlNumber: PN98025/1271

Project Description

PNNL is developing a number of remediation technologies

that are based on the reduction of contaminants. These

technologies use zero-valent iron, H2S, and sodh.un

dithionite as reducing agents that induce several mobile

inorganic contaminants to precipitate as sparingly insoluble

minerals. Among the metals that can be removed from

groundwaters by this process are chromium, msenic,

molybdenum, uranium, technetium, copper, silver, and

mercury. The subjeet of this study is to address two key

technical questions regarding the use of these technologies:

●

●

What is the life span of the precipitated mineral

containing the contaminant once the reductive

capacity of the remediation technology is exhausted?

Can additives be included to deerease the rate of

contaminant re-released into the environment?

The intent of this research is to provide measured

dissolution rate constants that can eventually be used in

risk assessment cost estimates of these technologies.

Technical Accomplishments

Two sets of experiments were conducted. The first

experiment measured the oxidation rates of Cr(OH)q,

Cro5F%5(OH)3, and Cro.fiF~.T~(OH)3 in the presence of

oxygenated synthetic groundwater, and the second

measured the oxidation rate of U02 by itself and in the

presence of two phosphate mineral phases (apatite and

dicalcium phosphate ~CP]). Both experiments were

conducted in flowing systems to simulate aquifer condi-

tions and to ensure that the buildup of dissolved Cr or U

concentrations would not affect dissolution rates. These

experiments were conducted for 28 or 48 days and there-

fore reflect the oxidation rates of only the earliest and

fastest period of a subsurface reducing zone that maybe in

the ground for tens to hundreds of years. It is well known

that oxidation rates in natural systems tend to deerease

over time due to the formation of passivation layers (rinds

of oxidized coatings) over reduced mineral phases.

When mobile uranyl (UOZ2~ precipitates from solution via

reduction, it can form UOZ, schoepite. The half-life of

schoepite was measured to be 9.6 years (Table 1). This is a

relatively fast dksolution rate, suggesting that these “redox

barriers” would stabilize U for a relatively short period of

time. It was anticipated that adding a phosphate source

such as apatite or dicalcium phosphate to a reducing barrier

would reduce the rate of U release into the aqueous phase.

Table 1 and Figure 1 show that adding apatite did not

decrease the U release rate, whereas adding a more reactive

form of phosphate, DCP, resulted insignificant attenuation

in U release rate (Table 1). This means that the DCP is

more effective and would extend the life span (in years) of

a U-barrier by about two orders of magnitude (half-life

-900 years).

Table 1. Release of dissolved U from UOZ, UOZ and apatitq
and UOZ and dicalcinm phosphate (DCP) at 20°C measured
under flowing conditions with Oz(g)-saturated Hanford
groundwater

Model Component U~ Apatite U~& DCP
LinearFmt- k -1.99E-4 -1.92E-4 2.17E-6

OrderModel(a)
~2 0.89 0.95 0.95

Half-life@r) 9.6 9.9 874.5

(a) Linearjirst-ordermodel:In(UCo) = -kt,wherek = rateconstant,
t = time, and@= regressionco@icient .

I

B.,.r—

uo2 a Apalne uo2 a nOP

Figure 1. Uranium released into O@-saturated Hanford
gronndwater after 48 days at 20°C
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Figure 2 uses the data presented in Table 1 to estimate the

amount of U that would remain associated with the solid

phase (either as U02 or as a U-phosphate phase) as a

function of barrier life span. It must be kept in mind that

these calculations are conservative i.e., they underestimate

the actual amount of U that would remain associated with

the solid phase under field conditions because they are

based on the earlier, faster, oxidation reactions. These data

show that upon oxidation practically almost all of U02 in

the barrier (with and without apatite) would be released in

<60 years. In contras~ if DCP is present at the end of 400

years, up to 80% of the mass of U would still be

immobilized within the barrier.

1.0
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:. 0.7 .
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n 0.5 -

: 0.4-

~ 0.3 -=
= 0.2 -

0.1

0.0
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Time, yr

-U02 ~U028APalI!e ——u02&oCP

F@ure 2. Calculated mass of U associated with the solid
phase either as U02 or as a P-U phase

When mobde Cr(VI) is reduced by zero-valent iron, it

usually precipitates to form Cr(OH)3 or CrXFel-X(.0H)3 solid

phases. An example of the data generated from this study

is presented in Table 2. The half-lives of the various Cr

phases were between 200 and 400 years, indicating that

these phases will be relatively stable in an oxidizing

environment for a longer period of time (30 to 40 times)

than U02 (without DCP) phase in a simiku- oxidizing

environment.

Table 2. Summary of release of dissolved Cr from Cr(OH)3,

CrO.5Fe0.5(OH)3, and CrO.2SFe0.75(0H)3 at 20°C measured
under flowing conditions with 02(g)-saturated synthetic
groundwater(a)

Parameter. Cr(OH)3 cro4%l@H)3 CroxF~3S<OH)*

k -5.9E-06 -4.8E-06 -8.4E-06
~z 0.971 0.998 0.993

Halflife, yr 322.1 397.1 225.1

(a) Linear first-or&r model: ln(UCo) = -kt, where k = rate constant, t
= time, and @ = regression coe#icient.

The data indicated tha~ following oxidation, the proportion

of Cr released flom the solid phase increased with the

amount of Fe substituted into the solid phase (Figure 3).

This is not inconsistent with the well-documented evidence

that Cr-Fe phases have lower solubilities than Cr(OH)s

because steady state was not obtained during the 28 days

this experiment was conducted. These data show that the
..,. “ ------ . . . . . . . .

rme span or a Crtvl) mrner aepenas on me composmon or

Cr(III) precipitated phase. However, irrespective of the

composition of such precipitated phase, the release rate of

oxidized Cr appears to be low enough for a barrier to bean

effective remediation option.

C riFe-1 O0/0 Cr/Fe-50/50 CrlFe-25~5

Figure 3. Percent of total Cr in solid phase released into the
aqueous phase

Application of redox barriers for the remediation of ura-

nium-contaminated groundwater does not appear to be a

viable option because the reduced uranium readily deoxi-

dizes in the presence of oxygenated groundwater. How-

ever, by including dicalcium phosphate in the remediation

strategy, the rate and amount of uranium released into the

environment can be greatly curtailed. In contrast, chro-

mium in the form of Cr(OH)3 or CrxFel.X(OH)3 would be

released from a barrier at extremely slow rates, indicating

that redox barrier technologies are excellent options for

remediation of Cr(VI)-contaminated groundwater.
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Microsparger - Voldile Organic Groundwater Probe

StudyControl Number: PN9805011296

Project Description

This research project provided the proof-of-principle

testing and prototype construction of an in-well probe

designed to measure volatile compounds in groundwater.

The microspwger (Figure 1) is an in-well probe designed

to detect volatile compounds in the groundwater. The

rnicrosparger uses an aerator to volatilize the dissolved

volatiles in water, converting them to a vapor phase

(Figure 2). The aerator recycles the air until the volatile

compound is in equilibrium with the dissolved concen-

trations in the sample cup. The vapor is then captured and

analyzed for concentration and contaminant type using

commercially available gas analyzers such as a photo-

ionizing detector (PID) or gas chromatography (GC). The

concentration of the vapor can then be used to calculate the

equivalent concentration in the dksolved phase (Henry’s

Law).

Figure 1. Field prototype microsparger

Technical Accomplishments

Proof-of-Concept Testing

Proof-of-concept testing involved comparing the micro-

sparger measurements with more standard laboratory

analytical methods. This involved spiking water in a test

Sarmle line -

Water-level
in well

Well Caaing

— Ground Sudaca

Ona-Wav Cheek valves

- Sample Cup
-400ml

— SOamer

Figure 2. Microsparger schematic

cell with several common VOC contaminants (e.g., TCA

and TCE) and then measuring the vapor concentration in

the off-gas during sparging. Several gas monitors tested

included a PID, a GC, and an infrared acoustic vapor

analyzer to determine which instrument is best suited for

this application. The results from these tests were com-

pared with the more traditional water sampling and

analysis methods with the GC.

Rejlne Sampling Method

The test cell work was also used to refine the microsparger

method, including optimizing the air-to-water ratios,

method for capturing the vapor, method for determining

volume of water sparged, and instruments required to

obtain accurate results. A significant amount of informa-

tion on stripping vapor from water has been compiled from

previous programs by the investigators (In-Well Vapor

Stripping Groundwater Remediation project), and a com-

puter model has been developed that can be used to predict

the vapor concentrations given the air-to-water ratios and

contact time of the air and water.

Construct Prototype

Based on the results of the proof-of-concept testing and

sample method reiluemen~ equipment was purchased and

a prototype rnicrosparger constructed and tested in the

laboratory.
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Summary

The volatile compound measurements with the micro-

sparger were in good agreement with the traditional

measurement technique that involves collecting a water

sample and using the GC in the laboratory to measure the

concentration. A stainless steel field prototype has been

built and is ready for the pilot field demonstration of the

technology. A patent was filed in August 1998 on the

rnicrosparger invention, and the technology has been added

to PNNL’s critical outcomes for demonstrating new

environmental technologies.
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Moleculur Mechanisms of Biogeochemical Electron
Transfer to/@om Solid Phase Iron Forms

JnmesE.Amonettq Yuri A. Gorby

Stody Control Number: PN98053f1299

Project Description

The objective of this project is to develop key spectro-

scopic and microscopic capabilities for mechanistic studies

of biologically me&ated electron-transfer reactions at

mineral surfaces. Such reactions are integral to the bio-

geochemistry of natural water systems and to the chemical

dynamics of inorganic and organic contaminants. In FY

1998, we focused on microbiologic and abiotic electron-

tmnsfer reactions at the surfaces of natural and synthetic

hematite, a common iron oxide mineral. The work

involved imaging of bacteria and reduced zones on the

mineral surface using scanning confocal laser microscopy,

atomic-force microscopy, synchrotrons x-ray fluorescence

microscopy, and further refinement of the synchrotron-

Mossbauer spectroscopy technique for kinetic measure-

ments of iron redox reactions.

Technical Accomplishments

Scanning Confocal Laser Microscopy

A nondestructive imaging system was developed to

monitor the attachment and proliferation of iron-reducing

bacteria on the surfaces of specular and MBE single-crystal

hematite. A scanning confocal laser microscope was fitted

with an anaerobic flow-through sample chamber that we

designed to hold the mineral samples. Bacterial cells and a

chemically defined growth medium can be added through

the inlet port of the chamber. The iron-reducing bacterium

SlzewaneWz putrefaciens strain CN32 (used throughout this

study) was genetically modified to constituitively express a

green fluorescent protein that causes the cells to “light up”

when exposed to the blue laser light of the microscope.

This approach, which avoids the use of fluorescent dyes

that are toxic to bacteria, permits real-time visualization of

cells growing on mineral surfaces. Because the minerals

used in thk study reflect blue ligh~ cell attachment/grosvth

with particular sites on the mineral surfaces can be corre-

lated. This work represents the first attempt to relate

mineral surface structure with colonization and growth of

iron-reducing bacteria. Such information is fundamental

for understanding what influences and controls the growth

and distribution of this important metabolic group of

bacteria in natural aud contaminated environments.

Tapping-Mode Atomic-Force Microscopy

High-resolution microcopies such as atomic force micro-

scopy (AFM) are being used to advance our understanding

of the interactions between metal-reducing bacteria and

iron oxides. The principal advantage that AFM presents

above many other analytical tools is that it allows one to

collect images of bacteria attached to a mineral surface in

solution under conditions compatible with bacterial meta-

bolism and growth. This ability is primarily due to a new

AFM imaging mode called Tapping Mode, which reduces

tip-sample interaction forces such that soft biologic mate-

rial can be imaged in situ and nondestructively. The to-

pographic imaging technique is based on sensing changes

in the frequency of oscillation of a sharp probe as it ‘tips”

the surface of interest.

We successfully developed the capability to use Tapping

Mode AFM to image iron-reducing bacteria attached to the

surface of natural hematite single crystals (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Tapping Mode atomic-force microscopy ima~ in
solution of an anoxically grown Shewanella Putrefaciens
bacterium attached to the basal surface of specular hematite
(Brazil)
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This ability allows us to follow the microbial process of

Fe(III) reduction with site-specifity such that tie prefer-

ence for reduction at microtopographic features on the

surface may be investigated. The organisms are grown

under anoxic condhions in the presence of a single grain of

hematite. The sample is mounted in the AFM microscope,

precalibrated for imaging in solution, and scanned at large

scales to locate attached bacteria. Typical scan conditions

include a 9-kHz drive frequency, 0.5-V setpoint, and 1-Hz

scan rate. Imaging can be performed with or without con-

trol of the ambient atmosphere. Bacterial imaging using

AFM is a relatively recent phenomenon, and our develop-

ment of t.hk capability at PNNL significantly enhances the

many research activities focused on mineral-microbe

interactions.

Synchrotrons X-Ray Fluorescence Microscopy

In addition to collecting images of bacteria on hematite

surfaces, we also developed an indirect way of imaging the

chemical state of iron on the surface under ambient condi-

tions using a tapered-capillary x-ray microprobe (XRM)

located at the PNC-CAT beamline at the Advanced Photon

Source. This was accomplished by Yixing” the iron oxida-

tion state at the surface by reaction with aqueous Ag(I) to

precipitate metallic Ag. Our technique was similar to that

of Sayin et al. (1979) developed for optical- and electron-

microscopic studies of oxidation of Fe(II) in K-depleted

biotite samples. The advantages of our approach are

1) once the iron oxidation state has been fixed, the sample

can be exposed to ambient atmospheric conditions during

analysis; and 2) fluorescence of Ag is easy to distinguish

from that of iron, whereas separation of surficial Fe(II)

horn bulk Fe(TII) in thick samples would be nearly

impossible by other x-ray techniques such as XANES.

In our trial run, we treated a specukr hematite flake with

dithionite, rinsed it with anoxic water, and then reacted it

with an AgF solution. Synchrotrons x-rays having energy

just above the Ag K-edge were tien focused to spot sizes

as small as 1-2 pm using the XRM, and the sample was

scanned for Ag- and Fe-fluorescence signals as measured

by a single-element Ge detector. The results were encour-

aging (Figure 2) in that Ag particles as sm~l as 2-3 pm

across were imaged; these were located in specific regions

on the hematite surface rather than being homogeneously

dispersed across the surface.

Synchrotrons Mtissbauer Spectroscopy

Conventional Mossbauer spectroscopy is not well suited to

kinetic studies because of the long data-collection period

required (typically several hours to days). An entirely new
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F&ure 2. SynchrotronsXRM image of Ag(m) particles
precipitated on the surface of specular hematite by reduction
of aqueous AgF

approach to Mossbauer spectroscopy (Alp et al. 1995) has

emerged with the opening of the APS, a high-brilliance,

third-generation hard x-ray synchrotrons facility. This

approach relies on pulsed monochromatic (bandwidth

about 0.1 meV) x-rays as an excitational source, which

monitors the intensity of the Mossbauer resonance in the

time domain rather than in the energy domain, eliminates

the high background associated with the conventional

approach to maximize signal-to-noise, and thereby allows

collection of Mossbauer spectra in periods of seconds or

minutes rather than hours or days.

Several synchrotrons experiments were conducted at the

APS (in collaboration with EE Alp) in which the kinetics

of reduction and subsequent reoxidation of “Fe-enriched

pyroaurite-like compounds was monitored in time. The

reduction was performed using dithionite solutions buf-

fered by carbonate, bicarbonate, terephthalate, or a com-

bination of these chemicals. Reoxidation was performed

with chromate solutions using similar buffers. Details of
.

the synchrotron-Mi5 ssbauer cell and procedure are given in “

Amonette (1998). Using a boxcar integrator to select

specific portions of the spectra, we were able to show a

seven-fold difference in signal between the fully oxidized

and partly (about 60%) reduced samples and to demon-

strate spectral time resolutions of 30 seconds. More

importantly, significant differences in the rates of electron

transfer were noted among samples having different iron

contents and types of interlayer anions.

Presentations

Amonette JE, RK Kukkadapu, and EE Alp. 1998. “Iron

redox kinetics with synchrotrons Mossbauer spectroscopy.”

Invited Presentation at SRI-CAT Annual Meeting, May 4,

1998, Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National

Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois.
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Amonette JE, RK Kukkadapu, and EE Alp. June 1998.

“Iron redox kinetics with synchrotrons Mossbauer spec-

troscopy.” Meeting Program and Abstracts, Clay Minerals

Society 35’hAnnual Meeting, Cleveland, Ohio.

Amonette JE, RK Kukkadapu, and EE Alp. 1998. “Iron

redox kinetics with synchrotrons Mossbauer spec~oscopy.”

Su~ace Analysis ’98,20 ‘hAnnual Symposium on Applied

Swface Analysis, 10’h Annual Symposium of the Pacific

Northwest Chapter of the American Vacuum Society,

Richland, Washington.
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Nanotube Probes of Rough Surfaces and Their Chemical Reactions

DonaldM. Friedrich

StudyControlNumber: PN98054K300

Project Description

Practical surfaces such as occur in natural soils, corrosion

layers, synthetic composite materials, and biological

materials possess a wide range of physical, chemical, and

mineralogical heterogeneity. In geochemistry, the hetero-

geneity of natural soils is an overarching concern in selec-

ting samples for sorption, reactivity, and dissolution

studies. Heterogeneity exists at all levels, ranging tlom the

diversity of mineral types and sizes to inhomogeneous

distributions of surface coatings and reactive (sorptive)

sites on individual mineral particles. In addition, many

practical materials such as individual soil mineral grains,

metal corrosion layers, and synthetic mesoporous particles,

possess surface topography that is exceptionally rough,

consisting of large steps, high asperities, deep pores, and

crevices. In contrast, biofilms, bacteria, and many syn-

thetic polymer films me exceptionally soft, consisting of
spatially heterogeneous distributions of phases, elasticity,
and viscosity. Thus, heterogeneity leads to many technical

problems in the selection of samples, uncertainty in the

interpretation of measurements, and artifacts in imaging
surface topography by scanning probe mierosopy (SPM)

methods, notably atomic force microscopy (AFM) and

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).

We propose to develop nanotube probes for SPM of
exceptionally rough and chemically evolving surfaces.

Chemical modification of nanotube probe tips will enable

imaging of surface distribution of chemical species,

binding sites, and hydrophobiefhydrophilic regions. An

important consequence of these developments will be the

ability to image soft surfaces such as biofilms and bacteria

under water (in situ). A method will also be developed for

gravimetric measurement of sorption on and dissolution of

single mineral particles. These developments will signifi-
cantly enhance PNNL capabilities to study sorption,

dissolution, and surface topography of heterogeneous real-

world samples composed of rough particles and/or soft

surfaces.

Technical Accomplishments

A new magnetic tapping mode AFM system was installed

and tested (Molecular Imaging, Phoenix, Arizona). This

method of AFM tip oscillation by means of external mag-

netic field offers several advantages of the tapping mode

for soft and complex samples such as biological mem-

branes and bacteria. The new molecular imaging SPM

system also includes liquid flow cells and variable tem-

perature stages for imaging samples under water in

controlled chemical and thermal conditions. This control

will be essential for quantitative analysis of sorption iso-

therms and sorption kinetics using a picogravimeter.

In conjunction with installation and demonstration of the

new molecular imaging equipment, a workshop, “SPM

Applications in Environmental Science and Microbiology:’

was organized and hosted May 26–27 in the EMSL. This
workshop was attended by more than 25 participants,

approximately half from offsitc. Speakers included

Professor Patricia Maurice (Kent State University), who is

a recognized leader in application of MM to complex geo-
chernical samples; Professor Stewart Lindsay (Arizona

State University), who is one of the founders of the AFM

field; Dr. Don Baer fi-om EMSL Materials and Interfaces

group and Dr. Stephen Joyce iiom EMSL Chemical

Structure and Dynamics group, both recognized leaders in

applying SPM methods to surface science research.

A sample of carbon nanotubes was received from the Rice

University group (Professor R. Smalley). The lead post-

doc in that group, Dr. H. Dai, has recently joined the

faculty at Stanford University. Dr. Dai visited PNNL at the

end of October 1998 (Dai et rd. 1996). We are making

arrangements to visit Dr. Dai in FY 1999 to stay abreast of

technical developments in using nanotubes for SPM.

In FY 1998, we procured and setup the equipment needed

to attach nanotubes to AFM tips. We have attached nano-

tubes to AFM tips and are now learning how to improve

our control over the angle between cantilever and nanotube
(Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1. AFM cantilever approaches a bundle of carbon
nanotubes. The bundle of nanotubes is seen as the curved
dark band below the triangular nanotube tip.

Figure 2. Example of one nanotube attached to an AFM tip.
Near the tip, the tube consists of a bundle of nanotubes, which
tapers out to a siagle nanotube at the far end of the bundle.
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Numerical Modeling Enhancements for CFEST and STOMP

Mark D. Williams, MarkD. Wbi@ CharlesR Cole

StudyControlNumber: PN9SOS7/1303

Project Description

This project involved enhancing the capabilities of the

Laboratory’s two principal groundwater simulation tools,

CFEST for regional saturated systems and STOMP for

near-field variably saturated systems. The primary

objective for the project was to increase knowledge in

solving subsurface science and environmental remediation

problems via numerical simulation. Specific capabilities

for these simulators had been lacking, making their use

limited in a competitive environment where ~oundwater

simulation tools ae accessible globally via the Internet.

For CFEST, the specific advancements were to simplify or

semi-automate boundary condhion and source term specifi-

cations. For STOMP, a visual rocldsoil zonation system

was developed that allowed stratigraphic data from well

logs to be converted into three-dimensional zonation maps

that could be directly incorporated into the simulator or

visualized.

TechnicaI Accomplishments

STOMP

The specific objective for the STOMP-related component

of the project was to develop a software capability that

rdlowed stratigraphy data from well logs to be converted

into three-dimensiomd zonation maps for direct application

in STOMP simulations and visualization. This specific

software capability was listed jointly by the Tank Waste

Remediation System (TWIGS); Hanford Tank Waste

Initiative (HWI), and Immobilized Low-Activity Waste

Performance Assessment (ILAW PA) activities on the

Hanford Site as being a “top desirable feature” for its

vadose zone flow and transport simulator packages. After

a series of attempts at constructing a software chain from

available software, including Geologic Information

Systems (GIS), EarthVision, Argus, and Groundwater

Vistas, the objective was realized by developing a geologic

interpolation and zonation-mapping program called

GeoSTOMP. Zonation maps created by GeoSTOMP can

be directly incorporated into STOMP simulations and are

currently being visualized through a Unix workstation

utility developed by Advanced Visual Systems. An

example zonation map created for a portion of the SX Tank

Farm on the Hanford Site is shown in Figure 1. This

approach of writing a customized interpolation scheme for

mapping geologic stmctures onto computational domains

and then visualizing the created zonation maps via a

commercially available three-dimensional visualization

routine provides the STOMP user or client with the

proposed software capabilities without having to incur the

relatively high cost for GIS-type packages.

Figure 1. Zonation map of Hanford SY Ta& Farm

CFEST

l%e objectives of the CFEST enhancements were to

improve the capabilities and efficiency for applying

complex boundary conditions for three-dimensional

hydrogeologic model development. These enhancements

were incorporated into the GeoFEST system, a tool for

linking GIS and scientific visualization software into an

integrated environment for the construction and mainten-

ance of hydrogeologic models. The GeoFEST system was

initially developed for consb-ucting a 2000-krn-scale

hydrogeologic model of the West Siberian Basin. It has

since evolved and is now an essential tool in developing

and maintaining hydrogeologic models that support a

number of PNNL projects (e.g., Mayak and Tomsk sites in

Siberia, PNNL Hanford Sitewide Groundwater Model,

Composite Analysis, and CO18 Tritium Analysis).

.
●
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The specific enhancements developed for this project were

the automation of dirichlet and mixed boundary conditions

for rivers, lakes, and source terms. In addition to increas-

ing model development capabilities and efficiency, these

automated enhancements also improve quality assurance.

The RIVERFEST module was developed for identifying

nodes and building boundary conditions on linear features

(e.g., rivers) matched to a finite element grid and the

POLYFEST module for boundary condhions based on

polygonal features (lakes and source terms). Arc/Info GIS

software is used to digitize or graphically define linear or

polygonal features. The new modules developed in this

effort map these features onto a finite element grid, select

the appropriate nodes and elements within a specified

tolerance, apply user-supplied attributes for these features, “

and create the required CFEST model input for the selected

boundary condition type. Attributes specified for these

features include riverhdce elevations, depth, river width,

riverhke bottom sediment properties, and sources. Repre-

sentative areas for each node are also calculated. Specific

attributes (e.g., river elevation) can be interpolated onto a

large finite element grid ilom sparse data points. Figure 2

illustrates the rivers and canal nodes selected for the

Mayak hydrogeologic model.

Figure 2. Mayak hydrogeologic model

Other Accomplishments

The GeoSTOMP application package was used in the

development of a geologic and engineered structure

zonation map of the SX Tank Farm for the simulation of

water shedding around the SX-109 tank. This million-

node simulation was executed on the Laboratory’s

NWMPP1 cluster of computers, using 64 processors in

parallel, and the results were used for a presentation during

PNNL’s Onsite Review. This capability will continue to

support the laboratory’s vadose zone flow and transport

simulations for both serial and parallel applications.

The new GeoFEST features developed under this LDRD

project were applied and demonstrated on an enhanced

hydrogeologic model on the Mayak site in Siberia during

FY 1998 in a cooperative research program with Russian

scientists. The capabilities of these new features permitted

the rapid development of complex boundary conditions for

the modeling of surface watdgroundwater interactions

involving seven rivers, four canals, 19 lakes, and 11

marshes applied to approximately 2000 nodes of the finite

element grid.
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Scaling Transport and Reactions in Geochemical Systems
from the Micron to Continuum Scales

Brian D. Wood, EllynM. IvlurPhY

StudyControlNumber: PN98067/1313

Project Description

The objective of this project is to use volume averaging

and other upscaling techniques to develop the macroscopic

relations that describe mass transfer and reactions in geo-

logic media. This upscaling consists of formal procedures

for incorporating information from the smallest scales of

interest (the microscopic scale) to the field scale (macro-

scopic or continuum scale). Such upscaling techniques are

one mechanism with which to incorporate fundamental

information collected by molecular scientists and microb-

iologists into descriptions that apply to the field.

Technical Accomplishments

Natural geologic media are hierarchical in structure, and

this structure controls the physical processes of transport

and reactions. In Figure 1, we show a hierarchical struc-

ture that might be associated with the process of biodegra-

dation in porous media. At level I, we present the smallest

scale that might be of interest in such a system (the scrde of

a single organism); thk level represents the most funda-

mental information considered for upscaling. The charac-

teristic length associated with this level might be on the

order of nanometers to microns. It is at this level that basic

information from molecular sciences and microbiology

enters the process description. At level II, we show a bio-

film, which has a characteristic length scale on the order of

tens of microns. These biofihns may occur as thick films,

as shown here, or as sparsely distributed organisms. At

level III, we indicate an individual pore of a porous media

with a characteristic length on the order of millimeters. At

level IV, we depict a representative volume of porous

me&a that contains biofilms; the characteristic size of this

volume may be on the order of centimeters or more. It is at

this level that most studies of transport and reactions in

porous media are postulated, and this means that smaller-

scale information is conventionally included in au heuristic

manner. At level V, we have indicated a scale represen-

tative of the field, which maybe on the order of meters or

more.
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In our investigations, we are using the techniques of

continuum mechanics and volume averaging to upscale the

processes that occur at the smallest scales (level I) up to

the largest scales of interest (levels IV and V). Because the

porous media are hierarchical, this upscaling must be

conducted in a sequential manner, starting with the small-

est scales of interest. We have begun the process of up-

scaling mass transport and biologically med~ated reactions

in natural porous media by using volume averaging to pass

ti-om level I up to level II. The result of the volume

averaging is the upscaled representation of dMusion and

reactions that occur in biofilms. Because we have started

from scales that are smaller than a single organism, the

resulting upscaled equations contain effective parameters

that are rigorously defined in terms of the geometry of the

biofilm, the reaction rates internal to cells in the biofilm,



and the kinetics and mass transfer that mediate transport

across cell membranes.

Under the conditions of local mass equilibrium (a rigor-

ously defined condhion where the concentrations inside

and outside the cell are given by equilibrium relations) our

resulting expressions for multi-species mass transfer and

reaction in biofilms are of the same mathematical form as

many conventional expressions. The important difference,

however, is that the effective partieters (diffusion coef-

ficient and effective microbial reaction rate parameters) are

defined in terms of more fundamental parameters that can

be measured. For the effective diffusion coefficient, the

pammeter is a function of the geometry of the biofilm. The

effective dHfusion coefficient is calculated by the solution

to a closure problem. The closure problem relates the

microscopic details of the structure of the biofilm to the

effective (macroscopic) diffusion coefficient. We have

developed the closure problem for predicting the effective

diffusion coefficient for level II and have determined the

solution numerically. Presently, this has been completed

only for simple geometries. We are now extending the

technique to solve for the effective diffusion coefficient for

more realistic biofilm geometries.

As a second area of emphasis for biofihus (at the scale of

level II), we have been investigating the representation of

biofilm growth. Using continuum mechanics and volume

averaging, we have established the relationship between

the fluxes of dissolved aqueous species inside and outside

of the cell to the effective (macroscopic) biofilm growth

rate. In this way, both the mass transfer and kinetics that

apply to the reacting species are incorporated into the

description of growth. The effects of mass transfer have

not been included in the description of microbial growth

conventionally. Mass transfer represents anew tool to

further the understanding of microbial processes. It can be

used in an extended notion of highly structured models for

cell growth.

We have begun our investigations for scaling mass

transport and reactions horn level II up to the Darcy scale

(level IV). Our initial efforts have been focused on a ‘pre-

averaging’ technique to develop the proper boundary

condhions for sparse biofilms that do not fully cover the

surface. Scaling from level II to level IV will be the focus

of our continuing research. .

Publications

Wood BD and S Whitaker. 1998. “Multi-species diffusion

and reactions in biofilms.s’ Submitted to Chemical

Engineering Science.

Wood BD and S Whitaker. 1998. “Growth in biofilms.”

Submitted to Biotechnology and Bioengineering.
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Speciation of UranylAqueous and Surface Complexes
by Cryogenic Spectroscopic Methods

Donald M. Friedrich

StudvControlNumber: PN96067/1134

Project Description

The goals of this project are to determine speciation of

uranyl complexes in aqueous-phase and on aqueouslsolid

interfaces and to elucidate structural detail about the

complexes and their bmdlng sites. Research was focused

on producing hyperquenched cryogenic films of uranyl

complexes in aqueous solution and in suspensions of layer

silicates; measuring excitation and fluorescence spectra at

high resolution by laser excitation methods, primarily

laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) line-naxrowin~ and

identifying the uranyl complexes by correlating measured

vibronic frequencies with those of model uranyl complexes

(e.g., uranyl on alumina, silica etc.) and with frequencies

determined by quantum chemical structure calculations

performed in the EMSL at PNNL. Improved spectroscopic

resolution will provide greater detail in the speciation of

the actinide complexes both in solution and at aqueous/

mineral interfaces. The results obtained for aqueous

speciation will serve as the baseline for interpreting surface

speciation and will clarify the chemical (thermodynamic)
and spectroscopic (structural) interrelationships between

solution and surface species.

Technical Accomplishments

An opticaJ interface between the cryostat and a high-

resolution spectrograph (resolution 18,000 or 1 cm-l at

500 nm) was constructed and tested. Throughput of the

aerosol deposition was increased by upgrading the vacuum

system turbopump cooling and adding a fast electropneu-

matic gate valve in the aerosol delivery line (Figure 1).

Procedures were developed for recording high-resolution

spectra in a scanning mode using a modified data collec-

tion protocol with the spectrometer’s intensified array

detector. This procedure will allow spectra collection by

array detection andlor by high-resolution scanning on the

same detector. Figure 1 demonstrates the excellent signal

to noise obtainable with this spectrometer from low con-

centration of uranyl in silica glass matrix. Emission of the

aquo complex is also shown for comparison (recorded on a

commercial spectrophotometer).
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Figure 1. Schematic cross-section of the cryogenic hyper-
quenching deposition chamber with vibrating ofllce aerosol
generator, differential pumping, and fast electropneusnatic
gate valve. Typical aerosol propertiw are diameter 20-100
microns (monodisperse); velocity --1000 cm/s.

Using dispersible dilute uranyl solutions in EMSL has not

been approved. In order to test LIF line-narrowing pro-

cedure, surrogate sample systems have been identified.

LIF spectra of these surrogates should lead to publishable

results.

The following new tasks represented a change in the

direction and physical location for the project and are

proposed for FY 1999.

NondiSpersible Sample Matrix

Two nondispersible forms of uranyl sample matrix have

been identified. These are commercial uranyl doped silica

glass (yellow optical filter) sold by the Kopp corporation

(the former Corning line of filter glasses) (Fi~e 2), and

organic glass matrix solidified ti-om an aqueous/methanol

solution of dextrose or other sugars (1-hrtubise 1997). The
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Figure 2. Fluorescence of uranyl in siIica glass at (a) 85K and
(b) room temperature (Corning glass #3718, C.S. 3-94). The
sharp line is 488 ma excitation light scattered from the uranyl
glass. Bandpass is 0.7 um (8 detector pixels) recorded on the
1 m hyperquenching spectrometer. Trace (c)is room temper-
ature uranyl nitrate 104 M aqueous solution at pH 1.0 (0.9 mu
detection bandpass; 313.5 mu excitation recorded on a Spex
Fluorolog II fluorometer).

most dilute glass (#371 8) displayed the highest transmit-

tance and the most structured fluorescence spectrum,

which is significantly broader than that of uranyl aquo

complex (Figure 2). This indicates a high degree of

heterogeneous (site) broadening in the silica glass. We are

now adapting LIF line-narrowing procedures for the

commercial uranyl silica glass, as demonstrated by Theme

et al. (1987). The sugar glasses till contain uranyl/clay

suspensions for speciation studies in our cryogenic spectro-

scopy apparatus. A 1OO-PL solid glass of dextrose con-

taining dilute uranyl nitrate (C104 M) constitutes a non-

dispersible sample because it is prepared in situ in a

shallow circular well formed in a silica plate and subse-

quently encapsulated with a siHca cover. Such samples are

not as desirable as clay/water suspensions captured by

cryogenic hyperquenchhg for geochemical application.

However, observing and identifying the uranylhnineral

surface complexes in dextrose glasses will provide abase

for interpreting spectra obtained from the harder-to-prepare

hyperquenched aerosols. We have already made dextrose

glass samples containing europium and EDTA complexes

and are preparing to study by LIF spectra the properties of

cryogenic dextrose uranyl glass samples when they are

finally approved as nondispersible samples for use in

EMSL.

Hyperquenching of Europium Aerosols

To test the performance of the aerosol deposition and

hyperquenching system, we interfaced the cryostat to a

narrow line-width, pulsed laser operating in the 580-590

nm region for europium studies. This laser is located sev-

eral meters away from the cryostat and is being used by

EMSL collaborators for europium speciation studies. We

have designed a fiberoptic delivery system that will carry

the laser light safely from the laser to the cryostat without

disturbing ongoing measurements. Using the pulsed laser

also will enable two photon-excitation studies, which have

proven very useful in crystals for determining the effects of

molecular environment on the electronic and vibrational

spectra of uranyl (Denning 1991).. Europium will be a

good test material for aerosol deposition procedures

because undesired contamination of equipment can easily

be detected by its characteristic red fluorescence at 610-

615 nm. Europium is a surrogate for americium in actinide

studies and for calcium binding in biochemistry.

New Laser Spectroscopy Laboratory

In FY 1998, anew laser spectroscopy laboratory was set

up in a low-level radiological zone in the 331 Building.

The lab now contains a laser system of adequately narrow

line-width for the proposed hyyerquenched line-narrowing

studies of uranyl. Early in FY 1999, a Raman spectro-

scopy system will be installed that will be capable of

resolving cryogenic uranyl fluorescence spectral lines. The

hyperquenching cryogenic system from this LDRD project

will be rebuilt in a compact and mobile configuration for

operation in the new spectroscopy lab. One significant

advantage of this move will be to enable study of uranyl

complexes at higher concentrations than originally planned

for EMSL (i.e., >104 M) and other actinyl and actinide

species of interest to DOE and the NRC, who have ex-

pressed interest in the technique. A short white paper on

speciation by hyperquenching will be sent to the NRC

early in FY 1999.
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Subsurface Reactive Transport

StevenB. Yabusaki, AshokChilakapati,AndrewR Fehny

StudyControlNuxnher:PN97101f1242

Project Description

An interdisciplinary team of subsurface scientists,

engineers, applied mathematicians, and computational

scientists is developing a subsurface flow and reactive

transport simulation capability that mechanistically

addresses important DOE problems where existing analysis

tools are inadequate. The new capability will provide an

efficient and flexible framework for performing fully

coupled, high-resolution, three-dimensional, noniso-

thermal, muhiphase, muhi-componenc and high-ionic-

stxength reactive transport simulations. These simulations

are necessary for fundamental advancements in the under-

standing of contaminant behavior in the subsurface and “

assessment of remediation strategies. Critical issues that

will benefit from this level of anrdysis include contaminant

migration beneath the Hanford SX Tank Farm, low-level

and high-level radioactive waste management design,

natural attenuation efficacy, in situ treatment design and

operation, and optimization of integrated remedial

activities.

Technical Accomplishments

Workshop on Subsurface Reactive Transport Modeling

Twenty-seven external attendees representing four riational

laboratories, four U.S. government agencies, and eight

countries participated in a reactive transport modeling

workshop October 29-November 1, 1997, at the EMSL

auditorium and conference rooms. A set of benchmark

problems formalized by the steering committee and

maintained on a website provided a focrd point for formal

presentations, informal discussions, and hands-on inter-

actions with models and modelers. The workshop sum-

marized the state of simulation capabilities and key

science/modeling issues. This information was then used

to guide the development activities for this project.

Vadose Zone Tank Farm Simulation

Demonstration calculations were performed with the

newest version of the simulator on a hypothetical leak in

the Hanford SX tank farm. Variably saturated flow around

the tanks and through the Hanford stratigraphic sequence -

were simulated for 10 years followed by a three-year leak

of 250,000 gallons. The million-node simulation used 64

(of the 512) processors on the EMSL computer and

required three wall-clock hours. The precipitation and

dissolution of minerals beneath the leaking tank were also

simulated with high-ionic-strength components, including

Al, N% N03-, and OH-. As the pH 14.5 tank fluid en-

countered the Hanford sediments, cristobalite was pre-

dicted to dissolve and buffer the migratig fluid toward the

background pH of 8.3. The reduction in pH results in the

precipitation of the highly concentrated aqueous alumi-

num. Mineral precipitation and dissolution is significant

enough to alter the porosity of the matrix that feeds directly

back to the transport calculations. Matrix modifications

are also potential feedbacks to the availability of reactive

mineral surfaces.

FY 1998 Progress

The project is using a novel parallel code development

approach based on a Fortran preprocessor @P) originally

developed at PNNL. The FP allows team members who

are most familiar with subsurface processes to do the bulk

of the progr amming. Physics are coded in high-level

Figure 1. Simulated leak event beneath the SX Tank Farm
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Fortran-90; low-level details of the data distribution across

processors and synchronization of communication between

processors are handled by IT by generating new Fortran

code and MPI directives that are processed by standard

compilers. The parallel multiphase flow module of the

simulator was successfully developed and tested on the

EMSL parallel computer using this approach.

A Parallel Solver Library has been developed specifically

for the non-symmetric and ill-conditioned matrixes that

characterize subsurface muhiphase systems of equations.

Significant speedups in the library have been achieved

through improved schemes that accelerate convergence and

minimize operations.

Variably saturated flow code for the parallel multiphase

module was developed and tested on multiprocessor

workstations and, in the case of the Hanford tank simu-

lation, on the EMSL massively parallel computer. Parallel

code for the aqueous and brine phases with passive gas

entrapment were also developed and tested.

A new “split kinetics” algorithm was developed, tested,

and published for the transport module to address advec-

tion tightly coupled with equilibrium chemistry. A stream-

tube approach to verifi the accuracy of the numerical

formulation of the reactive transport algorithm was also

published. Analytical solutions for problems with nonuni-

form flow and nonlinear reactions were developed and

submitted for publication.

A Pitzer activity model for high-ionic strength chemistry

was developed for the reaction module. Nonisothermal

thermodynamics, including the Pitzer functions, can now

be addressed. A new, robust reaction equation solver

formulation using novel logarithmic transformations and

homotopy methods was developed and has so far proven to

be superior to previous approaches.

Real-time parallel visualization has been incorporated into

the simulator using the pV3 software package. A graphics

workstation can attach and detach from jobs running on the
EMSL parallel computer at any time by selecting from a

variety of visualization options (e.g., isosnrface, cutting

planes, graphs, velocity vectors, particle advection) in the

PV3 interface. pV3 also permits problem steering and

generation of MPEG movies.

Figure 2. pV3 real-time visualization of carbonate
biogeochemical transport
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A Smart Molecular Membrane System for Waste
Water Treatment and Recycle

Ximdong Feng, LordM. Peurrong

StudyControlNumber: PN97005/1146

Project Description

Water purification and recycle at high efficiency and low

cost could be one of the most important R&D areas of the

next century. Thk project investigated the use of an

advanced membrane that could be used for wastewater

treatment and recycle. The proposed membrane is based

on a “smart” polymer system that changes from a folded,

dehydrated molecular configuration to an unfolded, hydrat-

ed configuration when the membrane is subjected to a

temperature change. These changes in configuration can

be exploited in a variety of ways to create useful applica-

tions in water purification as well as in other areas.

The FY 1997 work identified and synthesized a promising

smart polymer, polyN-isopropylacrylamide (PIWPAAm),

showing it to reversibly adsorb over 20 times its dry

weight in water and discharge molecularly pure water by

changing the temperature less than 10”C. PNLPAArn

exlibits remarkable hydration-dehydration properties in

aqueous solution with changes in temperature. At room

temperature, the PNIPAAm chains hydrate to form an

expanded structure. Above 32”C, however, the PNIPAAm

chains dehydrate, collapsing the structure. We have

demonstrated that surfaces coated with PNIPA4m change

from hydrophilic (22”C) to hydrophobic (40”C) in

character (Figure 1).
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Figore 1. Surface tension properties of PNIP&lm as a
function of temperature

Technical Accomplishments

PY’ 1998 work further improved the durability and per-

formance of the selected polymer system by attaching it to

more rigid substrates. These systems were used to perform

proof-of-principle demonstrations of water purification

using a simple membrane-based cell. These experiments

measured the effectiveness of the membrane in separating

larger molecules from water. Membrane performance was

evaluated by the separation of dextran (NW = 6,300 to

2,000,000).. The experiments showed that membrane

temperature can be used to control the rejection of dextran

and the rate of permeate flow, yielding properties ranging

from those typical of microfiltration to those of ultra-

filtration. The “cutoff’ molecular weight passing through

the filter can thereby be controlled and reversibly varied

(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Effect of temperature on rejection of dextran of
varying molecular weight

The search for sources of clean water and the treatment of

wastewater have become more and more urgent as both the

global population and the global economy boom. Reverse

osmosis (RO) membranes have been used effectively to

produce fresh water horn ocean water and to purify

wastewater discharged from industrial and municipal

processes. However, fouling of RO membranes has

inhibited their large-scale application. Fouling causes a
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loss in water permeation rate, purity, and operational

efficiency and leads to premature membrane replacement

and higher operating costs. Thus, research into non-

fouling membranes has been very attractive to membrane

manufacturers as well as to chemists, materirds scientists,

and engineers.
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Antimicrobial Coatings

MrmfshM. Shah

Study Control Number: PN970121H53

Project Description

The central core of this project is to develop the ability to

install antimicrobial activity on the surfaces of medical

devices. The strategy employed builds on our existing

capabilities in surface chemistry and molecuku self-

assembly. Thus, a fnnctionalized self-assembled mono-

layer (SAM) is appended to the surface of interest, which

can be polymeric, ceramic, or metallic in nature (making

this a highly versatile methodology). The monolayer

interface subsequently serves as the foundation upon which

the antirnicrobhl activity is built. Our initial thrust focused

on attaching antimicrobial peptides to the monolayer. This

tact was chosen because the antimicrobial peptides are

essentially catalytic in nature (not consumed in the

process) and are capable of extremely high turnover

numbers, thus providing the possibility of long-term anti-

microbial activi~. In the fist year of this project, we

demonstrated that antimicrobial peptides (e.g., heparin,

vancomycin) and antibiotic pharmaceuticals (penicillin G,

etc.), could be covalently attached to the monolayer inter-

face. These antirnicrobially modified surfaces ‘were found

to have little effect on solution populations of E. coli but

were found to inhibit cellular adhesion to the surface,

thereby significantly retarding the formation of breeding

colonies.

TechnicaI Accomplishments

Due to the failure of the initial systems to affect the solu-

tion populations of E. coli, it was decided to mod~ the

original design concept. The result of this conceptual

evolution was the decision to use a three-pronged strategy

that inco~orated the above-described permanent attach-

ment of antimicrobial peptides as well as two separate

mechanisms that release antimicrobkd agents from the

monolayer interface (see Figure 1). The first of these

mechanisms is simple timed release, in which the anti-

microbial agent is released into solution overtime by

simple diffusion or chemical degradation processes. The

second is triggered release, in which physical contact of a

bacterium triggers the release of the antimicrobial agent

into the cell. These two mechanisms complement one

another. By combining these three strategies, we can kill

microbes in solution adjacent to a me&cal device, we can

Figure 1. Three strategies to repel microbes

kill microbes coming in contact with the surface of the

me&cal device, and we can prevent microbial attachment

colonization on the medical device.

In addition, we decided to incorporate an indicator dye

molecule into the monolayer interface with the same

chemistry used for the triggered-release mechanism. Thus,

should abacterial infection develop on the surface of the

medical device (e.g., urinary catheter), the dye molecule

would be released, allowing for ready diagnosis of the

incipient infection by medical personnel (see Figure 2).

Ca5eter

@ Dyereleasedbefm
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F@re 2. Dye molecule release to indicate infection

Results

The iirst step was to increase the palette of antimicrobial

peptides used to ensure we weren’t falling prey to unseen

problems stemming from disfavorable conformations of
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one or two problematic peptides. Thus, Polymixin B and

Kanamycin were also covalently attached to the monolayer

interface via a urea linkage. Several additional antibiotics

(teh-acycline, chloramphenicol, na.lidixic acid, etc.) were

also attached in similar fashion to an isocyanate terminated

monolayer. All testing in FY 1998 was performed on

single-crystal doped silicon wafers.

E. coli exposures were carried out using freshly prepmed

cultures and optical density measurements were taken at

600 nm to monitor solution cell populations as a function

of time. AMC microscope images were recorded before,

during, and after E. coli exposure to monitor cellular adhe-

sion. Early experiments were plagued with cell culture

viabilhy problems. These problems were corrected, and

testing continued.

Most of the candidates above suffered from modest biofilm

formation after E. coli exposure, reinforcing the concept

that these methods need to be used together and that no

single strategy will be completely effective.

The triggered-release concept was tested by preparing a

monolayer composed of silane molectdes terminated with

an ester of m-chloroxylenol, a common antimicrobial agent

used in soaps and surgical scrub rooms. In addition, 2-

phenylphenol (the active ingredient in Lysol) was “

incorporated into an isocyanate terminated monolayer

interface. Tests of the m-chloroxylenol ester were

inconclusive due to cell culture viability problems and

need to be repeated. Tests of the 2-phenylphenol termin-

ated monolayer suggest that thk is indeed a viable

approach. Nalidtic acid also falls under the triggered-

release category because it is bound via a ilagile mixed

anhydride linkage. In this case, we noted high surface

concentrations of bacteria but fewer in solution, suggesting

that the nalidixic acid had indeed been released from the

surface (thickness data tend to support this conclusion but

are inconclusive due to competing biofilm formation).

Attempts at installing a 4-phenylphenol monolayer on the

surface resulted in a film, 200-400 ~ thick, that was shown

to be an effective timed-release matrix of 4-phenylphenol,

consistently inlibidng solution E. coli populations (but not

eradicating them).

The requirements for the dye molecule to be incorporated

into the monolayer are

0

0

0

0

0

0

it must be colored at physiological pH

it must have a very high extinction coefficient because

very small amount will be released

it must have an unusual color to be easily identified (a

yellow dye in a urine stream is clearly of little value)

it should preferably be phenol-based so it can use the

same chemistry as the triggered-release system

its attachment chemistry must be stable to physio-

logical pH

the dye must be soluble at physiological pH.

These considerations led us to adopt bromophenol blue for

these studies. Attachment of bromophenol blue to the

monolayer interface has been demonstrated, and this

system has been shown to be stable to a range of urinaryl

physiological pHs. Tests demonstrating bacterial triggered

release of the dye are pending.
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.Architectural Design of Three-Dimensional Scaffolds
for Biological Applications

Beth L. Armstrong, SureshBaskaran, Lin Song

Study Control Number: PN98005/1251

Project Description

The objective of this project is to develop a range of

forming processes for construction of three-dimensional

organic and inorganic tissue scaffolds. These scaffolds are

intended for use as cell supports, bone fillers, and tissue

regeneration templates. Three different approaches are

being investigated:

. tape casting and calendering

. bicontinuous reverse micro emulsions

. rapid prototyping.

Each technique offers a unique route to forming scaffolds

with controlled pore size and structure in different bio-

compatible materials. TMs project addresses the fnada-

mental aspects of forming structures with controlled three-

dimensional networks and porosity, including the effects of

binder systems and solids loading and the characteristics of

the water-oil-surfactant system on strength, porosity, and

resorbability.

Technical Accomplishments

The first approach to constructing tissue scaffolds was to

adapt aqueous ceramic tape casting processes for fabri-

cating biopolymer tapes with controlled pore structure.

The process development was initiated in FY 1998 with

the biopolymer, chitosan, as the model material. Chitosan

was selected based on findings from concurrent hard tissue

research at PNNL. Chhosan scaffolds with a range of pore

structures were synthesized using several process methods.

All of the process methods used tape casting to fabricate

the porous scaffolds.

First, the effect of molecular weight and chitosan concen-

trations in the solution on scaffold formation and structure

were investigated. As anticipated, as the molecular weight

of the chitosan and the chitosan concentration in aqueous

solution increased, the pore size decreased and the density

of structure increased. Porosity was also titroduced in the

chitosau films using inorganic inclusions, specifically,

silica gels in two size ranges (1040pm and 70-140 pm).

The silica particles were mixed into solution with the

chitosau and cast normally. Once the tape was formed, the

silica particles were dissolved in a mildly caustic solution,

which resulted in a gelled and porous chitosan tape. This

method was highly effective in producing tapes with con-

trolled pore sizes. Finally, we investigated aeration or

foaming of the chitosan solutions as a method to introduce

porosity. Mechanical mixing techniques provided the best

control of foamed solution with mixing rate, mixing time,

and chitosan concentration as the variables controlling pore

size.

With control of porosity, the cast tapes can be layered and

laminated together to produce a graded aud/or three-

dmensionrd scaffold that can be Iefi as a sheet for wound

dressings or rolled in a tubular form for other applications.

In the second approach, three-dimensional calcium

phosphate (Cap) scaffolds were fabricated using the self-

assembly of amphiphilic molecules such as surfactants,

lipids, copolymers, and proteins. In FY 1998, we devel-

oped a process to synthesize three-dimensional CaP

networks. Surfactant templates, such as bicontinuous

reverse rnicroemulsions and “L3 sponge” phases, were

constructed by mixing surfactanb oil or a cosurfactant, and

an aqueous solution con@ining CaC12 o; Ca(N03)2.

Surfactant didodecyldimethyl-amrnonium bromide and

didecyldimethyhunmonium bromide were used for con-

structing bicontinuous reverse rnicroemulsion templates.

The formation of the desired microstructure was monitored

by the significant increase in conductivity. Surfactaut

cetylpyridkium chloride with a co-surfactrm~ hexanol, was

used to form the L3 sponge phase. The resultant templates

were used to control the formation of calcium phosphate

materials by addition of a ~)2HP04 solution. The tem-

plates were later removed by washing in various solvents

and crdcining at high temperature. Microstructure,

phases, and surface areas of synthesized materials were

characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

x-ray diftiaction @RD), and BET methods, respectively.
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CaP materials synthesized have pore size ranging from 0.5

to 20 microns. An example is shown in Figure 1. Heat

treatment of calcium phosphate formed on the template had

a significant effect on the mineral phase of the final pro-

duct. This control of calcium phosphate phase was inves-

tigated by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), DTA, and

XRD. We were able to obtain several Cal? phases such as

hydroxyapatite, metacalcium phosphate (Ca(PO~)z) and

pyrocalcium phosphate (CazPz07). With this surfactant-

templated approach, it should be possible to further control

the porosity and morphology of three-dimensional C@,

and to incorporate polymers and proteins in the scaffolds.

The third approach was using a “rapid prototyping” layered

fabrication method for calcium phosphate scaffolds.

Powder characteristics, slurry dispersion condhions and

loadings, binder molecukw weigh~ and sintering conditions

were optimized. A methodology was established to obtain

hydroxyapatite samples by gelation of slurry layers. High

Figure 1. Porous calcium phosphate synthesized using an
L3 sponge phase template

density (>95% of theoretical) is attainable in slurry-derived

samples fabricated by layered gelation. Simple square

slabs and right circular cylinders have been fabricated from

two-dimensional drawings. Macroporosity (>100 pm and

>50 vol%) was introduced using commercially available

surfactants in model slurries. The surfactants can be

pyrolyzed after layered fabrication, and the macroporosity

can potentially be tailored by controlling surfactant

chemistry, surfactant amount and foaming procedures.

Water adsorption measurements in the fabricated samples

confirm that the porosity is open (continuous), which

indicates that there is potential for cell growth in simulated

biological fluids.
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Biological Interactions/Materials Biocoinpatibility

BarbaraJ. Tnrasevieh,SteveC. Goheen, KarenL. Wahl

StudyControlNumber: PN97019/1160

Project Description

Our objective is to develop a fundamental understanding of

how interfaces control biological responses. Biological.

interactions onto interfaces are important in mtificial and

resorbable implants, cell/tissue scaffolds, and invasive

probes. The success of a biomaterirtl depends largely on

how well its surface promotes or discourages nonspecific

protein adsorption and cellular responses. It is believed

that protein adsorption occurs initially and then mediates

interactions via adhesion receptors. We have studied serum

protein adsorption and endothelial cell growth onto model

self assembling monolayer (SAM) surfaces and have

developed a novel flow-through system to examine protein

adsorption and unfolding onto chromatographic supports.

Technical Accomplishments

Two approaches were used to examine protein adsorption

and cell growth onto tailored surfaces:

●

●

An in situ flow-through technique to examine protein

adsorption and unfolding onto chromatographic

supports.

Endothelial cell growth and serum protein adsorption

and elution onto model SAMS containing well-

controlled surface chemistries and structures.

In studies of protein adsorption and unfolding onto chro-

matographic supports, both bovine and human serum

proteins were exposed to different anionic and cationic

surfaces and their performance monitored by exposing

them to a continuously changing gradient of NaC1. The

concentration at which the proteins eluted identified the

binding strength.

The second parameter is the unfolding rate. When proteins

bind to solid surfaces they often also unfold. Native

proteins in solution cannot initiate the response. An

example is blood coagulation, adsorbed fibrinogen is

believed to trigger blood coagulation under some circum-

stances. It is unlikely that fibrinogen in its native state and

bound to a surface would trigger a biological response it

did not initiate in solution. We believe the structure of the

unfolded protein is the key. Some surfaces adsorb proteins

aggressively yet do not accelerate blood coagulation, sug-

gesting that the way proteins unfold on a surface

determines whether they stimulate a response.

When proteins are exposed to a surface in static condition,

they often bind strongly. When exposure is short (seconds

to minutes) there is less binding. We measured this effect

in solution and recovered more than 90~o of the major

plasma proteins if static exposure was less than one minute

under near-physiological conditions. Conversely, only

40 to 50% of the proteins were recovered if they remained

in static co@ition more than 15 minutes (Figure 1). This

phenomenon may help define why flow characteristics

around an implant are critical to blood compatibility.

We found that bovine aortic endothelial cell growth was

promoted on charged COOH surfaces in contrast to

uncharged hydrophilic OH and hydrophobic surfaces

(Tidwell et al. 1998). Cell growth was correlated with

increased fibronectin and albumin adsorption in a weakly

bound native conformation, indicating that higher serum

Fn adsorption levels cause enhanced cell attachment and

spreading and promote cell adhesion and growth by inter-

actions of RGD sequences with integrin receptor sites on
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Figure 1: Protein unfolding kinetics for fibrinogen, albumin,
and immunoglobulins at 37”C, pH 7.4
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the cell membrane. Also, cells start producing Fn that may

have higher affinity with the COOH SAM and displace

adsorbed albumin, further enhancing cell growth.

We examined mixtures of COOH (cell growth promoter),

and CH3 and OH functional groups (cell growth inhibitors)

to examine effects of surface site density on cell adhesion

and growth. We developed a mitochondrial (MTT) assay

to quantitatively determine cell activity over time. We also

developed surface analytical techniques to characterize the

surface composition of the mixed SAMS including x-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), time of flight secondary

ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), and contact angle wetting.

MTT assays showed similar amounts of cell adhesion at

four hours regardless of surface but large differences in

adhesion and growth after one day. This indicates that

surfaces affect cellular processes such as fibronectin

production and mitogenic activity. Figure 2 shows assay

results after one day as a function of percent COOH for

COOHOH mixtures. Heterogeneous surfaces of 60%

COOH resulted in even higher growth than 100% COOH

and a commercially available tissue culture surface, TCPS.

Maximum cell growth for 60% COOH was mixed with

CHq groups. This is significant because it suggests that

more complex, heterogeneous surfaces are more biocom-

patible than single-component surfaces.

This work elucidated the role of surfaces in controlling

endothelial cell growth and protein adsorption and

unfolding. The studies guide the design of surfaces and

materials to control biological responses and solve protein

II 1 I -t 1 11
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Figure 2. Endothelial cell growth onto COOHOH self
assembled interfaces after one day

and biofouling problems in government and industry.

Further work will examine cell growth onto more complex,

conforrnationally disordered surfaces, protein adsorption,

and time-dependent confirmational changes.
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Development of Improved Oxygen Electrolyzer Membranes

Timothy R Armstrong, Jeflkey W. Stevenson

Study Control Number: PN96015/1082

Project Description

The objective of this project was to develop new ionic

conductors with conductivity superior to yttrium-stabilized

zirconia-an electrol~e with enhanced ionic conductivity at

temperatures less than 700°C–and suitable electrode

materials for that electrolyte to improve startup time and

efficiency of oxygen generators and sensors. The electro-

lyte material of greatest interest is acceptor substituted (Sr,

Mg) lanthanum gallate.

Technical Accomplishments

Work in FY 1998 focused on identifying and evaluating

electrode materials for oxygen electrolyzer technology

based on doped lanthanum gallate membranes.

Lal.XSrXGal.YMgYOM compositions are designated by the

abbreviation LSGM. The numbers following the abbrevi-

ation refer to the relative proportions of Sr and Mg in the

material. For example, @.~SrO.10G%.8wg0.zOOs+ is

designated LSGM-102O.

Electrolyte membranes were prepared by tape casting

LSGM-102O powders using a solvent based tape casting

system. Disc-shaped specimens of the resulting tapes were

laminated and then sintered, producing dense electrolyte

membranes =400 pm thick. Slurries of candidate electrode

materials were prepared by mixing calcincd powders of

those materials with a commercial screen printing vehicle

using a three-roll mill. The resulting slurries were then

screen printed onto the sintered electrolyte membranes to

produce single electrolyzer test cells. The electrodes were

bonded to the electrolyte by heat treatment to 1200”C for

one hour. Platinum screens were attached to the screen

printed electrodes as current collectors. Platinum leads

were used to comect the current collectors to the leads of

the dc current source, dc ammeter, and dc voltmeter. A

screen-printed platinum electrode embedded in the middle

of the membranes allowed for half-cell measurements to be

taken in addition to full cell measurements obtained using

two electrodes on each side of the membranes. An electric

furnace was used to heat the test cells to the required

temperatures.

A variety of Sr-doped lanthanide cobaltite compositions

were synthesized by the glycinelnitrate combustion

technique

L~.@O.ZoCoOs (LSC-20), hO.80Sr0.20c@3 (=C-20)

pr(J,80&o.2oih03 (PSC-20), DyO.80Sr0.zOCoOs@3 C-20)

Er0,80Sro,20C003(ESC-20), and Ndo.soSro.zoCoOq

(NSC-20)

Several other candidate elechode compositions were

investigated

L~.80Sr0,20MnOs (LSM-20), L%.soSro.zr3FeOs@F-20)

L~.8Sr0,*Co0.SF%.@s (LSCF-2050), and platinum (pt)

After synthesis, the oxide powders were calcined in air at

850°C for four hours and then at 1200”C for one hour. The

calcined powders were then screen-printed onto the LSGM

membranes as described above. Results fkom a test cell

with LSC-20 electrodes are shown in Figure 1.

These current-voltage (I-V) plots were obtained at 800°C.

As expected, the cell behaved consistently regardless of the
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Figure 1. Lanthanum gallate cell with LSC-20 electrodes
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direction of the applied current. In these measurements,

the current through the membrane occurs by the transport

of oxygen ions from one side of the membrane to the otheq

gaseous oxygen is reduced to oxygen ions on the cathodic

side and is re-oxidized to gaseous oxygen on the anodic

side. As shoivn in Figure 2, cathodic and anodic overpo-

tentials were obtained from the half-cell voltages by

subtracting the ohmic losses due to the resistance of the

electrolyte membrane. The cathodic overpotentials were

substantially higher than the anodic overpotentials; it is

therefore desirable to develop electrode materials offering

cathodic overpotentials as low as possible to optimize the

efficiency of the electrolyzer cells. This issue is especially

important as the operating temperature of the cells is

reduced, since electrode overpotentials increase signi-

ficantly tith decreasing temperature.

The cathodic overpotentials measured for the candidate

electrode materials at 800”C are summarized in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Cathodic overpotentials at 800°C

The performances of the Pt and 1...S202O electrodes were

substantially inferior to the performance of the cobaltite

and ferrite electrodes, which offered similar values of

polarization (e.g., =0. 15-0.30 Vat 0.8 A/cm*). While the

conduction mechanisms for Pt and L.SM-20 are ahnost “

exclusively electronic in nature (electronic transference

number =1), the cobaltite and ferrite compositions offer

substantial oxygen ion conduction in addition to high

electronic conduction. It is likely that this ionic con-

duction, which occurs due to the presence of a significant

concentration of oxygen vacancies in the perovskite lattice,

enhances both the ionization of gaseous oxygen and the

transport of the oxygen ions into the lattice of the LSGM

membrane, thereby reducing the polarization at the

cathode/electrolyte interface. Thus, it seems clear that

mixed conducting materials (e.g., LSC-20, LSF-20) are to

be preferred as electrode materials for low-temperature

electrolyzer operation.
Figure 2. Calculation of cathodic and anodic overpotentials
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Development of Novel Photocatalysts Using Interracial Engineering

Yong Lisng

Study Control Number: PN9802WK269

Project Description

This project used a novel approach to enhance performance

of photocatalysts. The project is designed to address two

issues critical to photocatalysts: 1) increasing efficiency by

prolonging the lifetime of the photo-excited electron-hole

pairs and 2) using visible light to facilitate reactions on

catalysts with ultraviolet band-gaps. We propose to use

interracial engineering to tailor the catrdysts to achieve

these properties simultaneously. Specifically, we propose

to prolong photo-excited electron-hole pair lifetime by

spatially separating electrons and holes via band offsets.

We also propose to grow larger gap fihns on smaller gap

substrates with a suitable band configuration so that one

can use visible light to facilitate reactions on catalysts with

ultraviolet band gaps.

Technical Accomplishments

In FY 1998, we demonstrated the viabiMy of the following

concepts: 1) non-oxide semiconductor heterostructnres

with carefully tailored electronic stmctures significantly

increase electron-hole pair lifetime; 2) engineered hetero-

structures can be used with light of lower energy to induce

photo-excited electrons or holes in materials with wider

band-gaps; 3) engineered oxide materials with appropriate

band gaps and offsets can be synthesized by molecuhm

beam epitaxy (h4BE) and solution impregnation method;

and 4) engineered oxide powders can increase photo-

catalytic efficiency for hydrogen production.

Conceptual Tests on Interf’e-Induced Charge

Separation and Injection

We completed two conceptual tests on semiconductors’

ZnTe/CdSe heterostructures. ZnTe and CdSe have energy

gaps of 2.3 and 1.7 eV, respectively. The conduction band

of ZnTe is approximately 1.3 eV higher than that of CdSe,

resulting in a heterostructure desirable for charge separa-

tion. To verify the spatial charge separation and injection

concepts, we conducted several opticaJ measurements:

photo-IV and photo-luminescence measurements, lateral

photo-conductance, and spectral-response measurements.

Figure 1 summarizes the results of photo I-V measure-

ments on ZnTe/CdSe heterostructures. We irradiated the

heterostructures using lasers with photon energies of 1.4,

2.0, and 3.1 eV. Photon energies were selected for

different matches between the photon energies and band-

gaps of ZnTe and CdSe. We observed photo-induced

current and voltage upon above-gap excitation.

Energy(eV) Energy(eV)

Figure 1. Change of photo-voltage (a) and current (b) as a
function of ener~

Figure 2 shows zero photocurrent and voltage with irradia-

tion of 1.3 eV laser because 1.3 eV is smaller than the band

gaps of ZnTe and CdSe. However, finite photocument and

voltage were observed with irradiation of 2.0 eV laser.

Since 2.0 eV is greater than the band-gap of CdSe but

smaller than that of ZnTe, these results suggest that

photon-excited holes were injected to ZnTe layer, resulting

in the photovoltage built up between ZnTe and CdSe.

Under closed-circuit conditions, a photocument flowing

from ZnTe to CdSe was also observed. Further increase of

photocurrent and voltage was observed upon irradiation of

-1702(11o)
epitaxial

film

Sn07(l 10)

\

interface surface

energy substrate + +

+. ZGG34(5) eV
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Figure 2. Baud offsets between TiOz and Sn02
heterostructure
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3.1 eV laser because 3.1 eV photon can excite electron-

hole pairs both in CdSe and ZnTe, resulting in electron

injection from ZnTe to CdSe. Thus the energy dependence

of photocuxrent and voltage on ZnTe/CdSe heterostructures

demonstrated that we can use interfaces to spatially sepa-

rate the photo-excited electrons and holes and use smaller

energy light to induce photo-excited electrons or holes in “

materials with larger band-gap energy

Electron-Hole Pair Lifetime in Semiconductor

Heterostrnctnres

To examine the effect of spatial charge separation on

photo-excited electron-hole pair lifetimes, we used pico-

second laser spectroscopic techniques to measure the

fluorescence decay of photo-excited electrons and holes.

A hi-exponential decay with lifetimes of 31 and 345 pico-

second was observed and was believed to be due to the

thickness of the films. The CdSe and ZnTe films had a

thickness of 5000~, and electrons and holes excited far

from the interface could not migrate across the interface in

a timely fashion. A large portion of photo-excited elec-

trons and holes recombined before moving across the

interface. The longer lifetime of 345 ps is likely due to the

recombination near the interface region. The photo-excited

electrons and holes are mostly separated in the interface

region, and the recombination rate is lower. The short

lifetime corresponds to the recombination of photo-excited

electron-hole pairs in regions far from the interface, and

the longer lifetime corresponds to their recombination near

the interface. Although trap states in band gaps can also

cause long lifetime decays, photoluminescence measure-

ments show no evidence of these states in well-prepared

MBE thin films. Additional work is under way to verify

the interplay between film thickness and lifetime.

We also tested the ability of buffer layers (thin films) to

separate the photo-excited electrons and holes using muM-

Iayer structures such as ZnCdTe/ZnTe/CdSe with ZnTe as

the buffer layer. Lateral photoconductivity measurements

show the decay of the photoconductivity lasts more than”

ten minutes. Because it reflec~ the decay of carrier

(photo-excited electrons and holes) concentration, the

measurements suggest that the buffer layer can drastically

increase the lifetime of photo-excited electron and holes.

Band Offset Determination of Tia~Sno2 Heterostructure

After testing the semiconductors, we investigated

catalytically important materials such as the Ti02/Sn02

oxide heterostructure. We grew single-crystal Ti02 thin

films on SnOz substrates using MBE and determined the

band offsets between Ti02 and Sn02 with x-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy. Results show that although Ti02

and Sn02 have band gaps in the near ultraviolet regime

(3.2 and 3.5 eV), they form the desired structure for charge

separation with conduction and valance offsets of 0.15 eV

and 0.65 eV, respectively (Figure 2).

Photocatilytic Production of H2 with Engr”neered Oxide

Powders

To verifj that the charge separation increases reaction

efficiency, we conducted a hydrogen production reaction

via ultraviolet photolysis of water using Sn02 coated Ti02

powders as photocatalysts. The powders were synthesized

using the solution impregnation method with Ti02 surface

partially covered with Sn02 layer. Hydrogen production

was monitored with gas chromatography. Results show

close to a 100~o increase in Hz production over bare Ti02

powders, as seen in Figure 3, suggesting that the charge

separation increases the eficiency of photocatalysts.
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Figure 3. Hydrogen production using different photocatalysts
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Dissolvable Stents

wiiam D. &lslluels

Study ControlNumber: PN96018/1085

Project Description

Vascular reconstruction is an important means of life-

saving treatment in trauma injuries and vascular disease.

The recomection of arteries and veins has a high failure

rate due to stenosis at vascular anastomosis, thrombosis at

the reconnection, localized infection, and the mechanical

stress of vessel wall contractions. Failure in organ trans-

plant reconnection is as high as 80% in some procedures

over the lifetime of the patient. Addhionally, repairing

small arteries is tedious and technically difficult. Con-

siderable work has been focused on developing materials

to replace missing tissue, but little work has been con-

ducted on developing materials that will enhance anasto-

mosis or serve as a template for vascular healing. The aim

of this project is to develop material(s) that meet the

following four criteria

0

0

0

●

Must provide a surface that will promote healing and

retard thrombosis and stenosis.

Must be bioabsorbable to prevent continued stimula-

tion of cellular hyperplasia or localized toxemia.

Must provide a porous surface initially or by dissolu-

tion to ease generation of endothelial layer growth.

Must be mechanically robust so as it can be fabricated

into a thin-walled tube that will

– fit tightly into the hunen

maintain normal blood flow

withstand normal peristaltic action of the vessel.

This fiscal year the approach was to develop new synthetic

methods for introducing the amino acid esters onto the

[-N=P(Cl)z-].polymer. We used trialkyamine to complex

the HC1 derived from the substitution reaction

NHZCHRC02RI + 2RsN + [-N=P(CI)Z]. Y

[-N=P(NHCHRCOZR1)Z + 2RsNHC1 (1)

The trialkylamine hydrochloride complex is difficult to

remove without using water in the purification sequence,

and it also has a tendency to entrain the phosphazene

polymer. Replacing the tiallglanine with the alkali metal

carbonates was investigated. The reaction equation is then

NHZCHRCOZRI + 2MzCO~ + [-N=P(CI)2.]. Y

[-N=P(NHCHRCOZRI)Z + 2MHCOS + 2 MC1 (2)

The inorganic components, bicarbonates and chlorides, are

very insoluble in inorganic solvents and so are easier to

remove.

The second effort this year has been work incorporating

sugars and other natural materials into the polymer matrix.

Teehnical Accomplishments

The choice of alkali metal carbonates as the base for the

nucleophilic addition of amino acid esters was predicated

upon the results of several studies that had used these bases

to prepare the metal salts of phenols and alcohols. The

reaction conditions in these cases were suited for nucleo-

philes that are thermally less robust than the typical alcohol

or phenol. Additionally, the substitution of phenols on the

polyphosphazene backbone was substantially completed in

less time than is usually required (six hours at reflux versus

two to three days in an autoclave reactor).

Our results showed that the sodium and potassium carbon-

ate, when used in two-fold excess, gave as great a substitu-

tion as possible using the standard trialkyamine, triethyl

amine. The extra carbonate essentially precluded the for-

mation of dihydrogen carbonates, which decompose into

water and carbon dioxide. The formation of water would

initially hydrolyze phosphorus-chlorine bonds and, as the

reaction proceeds, the phosphorus-amino acid ester groups.

Either case would lead to reduced chain length and hydro-

lytic stability. The inorganic salts were readily removed.

The next focus was the incorporation of diacetonyl

glucosyl into the polyphosphazene backbone. For our

purposes, the acetals will hydrolyze first, followed by the

.
.
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hydrolysis of the phosphorus-oxygen bond of the glucose.

The hydrolysis of the diacetone glucosyl polyphosphazene

is shown in Figure 1. Complete substitution of the.bulky

glucosyl moiety was neither expected nor achieved. A

second substituent, an aminoacid ester, will be required.

The glucosyl moiety will hydrolyze faster than the acetal.

Presentations
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Engineered’ Biomaterials for Accelerated Wound Care
I

Brian S. Hooker, Barbara J. Tarasevich, Anna Gutmska

Study Control Number: PN98027/1273

Project Description

This project focused on formulating methods to accelerate

skin wound healing. The ultimate goal of the effort was to

merge ongoing research in biomaterials development,

including biodegradable polymers, hydrogels, and self-

assembly monolayer, with PNNL capabilities in the pro-

duction of novel therapeutic fusion proteins and mam-

malian cell culture techniques to develop new devices for

accelerated wound healing.

FY

●

●

●

●

1998 efforts include

development of self-assembly monolayer of tissue

growth factors for a two-dimensional immobilized

delivery system

formulation of assay techniques to measure the

presence and density of growth factors in the

monolayer systems

development of keratinocyte and fibroblast culture

techniques.

testing the ability to produce plant-derived

recombinant epidermal growth factor (EGF).

Technical Accomplishments

Formation of Two-Dimenswnal Scaffolds

Two-dimensional scaffolds were developed as model in-

vitro wound beds for studying keratinocyte and fibroblast

migration and proliferation. We designed two-dimensional

scaffolds that consist of immobilized EGF because EGF

has been shown to affect cell proliferation and growth and

may affect cell migration. Several methods were devel~

oped for the chemical immobilization of EGF using self-

assembling monolayer (SAMS) attached to gold. Chemi-

cal immobilization allows formation of two-dmensional

scaffolds with controlled amounts of EGF and allows

controlled delivery of EGF to wound sites without loss due

to dMusion. The goal is to achieve chemical attachment of

EGF as well as to maintain a biologically active

conformation.

EGF was immobilized using coupling agents such as

glutaraldehyde and carbodiimide to link protein amine

functionality to amine terminated SAMS. These groups

were chosen because they are convenient end groups for

coupling chemistry and because they are typical functional

groups found in two- and three-dimensional polymeric

biomaterials, meaning that we can transfer results of these

surfaces to other biomaterial surfaces. In some cases,

mixed SAMS were formed that had amine functionality

mixed with hydroxyl functionality at various percentages.

Mixed monolayer were formed to systematically vary the

EGF site density and to increase mobility of the attached

EGF due to the longer chain NHz and COOH tethers within

a matrix of shorter chain thiols. OH terminated thiols were

used as the mixing group because we have found that this

functionality reduces protein adsorption, and we believe

this functionality will prevent the EGF from unfolding

onto the surface.

In some cases, EGF antibodies and fluorescein labeled

anti-antibodies were attached to EGF. EGF immobiliza-

tion was characterized using ellipsometry and atomic force

microscopy (AFM) imaging (Figure 1). Ellipsometry and

AFM indicated that EGF was covalently bound to the

surface and that concentrations of EGF comesponded to the

percent SAM amine termination in each case.

‘

Figure 1. Example of atomic force microscopy image of an
epidermal growth factor SAM
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Immune-Detection of EGF on Membranes

Immune-detection methods were developed and tested for

quantifying immobilized EGF on membranes. To demon-

strate these methods, a nitrocelhdose membrane was first

coated with EGF, which was subsequently bound to a

mouse monoclinal anti-human EGF antibody. The mouse

antibody was recognized by a fluorescein labeled goat anti-

mouse antibody, and consequently the fluorescence was

detected in a fluorometer and was proportional to the

membrane-bound EGF (Figure 2). The coated EGF can be

detected at levels as low as 10 ng/cm2 on the membrane.

This method was also used for detecting bound EGF on

SAMS on gold.

Amouse antibody

SAM

1

Figure 2. Immunodetection of EGF linked to a carbodiimide
SAM

Skin Cell Cultivation

The capability to culture both normal human keratinocytes

m) in serum-free media and normal human skin
fibroblast (NHSF) was established, as was the ability to

assesses 5-bromo-2’deoxyruridine uptake by flow cyto-

metry. Primary cultures of both cell types were obtained

from Clonetics Corporation, expanded, and aliquots

cryopreserved. Initial work with the NHK surprisingly

indicated that cell proliferation in vitro was relatively

unaffected by removing EGF (Figure 3) or a combination

of EGF and insulin from the culture medium (data not

shown). This was established based both on cell density/

plate over time and BUdR uptake/flow cytometry. Initial

work with the NHSF and BUdR incorporation established

that cell proliferation in vitro was down-regulated by

allowing the cultures to go to confluence. The first

indications are that EGF induces a modest amount of

proliferation in these growth-arrested cultures.

Figure 3. Growth characteristics ‘k vitro of NHK cultured
with 10 ng/mL EGF (+EGF), following temporary withdrawal
of EGF (+/-EGF), and upon restimulation with 10 ng/mL
EGF (+/-/+EGF)

PLznt-Based Human EGF Screening

Plant callus (Nicotkma tabacum) cultures, which were

genetically transformed with the pre-pro-EGF gene in a

previous project, were screened for EGF expression. The

tobacco calli clones were grown and maintained on

selective MS agor plates containing antibiotic selection

pressure. Protein was extracted horn two-week old crdli

via sonic cell disruption. Protein extracts were then tested

for EGF level using ELLSA, in which a mouse monoclomd

anti-human EGF antibody was used as the capture anti-

body, a goat anti-human EGF antibody as the secondary

antibody, and an alkaline phosphatase-conjugated mouse

anti-goat antibody as the deteetion antibody. One-hundred

eleven callus clones were screened for EGF expression.

Seven callus cultures showed significant expression levels

of EGF. The highest expression level is 328 ng EGF per

gram of plant soluble protein. The plant-derived human
EGF was used for in vitro functional studies.
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High-Functionality Surfaces and Structures in Microchannels

Xiandong Feng, Jun Li~ Peter C. Rieke

Study Control Number: PN9704W1189

Project Description

This project focuses on developing scientific knowledge of

the preparation and properties of multifunctional surfaces

as applied to microchemical reactor devices. Specific

emphasis is on reversible control of surface adhesion,

nettability, physisoxption, and other properties through

external thermal, optical, electrical, magnetic, or electro-

chemical actuation. The objective is to develop a suite of

surfaces with various property responses controlled by

various actuation methods. These highly versatile surfaces

can then be applied as desired in microchemical reactors.

Technical Accomplishments

Work was directed at developing various responsive

surfaces using the n-isopropyacyrlamide (NIPAAM) and

related polymer. These materials show a lotver critical

solution temperature (LCST) near 35”C. Below this

temperature, the materials are wetting and above this

temperature, non-wetting. Thus, by a change in tempera-

ture, the material can transition from hydrophilic to

hydrophobic in a reversible manner. The materials also

respond to other physical and chemical stimti, the work

was directed at obtaining the hydrophiliclhydrophobic

transition using these nonthermal stimuli.

NIPAAM was prepared in bulk samples in the form of thin

sheets and placed in the appropriate water solution. Ini-

tially, the swelling response of the polymer was measured

by weight of water uptake in the temperature region of 25

to 50”C. Between 33 and 38°C, the polymers showed a

substantial loss of water. The advancing contact angle on

these films was also measured in the same temperature

region and showed a relatively abrupt change in contact

angle from 45 to 90° over the same 33”to 38°C temperature

range.

A copolymer of polyacrylicacid and polyacrykunide was

tested for response to electrical field stimuli. The

temperature was poised near the transition temperature

noted above and an electric field applied across the sample

using two platinum mesh electrodes. Upon application of

greater than 2 volts, the polymer was observed to bend

with the concave side toward the negative electrode.

Reversing the polarity caused the bend direction to reverse.

This experiment demonstrated the general scheme of using

external stimuli to induce physical response in the poly-

mers. The sample is poised at a temperature near the

LCST, and application of the external stimuli causes a shift

of the LCST and the thermal response curve to lower or

higher temperatures. The choice of initial temperature

depends on whether the external stimuli is expected to shift

the response to higher or lower temperatures.

Similar experiments were performed using a polyvinyl-

acrylate and a polyacryllicacid copolymer but with solution

pH used as the external stimuli. Bulk water uptake was

measured in these experiments. The materials showed a

gradual increase in water uptake from pH 6 to pH 11.

For use in rnicrotechnology, especially in microchannel

chemical reactors, it is necessary to attach thin films of

these polymers to the surfaces of the rnicrochannels. Much

of the effort was dwected at developing attachment meth-

ods and testing the hydrophilic/hydrophobic thermal

response. Ultimately, these materials will be adapted to

respond to electrical or photo stimulation.

NIPAAM was attached to glass, silic~ and silicon wafer

substrates by direct photopolymenzation of the monomers

on an active surface. The substrates were first denvatized

“with a photoactive free radical generator with a silane sur-

face linkage. Illumination in the near ultraviolet generated

radicals at the surface and initiated polymerization of the

vinyl groups in the monomers. A cross-linking agent in

1 to 10% mole ratio was also used. The resulting films

were thick and poorly adhered to the surface but sufficient

for fin-thertesting. The film is a highly cross-linked gel.

Films were formed inside 2 mm inner diameter silica

capillary tubes and the change in capilkwity noted during

change in temperature. Two variations of the experiment

were performed. In the fist, the sample was immersed in a

25°C solution and the height of the capillary rise noted.

The sample was then transferred to a 45°C solution. An

approximately 7 mm capillary rise was noted at 25°C and O

.
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capillary rise noted at 45”C. This was precisely the

expected result. In the second experimental variation, the

sample was left immersed in the same solution, and the

temperature of the solution varied from 25 to 45”C. The

capillary rise was about 7 mm at 25°C but did not change

upon raising the temperature to 45°C or even higher. This

was not the expected result, and the difference between the

two experiments became the subject of further exploration.

Using flat silicon wafers derivatized with the same

NIPAAM gel, both the advancing and receding contact

angles were measured versus temperature. The results are

shown in Figure 1. While the advancing contact angle

showed the expected rise from a 50 to 90-degree angl~ the

receding contact angle was nearly independent of tem-

perature and slightly less than that observed for the

advancing contact angle at 25”C. Apparently, the film is

unable to undergo dehydration and hence dewetting when

left in contact with water.

This explained the difference between the two experi-

mental variations. Physically moving the capillary from a

cold to a warm bath allowed dehydration to occur, and the

expected change in capillary rise was observed. Changing

the solution bath temperature did not allow dehydration to

occur, and no change was observed.

In further experiments, a drop of water was captured in the

middle of the capillary and heat applied to one end of the

drop using a small hot nichrome wire wrapped around the

outside of the capillary. It was expected, based upon the

advancing contact angles dam that the drop would move

away from the heated portion because of the increase in

contact angle. It was not possible to do so unless gravity

was used to help move the drop down the capillary. In

essence, it was possible to get drop movement by change

of capillary action, but the relevant difference was the

100

75

50
/

advancing contact angle at the Ilont or bottom of the drop

and the receding contact angle at the top to the drop. The

difference between these two values requires that gravity

be used to poise the drop so that it is nearly, but not quite,

able to move under the influence of gravity alone. The

added heat at one end unbalanced the capillary forces and

allowed the drop to move downward.

We attributed the retention of water in the NIPAAM gel to

the extensive degree of cross-linking in the preparation. In

the most recent work on this project, we developed

methods to attach single chains of polymer that are not

cross-linked to the surface. We expect this to increase both

the mobility of the polymer chains and the abfity to

restructure to a non-wetting configuration. We have

developed methods for attaching pre-polymerized oligo-

mers to the surface using amide linkages to silane surface

groups. We have improved the efficiency of the surface-

initiated photopolymerization to eliminate the need for a

cross-linking agent. The result of these two approaches is

attachment of single chains to the surface. The advancing

and receding contact angles will be measured in the near

i%ture and capillary drop experiments repeated.

Publications and Presentations

“Reversible surface properties by photo polymerization of

N-isopropylacrylamide on glass surface” (accepted by

Macromolecules).

“Reversible change of hydrophilic/hydrophobic surface

properties of crosslinked polyN-isopropylacrylamide

network layers prepared by free radical polymerization”

(accepted by J. Appl. Polym. Sci.).

“Temperature-responsive surface from photografing cross-

Iinked poly (IWisopropylacrylarnide) network layers.”

Process Miniaturization 2nd Intemationrd Conference on

Microreaction Technology, New Orleans, March 9-12,

1998.
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Figure 1. Advancing and receding contact angles versus
temperature
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High-Precision Rapid Prototyping of Microscale Components

Dean W. Matso~ Peter M. Martin, I@@ Domansky

Study Control Number: PN97049fl190

Project Description

The objective of this project has been to develop high-

precision micro fabrication facilities and expertise to

support and enhance PNNL capabilities in rnicrochemical

and energy management processes. Capabilities covered

under this project include laser machining, deep ultraviolet

and standard ultraviolet lithography, electrochemical

machining, and electrochemical plating. This year, major

emphasis was placed on expanding micro fabrication

capabilities and processes established during the first year

of the project, A second ultraviolet laser micromachining

station with 12-inch stages was procured and brought on-

line. Chemical electrodeposition processes were

developed and expanded to include nickel, gold, copper,

and permalloy. Electrochemical machining capabilities

were developed and demonstrated for fabricating

microscale components.

A second objective of this project was to develop a

lamination process suitable for producing all-metal

rnicrochannel components. In FY 1998, conditions were

established to allow production of solid stainless steel

chemical reactors containing complex series of internal

microchrmnels.

Technical Accomplishments

During FY 1998, laser micromachining capabilities at

PNNL were expanded by the acquisition and installation of

a Potomac model LMT-5000 excimer laser micromachine

workstation with 12 machining stages. This system

complemented an existing Potomac LMT-4000 laser

machining workstation having 4 stages. The LMT-4000

machining station had become an invaluable tool for

fabricating a broad range of small devices containing

microchannels and other flow features. It has also proven

highly useful for etching patterns in photoresist or polymer

substrates to be used as templates in the production of

electrodeposited metal molds. Procurement of the second,

larger laser machining station significantly reduced the

heavy backlog of work on the smaller system. It also

allowed machining of microchannels and other features on

larger substrates and the repetition of a machined design

over a larger surface. Developing laser micromachining

processes has allowed the fabrication of a various devices

suitable for abroad range of microfluidic applications.

Although excimer lasers are best suited for machining of

plastics and other materials that absorb strongly at the laser

wavelength (248 nm for KrF lasers), we have demonstrated

the capability to produce small-scale laser-machined

features in metals for specialized applications.

Electrochemical deposition capabilities were expanded in

FY 1998 to allow formation of nickel, copper, gold, and

permalloy deposits for microfabrication efforts. The

existing electrodeposition station was upgraded to allow

continuous filtering and stirring of all baths, heating and

cooling capabilities, and the addition of a pulsed power

supply for improved coating characteristics. We demon-

strated fabrication of a microscale metal mesh by electro-

depositing nickel into a pattern generated on photoresist-

covered copper using a standard lithographic process.

Electrochemical machining is an alternative to the forma-

tion of high aspect ratio millimeter-scale metal components

without the costs and long lead-times associated with x-ray

based processes such as LIGA. An electrochemical

machining station procured during FY 1997 was retrofitted

with a pulsed power supply to improve its efficiency and

machining rate. Preliminary stainless steel parts have been

produced using this capability (Figure 1). The quality of

tbe machined parts produced using this process suggests its

application for the fabrication of actuator components for

simple microscale valves and pumps.

Additional rnicrofabncation capabilities developed at

PNNL during N 1998 include the acquisition of a deep

ultraviolet lithographic exposure source and a wet bench

for use with the lithography processes. The deep ultra-

violet source, when used with tilck photoresist and the

electrodeposition process, should allow fabrication of high-

aspect ratio metal micromolds for injection of molding

plastic components. A new staff member with micro-

fabncation expertise was added during FY 1998.
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Figure 1. Stainless steel components fabricated using new
electrochemical machining capabfities

A major focus of this project was continued development

of the lamination/dHfusion bonding process for fabrication

of metallic roicrochannel components. We had previously

shown that by stacking machined pieces of metallic shim-

stock and diffusion bonding the stack under elevated

temperature and pressure, solid metal components could be

produced containing microchannel arrays suitable for heat

exchange processes. Furthermore, the microchanuels

could be produced internal to the component or on an

exterior surface, depending on the requirements of the

application. During FY 1998, we refined the bonding

process to allow production of stainless steel components.

Figure 2a shows a cross-section of an internal series of

microchannels produced in a demonstration stainless steel

component using this process. Dimensions of the indi-

vidual channels were 125 pm wide by 10 mm high by

90 mm long. Widths of the microchannels produced by

this fabrication method are determined by the thickness of

the shim material containing the machined channel. Fig-

ure 2b shows the stainless steel shims from which the

demonstration device shown in Figure 2a was produced.

The lamination/ bonding process developed under this

project has produced several different small-scale rnicro-

channel devices for chemical processing applications.

Publications

Martin PM, DW Matson, and WD Bennett. March 1998.

“Microfabrication Methods for Microchannel Reactors and

Separations Systems.” Proceedings of AIChE 2nd Inter-

national Microreaction Technology Topical Conference,

New Orleans.
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Figure 2a. Cross-section of microchrmnels produced in a
demonstration using the Iaminationkliffusion bonding process
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Figure 2b. Machined staixdesssteel shims

Matson DW, PM Martin, AY Tonkovich, ‘and G Roberts.

1998. “Fabrication of a stainless steel microchannel

microcombustor using a lamination process.” SPIE

Proceedings, 3514.

Martin PM, DW Matson, and WD Bennett. 1998.

“Microfabncation Methods for Microchannel Reactors and

Separations Systems.” Submitted for publication in

Chemical Engineering Communications.
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Interaction of Proteins with Surface

Steven C. Goheen, Manish M. Shah, JobrIH. Miller, David L. Springer

Study Control Number: PN98040f1286

Project Description

The objective of this project is to develop experimental

methods to examine the structure of proteins that are

unfolded on a surface. Methods include selective pro-

teolysis. Results from unfolded proteins will be compared

with structural features in solution. Existing computer

models of protein folding will be extended to include

interactions with surfaces and will be validated by com-

parison with experimental data. Through this combination

of theory and experimen~ we will advance the fundamental

understrmdmg of how proteins interact with surfaces and

the interplay between protein environment and confor-

mation. This insigh~ particularly as it relates to large

modular proteins involved in cell a@hesion and blood

clotting, will enable the design of materials for biomedical

applications to control protein-surface adhesion due to

uufoldmg. Related applications include biofouling and

several other naturrd biochemical processes.

Technical Accomplishments

This project started in late July of 1998. As of the end of

this fiscal year, we had reviewed the literature and planned

and carried out some experiments. We selected horse heart

cytochrome C for our adsorption studies. Both the

structure and adsorption properties of this protein have

been studied extensively.

The scope of this work is to develop tools to examine how

proteins unfold after they adsorb to a surface. Proteolytic

enzymes are tools that can help us determine whether the

proteins bind in a preferential orientation. We have also

discussed using NMR, Raman spectroscopy, and H-D

exchange techniques. Our first attempts will use HPLC

sorption processes and partial proteolysis. Partial prote-

olysis will allow us to examine the regions of the adsorbed

protein that are exposed to the solution. This approach has

been used to examine protein binding sites (Kriwacki et al.

1996). We have purchased cytochrome C and several

enzymes and have begun digesting proteins in solution as

well as studying the kinetics of unfolding of cytochrome C

on an anionic surface according to methods previously

described (Goheen and Hilsenbeck 1998).

Kinetic Model of Protein Adsorption Including Su~ace-

Induced Unfolding

We have formed a collaboration with Professor Paul Van

Tassel at Wayne State University to model the kinetics of

partially reversible protein adsorption. The model distin-

guishes two protein states: 1) a native-like conformation

that interacts reversibly tith the surface and 2) an unfolded

conformation that leads to irreversible binding. Excluded

surface effects are included to account for the fact that the

affinity for proteins adsorbing one on top of another is

usually less than the affinity for uncovered surface. This is

particularly true for a case like cytochrome C interacting

with an anionic surface where electrostatic attraction

predominates. In the general case, excluded surface effects

preclude anrdytic results (Tassel et al. 1997). However,

when the rate of surface-induced unfolding is slow com-

pared to the on and off rates of the native-like state, fluid

dynamics suggest an analytical approximation that we are

currently investigating. We expect this approximation to

be valid for single-domain globular proteins, like cyto-

chrome C, where unfolding rates of a few per second are

typical (Piieiro et al. 1997).

Qualitative Model for D~ferences Between Limited

Proteolysis of Proteins in Solution and Unfolded on a

Su@ce

Proteolytic cleavage reactions involve binding at primary

and secondary sites on peptide segments and contain an

average of six to eight amino acids (Ottesen 1997). Hence,

limited proteolysis of globular proteins in solution is

expected to occur, primarily at surface loops and within

unstructured segments of polypeptide chains. This was

demonstrated recently for cyctochrome C interacting with

proteinase K (Wang 1998). Cutting at room temperature

was found exclusively in a loop region shown by hydrogen

exchange (Bai et al. 1995) to be among the most flexible in

the protein. We expect the main driving force for protein

unfolding on a surface to be hydrophobic interactions

between the surface and core stabilization centers, like the

heme group of cytochrome C. The energy bamier for

surface-induced unfolding is probably lowest when flexible

loops and unstructured regions are initially in contact with

.
.

the surface. Hence, we expect that energetically preferred
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protein-surface interactions will tend to cover sites of

limited proteolysis in solution.

Selection of Experimental Parameters

We selected cytochrome C for our initial studies because it

is a well-characterized, commercially available protein

with published structural information, including x-ray

crystallographic coordinates. Several proteolytic enzymes

have been evaluatedfor their utility to study cytochrome C

confirmational changes. Trypsin was chosen for initial

studies because it cleaves the amide’ linkages of cyto-

chrome C at numerous locations and is readdy available

and inexpensive. To identi~ a solid support to study

unfolding on surfaces, we evaluated several chromato-

graphic resins and examined two of them for binding and

release of cytochrome C. We found that Macro-Prep CM

(Bio-Rad) bound natively folded cytochrome C and that

the protein can be removed from the surface by elution

with high concentrations of volatile salts such as ammo-

nium acetate. With these parameters identified, we are in a

position to begin trypsin digestion studies.

Evaluation of Cytochrome C Unfolding Using Trypsin

Digestion as the Marker of Confirmational Changes

Our initial work has focused on observing the initial

cleavage sites so that changes in trypsin digestion patterns

reflect the confirmational state of the cytochrome mole-

cules. So far, we have obtained a peptide profile for

natively folded cytochrome C using reversed-phase HPLC

to separate, visualize and quantify the amounts of each

tryptic peptide released. Using this approach, we expect to

obtain digestion patterns for cytochrome C unfolded on the

surface, and that these digestion profiles will dfier from ‘

those obtained for natively folded cytochrome C in solu-

tion. By coupling these data with molecular modeling, we

expect to obtain information on the unfolding process and

its kinetics.
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Microfabrication in Ceramic and Pkzstic Materials

Peter M. Martin, Dean W. Matson

Study Control Number: PN9804S/1294

Project Description

The primmy objective of this project is to develop novel

processes for the fabrication of microscale components

from plastic and ceramic materials. Developing generic

fabrication capabilities using these nontraditional (for

microscale systems) materirds has been deemed critical.

Methods are being developed to fabricate microscale

components from ceramic and ceramic/metal composite

materials for high-temperature chemical processors and

from plastic materials for microscale and mesoscale fluid

flow and chemical, pathogen detection, and medical

systems. The project also investigates techniques to

integrate these components into micro and mesoscale

systems. We will establish the following capabilities:

●

●

●

●

methods for producing laminated multilevel

microstructure in plastics

methods for producing laminated multilevel

microstructure in ceramics

methods for embossing microstructure in plastics and

ceramics

methods for fabricating novel microstructure with

bidirectional thermal conductivity.

Ceramic and metal coatings will be used to increase the

functionality of the plastic and ceramic microcomponents.

Hydrophobic and hydrophilic coatings can be applied to’

membranes and flow channels; metal and semiconductors

can be applied to form heaters, circuitry, and sensors.

Technical Accomplishments

We had considerable success in developing plastic kmi-

nated multilevel microfluidic devices for low-temperature

analytical applications. Stacking technologies refined

under this project were instrumental in producing a lami-

nated groundwater chromium sensor and microdialysis

devices used to prepare microsamples for mass spec-

trometric analysis. Figure 1 is a top view of the laminated

Figure 1. Top view of plastic sensor laminates

sensor. The functions of the laminates in the sensor were

reservoirs, mixing, reaction, and detection. Typical

channel widths were 100. These are the first known

devices that incorporate micropumps with multiple levels

of functional laminates.

We demonstrated the capability to bond and fire ceramic

tape into a solid. We also have developed processes for

cutting microstructure into commercially available green

ceramic tape so that, when bonded, rnicrochannels can be

produced in the body of the solid ceramic device.

A sample with bidirectional thermal conductivity was

fabricated using copper and stainless steel laminates.

Modeling showed a 100:1 decrease in the effective thermal

conductivity across tbe laminates compared with the

direction along the laminates. Figure 2 shows a cross-

section of a copper-stainless steel laminate. Work is

ongoing to determine the thermal conductivity of the

laminated specimens. Copper-clad ceramic laminates have

been obtained to produce laminated ceramic/metal

specimens. This material should have a 1000:1

inhomogeneity in thermal conductivity.

‘
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Figure 2. Cross-section of copper-stainless steel laminate
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Micropit Surface Technology Demonstration

.

Jokn G. DeSteesej Donald J. Hammerstromj Zen I. Antoniak

Study Control Number: PN98tM9/f295

Project Description

This project is planned to show that surface modifications

and associated rnicroscrde technology have an ability to

modify thermal emissivity and provide other advantageous

surface properties to essentially any device or product.

The limited focus of this two-year project is to prove

concept feasibility of two principal aspects: 1) the potential

emissivity enhancement of objects and 2) the function of

rnicrostructures that can be activated to change surface

emission and appeamnce characteristics.

The application potential for incorporating microstructure

to cormol the energy radiated from or to any surface is

extremely broad and includes domestic appliances, auto-

motive, aerospace and environmental engineering, nation

security and military systems, and health and recreational

products. The basic elements of this concept will be

incorporated into test specimens that have the ability to

switch the radknt emissivity of their surfaces from high to

low values on command. These specimens will also be

used to show a proof-of-principle of programmable

thermal camouflage and taggant-based identification

schemes. Micro-electromechanical system (MEMS)

devices, including bimetallic and piezo-electric elements,

will be demonstrated as thermal emission control devices.

Technical Accomplishments

A simple test assembly was designed and constructed. The

assembly was used to demons~ate the thermal emission

enhancement provided by an altered surface structure. Au

important issue addressed is the ability to detect tempera-

ture differences produced by the concept when the test

surface is near ambient temperature. Among temperature

sensors evaluated for this purpose, an infrared camera with

0.025°C resolution was selected for near room temperature

evaluations.

Two test specimens were fabricated and viewed separately

with the infrared (IR) camera. As expected, the area of

surface treatment in each was observed to be more lumi-

nous than the undisturbed surface. Both plates mounted in

the test apparatus were viewed in the infrared spectrum

with surface modification patterns in and out of alignment.

Different patterns became luminous when one plate

traversed across the other. These observations provided an

early indication of both ernissivity enhancement and

thermal camouflage effects.

Future work will focus on 1) achieving quantitative con-

firmation of our results over a range of temperatures and

2) application of active microstructure.

Publication

D@3teese JG. 1996. “Surface Micro-Structures for

Controlling Temperatures and Heat Transfer.”
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Near Net-Shape Forming of Resorbable and Implantable

BctiIL. Armstong, Lin Song, Anna Gutowska, Gregory W. Coffey

Devices

Study Control Number: PN9605Z/1119

Project Description

The goal of this project was to develop a process for

forming complex-shaped ceramic parts for use in medical

applications such as implants (i.e., femoral heads) or as

resorbable, reconstructive devices (i.e., bone paste). This

research demonstrated the use of water-soluble binders in

net shape forming of ceramics and as a leave-in, biore-

sorbable matrix. These binders can be gelled by several

means-chemically, thermally, or by increased concen-

tration. The process parameters required to use this

chemistry for near net-shape forming of aqueous ceramic

powder suspensions and bioresorbable matrixes were

investigated. Specifically, the roles of ionic strength, pH,

temperature, binder chemistry, and additives (pore

formers) on gelation and mechanical properties of high-

solids powder suspensions were examined.

Technical Accomplishments

The first focus of this project was to use a novel gelling

system for near net shape forming of biocompatible

components. Biocompatible materials such as alumina and

stabilized zirconia were evaluated for applications such as

a femoral head, acetabuhir cup, and tooth root and screw

assembly. The second focus, using such resorbable

materials as tricalcium phosphate and hydroxyapatite, was

also evaluated. Nontoxic, biodegradable gelling agents,

including chitosan, hydroxypropyhnethylcelhdose,

collagen, and combinations thereof, were assessed for use

in segmented fractures in long bones, large bony defects,

and dental and jaw repair. These materials were examined

for quick setting pastes as an alternative bone implant in

the surgical theateq in addition, fabrication of porous

implants for both sintered and resorbable applications was

investigated.

In FY 1996, near net-shape parts were successfully formed

using concentrated slurry containing the binder and the

biocompatible material (alumin% stabilized zirconi%

hydroxyapatite). Subsequently, the suspension was poured

into a mold and gelled. Two ways to cause gelation were

investigated. In one method, a chemical cross-linker was

mixed in the suspension before casting it into an

impermeable mold. The cross-linker, typically a metal salt

or a second polymer, dissolved in the cast slurry and gelled

the suspension in situ. The second method was an adapta-

tion of the chemical method. The slurry-filled mold was

placed into a metal salt bath and gelation allowed to occur

by difision of the metal cations through the gel layer.

Theological investigations of the binder system defined the

concentration of metal cations appropriate for gelling as

well as the other relevant processing parameters such as

volume loading of powder and binder. In FY 1997, the

approach developed from the binder characterization in FY

1996 was applied to additional binder systems, specifi-

cally, k-carrageenan and chitosan. It was determined that

the properties of or interactions between the ceramic,

polymer and solven~ for example, the maximum material

solids loading and cationic charge, dictated the use of the

slurries in bone cement applications. In addition, thermally

activated gels that take advantage of the elevated tempera-

tures in the body were investigated. With the polymer k-

carrageenan, gelation is thermally activated, and body heat

is sufficient to complete the reaction. Combining the

principles of thermal gelation and property effects pro-

duced initial process parameters required to use this

chemistry to fabricate net shaped components and bone

paste formulations. With the polymer chitosan, gelation

occurs upon a pH range. Chitosan is soluble below

physiological pH, approximately a pH of 7. Once placed

in physiological conditions, the chitosan will gel and form

a cohesive network

From initial mechanical property testing of the bone paste

and cements, we determined tha~ although k-carrageenan

and chitosan were elastic and recovered from applied

loads, they did not mimic the compressive modulus of

cortical bone and thus could not be used in load-bearing

applications without subsequent reinforcement. As a

result in FY 1998, f%rtherexamination of the interactions

between the ceramic (calcium phosphate phases), polymer,

solvent and the polymer chemistry (molecular weigh~

chain length, and functionality) were reinvestigated. Also,

the addition of secondary phases (fibers and other bio-

degradable polymeric phases such as hydroxypropyl-

methylcellulose or collagen) for reinforcement was

evaluated. It was found that the mechanical properties of
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the resorbable pastes were dependent upon the starting

chemistries of the polymer. Purity of the polymer phase

and batch to batch inconsistencies of “naturally derived

polymers” led to reproducibility problems in the resulting

paste mixtures and mechanical property data. The purpose

of the secondary phase was to reinforce the mechanical

structure and further adapt the degradation behavior of the

paste. It was found that adding hydroxypropylmethyl-

cellulose to chitosan dld not increase the rigidity of the

paste mixtures but did increase the degradation rate. This

behavior was attributed to the volubility of the cellulose in

pH neutral aqueous environment. Collagen formed an

integral network with chitosan; however, the mechanical

property evaluation of the resulting network was not

completed.

Developing controlled porosity in the resorbable devices,

again using the nontoxic gelling agents, was initiated in FY

1997. Initially, pore size was controlled by manipulating

and understanding the relationship between the solids

loadings of both the ceramic and polymer phases. In FY

1998, control of pore size was assessed through fabrication

by adding organic pore forrners to the slurry. An organic

pore former was defined as any other material that can be

decomposed, dissolved, or melted away from the matrix to

leave behind porosity. Examples of organic pore formers

include metal salts, starches, sugars, and resin based poly-

mers. Other methods of adding the pore forrners were

investigated, includlng spray deposition, vibratory and

ultrasonic mixing, and foaming. Subsequently, the pore

formers were removed from the as-formed shape, and the

resulting rnicrostructures were examined for control of

pore size and placement. Silica gels-calcium phosphate

slurries-were added to chitosan. The resulting mixtures

were subsequently formed and gelled. The silica was then

dissolved at high pH, which resulted in controlled porous

structures. Foaming techniques, via vibratory, ultrasonic,

and mechanical mixing techniques, were used for chitosan

and/or hydroxypropylmethylcelhdose calcium phosphate

slurries. Mechanical mixing provided the most volume of

foam. The resulting pore sizes were controlled by mixing

rate, mixing time, polymer viscosity, and ceramic solids

loading.
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Reversible Gels for Chondrocytes Cell Culture and
In Vivo Cartilhge Regeneration

Anna Gutowska

Study Control Number: PN98062/1308

Project Description

The application of reversible gels for cell culture and

differentiation will be investigated. The rationale of using

reversible gels for chondrocyte cell culture is due to the

fact that reversible gels offer a possibility of a three-

dimensional culture environment that is essential for

preserving their in vivo phenotype. Also, the reversibility

of the gelation process allows for easy recovery and

harvesting of cultured cells by simple dissolution of &e

polymer gel by lowering the temperature. The second part

of the project, developing injectable formulations for

autologus cell therapy, is based on the fact that reversible

gels may efilbit a phase transition at body temperature.

Upon injection of the cell suspension into a gelling poly-

mer solution, a soft extracelhdar matrix is created that is

suitable for cell proliferation and growth.

The first objective of this project is to develop a three-

dimensional, in vitro cell culture system based on

reversible hydrogels that can forma matrix upon phase

transition from solution to gel. Optimal gelling conditions

for suspensions of cells in a culture medium that contains

the gelling polymer will be investigated as a function of

polymer composition, concentration, and temperature.

Optimal conditions for maximum cell expansion (increase

in number) and presemation of phenotype will be deter-

mined. A nondegradable, thermally gelling polymer will

be developed. Materials will be tested initially at the

Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC).

The second objective is to develop and test injectable

formulations. A biodegradable gelling polymer will be

developed with enough mechanical strength in a gel state

to keep the suspended cells in a defect. We will focus on

novel biodegradable derivatives of N-isopropylacrylarnide

and gelling biodegradable polysaccharides and poly-

peptides. These will be tested using chondrocyte cell

culture. Developed materials will be evaluated in vivo in a

rabbit model in cooperation with MUSC.

Technical Accomplishments

Polymer Synthesis

Synthesis of reversible gels for chondrocyte cell culture

was accomplished. ‘l%ermoreversible gelation of N-

isopropylacrylamide (NiPAAm) copolymers with hydro-

philic comonomers was examined. NiPAAm homopoly-

mers exhibit a lower critical solution temperature (LCST)

at 32”C. Copolymenzation with hydrophilic co-monomers

shifts the LCST to the physiological temperature range.

Thermoreversible gelation of NiPAAm copolymers

resdted from a phase transition near their corresponding

LCST. The synthesized copolymers were characterized by

GPC, DSC, and NMR, and the effect of copolymer compo-

sition and molecular weight on gelation temperature and

concentration was investigated.

High molecular weight N@AAmlAAc copolymers

containing 2 mol% AAc exhibited minimal synergy at
concentrations above 2 v#Zo. This copolymer has been

used for the cell culture studies.

Evaluation of Polymer Toxici@ in Cell Culture

Initial experiments (at PNNL) evaluated acute toxicity

toward leaving cells. Modified ASTM protocol using

L929 fibroblast cell line was adapted for these studies.

Fibroblast cells cultured in the presence of NiPAAm/AAc

copolymer exhibited same viability and proliferation rates

as control cells. The results indicate that N@AAm/AAc

copolymer does not exhibit acute toxicity.

Propagatr”on of Chondrocytes Using Polymeric Gels

The hypothesis was that chondrocytes could 1) duplicate in

the NiPAAmliM4c copolymer gel, 2) retain their chondro-

cyte phenotype, and 3) be easily recovered from the gel by

simply lowering the temperature below LCST. To verify

the hypothesis, chondro’cytes horn adult rabbit scapular

cartilage were harvested and cultured in a monolaver.
culture until confluence (two weeks). Then the cells were

harvested and seeded into the copolymer gel and cultured

for two to three weeks. The phenotype of the cultured cells
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was then characterized. Two groups of control cultures,

monolayer and agarose gel, were used to compare their

ability to maintain chondrocyte phenotype.

Cells harvested from the primary culture were seeded and

cultured in three different ways: 1) continued monolayer

cultur~ 2) agarose gel culture; and 3) NiPAAm/AAc co-

polymer gel culture. Cells with same final concentration

were seeded in 5’% polymer-RPMI medium. The medium

was gelled at 37°C on membrane inserts designed for 12-

well culture plates, with a gel thickness of 2.5 mm. The

inserts were placed in 12 well plates and cultured for 14

days. At 14 days, the monolayer culture and the agarose

discs were stained with Alcian blue, Szifranin O, and alka-

line phosphatase (ALP) stains to show the presence of

proteoglycan in the culture and ALP in the cytoplasm. For

the polymer culture, the cells were collected by cooling the

culture and cytospined onto microslides and stained with

H&E and ALP and examined under a light microscope.

The number of cells was counted with a hemocytometer.

Our results demonstrated that by the 14ti day, the cells in

the monolayer culture appeared to be more fibroblast-like.

The polymer and agarose gel cultures reexpressed the

chondrocyte phenotype. Large amounts of proteoglycan

around large oval or round cells were shown in the agarose

gel by Alcian blue and Sahnin O staining. The positive

ALP staining showed the existence of ALP in the cell. On

the cytospined slides from the cells recovered from the

polymer culture, large oval or round cells were shown by

H&E staining and positive ALP staining. The number of

cells doubled in 14 days in the polymer culture, from 3 x

105 to 6.6x 105 cells/mL, indicating the polymer culture

not only made the cells regain their chondrocyte phenotype

but also promoted cell duplication. It is important to keep

the culture in a gelled condition to maintain the association

between cells.

In conclusion, the chondrocytes isolated ii-em rabbit

scapula can duplicate and reexpress their phenotype in

agarose culture and polymer gel culture but not in the

monolayer culture. Because the cultured chondrocytes can

be easily recovered from the polymer gel by lowering the

temperature, this new in vitro method for propagation of

chondrocytes is recommended for chondrocyte culture

before cell seeding or transplantation.

Preliminary Experiments with Gelling Formuhztions for

in Vivo Regeneration of Cartilage Defects

Injectable formulations suitable for regeneration of

cartilage defects should be able to form a gel matrix upon

injection into a cartilage defect and effectively entrap

chondrocytes suspended in the polymer. Formulations

should also be biodegradable and resorb by the time of

cartilage defect regeneration. Mixtures of chitosan and

agarose fulfill both requirements and were chosen as

polymeric candidates for the injectable formulation.

Mixtures of chitosan and agarose were tested for their

gelling properties at 37”C. Solutions containing different

ratios of agarose and chitosan of were heated up to 50”C,

and changes in their viscosity upon cooling were tested

using Bohline Rheometer. The rationale for mixing

chitosan and agarose solutions comes from the fact that

agarose exhibits a fast gelling transition upon cooling to

body temperature, and chitosan has been shown to

stimtdate wound herding and bone regeneration. Both

polysaccharides are biodegradable and biocompatible. Our

preliminary results indicate that chitosardagarose mixtures

exhibited gelling transitions at 37”C.

Publication
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chondrocytes using a thermosensitive polymer gel culture.”

Transactions of the Society for Biomaterials, Vol. 21,

p. 544.
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Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

TimothyR Armstrong, J. Lambert Bates, Kerry D. Meinhard~ Larry R Pederson, JeHry W. Stevenson

Study Control Number: PN9806S/1314

Project Description

A major emphasis for developing a high-efficiency fuel

cell involves first developing electrolytes that operate at

temperatures lower than the current state-of-the-art solid

oxide fuel cells. The areas requiring major R&D efforts

include lower temperature electrolytes, electrodes, inter-

connections and seals. Associated with these needs are

developing new cost-effective fabrication methods and

evaluating solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) designs. An

extensive modeling effort is necessary to ensure that stack

designs are compatible with the overall SOFC develop-

ment and system design.

This project focuses on developing a novel approach to

rapid heatup of a solid oxide fuel cell stack. This work

should provide the necessary details for PNNL to develop

new programs relating to SOFC technology for both

stationary and portable power.

Technical Accomplishments

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCS) have some significant

advantages for automotive applications, including

solid state with all or nearly all ceramic construction,

making amenable to low cost fabrication

lower electrode polarization/ohmic losses without use

of catalysts

using fuel that contains CO, C02, and inorganic

impurities such as S and P

high efficiency at both full and reduced power loads

fuel flexibility using direct and indirect reforming of

logistic, common, and complex liquid and gas fuels

operation over a wide range of temperatures, from 600

to 1000”C.

The critical limitation of SOFCs in automobiles is the long

startup times, generally many minutes to hours. However,

the state-of-the-art SOFC development has not directly

addressed this issue because current applications are

directed to stationary, electrical power generation. The

long startup times of current SOFC stacks have kept them

from being considered as a power source for automobiles.

Rapid Heatup of SOFCs

A platinum resistance heater was fabricated and tested.

The heater pattern was chosen to determine whether it was ‘

feasible to imbed a heater using these materials. During

initial testing, only very small amounts of heating were

observed when current was applied. The configuration of

the heater was modified in a second test, which showed

more promising results. In this tes~ the dc power supply

had a current limit of 7 amps and was uhable to heat the

part beyond 125”C. However, this temperature was

achieved in about one minute. Further studies are being

done with a power supply capable of delivering 30 amps.

As a result of this work J. Larnbert Bates and Tim

Armstrong were appointed to the SOFC development

committee at the Federal Energy Technology Center. This

committee is developing a new ultra efficient SOFC

concept. This fuel cell system is built around a cascading

SOFC operating over a range of temperatures, which

allows it to use air and fuel more efficiently. The model

efficiency (LI-IV) of this system is 827d. The fuel cell

operates at an irdet temperature of 700”C and an outlet

temperature of 900°C.
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Structure and Ionic Transport in Oxides

Wfiam J. Weber

StudyControlNumber: PN98071/1317

Project Description

The focus of this project was to study and model the

structure, defects, and defect transport processes in oxides

with the pyrochlore and perovskite structures using com-

puter simulation capabilities. These oxide structures offer

great promise as materials for solid-oxide fuel cells and

other electrochemical applications (e.g., electrocatalysis,

gas sepryation, sensors, and oxygen pumps) where high-

ionic, electronic, or mixed-ioniclelectronic conductivity at

elevated temperatures are required. There is, however, a

critical lack of fundamental understanding regarding defect

properties, transport mechanisms, migration pathways, and

phase relationships in these materials. Specifically,

structural properties, defect formation energies, stable

defect configurations, and defect migration energies will be

calculated under this project and compared to experimental

values where available. A new series of pair potentials has

been developeti they are providing new insights into ionic

transport in these materials. This effort will greatly

enhance the capability to model real materials and

problems at PNNL.

Technical Accomplishments

The ability to perform computer simulations of structures

and defect energetic in crystalline oxides has been

developed at PNNL using an energy-minimization code

that is based on the Born model. Isolated defects in

extended crystalline solids are treated using the Mott-

Littleton approximation, and ionic polarization is treated

with the Dick-Overhauser shell model. The code uses

transition state searches to determine energy barriers to

defect migration. The effects of structural ‘disorder and

impurities can also be routinely evaluated.

The primary focus of the work has been on Gd2TizOT and

Gd2Zr207, which have the pyrochlore structure. Some

preliminary work has also been performed on perovskite

materials. The A2B207 pyrochlore unit cell contains 88

atoms. Six oxygen atoms in 48f sites and two oxygen

atoms in 8a sites coordinate the A-site atoms. Six oxygen

atoms in 48f sites coordinate the B-site atoms. The 8b sites

are normally empty in the ordered pyrochlore structure.

Substitution of Zr for Ti causes the pyrochlore structure to

partially disorder to a fluorite structure, accompanied by

cation antisite disorder and partial filling of the 8b sites by

oxygen atoms. Experimental data show that thh disorder

reduces the activation energy for oxygen vacancy migra-

tion by about 10%. Exactly how this occurs is not under-

stood; however, some data suggest that the 8b oxygen

atoms come from the 48f positions, thus leaving oxygen

vacancies at a number of 48f sites.

Several sets of interatomic pair potentials have been

employed for comparison. The perspective provided by

such comparisons is needed because the uncertainties

inherent in these models can be comparable to the exper-

imental uncertain~. One set of potentials employs a well-

known O-O potential that was derived by quantum mecha-

nical methods. A second set of potentials uses an O-O

potential derived by fitting to a large set of binary oxides.

The third potential set also uses the quantum-derived O-O

potential but treats the oxygen atoms in each unique posi-

tion (48f or 8a) as distinct species, each with its own

charge and polarizability. This last set of potentials is new

and was developed under this project.

Defect formation and oxygen vacancy migration energies

have been determined using the above potentials. The

“split vacancy” mechanism, which has been observed in

Gd22h-20T, is not energetically favored in Gd2Ti207 for any

of the potentials. This result suggests that the mechanism

for activating the oxygen vacancy migration process is

different for the two materials; furthermore, a transition

between the two mechanisms may occur as Zr is substi-

tuted for Ti. Comparisons of the formation energies for

oxygen atoms on the 8b site justify the need for and use of

the new potentials derived under this project that treat each

oxygen site differently. The oxygen vacancy migration

energies determined for Gd2Ti207 are in good agreement

with experimental values and confirm that the minimum-

energy migration pathway is for vacancies hopping on 48f

sites along the shorter edges of the Ti06 octahedra. The

effects of cation antisite disorder on the vacancy migration

energies has also been investigated, and preliminary results

confirm that cation disorder can reduce most of the migra-

tion energies by about 10%, in agreement with

experimental observations.

.
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Synthesis of Ceramic Biomatetil Coatings on Titanium Alloys Using
Plhsma-Enhanced MOCVD

Ynfci Gao, AltisonA. Campbelt

Studv Control Number: PN98072/1318

Project Description

The focus of this project was to develop anew processing

method for synthesis of ceramic biomaterial coatings. We

used, for the first time, a plasm’a-enhauced metdorganic

chemical vapor deposition (PE-MOCVD) technique to

synthesize high-purity coatings of crystalline HA with

controlled surface characteristics. The MOCVD developed

for semiconductor applications exhibits its capabWy to

deposit ceramic coatings such as oxides and nitrides with

superior quality. The advantages provided by MOCVD

include excellent coating adhesion and the ability to

deposit mukilayer coatings (e.g., with highly soluble

rncalcium phosphate layer on hydroxyapatite) on bodies of

complex shape.

The aim of this project was to address two specific issues

of significant concern in biomedical applications:

1) develop an advanced coating technology for uniform

coatings of ceramic biomaterials over complex-shape

bodies, and 2) engineer the interface to enhance the

adhesion of the coatings to their substrates.

l’ethnical Accomplishments

We have successfully synthesized tricalcium phosphate

(TCP) and hydroxyapatitc (HA) coatings. More than 60

coatings were made as a function of subsmate temperature,

growth pressure, and coating composition. All coatings

were very smooth and mirror-like. Spectroscopic ellip-

sometry revealed that coatings were transparen~ sugges-

ting high crystal quality. Scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) showed that the coatings are free of cracks.

X-ray d&action showed that the as-grown TCP coatings

with the Ca/P ratio ranging from 1.45 to 1.55 were

crystalline, pure cz-TCP, whereas the coatings with the

Ca/P ratio greater than 1.55 or less than 1.45 were

amorphous. The crystalline u-TCP coatings exhibhcd

strong growth texture. These preferred growth orientations

strongly depend on the growth temperature. The relative

intensities of the peaks for the ct-TCP coating deposited at

650”C are similar to those for powder samples, suggesting

that the ct-TCP coating is randomly oriented. Strong peaks

at 2=22.2° and 34.6° are observed for the coating deposited

at 575°C. Further decrease of the growth temperature to

500”C leads to a texture corresponding to the peak at

2=25.8°. The results suggested that homogeneous nuclea-

tion and growth occurred at a threshold temperature and

the deposition was dominated thermodynamically. In

contras~ the deposition was controlled by growth kinetics

at lower growth temperatures. Different crystallographic

orientations dominated grain growth at dfierent tempera-

tures, resulting indifferent texture. In addition, the surface

morphology of the coatings was strongly dependent on the

growth temperatures. Atomic force microscopy reverds that

the surface roughness for the coatings deposited at 500°C

is only about a few nanometers. Figure 1 shows atypical

atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the tricalcium

phosphate coatings.

Figure 1. Typkal AFM image of tricalcium phosphate
coatings

In contrast to the TCP coatings, all HA coatings are amor-

phous-like after growth. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

and FTIR spectroscopy show evidence of incorporation of

hydroxyl groups in the solid coatings. These results indi-

cate that further optimization of the growth conditions are
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necessary to achieve crystalline phase of as-grown HA Gao Y. June 1998. “Synthesis of calcium phosphate fdms

coatings, or that post-deposition annealing is required to by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition.” 53rd North-

obtain crystalline HA coatings. west Regional Meeting of the American Chemical Society,

NORM ’98, Pasco, Washington.

Publications and Presentations

Gao Y and A Campbell. September 1998. “Synthesis of

Gao Y and A Campbell. 1998. “Synthesis of tricalcium Calcium Phosphate Coatings by MOCVD.” Surfaces in

phosphate coatings using plasma-enhanced metalorganic Biomaterials ’98.

chemical vapor deposition.” Bioceramics, Vol. 11, Sedel

and Rey, eds. World Scientific Publishing, New York (in
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The Atomic Scale to Mesoscale Theories of
Aluminum Alloy Metallurgical Properh”es

Anthony C. Hess

StudyControlNomben PN98074/1320

Project Description

Many research groups are working to bridge a range of

length scales in metallurgical simulation from single

dislocations through polycrystalline models to continuum

mechanics. The aim of this project is to complete the

small-length-scale end of this process by studying the

atornistic and subatomic (i.e., quantum mechanical

electronic structure) aspects of such elementary objects as

dislocations, grain boundaries, interfaces, and their

intersections. Earlier atomistic work in this area has

mostly been based on classical models, i.e., formulas for

the potential energy of assemblies of atoms as functions of

their relative coordinates, and has focused mainly on rather

simplified (e.g., two-dimensional) models. In collabora-

tion with H. Heinisch and R. Kurtz, we are studying more

realistic three-dimensional models of basic fundamental

metallurgical processes in aluminum such as dislocation-

grain boundary interactions. The main approach is to

derive structures of these objects by empiricrd potentials,

and then to refine and calibrate these phenomenological

models by quantum mechanical density functional

calculations, also attempting to derive new information

about the electronic structure of the target systems.

Technical Accomplishments

We began by performing bulk and surface periodic density

functional calculations with our PNNL-developed quantum

mechanical code GAPSS on aluminum and some of its

important alloying elements (Si, Mg, Li and C, among

others). These calculations confirmed the accuracy of our

code and permitted us to optimize the basis sets that

characterize these elements in metallic environments. We

also, with partial support from this projectj made several

improvements to GAPSS that are necessary for simulating

metallic solids with large unit cells: improvements in

reciprocal space integration, self-consistent field (SCF)

convergence acceleration, and the treatment of magnetic

(spin polarized) systems. Also, on the software side, the

ASCI dislocation dynamics code was ported to the NA’IT

IBM-SP2 parallel supercomputer in the EMSL.

At the same time, H. Heinisch and R. Kurtz extended their

two-dimensional empirical embedded atom models of

aluminum dislocation interactions to three-dimensional.

Specifically, they modeled a [1 10] edge dislocation inter-

secting a211 c101> {131} grain boundary. On one side

of the grain bounday, the dislocation entered the boundary

about 10° from normal incidence, while two different

geometries were considered for the dislocation exiting on

the other side of the boundary, a “mirrored” geometry

(same angle of incidence) and a “rotated” geometry (a

crystallographically equivalent dislocation, but intersecting

the grain bouudmy about 50° fkom normal). In both cases,

dissociation of the dislocation into two Shockley partials

was observed, as expected, but the behavior of the partials

differed in the two geometries. In the mirrored case, the

separation of the two partial dislocations remained

approximately constant as they approached, the grain

boundary, but in the rotated case the separation of the

pardals increased near one side of the boundary and

decreased near the other. -

Recently, we began electronic structure calculation on a

92-atom aluminum supercell simulating part of the Xl 1

<101> {131 } grain boundary, as shown in Figure 1. The

aim of this calculation is to study deviations from the bulk

aluminum electronic structure in the boundary regions,

where the atomic coordination differs significantly from

the bm as shown below.

F@ure 1. simulation of part of the >11<101> {131} grain
boundary
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Future Directions Publication

In FY 1999, we plan to extend the empirical and large- Kurtz RJ, RG Hoagland, and JP Hirth. Submitted to Phil.

scale quantum-mechanical calculations to alloy systems Msg.

and attempt to calculate specific model parameters useful

for dklocation scale to mesoscale modeling. The aim is to Acknowledgements

evolve an efficient strategy for developing material models

and constitutive relations that can actually provide input Z. Lin, J. Snyder and M. Gutowski (AWU) also

for componenq material, and process design. contributed to this effort.
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Thermoreversible Polymeric Gels

AnnaGutowska

Study Control Number: PN97103/1244

Project Description

The primary objective of this research is to develop a new

class of delivery systems for the localized cancer therapy

to enhance the efficacy and decrease the systemic toxic

effects in treatment of solid tumors. A’ new class of stimuli-

sensitive polymeric materials based on thermoreversible

polymer gels will be developed and.evaluated. The pro-

posed delivery system is composed of thermoreversible

polymer gel and a therapeutic agent (medical radioisotope

or chemotherapeutic agent). The unique aspect of this

system is that at body temperature the polymer forms a

thermoreversible gel matrix that traps the therapeutic

agent. At room temperature, the polymer is a free-flowing

(injectable) solution that can be delivered locally to a

specific cancerous site. The localized and controlled

release of drug entrapped within the thermoreversible gel

matrix is expected to decrease the toxic effects of chemo-

therapy. A colloidal form of a radioisotope will be entrap-

ped permanently in the gelling polymer matrix upon in-

jection, which will ensure that only cancerous tissues are

irradiated and damage to healthy tissues is minimized.

The thermally reversible polymeric gels studied so far are

not resorbable, i.e., they will remain at the site of injection

indefinitely. However, in some cases, biodegradability is a

desirable feature, so we will also investigate synthesis of

resorbable derivatives of thermally reversible gels.

Technical Accomplishments

Local Delivery of Chemotherapeutic Agents

In recent years, transcathetcr hepatic arterial chemo-

embolization (TACE) has attracted attention as an effective

therapy for unrespectablemalignant liver tumors. The aim

of arterial chemo-embolization therapy is to increase the

concentration of anticancer agents withii the tumor and to

decrease the toxic systemic effects of chemotherapy. In

clinical practice, TACE is most often performed using

iodized oil (Lipiodol) and gelatin sponge (Gelfoam). To

improve the efficacy of TACE, the research continues on

developing novel materials for chemo-embolization of the

hepatic artery. Albumin rnicrospheres and chltosan or

chitin treated albumin microsphere are examples of new

materials being studied for chemo-embolization. We aim

to develop and evaluate a new class of chemo-embolic

materials based on thermoreversible polymer gels. The

expected advantages of thermoreversible gels as chemo-

embolizing agents are fast and effective embolization due

to immediate gel formation at body temperature and easy

incorporation of drugs by simple mixing with polymer

solution. The localized and controlled release of the CTA

entrapped within the gel matrix will enhance the efficacy

and decrease the toxic effects of chemotherapy.

In this study, thermoreversible gelation of NiPAAm

copolymers with hydrophilic comonomers was examined.

NiPAAm homopolymer exhibits a lower critical solution

temperature (LCST) at 32”C. Copolymerization with

hydrophilic comonomers shifts the LCST to the physio-

logical temperature range. Thermoreversible gelation of

NiPAAm co-polymers results from a phase transition of

the copolymers near their corresponding LCST. Synthe-

sized copolymers were characterized by gel permeation

chromatography (GPC), differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Gelation

properties of thermoreversible hydrogels of NiPAAm and

its copolymers with acrylic acid (AAc) were found to be

affected by polymer composition (O, 1,2 mol% of Mc)

and solution concentration. High molecula-weight

NiPAAm/&4c copolymer containing 1.8-2.0 mol% of

UC exhibited minimal syneresis at polymer concentra-

tions above 2 wt~o. Gelation properties were also affected

by the presence of 5-fluorouracil (5FU) due to the strong

H-bonding properties. In vitro release of 5FU from the

thermoreversible gel matrix of NiPAAm/ AAc-2 followed

zero-order kinetics for 100 hours. The feasibility of

macromolecular release from the gels was investigated

using bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a model. The

release followed first order kinetics with 50~o of loaded

protein released within 50 hours. The remaining protein

was released at a much slower rate within one week

Local Delivery of Therapeutic Radiution

We are also exploring thermoreversible gels as delivery

vehicles for medical radioisotopes in a colloidal form.
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Traditional radiation therapy regimens are designed to

deliver 60 to 120 Gy to solid tumors in the body. The

amount delivered is limited by normal tissue tolerance.

There is new evidence, however, that very high doses

(5,000 to 12,000 Gy) of radiation may be required to

destroy some solid tumors-especially those that resist

conventiomd treatment. Very high, localized doses deep

within the body can only be achieved with brachytherapy

or duect injection of a suitable radionuclide in a vehicle

that would ensure localization of the radionuclide. We

propose a new class of delivery vehicles based on thermo-

reversible polymeric gels that exhibit fast transition

between solution and gel state when heated from ambient

to body temperature. Thk system will be composed of

thermoreversible polymeric gel and a medical radionuclide

in a colloidal form. The unique aspect of this system is

that at body temperature the polymer will undergo a phase

transition resulting in entrapment of the radionuclide

within the thermally reversible gel matrix, and at room

temperature the polymer-radionuclide system will be a free

flowing, injectable suspension. The injection of polymer/

radionuclide suspension into a solid turnor will result in an

irrumdate gel formation, causing the localization of thera-

peutic radiation. Our objective is to synthesize and char-

acterize a family of temperature-sensitive polymers and

investigate their gel-forming properties in the presence of

selected medical radionuclides. These polymers will be

composed of NiPAAm and hydrophilic comonomers. The

influence of radionuclides on polymer gelation, the

effectiveness of radionuclide entrapmen~ and possible

polymer radiolysis will be evaluated. The subsequent in

vivo studies will involve polymer toxicity, the extent of

tissue perfusion by a gelling polymerlradionuclide

composite, localization of the composite, and its efficacy in

treating model mouse tumors with u and ~ emitters.

Proposed studies are designed to verify and validate the

concept of localized treatment of tmnor tissue by direct

administration of radioisotopes in stimuli-sensitive

polymers. Formulas will be optimized to provide stability

over the time period during which the radionuclides are,

needed to irradiate tumor masses. Combinations of

polymer gel and radionuclides will be evaluated for

toxicity to normal tissues and anti-tumor effectiveness.

Experiments will be conducted to determine whether any

part migrates from the point of injection to other nearby

organs or the circulatory system. Thus we will learn how

to successfully administer the composite.

To establish the feasibility of this new approach for cancer

therapy we have conducted the following preliminary

experiments.

Synthesis and Characterization of Temperature-Sensitive

Copolymers for PolymerRadioisotope Composites. These

copolymers are composed of NiPA4rn and hydrophilic

(HPL) comonomer acrylic acid (l-2 mole %). The amount

of acrylic acid controls the gel formation (LCST) and

melting temperatures. The LCST of the synthesized

copolymers was evaluated by cloud point determination.

Copolymer containing 1.8 mol% of acrylic acid exhibited

LCSTS within 36 to 37”C. The gel melting temperature

depended strongly on the molecular weight of synthesized

copolymers. For copolymers with molecular weights in

the range of 400K, gel melting temperature was 35”C.

In Vitro Containment of Stable Isotopes in the Gels. In

vitro experiments were conducted to evaluate the ability of

the poly(NiPAAm-co-AAc) copolymer gel to entrap

barium and yttrium salts within the gel matrix at 37”C.

The poly@PAAm-co-AAc) copolymer containing

1.8 mol% of acrylic acid was used for the experiments.

This copolymer exhibited the gelling transition at 36.7”C.

Yttrium chloride, barium chloride, and btium sulfate salts

were tested, stable isotopes of yttrium and barium were

used and demonstrated that the copolymer gel prevented

migration into the surrounding medium. Insoluble salts in

a colloidal form were better contained than soluble salts.

These results were also confirmed by a simple experiment

that compared gel containment of a low molecular-weight

blue dye and 0.2 pm blue-dyed microsphere. The LMW

dye, naphthol blue black, diffused out of the gel in approx-

imately one hour, and the 0.2 ym blue-dyed microsphere

were permanently contained within the gel matrix.

In Vitro Polymer Radiolysis and Radionuclide (yttrium-90)

Containment. Studies are in progress to determine the

physical effects of radiation on gel formation and stability.

Three different amounts of’~ (corresponding to radiation

doses of 2.7,0.5 and 0.1 MRa) were added to the polymer

solutions and the mixture heated to physiological tempera-

ture and bathed in saline solution. Samples of the bath

were analyzed for radioactivity that might leak from the

solid gel over time. To determine if any polymer degra-

dation occurs during the effective lifetime of the radio-

nuclide, the irradiated polymer samples were analyzed for

changes in molecular weight, molecuku- weight distri-

bution, composition, structure, and gelation properties.

Detailed studies were conducted within 60 days (10

physical half-lives) of the onset of the’~ decomposition.

Polymer~adionuclide Composite Characteristics in an In

Vivo System. Experiments are needed in an animal model

system to answer several questions about containment of

radionuclides and/or polymer at the tumor site and their

biodistribution to healthy tissues. To determine distribution

of the polymer within tumors, we are testing the extent of
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tumor tissue perfusion as a function of injected polymer

volume and concentration. Experiments are conducted

using model mouse tumor (Lewis lung carcinoma injected

under the skin to form subcutaneous tumors in nude mice).

To visualize ~ injected polymer we are using 0.2pm blue

microsphere. Prelimin~’ results indicate that it is

difficult to obtain extensive tissue perfusion and that

multiple injections will most probably be needed to cover

larger tumors with sufficient dose of therapeutic ra&ation.

To determine distribution of the’~ radionuclide in mice

with model tumors, different regimes of dexamethasone,

polymer and colloidal’~ solutions were injected into

subcutaneous melanoma tumor implants in ten mice. In

each case, 2.5 mCi of ‘k was injected in a total volume of

100 pL of polymer-isotope suspension. Mice were sacri-

ficed on day three after the injection and tumor, liver,

kidney and spleen were excised and preserved for further

examination. The amount of’~ in the liver, kidney and

spleen was determined using a beta counter. We found

almost all the’~ contained wit.hk the tumor with minimal

leakage. These experiments indicated that using thermally

reversible gels it is feasible to deliver highly localized

radiation doses with minimal irradiation of normal tissues.

All experiments were conducted in cooperation with Dr.

Darrell Fisher with radioisotopes provided by Hanford

Radioisotope Program.

Synthesis of Reversibly Gelling Biodegradable Polymers.

In addition to the nonresorbable thermoreversible gel

composed of a linear random copolymer of NiPAAm and

acrylic acid, a biodegradable (resorbable) copolymer

exhibiting similar gelation properties might be obtained by

grafting of the oligo (IVPAAm) side chains on a bio-

degradable homopolymer backbone of, e.g., polysac-

charide or poly(amino acid). NiPA4rn oligomers with

carboxyl or amino terminus were synthesized by a free-

radical copolymerization using either amino- or carboxy-

terminated chain transfer agent for example 2-amino-

ethanethiol hydrochloride. To obtain graft copolymers the

next step.involves coupling of either the amino-terminated

macromers to the carboxyl moieties of the biodegradable

backbone or carboxyl-terminated macromers to the amino

moieties of the biodegradable backbone. Activation

reagents, such as dicyclohexyl carbodiimide are used for

the coupling reaction. We have synthesized graft co-

polymers of amino-terminated oligo(NiPAAm) with

alginate and graft copolymers of carboxy-terminated

oligo(NiPAAm) with chitosan. Both exhibited LCST

around 32”C. The copolymers precipitated out of solution

but failed to produce a continuous gel matrix. This might

be due to an insufficient degree of grafting of the

polysaccharide backbone. Synthesis of graft copolymers

with higher degree of substitution is in progress.

Presentation

Gutowska A, DR Fisher, and AA Campbell. June 1998.

“Reversible gels as delivery vehicles for therapeutic
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Volumeti”c Imaging of Materials by Advanced,
High-Resolution Pulse-Echo Ultrasound

Morris Good, LeonardJ. Bond,PeterM. Martin,GeraldJ. Posakony,JamesR Skorpik

StudyControlNumber: PN9808U1327

Project Description

The objective of this effort is to develop and demonstrate a

functional, 300 MHz focused transducer to collect volu-
metric data from a reference sample. The transducer will

be used in a pulse-echo mode and mounted on a precision

scanner for data acquisition. B-scan (side view) and C-
scan (top view) image formats will display reflectors

detected in the reference sample. Addressing high-risk

areas now may reduce the risk of developing higher-
frequency transducers and electronics (500 and 800 MHz)

in the future. The primary hurdle is establishing a process

of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of piezoelectric

material over a curved surface. The difficulty is maintain-

ing the purity of the piezoelectric microstructure as the

CVD film thickness increases on a curved lense surface.

1-GHz surface acoustic wave (SAW) probes with a flat

piezoelectric film exist, but a lower-frequency transducer

with curved piezoelectric film is a new research area.

Secondary hurdles include developing ultrasonic elec-

tronics and evaluating transducer performance parameters.

Continuous wave (CW) electronics for SAW devices exist

at 1 GHz and higher, but CW is unsuitable for pulse-echo,
volumetric imaging. Pulse-echo electronics exist for

150 MHz and lower fi-equencies; the challenge is in

moving to 300, 500, and 800 MHz. So the risks for the

piezoelectric film and ultrasonic electronics are in different

frequency ranges. Our approach was to address the higher-

risk area of CVD deposition of the curved, lower frequency

piezoelectric film. To quanti~ the enhancement, images

from the same reference sample will be compared with the

advanced system and those obtained with commercially
available transducers and electronics.

Technical Accomplishments

Patel et al. (1990) reported deposition of AIN with

piezoelectric properties using chemical vapor deposition

(CVD), and Naik et al. (1997) reported similar results
using reactive magnetron sputtering. Deposition tempera-

ture for the CVD process was 900°C; it was 200 to 600”C
for the magnetron sputtering process. Crystalline films

with hexagonal (002) and (100) orientations were obtained.

Onishi et al. (1943) reported optimum piezoelectric per-

formance was achieved with the (002) films. Based on the

literature, we evaluated the effects of substrate temper-

ature, chamber gas pressure, reactive gas partial pressure,

substrate material, and substrate location with respect to

the sputtering target.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the films was used on

the crystalline phase of a film. High-quality films up to

25 ~m thick were deposited. Adhesion to the substrate was

excellent in all cases. AIN films were deposited on sap-

phire and aluminum-coated fused silica substrates.

Optimal materials and layer thickness of substrate,

electrodes, and piezoelectric film were analyzed prior to

fabricating a test transducer. Transducer performance was

predicted with a modified KLM (Krirnholtz et al. 1970)

model for transducers with a nominal frequency of 100

MHz and 300 MHz, respectively. Sapphire and fused

silica were selected as substrates for test transducers. AIN

and ZnO were selected as piezoelectric materials. Adhe-

sion, crystalline phases, and crystalline phase purity

governed metal selection for electrodes.

Twelve test transducers were fabricated by depositing an

A1/AIN/Al multilayer sandwich on the flat end of 9.5-mm-
diameter rods of sapphire and 12.7-mm-diameter rods of

fused silica. The sapphire substrates were 6.1 mm thick,

and the fused silica substrates were 12.7 mm thick and

optically polished (Figure 1). An aluminum layer was

deposited over the entire surface of the substrate. A

25-~m-thick AIN layer was then deposited through a mask
to expose a 1.6-mm wide annulus of the first aluminum

layer. The top ahtrninum layer was deposited through a

circular mask. Electrical leads were attached to the top and
bottom aluminum electrodes by conductive epoxy.

Several of the later test transducers produced ultrasonic

waveforms. Signals were observed that had reflected off

the back of the cylindrical substrate. Data were acquired

for an AIJAIN/Al deposition onto a sapphire substrate (see
Figure 2). The KLM model predicted a -6 dB frequency

..
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response of 50 to 130 MHz with a peak ffequency of

100 MHz. A Fourier transform of a signal indicated a peak

frequency of 72 MHz. The digitized RF signal indicated a

pulse of approximately 0.04 ps using a JSR Synergetic
DPRO02 with a HF- 14.0 remote pulser-preamplifier.

When the remote pulser-preamplifier was changed to a

VHF-1.7 unit, the peak frequency shifted to 98 MHz.
Multiple signals were present that were apparently

longitudinal and shear wave modes. A goal was to obtain a

nearly pure longitudinal wave because thk would penetrate

into a coupling fluid and into a part to be evaluated.

Future work should address the multiple wave modes that

were observed and determine fabrication techniques for

generating a pure longitudinal wave mode.
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Figure 1. Piezoelectric and electrode fdms deposited on
sapphire (left) and fused silica (right) substrates
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Figure 2. IUM prediction and actual data from AIIAINIAI
deposition on sapphire substrate: (a) KLM predicted
amplitude loss versus frequency response, (b) amplitude
versus frequency by Fourier transform of RF signal, (c)
amplitude versus time by digitized RF reelection from far side
of sapphire substrate
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Publication

A paper has been submitted to the international conference

on AVS Metallurgical Coatings and Thin Films for April

1999. A peer-reviewed paper will be submitted to Thin
Solid Films.
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Development of Dynamic Nuclear Polhrz”zation-Enlianced
NMR Capabilities for Applications in Environmental

and Health-Reluted Research

Robert A. Wind

Study Control Number: PN97031/1172

Project Description

In a collaborative project between R.A. Wind and

P.D. Ellis of PNNL and R.J. Pugmire and D.M. Grant of

the University of Utah, a special nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) spectrometer is under development in

which the NMR signals in specific materials can be

enhanced by several orders of magnitude using dynamic

nuclear polarization (D~). The spectrometer operates in

an external magnetic field of 1.4 Tesla and at variable

temperatures in the range 120 to 350K. It will be used to

evaluate the possibilities of DNP-enhanced NMR in a

variety of projects of environmental and health-related

importance to be carried out in collaboration with other

scientists within and outside of PNNL. Examples of such

projects are chemical shift anisotropy measurements of

rare nuclei such as 15Nin model solid compounds, flow

and transport measurements in porous media on a

micrometer scale, structural investigations of combustion

engine deposits, studies of structures and dynamics in

frozen biopolymers, and DNP-enhauced NMR microscopic

imaging and spectroscopy in biological and non-biological

liquid compounds. The DNP-I)JMR spectrometer is being

constructed at the University of Utah.

Technical Accomplishments

The DNP-NMR spectrometer was assembled and made

suitable for both 40 GHz C.W. Electronic Paramaguetic

Resonance @PR) and DNP-NMR. Also, the first DNP-

NMR probe was designed and buik This probe is capable

of performing DNP-NMR on static samples in the temper-

ature range 120 to 350K. It was found that for non-glossy

samples the performance of this probe surpasses all DNP

probes that have been built in the past.

Crystalline solids were doped with stable radicals using

both melt-quench and solvent-evaporation techniques. It

was found that besides making these solids amenable to

DNP, it also shortened the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation

times substantially, increasing the NMR sensitivity per unit

measuring time. Moreover, in solids containing protons,

the lH rotating-frame relaxation time was found to remain

relatively long, which means that cross-polarization

experiments with a long contact time can be performed.

Initial solid state lH, 13C,and 15NDNP experiments were

carried out on a number of materials including doped

dibenzofuran, a compound occurring in combustion clean-

up processes of hazardous chemicals on doped purine, one

of the fundamental ring systems of nucleic acid bases; on

doped carbazole, one of the major nitrogen-containing

constituents of cod, ad on coal itself, which contains

naturally occurring unpaired electrons. We have observed

proton DNP enhancement factors varying between 30 and

70, *3C DNP enhancements of 150-550, and in isotonically

labeled carbazole, a 15NDNP enhancement of 930 was

observed. Figure 1 shows the latter result. It can be calcu-

lated that this large DNP enhancement factor made is

possible to detect a *5Nspectrum with au excellent sigual-

to-noise ratio in a few hours that would have taken more

than 1,300 years without DNP.

A second probe, capable of combining DNP-NMR and

magic angle spinning (MM), was built. The signal

enhancements were considerably less than in the static

probe, which is in part due to the fact that this probe could

operate only at room temperature. Therefore, at present

the probe is extended with low-temperature capabilities

and modified to increase its DNP efficiency.

To explore the possibilities of DNP for magnetic resonance

microscopy (MRM), liquids lH DNP experiments were

performed on radicals dissolved in water and in organic

solvents. Enhancement factors up to -40 were observed at

room temperature, indicating the viability of this approach.

The results were used in a proposal submitted to DOE’s

Measurement Sciences Program to develop MRM

technologies, including DNP-MRM.

Also, initial DNP experiments were performed on ethylene

in the gas phase, the liquid phase, and the supercritical

phase. In all phases, positive enhancements up to +20

were measured, indicating that DNP-NMR in supercritical



fluids may be very useful for studying complexation in

these fluids, following chemical reactions and surface

phenomenh and determining diffusion and flow of these

fluids in porous media.
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DNA Replication and Repair

Eric J. Ackerman

StudyControlNumber: PN97039/1180

Project Description

Our objective is to understand the molecular biology of

deoxyribonucleic (DNA) replication and repair. The main

focus of research included the following tasks: 1) continue

ongoing efforts to elucidate the roles of several proteins

involved in DNA replication and repair processes, includ-

ing the anti-oncogene protein p53, the recombination

protein Rad51, the DNA damage recognition protein XPA,

and the ‘guardian of the genome’ protein poly (ADP-

ribose) polymerase (PARP); 2) initiate efforts to determine

the three-dimensional structure for some of these proteins

using NMR and to determine their cellular roles via NMR

imaging; 3) perform cloning, expression, and purification

of additional proteins involved in DNA replication and

repaiq 4) continue development of a novel assay to detect

Alzheimer’s disease before the appeamuce of dementia and

tangled plaques; and 5) refine existing repair and replica-

tion assays and measure fidelity of these assays.

We developed the Xenopus system for repair because

Xenopus oocytes and extracts can repair 100% of the input

DNA. The next best vertebrate extracts repair less than 2%

of the substrate DNA. The higher sensitivity of the

Xenopus system should permit identification and assign-

ment of roles for proteins required in replicationh-epair.

We have purified several proteins required for DNA repair

and replication and prepared polyclonal antibodies to these

proteins. Successfully reaching the milestones will result

in a greater understanding of the molecular basis of several

human diseases, including Xeroderma pigmentosum and

perhaps even Alzheimer’s. DNA replication and repair are

essential processes in for all life. Aside from the biomdl-

cal and therapeutic benefits, understanding replication and

repair is essential for bioremediation of waste sites.

Technical Accomplishments

To elucidate molecular details of the repair/ replication

reactions, Dr. Ackerman’s laboratory has cloned,

expressed in E. coli, and purified to homogeneity severrd

important and interesting proteins involved in DNA

metabolism. The roles of these proteins in DNA repair/

replication will be studied. The work will allow

identification of components in the repair pathway.

Sufficient quantities of purified Xenopus p53, XPA,

Rad51, and human poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase are

being produced by Dr. Ackerman’s laboratory for colla-

borative structural studies with PNNL scientists and tradi-

tional biochemical approaches such as kinetic measure-

ments and affinity columns to identify associated proteins.

Dr. Ackerman is already collaborating with Professor

Michael Smerdon (WSU) and Dr. Dave Springer (PNNL)

to study the role of chromatin in DNA repair using

Xenopus extracts and injected cells. A further collabora-

tion with Dr. Jay Robbins (NIH) may be establishing a link

between DNA repair defects and Alzheimer’s disease. An

importamt aspect of this Alzheimer’s work is the potential

for a simple assay to detect Alzheimer’s disease years

before the symptoms of dementia and tangled amyloid

plaques appear. Early detection means early treatment and

perhaps even a cure for this debilitating disease.

One of the key tools used for screening carcinogenic

agents is the Ames tes~ which is prone to false positives.

The basis of the Ames testis the appearance of mutants of

Salmonella after activation of carcinogenic substances by a

rat liver extract mixed with Salmonella. The Xenopus sys-

tem described above not only efficiently completes DNA

repair and replication reactions, it completes these reac-

tions virtually error-free. Therefore, it should be possible

to develop a simple assay using Xenopus cells and extracts

to test for the effects of reagents on the fidelity of repair/

replication reactions. Using vertebrate cells should mini-

mize the false positives of the Ames test and provide

greater biologicrd relevance for detemining human risks.

Resulis

The following are results from the research conducted in

FY 1998.

. Purified and characterized activities for recombinant

proteins p53, XPA, PARP, Rad51.



I
. I

. Demonstrated unexpectedly strong binding of the

entire Xenopus p53 molecule to a short oligo-

nucleotide comprising the p53 DNA recognition

sequence; successfully phosphorylated the

recombinant p53 and detected changes in DNA

binding specificity.

. Prepared site-specific damaged DNA substrate

plasmid.

● P53: XPA Expressed and puriiied the entire Xenopus
XPA protein in soluble form in E. coli;. still optimi-

zing expression conditions, but tripled previous yields;

demonstrated binding to damaged DNA by recom-

binant XPA, XPA protein exhibits a very clem NMR

spectrum; preparing versions of XPA with stable

isotopes.

● Measured DNA repair with a variety of damaged

substrates by the HCR assay.

● DNA Repair Assays and Human diseases. Construc-

ted micrograms of plasmid DNA containing damage at

a specific, desired location. This technical milestone

is essential for multiple projects that will characterize

roles of specific repair and replication proteins, as well

as an assay tool for transecting cell lines harboring

human diseases. Produced milligram amounts of

Rad51 protein, trying to concentrate it sufficiently for

NMR experiments.

publication

Ackerman EJ, LK Koriazov4 JK Saxen% and

AY Spoonde. 1998. “Nucleotide Excision Repair in

Nuclear Extracts.” Xenopus Oocytes Methods in

Molecular Biology.

Presentations

Koriazova LK and El Ackerman. August 1998.

“Interaction of Xenopusp53 and hsp70.” Gordon Research

Conference on DNA Alterations in Transformed Cells,

New Hampshire.

Iakoucheva LM and EJ Ackerman. 1998. “Analysis of

interaction between Xenopus laevis XPA protein and

DNA.” Gordon Research Conference on DNA Alterations

in Transformed Cells, New Hampshire.
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Eicosanoid Synthesis Following Exposure to Environmental

TbomosJ. Weber

Chemicals

Study Control Number: PN97040/1181

Project Description

The focus of this project was to investigate the role of

prostanoid-related signaling in chemical-induced carcino-

genesis. It is well established that prostanoid biosynthesis

is increased in response .to mild chemical or physical sh-ess.

Further, epidemiological and experimented evidence sup-

ports a role for prostanoid-related signaling in tumori-

genesis. Tumor formation is the result of a complex set of

regulatory processes that control the rates of cell birth

(proliferation) and cell death (apoptosis). Prostaglandins

are known to modulate both cell proliferation and apop-

tosis; however, the latter has not been extensively

investigated.

Prostanoids elicit their biological effects through pros-

tanoid receptors. Currently, eight prostanoid receptor

family members have been cloned (EP1, EP2, EP3, EP4, TP,

FP, IP, DP) and a number of alternative splice variants

identified. Prostanoid receptors are members of the G-

protein coupled receptor superfamily and generally are

associated with cyclic AMP- or inositol phospholipid-

related signal transduction pathways. Consistent with

epidemiological and experimental evidence suggesting a

role for prostanoids in human cancers, the cyclic AMP and

inositol phospholipid pathways are firmly established in

the regulation of mammalian growth and differentiation.

Of particular interest, the prostaglandm Fti receptor @P)

appears to be present in several epithelial cell types,

including hepatocytes. A number of chemical carcinogens

increase the biosynthesis of PGFti, he physiologic ligaud

for the FP receptor. The FP receptor is known to increase

cell proliferation, but there are no reports describing the

influence of FP-related signal transduction on apoptosis in

hepatocytes.

Technical Accomplishments

Studies were conducted to determine whether a selective

FP agonist (fluprostenol) modulated the growth behavior

of a hepatocyte cell line (Hepa-1). Hepa-1 cells were

treated with 100 nM fluprostenol in DMEM supplemented

with 0.1 YOfetal bovine serum (FES) for seven days and

cell number measured using the alamar blue assay. “

i-

20”

0

T

*

control Fluprostenol

Figure. 1. Decreased Hepa-1 cell number by Fluprostenol.
Hepa-1 cells were treated with 100 nM Fluprostenol in
DMEM supplemented with 0.1% fetal bovine serum (FBS)
for seven days and an index of cell number measured using
the alamar blue assay. *Signitkantly different from control,
p <0.05.

Fluprostenol treatment dramatically decreased cell number

relative to control. Visual inspection of the cell culture

plates verified the effect of Fluprostenol on Hepa-1 cell

number. There were less than 10 cells per field of view in

the Fluprostenol-treated dishes, while the control dishes

exhibited a confluent monolayer. In contrast, Fluprostenol

dld not modulate cell number when Hepa-1 cells were

exposed to this agonist in the presence of 10% FBS con-

taining media. Thus, a constituent of FES appears to

interfere with the effect of Fluprostenol on hepatocyte

growth.

To determine whether the decreased Hepa-1 cell number

by Fluprostenol in the absence of FBS was the result of

increased apoptosis, a caspase-3 assay was employed.

Caspase-3 has been implicated in apoptotic signrd trans-

duction pathways innumerous cell types. Fluprostenol

marginally increased caspase-3 activity (13%) at an early

time point (8 hours). However, later time points (21 hours)

did not show a difference in caspase-3 activity relative to

control. These preliminary data suggest that Fluprostenol

may mod~ate Hepa~l cell number, in pr@ through an

apoptotic pathway, however, additional studies are

required to validate this hypothesis. ‘



Presentation

Justin Bums, who was a summer intern in this project, was

one of 20 students selected nationwide as representatives to

Congress for the research activities conducted by DOE

summer student interns. Justin presented a poster on this

research in Washington, D.C. on October 30-November 2,

1998.
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Enzymatically Active Surfaces

l%ricJ. Ackerman

Study Control Number: PN98028/1274

Project Description

Enzymes are known to catalyze more than 5000 diverse

chemical reactions. Enzymatic reactions occur at ambient

temperatures and pressures, while chemical catalysts

frequently require robust reaction vessels containing

dangerous solvents maintained at extremely high tempera-

tures and pressures. Accordingly, the simplified reaction

conditions of enzymatic reactors require less complex

engineering than catalytic reactors. Our focus is to develop

the capability to build enzymatic microreactors. Our initial

choice in enzymes was OPH. Producing a successful

single-channel reactor represents a tirst step toward

creating machines that mimic complex, multistep chemical

reaction pathways.

Technical Accomplishments

The advantages of using biological components (enzymes)

in microdevices include reducing temperature/pressure

requirements to ambient conditions, orders-of-magnitude

faster reaction speeds, chemical selectivity, increased

active-site concentration, and the potential to link several

enzymatic reactors together to perform reaction pathways.

‘ Single enzymes frequently can be used for multiple

applications; e.g., OPH is used by the cell to produce

amino acids, and OPH can also inactivate pesticides and

nerve gas. Our primary focus is to demonstrate a

functioning microreactor.

OPH is an attractive proof-of-principle enzyme for our first

functioning microreactor because it catalyzes a commer-

cially and nationally useful reactior, thus this projc+t is not

merely an academic exercise. The three-dimensional

structure and catalytic mechanism of OPH are known,

thereby providing invaluable information for linkage to a

suitable surface. Nonetheless, it is useful to begin

considering other useful enzymes for future microreactors,

especially if these enzymes are usetid in new technologies,

such as applications in space exploration or carbon

management.

The necessary task to produce active enzyme via recom-

binant DNA technology has already been accomplished. It

is essential to use recombinant enzymes for this proposal if

enzyme modification is necessary for attachment to

suitable surfaces.. Sufficient OPH has been achieved for

one version of the enzyme. The most difficult part of the

project is to covalently link OPH to a suitable surface

without destroying its enzymatic activity. If our current

OPH requires modification, then we must produce a new

version. In a worst case scenario, there may several

versions of OPH and dozens of surfaces and attachment

chemistries that require evaluation until success is

achieved. However, we may learn invaluable lessons from

failed attachment methods and abandoned surfaces that

will hasten future enzymatic microreactors. The final task

will require participation by the engineering staff.

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate that we have succeeded in

engineering the OPH gene into an expression vector,

finding conditions for expressing large quantities of OPH

protein in bacteri~ and pmiijring OPH.

Recombinant expression of OPH

OPH

OPH —>
+ Flaln

Pmtoln ws.rag-

Figure 1. SDS-gel amdysis demonstrating induction and over-
expression of wild-type and His-Tag~ OPH protein

PurificationofOPH

MW, koa 1 2345678

212
4Ea -:t
176 ~;

97.2 “. 3 “~

Fignre 2. 10% SDS Page: 1) MW standards, 2) pET15b-OPH
cell Iysatq 3) 8-metal &elate column fractions (OP~



Both figures show SDS-polyacrylamide gels. The fist

figure shows two different versions of OPH. The larger

OPH species contains an extra 20 amino acids at its amino-

terminus that facilitate purification and may also enable

attachment of purified OPH to a nanosurface. Both OPH

species are clearly the predominant bands in their lanes,

thereby indicating that the bacteria are expressing large

quantities of OPH. Two different clones of OPH without

the extra 20 amino acids (lanes 34) and six different

clones of OPH with the extra 20 amino acids are shown

(lanes 5–10). As expected, the bacteria do not express

OPH unless they are induced [compare lane 2 (no

induction) with lanes 3–10 (induction)]. The second figure

shows that OPH can be substantially purified in one

chromatographic step (compare purity of the starting

material in lane 2 with the eluted fractions in lanes 3–8).
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Experimental and Theoretical Study of Oxyanion
Chemistry on Mineral Surfaces

Michael A. Henderson, StephenA. Joyce JamesR Rustad

Project Description

Adsorption, resorption, and diffusion of oxyanions on sur-

faces are important phenomena that occur during the trans-

port of contaminants through soils. This study applies ex-

perimental ultrahigh vacuum (uhv) surface chemical and

structural techniques and theoretical molecular mechanics

to investigate the heterogeneous chemistry of oxyanions on

mineral surfaces. Emphasis is on surface structure, both on

the atomic and mesoscopic level, in the adsorption and

subsequent chemistry of the adsorbed species. Both uhv

surface science and geoscience are well-established disci-

plines with many cornmonalities, but historically there has

been limited overlap among practitioners. This project will

bring together scientists in chemical physics, materials

science, and geochemistry.

Technical Accomplishments

In FY 1998, studies continued on theoretical and experi-

mental determinations of the structure and heterogeneous

chemistry of the two low-index (001 and 012) surfaces of

hematite. These surfaces were chosen because both are

fairly low-energy and are found on natural specimens; their

structures allow for a direct measure of the influence of

cation coordination [three-fold on the (001), five-fold on

the (012)]; and both reconstruct during vacuum annealing.

This treatment presumably results in reduced iron sites
(Fe* -> Fe2~, providing a convenient way to study the role

of charge state on surface chemistry.

The geometric and electronic structures of the (001) and

(012) surfaces and their reconstructions were studied with

low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), scanning tunnel-

ing microscopy (STM), energy-loss spectroscopy (EM),
and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The (001)

surface undergoes a series of reconstructions as a function

of processing conditions. After sputtering to clean the

sample and mild annealing in oxygen, a six-fold symmetric
surface diffraction pattern is observed. The lattice spacing

and orientation of the diffraction features are not consistent

with a simple bulk terminated cwFezO~(001 ) surface, but

the structure is consistent with a spinel form of iron oxide.
Spinels have mixtures of octahedrally and tetrahedrally

coordinated irons. Two structurally equivalent forms are

known, maghemite (with exclusively Fen and magnetite

(with a mixture of Fe’+ and Fen. STM measurements are

also consistent with formation of a spinel phase. Figure 1

shows an in-plane lattice spacing of 0.5 nm, whereas the
.-FezO~ should be 0.6 nm. All steps from one terraCe to the

next are 0.5 nm. For •-FezO~,the minimum step is

0.2 mrG for the iron oxide spinels, the step is 0.5 nm. XI%

studies show the presence of Fe2+,indicating that the

surface region has become magnetite. Annealing at higher

temperatures and higher oxygen partial pressures results in

two other phases. The first is consistent with an ideally
bulk terminated surfac~ the second is characterized by a

complex diffraction with many additional spots. This

reconstruction is referred to in the literature as the blphase

ordered structure because it is believed to arise from a

mixture of FeO- and Fe~Oq-type terminations. XPS shows

very little Fez+in this surface, suggesting that the conven-

tional interpretation may need to be refined. For the (012)

surface, annealing in oxygen leads to an ideally bulk

terminated structure, whereas annealing in vacuum leads to

a 1x2 reconstruction. ELS studies show emergence of a

new electronic state within bandgap when annealed in

vacuum, indicating that Fe2+sites are being formed. STM

studies show a large amplitude (- 0.3-0.5 nrn) corrugation

with the correct 1X2 symmetry, suggesting that a simple

reconstruction due to just the removal of oxygens from the

surface cannot adequately characterize the structure, the

surface may inicrofacet.

Figure 1. High-resolution STM image of hematite surface
showing triangular regions with atomic resolution. The size
and symmetry of the atomic lattice are consistent with the
formation of a magnetite surface phase.
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The chemistry of water has been examined on the unrecon-
structed and reconstructed surfaces of the (012) hematite
using temperature-programmed resorption (TPD), secon-
dary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), and high-resolution
electron energy-loss spectroscopy (HREELS). Both sur-
faces dissociate water, as evidenced by intense OH stretch-
ing and bending modes in HREELS. Hydroxyls on the
reconstructed surface are more tightly bound, but approxi-

mately 50% less water is dissociated. The 3:1 ratio of
dissociated versus molecular water on the unreconstructed
surface measured by TPD agrees well with theory.
HREELS, in the electronic mode, reveals that the recon-

structed surface possesses Fe2+ sites. These sites bind
water more weakly than Fe3+ site and do not dissociate
water or reduce it to H2. In fac~ preliminary studies sug-
gest that the reconstructed surface reversibly binds Oz and

is not deoxidized, whereas the unreconstructed surface does
not bind Oz at all. Thus transforming the unreconstructed
to the reconstmcted surface must involve mass transport
and reoxidation.

These results have been compared with molecular simula-

tions and helped refine them. The molecular dynamics
simulations with transferable/polarizable model (Rustad
and Wasserman 1998) were applied to study the surface
relaxation of the nonhydroxylated, hydroxylated, and sol-
vated surfaces of hematite. Nonhydroxylated structures
and energies are in good agreement with previous LDA
calculations on corundum by Manassidis et al. (1993). The
results of molecular dynamics simulations of solvated
interfaces define end-member hydroxylated-hydrated states
for the surfaces, which are used in energy minimization
calculations. Hydration has little effect on surface struc-
ture, but hydroxylation has a significant effec~ Both gas-
and solution-phase adsorption calculations predict greater
hydroxylation for the hematite (012) surface than for the
(001) surface. Our simulations iilso indicate fore-fold
coordinated iron ions on the (001) surface. Based on
experimental studies of water adsorption on the (012)
surface, the amount of water molecules dissociated was
examined. The lowest energy was found for a surface with
7590 of the molecules dissociated, in good agreement with
the experiment.

Parameters for describing the interaction of oxyanions

H2SOq, H2Cr04, H3P04, and NSiOA (and deprotonated

forms) with hydroxylated iron oxide surfaces were de-

veloped with parameters fit fkom density fictional elec-

tronic smucture calculations. The resulting gas-phase pro-

ton affinities and Fe ligand binding energies were linearly

related to experimental values determined in aqueous solu-

tions, indicating that the pararneterized model is correctly

predicting Fe-oxyanion interactions in solution. The chro-

mate and phosphate parameters were also tested by com-

paring minimized fernclferrous chromate and phosphate

crystal structures with experimental values. Results for the

crystal structures are acceptable except for vivianite, which

is held together by hydrogen bonding forces between

waters coordinated to ferrous iron. A parameterized clas-

sical potential model for the interaction of water and hy-

droxide with iron oxide was used to calculate the optimal

proton arrangement and binding energies on the (012) sur-

face of hematite. Energy minimization calculations with

the pammeterized potential model indicate that approxi-

mately 75’%0of adsorbed water molecules are dissociated

on thk surface, in agreement with recent TPD and

HREELS measurements.
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Herman GS, EP McDaniel, and SA Joyce. 1998. “Inter-

action of D20 with the FC304 (111) and the Biphase Order-

ed Structures on a-F~03 (0001 ).” .1.Electron Spect. Rel.

Phenom.

Presentations

Rustad JR. June 1998. “Molecular modeling of the sur-

face charging of hematite II. Optimal proton distribution

and simulation of surface charge versus pH relationships.”

Clay Minerals Society meeting, Cleveland, and Regional

ACS meeting, Richland, Washington.

Henderson MA. August 1998. ‘!Interaction Water with the

(1x1) and (2x1) Surfaces of c+F~03 (012).” ACS Nation-

al Meeting, Boston.

Herman GS. July 1998. “Interaction of D20 with the

F~04 (1 11) and the Biphase Ordered Structures on

c+F~03 (0001 ).” VUV 98, San Francisco.

Joyce SA. June 1998. “Structure of Iron Oxide Surfaces.”

Pacific Northwest ACS Meeting, Richland, Washington.
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Glutathione”Transferase Moleculhr Dynamic Simulation

Rick L. Ornstein

Study Control Number: PN96029/1096

Project Description

Glutathione S transferases (GSTS) play a key role in the

detoxification of xenobiotics and in oxidative metabolism.

GSTS have also been shown to have significant capacity

for degradation of halogenated hydrocarbons. In addition,

GSTS have been implicated in the development of resis-

tance towards xenobiotics such as carcinogens, therapeutic

agents, pesticides, and insecticides by cells and organisms

ranging from humans to plants to bacteria. Tetrachloro-

hydroquinone reductive dehalogenase (TeCH-RD) has

been isolated and purified by Dr. Luying Xun (WSU and

PNNL); this enzyme is involved in the biodegradation

pathway of pentachlorophenol. Dr. Michael Kennedy and

coworkers in EMSL have been using solution NMR

methods to solve the structure of this enzyme. TeCH-RD

is a member of the important family of detoxifying

enzymes called GSTS. In the first two years, we performed

high-level quantum mechanics calculations to discover the

fundamental mechanism of GSTS. In W 1998, we com-

pleted a series of molecular dynamics simulations on a

GST dimer and monomer in a big bath of water, using

conventional and more rigorous determination of the

electrostatic interaction component. The latter simulation

results were of much higher quality the difference was

unexpectedly large and will greatly impact fiture

simulation efforts on this and related enzymes.

Technical Accomplishments

It is well known that the majority of GSTS function as

dimers. The suitability of protein-solvent molecular

dynamics simulations for protein dimers has not been

examined nearly as well as for monomer simulations. We

have performed baseline validation molecular dynamics

simulations on the well-studkd rat-mu GST. We com-

pared a conventional electrostatic cutoff model with the

more rigorous particle-mesh Ewald method (Norberto de

Souza and Omstein 1998). The difference in the computed

root mean square differences (RMSDS) betsveen the two

methods is very large for the protein-protein dlmer as well

as for each monomer of the dimer. On the basis of these

RMSDS and other data in the manuscrip6 we can most

strongly recommend the use of the PME method for

macromolecubr-macromolecnhw interaction. This finding

is contrary to an earlier report (Fox and Kollman 1996)

comparing both methods for a small monomer. The PME

simulations are also of higher quality than the conventional

cutoff simulations with respect to numerous other proper-

ties including thermal B-factors, retention of hydrogen

bonds, surface accessibility, and radius of gyration (see

Norberto de Souza and Omstein 1998 for details).

Publications

Zheng YJ and RL Ornstein. 1996. “Catalytic Role of the

a-Carboxylate of the Glu Residue of Glutathione in

Glutathione S-transferases.” J. Biomol. Struct. Dyn. 14,
231-233.

Zheng YJ and RL Omstein. 1996. “An explanation of the

single-turnover experiment of 4 chlorobenzoyl COA

dehalogenase.” Prot. Eng. 9,721-723.

Zheng YJ and RL Ornstein. 1997. “Role of Active Site

Tyrosine in Glutathione S-Transferascx Insights from a

Theoretical Study on Model Systems.” J. Am. Chem. SOC.

119,1523-1528.

Zheng YJ and RL Omstein. 1997. “Mechanism of

Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution of l-Chloro-2,4

dinitrobenzene by Glutathione in the Gas Phase and in

Solution. Implications for the Mode of Action of Gluta-

thione S-Transferases.” J. Am. Chem. Sot. 119,648-655.

Norberto de Souza O and RL Omstein. 1998. “Molecular

Dynamics Simulations of a Protein-Protein Interactions:

Particle-Mesh Ewald Electrostatic Model Yields Far
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Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

HermanM. Cho

Project Description

We have initiated the development of new and unique

scientific capabilities within Pacific Northwest National

Laboratory involving magnetic resonance spectroscopy as

a method for probing the environment of actinide ele-

ments (U, Np, Pu, Am) in complex matrixes. The

feasibility of using magnetic resonance spectroscopy,

both nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR), to elucidate the local

environment of actinide nuclei under a variety of

chemical conditions has been examined. Given the

ubiquity and utility of magnetic resonance spectroscopy

of Actinides

in chemical research involving stable isotopes, it is

natural to suppose that magnetic resonance investigations ●

will be of similar value in the study of actinide sites. “

Judging from known magnetic parameters of some

actinide nuclides, it is plausible that detailed structural

and chemical information can be extracted from d~cct

NMR and EPR measurements of actinide complexes.

Technical Accomplishments

The first stage of this project was to identify model

systems containing radlonuclides ~th the properties most

advantageous for NMR and EPR. Simultaneously,

procedures were formulated for performing experiments

Study Control Number: PN98045/1291

on liquid and solid samples in magnetic resonance

instruments. A fist experimental goal is to establish

correlations of key NMR and EPR parameters of actinide

isotopes with molecular and electronic structure. These

correlations will provide the framework for interpreting

NMR and EPR spectra as we proceed to the study of

target samples where the environment of the actinide

nucleus is not known in advance. Mixed waste separa-

tions materials, complexes with small proteins, actinides

in solid waste forms, and colloids are some promising

candidates for future work

Work on this project has progressed in several directions

Calculations of Magnetic Resonance Parameters of

Candidate Isotopes. A survey of actinide isotopes

with long half-lives has been performed to identify

the actinide nuclides with the most promising

properties for magnetic resonance measurements.

Based on nuclear data obtained by other experimental

techniques, NMR frequencies, linewidths, relaxation

times. and sismal strerwths have been estimated, and

-
‘sCm, and ‘7Cm were determined to be the nuclides

best-suited and most interesting for magnetic

resonance studies.

Table 1. NMR data for some long-lived actinided isotopes (Tm>10 y) with favorable NMR properties

.NMRfrequency

Nuclear in 11.74 T ThreshoId Threshold

ground state magnetic field, JN7S&sensitivity amounts required amounts required

Isotope spin reIative to lH for NM& mg for - mCi

‘i7Ac 3/2 65.6 1.13 x 10-2 9.7 x 10-* 7.0 x 101

22gTh 512 16.5 4.20 X 104 2.6 X 10’ 5.6
231pa 312 119.9 6.90 X 10-2 2.7 X 10-1 1.3 x 10-2
233u 5/2 21.1 8.80 x 104 1.3 x 10* 1.2 x 10-1
235u 7/2 8.7-11.8 1.50X 104 7.5 x 101 1.6 X 104

‘7Np 5/2 103.8-112.4 1.33 x 10-1 1.4 X1 O-* 1.0 x 104

‘9PU 1/2 36.3 3.80 X 104 3.1 x 101 1.9
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. Design and Selection of Holders and Probes for

Sealed Source Radiological Liquid and Solid Samples.

To minimize the hazards of radiological samples, we

have developed NMR and EPR holders for radio-

logical samples that meet PNNL standards of sealed

source (non-dkpersible) radiological materials. In

future years, we intend to refine our designs so we can

do magic angle spinning (MAS) experiments with

powdered specimens.

● Preparation and Approval of Procedures for Work

with Sealed Source Radiological Sampler. in

conjunction with Radiological Control and EMSL

ES&H staff, we have prepared procedures and

implemented engineering and administrative controls

that will enable us to begin scientific investigations

with sealed-source radiological samples in the EMSL.

These procedures are documented and DOE approvals

for these experiments are expected early in FY 1999.

An EMSL laboratory has been modified so that it

might be designated a temporary radioactive materials

area during experiments involving sealed source

radiological samples.

. Construction of NA4R Probes for Radiological Speci-

mens. Together with EMSL IDL staff, we have begun

design of two-channel probes for observation of the

NMR signals of actinide nuclides. These probes will

have tuning ranges that will enable us to excite and

detect NMR signals from actinide nuclides and will be

custom-engineered for use with radiological samples.

● Exploratory Measurements on Stable Lanthanide

Analogs. Until the instrumentation and approvals for

experiments on actinide samples are in place, we are

proceeding with experiments on stable solutions

containing lanthanide complexes, which serve as

chemical analogs of actinides in the +3 oxidation state.

● Preparation of Proposal Submitted in Response to the

1998 EMSP High-Level Waste Call for Proposals.

The proposal entitled, “Structure and Coordination

Chemistry of Actinide Complexes,” was generated in

April 1998 with results produced during the course of

this project.

● Ab Initio Calculations of Uranyl Electric Field

Gradients. In conjunction with EMSL theoreticians,

we have initiated a theoreticrd investigation of mole-

cular parameters, primarily electric field gradients,

that are expected to determine linewidths and line-

shapes of actinide NMR and EPR transitions. ‘

Presentation

Dr. Cho has received an invitation to present a talk at

‘Trospects of Magnetic Resonance” Symposium,

March 21-26, 1999, in Ascona, Switzerland.
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Ma~”x Assisted Laser Resorption/.Ionization
Using Resonant Laser Ablhtion

Greg C. Eiden

StudyControlNumbm PN98046/1292

Project Description

We have proposed a new way of obtaining mass spectra of

large molecules, especially those that have traditionally

been difficult to observe by matrix-assisted laser desorp-

tion/ionization (MALDI). This report describes the results

of proof-of-principle experiments designed to demonstrate

the new approach. In the conventional MALDI exper-

iment, a fixed wavelength laser such as a 337-rim N2 laser is

used to affiect both the resorption and ionization such as a

337-rim N2 laser steps. In our approach, we use a new

method to affect both ablation of the analytdmatrix and

resonant ionization of the chosen metal species. In this

way, we hoped that the ablation and analyte cationization

processes could be separately controlled. A simple change

of experimental protocol would allow, for example, parent

ion versus fragment ion information to be acquired by

forming unreactive or reactive cations, respectively.

Technical Accomplishments

We have successfully demonstrated several combinations

that yield MALDI or laser resorption mass spectra using a

single laser pulse for both matrix resorption and metal

ionization. Figure 1 shows the effect of detuning the laser

wavelength on the spe6trum observed for polystyrene-

2450. The upper trace shows a strong enhancement in the

polystyrene spectral features using our new methods. The

conventional MALDI spectrum is shown in the lower

trace. Note also the strong increase in low mass ions in the

upper trace.

Similar or better results have been observed for other

combinations. For example, Figure 2 shows the resonant

(upper trace) and nonresonant (lower) spectra observed for

polystyrene-1250.

This work represents the beginning of a very promising

avenue of research. The work to date is anticipated to

result in one refereed publication and at least one

conference presentation.
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Molecular Basis for Microbial Adhesion and Surface Reaction

Andrew R Febny, DavidA. Dixon, JamesR Rustad, Jim K. Fredrickson

Study Control Number: PN98052/1298

Project Description

A molecular-based modeling capability is being developed

[including ab initio electronic structure molecuku orbital

(MO) and density functional theory (IXW) calculations,

molecular dynamics simulations, and thermodynamic

modeling] of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) functional groups

present on gram-negative bacterial surfaces. This will

form the foundation of a theoretical modeling capability.

The groups being studied include sugar, alcohol, amine,

phosphate, and carboxylic acid groups present on the LPS

chains. These functional groups, the carboxylic acids and

phosphates, are key in developing of bacterial surface

charge and binding cations to bacterial cell surfaces. The

same groups are also expected to be involved in the inter-

actions with oppositely charged mineral surface sites. We

will also investigate the interaction of amino acids, notably

the carboxy-terminal group, to better understand how

membrane-bound proteins interact with mineral surfaces.

The modeling activities are supported by experimental

studies using the iron-reducing bacterium Shewanella

putrefaciens to determine the chemical composition of the

outer LPS chains and the bacterial surface charge and

hydrophobicity. Shewanella putrefaciens is being used at

PNNL to study bacterial iron reduction and bioremediation

of metal and radlonuclide-contaminated sites. These

studies will provide information to test the predictions of

our molccukw models on this environmentally important

organism.

Technical Accomplishments

Considerable progress was made in FY 1998 in developing

1) equilibrium and nonequilibrium models of the bacterial

surface charging and 2) the electrical double layer. In our

first paper on this topic, Wasserman and Felmy (1998)

present a numerical solution to the Poisson-Boltzmrm

equation that is valid for an arbitrmy mixture of elecholyte

ions. This model was then used to calculate the surface

potential, Donnan potential, and ion concentration profiles

for semipermeable microbial membranes. The calculations

clearly demonstrated that in dilute solutions (1<0.OIM)

typical of subsurface groundwaters, previous models of

surface potential development were in error because they

were based on fixed 1:1 electrolyte concentrations and dld

not consider all ions present in solution. This fact, and the

fact that many environmentally important bacteria develop

a relatively high surface charge, can lead to the concen-

tration of cations at the microbial surface by factors as high

as 10,000 and to the development of a diffuse electrical

double layer that can extend significant distances from the

microbial surface. Such effects could be important in

microbial metal uptake and surface precipitation or redox

processes, which determine whether molecular diffusion

by itself is an effective mechanism for large cation

concentration effects or whether microbial movement or

convectiim would be required to prevent ion depletion in

the vicinity of the bacteria. To answer such questions,

severrd of the principal investigators (Wasserman,

Chilakapati, and Felmy) have developed a numerical finite

difference model for solution of the Nemst-Planck-

Smoluchowski equation for spherical particles applicable

to the nanoscale with sharp gradients generated by electro-

static forces. The results of these modeling calculations

(Figure 1) clearly show that molecula diffusion can be

extremely effective at the nanoscale and that even the high

cation concentration effects calculated for microbiaJ

surfaces can be achieved in relatively rapid timeframes

(i.e., <0.2 see).
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Figure 1. Calculated metal uptake profiles via molecular
diffusion for a trivalent cation in dilute (1=0.00IM) solution

.
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Simultaneous with the development of macroscopic equi-

librium and nonequilibrium thermodynamics; ab initio

DFT and MO calculations were performed on many of the

principal sugar and phosphate groups present on the LPS

chain. B asicities, acidities, and confirmational energies

were calculated. We are studying the exo-anomeric effect

(the O-C-O gauche conformation, which determines the

gross conformation of the polysaccharide backbone) in the

sugars, The results of the electronic structure calculations

on the exo-anomeric effect will be used to determine which

is the best force field to be used in the molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations. Electrostatic potential charges are

being calculated for use in classical MD simulations. MD

simulations are also being performed to determine the

hydration energies of the sugar groups. In addition, repre-

sentative structures of the polysaccharide/ membrane

molecule have been obtained, and MD simulations are

beginning for the in-vacuo molecule and the molecule in

aqueous solution. These simulations provide relative

protonation and confirmational energies to simulate the

acidlbase and charging behavior of the LPS membrane and

eventually determine the three-dimensional structure of the

LPS chains. Such simulations, which can eventually take

local group structure into accounc are clearly needed

because our initial thermodynamic charging model of the

LPS chain is a simple assemblage of independent

noninteracting functional groups.

The experimental studies in FY 1998 focused on analyzing

bacterial uhrastructure features needed to predict surface

charging, metal uptake, and other bacterial surface proces-

ses. Accurate analysis of bacterial cell ultrastructure pro-

vides critical information about cell envelope dimensions

used in calculating the chmge density of bacterial cell

surfaces. The focus this year has been on developing

freeze-substitution capabilities for uhrastructural analysis

of bacterial cells and analyzing the charge density of gram-

negative bacteria cells using potentiometric proton

titrations.

Cells of the dissimilatory metal-reducing bacterium

Shewanella putrefaciens CN32 were prepared at the

University of Guelph by freeze substitution, thin-sectioned,.

and subsequently analyzed by TEM. Photornicrographs of

CN32 thin sectioned cells are shown in Figure 2a (29600x

magnification). Ultrastructural features including the peri-

plasmic membrane, the penplasmic space contacting a gel-

like material, outer membrane, and Iipopolysaccharide

(LPS) layer are clearly evident in Figure 2. Some longitu-

dinally sectioned cells (Figure 2b) also revealed the mem-

brane typical of polar-flagellated bacteri% a characteristic

of Shewanella putrefaciens strains.

(a) OJ)

Figure 2. Electro~ rnicrographs of ShewanelZaputrefaciens
showing ukastructural features containing outer membrane
and Iipopolysaccharide layers.

To determine the charge density of S. putrefaciens cell

surfaces, potentiometric proton titrations of whole cells are

planned. This capabtity will allow the measurement of

surface charge densities for gram-negative bacteria that are

relevant to the bioremediation of metal- and radionuclide-

contarninated sediments. This information can then be

us&l to develop and evaluate methods for calculating the

surface potentials of gram-negative cells.

Publication

Wasserman E and AR Felmy. 1998. “Computation of the

Electric Double Layer Properties of Semipermeable Mem-

branes in Muhicomponent Electrolytes.” Applied and Envi-

ronmental Acknowledgments Microbiology, 64(6):2295-

2300.
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Near-Field Spectroscopic Mapping and
Manipulation of Enzymatic Reactions in Biological Membranes

X. Smmey Xiq Xindi R Mm

Study Control Number: PN96051/1118

Project Description

Optical trapping by highly focused laser beams has been

used extensively for manipulating submicron-sized par-

ticles such as biological structures (Ashkin and Dziedzic

1987). Conventional optical tweezers rely on the field

gradients near the focus of a laser beam, which give rise to

a trapping force toward the focus. The trapping volume of

these tweezers is diffraction limited. Near-field optical

microscopy enables optical measurements at a dimension

beyond the dit%action limit. With near-field microscopy,

it is possible to optically monitor chemical changes of

single biomolecules. We have started an effort to extend

the near-field approach to high-resolution optical tweezers

(Novotny et al. 1997) to manipulate and control biomole-

cules in an aqueous environment at the nanometer scale.

Our nanometic optical tweezers rely on the strongly

enhanced electric field at a sharply pointed metallic tip

under laser illumination. The near-field close to the tip

consists mainly of evanescent components that decay

rapidly with distance Iiom the tip. Using the metal tip for

optical trapping offers these advantages: 1) highly confined

evanescent fields significantly reduce trapping volume,

2) large field gradients result in a larger trapping force, and

3) field enhancement allows reduction of illumination

power and radiation damages to the sample.

Technical Accomplishments

We performed a rigorous electromagnetic analysis for the

field enhancement. To solve Maxwell’s equations in the

specific geometry of the tip and its environment, we used

the multiple multipole method (MMP) (Novomy et al.

1997). These calculations demonstrate that the intensity

enhancement is strongly dependent on the polarization of

the plane-wave excitation and that it is crucial to have a

large component of the excitation field along the axial

direction to obtain a high field enhancement.

Calculations show that the field dktribution around the tip

and a dielectric sphere being trapped are distorted around

the sphere, and the field inside the sphere is highly inho-

mogeneous. The force cannot be calculated using the

Rayleigh approximation, which applies only to negligibly

small particles. We performed a rigorous calculation of

trapping force at different center positions of the particle

using the Maxwell stress tensor (Novotny et al 1997). The

calculations demonstrate the feasibility for trapping on a

nanometer scale with a moderate power level.

A practical concern is laser heating of the tip, which could

damage the sample and induce convection at the tip sur-

face. A finite-difference time-domain method was used to .

simulate the steady-state temperature distribution around

the tip. For 65 mW/pm2 of illuminating intensity, the

maximum temperature rise at the surface of the tip was

6.5K (Novomy et al. 1997). This result indicated that the

temperature rise induced by laser heating is minimal for

the intensity level required for stable trapping.

In our optical trapping scheme, a sharp metal tip is brought

to the focus of an illuminating beam where a particle has

been trapped by conventional means. A polarization com-

ponent along the tip axis enables trapping the particle in

the near-field zone of the tip. A trapped particle can be

moved within the focal region of the illuminating light by

translating the tip with a piezoceramic manipulator. The

metal tip needs to be inert and nonreactive to the trapped

particle. The particle can be released by turning off the

laser illumination. Experimental realization of this scheme

is underway. The scheme has the potential for nanometric

manipulation of individual biomolecules in their aqueous

environment and control of their chemical activities.

References
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Near-Field Optical Microscopy of Dehalogenase Election Transport

X. SunncyXic, LuyingXun

StudyControl Number: PN96053/1120

Project Description

We used the newly developed capabili~ of single-

molecule spectroscopy to study a newly identified and

isolated dehalogenase system, thus gaining molecular-level

understanding of dehalogenation.

Recent advances in fluorescence microscopy, including

those made at PNNL, have made it possible to image

single molecules in ambient and aqueous environments.

Single-molecule spectroscopy at room temperature has

recently been demonstrated, allowing not only the deter-

mination of locations but also chemical identities of single

molecules. Using state-of-the-art microscopes developed

at PNNL, we have conducted single-molecule spedro-

scopy in real time, which enables us to directly observe

and study chemical reactions such as electron tzansfers of

individual molecules (Lu and Xie 1997aj b).

Many chlorinated hydrocarbon compounds can be

degraded by microorganisms. Many enzyines involved in

these processes are flavin-proteins. For example, penta-

chlorophenol.4-monooxygenase (PCP-MO) and chloro-

phenol 4-monooxygenase catalyze cblorophenol hydro-

xylation both contain flavin mononucleotide (FAD) as the

prosthetic group. Nitrilotriacetate (NTA) monooxygenase

uses NTA-metal complexes as substrate, while EDTA

monooxygenase degrades both NTA- and EDTA-metal

complexes; both contain flavin mononucleotide (FMN) as

the prosthetic group. The purification, properties, and

kinetics of these enzyme reactions and the cloning and

sequencing of the corresponding genes have been docu-

mented recently in a series of publications (Xun and Orser

1991; Xun et al 1992%b )

Flavin proteins have strong natural fluorescence. During

enzymatic reaction, the flavin is first reduced by NADH or

NADPH, and then the reduced flavin will activate mole-

cular oxygen to attach the substrate. As an example, for

PCP-MO, the substrates are chlorinated phenols, and the

oxidized form of FAD is fluorescen~ whereas the reduced

form is not. As the enzymatic activities take place on a

single protein, the fluorescence from the FAD will be

turned on and off. By monitoring the fluorescence of a

single flavin, we can monitor the catalytic cycles of the

single enzyme directly in real time, each cycle corres-

ponding to a single chlorine-carbon bond breakage. Such

experiments will provide unprecedented information about

detailed kinetics, reaction intermediates, and mechanisms

of the enzymatic reactions, tlee from complications arising

from conventional experiments done on large ensemble

molecules. The impact of these experiments on molecukr-

Ievel understanding of dehalogenation cannot be under-

estimated. The fimdamental knowledge will be useful to

the selection, design, and refinement of bloremediation

processes.

Technical Accomplishments

Progress in FY 1998 included demonstrating the feasibility

of the proposed studies. We have demonstrated the real-

time observation of enzymatic reactions of single flavin-

proteins such cholesterol oxidase and glucose oxidase.

The work was featured in a news article in Science maga-

zine (Service 1997). A manuscript has been accepted for

publication in Science magazine.

A new intensified CCD camera was installed and tested. It

allowed us to monitor the fluctuation of the emission

spectra of a single molecule with much higher sensitivity

and time resolution. This opens up the opportunity to

probe the confirmational change of a single enzyme

molecule at a greater detail.
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NMR Studies of Proteins

David F. Lowry

Studv Control Number: PN95063/1039

Project Description

Our objective was to develop NMR techniques suitable for
studying protein/protein interactions. The scope included
traditional methods of protein assignment and structure
determination as well as new techniques such as refine-
ment based on pararnagnetic shifts of nuclear frequencies.
Significant progress has been made on all three systems.

Technical Accomplishments ,

We are interested in the activation of signaling pathways

and the negative feedback loops that differentiate normal

cells from initiated (precancerous) cells. Normal cells that

are exposed to continuous doses of a non-genotoxic car-

cinogen first exhibit a mitogenic response. Eventually, a

new steady state is reached in au enlarged but functionally

normal orgam, the rate of cell division again equals the rate

of cell death (or apoptosis). Initiated cells do not adapt and

tumors result. We’are particularly interested in the

response observed in liver tissue of dlchloroacetate-treated

mice. Activation of Raf-1 by dichloroacetate at low doses

appears to result from increases in serum insulin concentra-

tions. The resulting activation of the insulin receptor

provides a growth stimulus to the liver. In normal cells,

phosphorylation of Raf-1 at serine 43 constitutes one of

several feedback loops that down-regulate the mitogeuic

response to low doses of dichloroacetate (DCA). Turnor

cells selected by chronic treatment with dichloroacetate are

statistically selected on the basis of an H-Ras codon 61

mutation. Lcu 61 appears with much higher frequency

than in control tumors. This increase is offset by a

decrease in the charged mutants Lys and Arg. We hypo-

thesize that the Leu 61 selective advantage provided to

these cells arises from the fact that the Leu 61 form of H-

Ras maybe at least partially down-regulated by phospho-

Raf. Cells carrying the charged mutations may confer a

stronger Raf-1 signal that arrests these cells and renders

them more susceptible to apoptosis when presented with an

insulh-rnedlated signal. This would explain the mutagen-

liie shift in mutation spectrum in tumors of DCA-treated

mice.

Phosphorylation of Raf-1 at serine 43 by PKA is known to

down-regulate Raf activity. It was proposed that phospho-

rylation of Raf-1 at serine 43 causes an N-terminal cap

structure to cover the positively charged H-Ras binding

face. We tested the hypothesis that the N-terminal tail of

Rd-1 regulates the H-Ras binding face by comparing

NMR spectra of the Ras binding domain of Raf-1 with and

without this regulatory tail.

Accomplishments in FY 1998 include the following

●

●

●

Cloning, expression, and purification of wt Rti-l(l-

131) - The Rti-1 1-132 DNA was cloned from human

cells and placed in an overexpression vector, and

conditions for overexpression and purification were

optimized. “

Proton, nitrogen-15 and carbon-13 resonances from

the globular Ras binding domain were assigned using

state-of-the-art triple-resonance NMR techniques.

Resonances from the N-terminal tail were not

observed at room temperature and were therefore

unstructured but in confirmational exchange on a

millisecond timescale.

The proton chemical shifts of Raf-1 Ras binding

domain were compared with the shifts of Raf-1 1-132.

The N-terminal tail was found to perturb several

residues adjacent to the Ras binding face; thus, the tail

is poised to form an N-cap over the binding face when

phosphorylated (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Two views of the Ras binding domain of Raf-1. The
N-terminus of this globular domain is in yellow; this is where
the N-terminal regulatory tail emerges. The Ras binding face
is colored bluq and the residues that are perturbed by the
regulatory tail are colored red. The unphosphorylated
regulatory tail perturbs only one side of the globular domain
(see cover for coloration).
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Rational Redesign of Warfare Nerve Agent
Degrading Enzyme: Phosphoti”esterase

Rick L. Omstein, DavidA. Nelson

Study Control Nmnber: PN97091/1232

Project Description

Phosphotriesterase (ITT) from Pseudomonas dhnirmta and

Flavobacterium sp. catalyzes the hydrolysis of a broad

spectrum of organophosphate neurotoxins by P-O, P-F,

and/or P-CN bond hydrolysis (Dave et al. 1993; Dumas et

al. 1989a,b, 1990; Caldwell et al. 1991; Ashani et al.

1991). Although chemical warfare agents such as soman,

sarin, and tabun can be hydrolyzed by PIT, hydrolysis of

other organophosphates can occur at far greater rates

(Dumas et al. 1990; Ashani et al. 1991). Whereas the

three-dimensional x-ray crystal structures of the apo-

enzyme (without bound metal ions) (Benning et al. 1994),

and the holoenzyme (with bound metal ions) (Benning et

al. 1995) have been determined, “it may be possible in the

future to design various enzymes with high specificities for

sarin, soman, or other related compounds” (Benning et al.

1994). We propose a coupled experiment-simulation

(theory) approach for rational redesign of PTT to develop a

series of highly specific P’lT analogues for improved

degradation of warfare neurotoxins. Simulations are

needed to overcome the limitations of crystal structure

determination. Preliminary (computer) experiments can be

safely performed before the confirmatory experiments.

Mutants predicted to have increased specificity toward

targeted neurotoxins will be made and tested. This process

will be iterated as necessary.

Technical Accomplishments

Monomer versus Dinwr Enzyme Molecular Dynamics

Simulations. Some reports suggest that phosphotriestcrase

functions as a dlmer. The suitability of protein-solvent

molecuh dynamics (MD) simulations for protein dimers

has not been examined as well as monomer simulations.

We performed test comparisons for the smaller enzyme

dimeric system gkutathione S-transferase, comparing a

conventional electrostatic cutoff model with the more

rigorous particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method submitted for

publication (Norberto de Sonza and Omstein 1998). The

difference in the computed root-mean-square dfierences

(RMSDS) between the two methods is very large for the

protein-protein dimer as well as for each monomer of the

dimer (Figure 1). On the basis of these RMSDS and other

daa we strongly recommend the PME method for

macromolecular-macromolecular interaction. This finding

is contrary to au earlier report (Fox and Kollman 1996)

commrin~ both methods for a small monomer.
.“
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Figure 1. Instantaneous time dependence of the RMSD from
the x-ray crystal structure of the dimer complex for the cut-
off (CUT) and PME simulations. The heavy- and backbone-
atoms RMSDS are plotted in black and gray lines: (a) dbner,
(b) monomer 1 (residues 1-218). The plot for monomer 1 (b)
and monomer 2 (not shown) are virtually identical.

Before studying the detailed nature of the hydrolysis

reaction of CW compounds and their analogues in the

phosphotriesterase enzyme, it is important to assess and

baseline for quality of the underlying reaction in the

absence of the enzyme. Moreover, we wish to find the

lowest level of molecular orbital theory that can lead to

quantitatively similar results as much higher levels of

theory. To date, we have followed the analogous reaction

a hydoxide group attacking trimethyl-phosphonate. We
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●

have identified the structures and energetic of the under-

lying steps and have computed steps 1 and 3 using 20

different levels of theory (Zhan et al. 1998).

The following points can be made for these data

●

●

●

Electron correlation is not important for geometry

optimization but is very important for the energy

calculation. Thus, we may simply optimize geometry

with a Hartree-Fock method followed by a single point

energy evaluation with the Moller-Plesset level-2

(MP2) method.

Studies on the basis set dependence indicate that the

results calculated by using 6-3 l-H-G** basis set are

accurate enough to compare with those calculated by

larger basis sets within a few tenths of a kilocalorie

per mole. So, high accuracy can be achieved with

calculations at MP2/6-3 l++G**//HF/6-3 1+-I-G**

approximation level. Besides, the differences between

the activation energies calculated at this level and

those calculated at MP2/6-31++G**/ /HF/6-31G*

level are always smaller than 2 kcal/mole. Hence, for

calctdation on very large systems, the MP2/6-

3l++G**//HF/6-31 G* level maybe more practical.

The results calculated by using the Density Functional

Theory (DFT) (B3LYP functional) method are

encouraging. The differences between the MP2 and

DFI’ activation energies are about 2 kcal/mole. So for

the large system, when MP2 energy evaluation is not

practical, B3LYP could be a practical choice.

MD simulations of a phosphotriesterase monomer have

been performed with the x-ray crystallographic structure

with zinc bound solvent oxygen in a deprotonated (HO-)

and protonated form (water). The x-ray study does not

shed light on the position of relevant protons, but the

accepted mechanism requires a zinc-activated solvent

hydroxide molecule to initiate the attack on substrate. The

question is whether the x-ray structure is catalytically

relevant in spite of the fact that an inhibitor (diethyl 4-

methylbenzylphosphonate) is bound in the active site. Our

preliminary MD results and quantum calculations are con-

sistent with the x-ray structure containing a zinc-bound

hydroxide, not water (Norberto de Souza et al. 1998).

Concluswn

The new four-processor computer server had an enormous

positive effect on our ability to gather detailed and accurate

computational results not previously possible. Validation

simulations are progressing rapidly, and we expect to begin

both MD and quantum calculations with sarin and somain

in the first quarter of FY 1999.

Publications

Norberto de Souza O and RL Omstein. 1998. “Molecular

Dynamics Simulations of a Protein-Protein Interactions:

Particle-Mesh Ewald Electrostatic Model Yields Far

Superior Results to Standard Cutoff Model.” J. Biomol.

Struct. Dyn.

Zhan CH, R Rittenhouse, and RL Omstein. October 1998.

“Theoretical Investigations of the Reaction Mechanism for

the Hydrolysis of Trimethylphosphonate.”

Norberto de Souza O, R Rittenhouse, CH Zhan, and

RLOmstein. November 1998. ‘Wloleculm Dynamics and

Ab initio Quantum Mechanical Studies of the Active Site

of Phosphotriesterase Bound with the Substrate Analog

Diethyl 4-Methylbenzylphosphonate.”
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Structural Biology Colluboratory

RoymondA. Boir

Study ControlNumber: PN98070/1316

Project Description

Determination of the structure and function of complex

biological systems is an extremely difficult task Structural

biologists have sought to meet this challenge by develop-

ing improved capabilities and techniques and, increasingly,

by using information tlom complementary techniques.

Multi-technique projects promise to minimize the

resources needed to answer a given question and allow

researchers to tackle problems that cannot be addressed

using a single technique. The Department of Energy’s

unique portfolio of synchrotrons radiation facilhies, neu-

tron-producing research reactors, high-field magnetic

resonance facilities, and supercomputers constitute major

resources for the structural biology community. However,

they are dispersed across the nation, and their geographic

and administrative separation limits researchers’ ability to

manage multi-technique projects. Difficulties arise in

coordinating use of the facilities, sharing and integrating

raw data and results, and discussing and analyzing data.

Linking these facilities, making it feasible to combine

results from experiments on the state-of-the-art instruments

at these facilities in a single study, would benefit the

structural biology community.

This projecq leveraging the expertise in collaborator

technologies at the Environmental Molecular Sciences

Laboratory (EMSL) at PNNL, seeks to demonstrate the

feasibility of the Structural Biology Collaborator (SBC)

concept through the development a prototype based on

virtual NMR and MS facilities in EMSL that allow full

experiment participation by dkributed research teams.

Additional tasks seek to continue development of the SBC

concept in partnership with groups at other facilities and to

address the bioinformatics issues involved in combining

data from multiple techniques. Together, these activities

will lay the groundwork for creating and operating a full

SBC.

Technical Accomplishments

The initial target of this project was to develop an NMR

Virtual Facility (VF) as a proof-of-concept collaborative

scientific resource. The NMR VF is designed as both a

working facility that allows remote users to access EMSL

NMR capabilities and a model for other resources within

tlie Molecular Biology Initiative (MIN.) and the proposed

SBC. This project has been successful in all aspects. With

collaborator extensions for NMR work developed by this

projec~ the PNNL-LBNL NMR team has become adept at

running collaborative experiments (with control of the

PNNL NMR console from LBNL). Their example

inspired several other groups to begin using the EMSL

NMR facility remotely, including Duke University,

University of Kansas, and Wichita State University, with

others queuing up. Presentations and demonstrations have

sparked tremendous interest within both NMR and

collaborator communities and have resulted in several

invited talks. Feedback from the NMR team, highlighting

difficult aspects of collaborating remotely, led to software

developments that remove these barriers. This body of

work fueled the development of techniques and concepts

for a multi-facility SBC and raised the interest of our

research partners in providing similar capabilities for their

structural biology resources as quickly as possible.

Two specific proteins are being studied in the NMR VF

task 1) a heat shock factor (HSF) protein that binds to

DNA and 2) ERCC1, a protein involved in nucleotide

excision repair. After Jeff Pelton expressed and purified

doubly labeled (13C, 15N) HSF at LBNL, four 3D NMR

experiments were performed, completing the set of six

experiments needed to determine the HSF backbone struc-

ture. Ushg real-time collaboration tools, Jeff Pelton

controls the NMR from LBNL, with Kelly Keating

consulting from PNNL on parameter setup, signal optimi-

zation, etc. The focus is on assigning, again collabora-

tively, the resonances in the acquired NMR data. With an

additional two weeks of 600 MHz NMR time, experiments

were performed to obtain data for the tertiary structure of

the protein. The HSF research team is using an extended

version of EMSL’S Electronic Lab Notebook (ELN)

software to provide a shared repository for references,

procedures, thoughts, and results.

The study of ERCC1 has been undertaken with the focus

on determiningg the needs of researchers collaborating on

sample development and preparation using a wide range of

techniques, e.g., PCR, cloning, protein growth and over-

expression, and isotope-labeled protein growth. A purifi-

cation scheme has been worked out for both a short piece

of ERCC1 and the full length ERCC1 protein as fusion



proteins, and a protocol for the enzyme cleavage of the

fusion tag has been developed. Work in progress involves

scaling all steps up to make NMR quantities of these

samples and will be immediately followed by the produc-

tion of a uniformly 15Nlabeled full length ERCC1 NMR-

size sample. The focus of the ERCC1 project has been on

using the NMR spectroscopist’s ELN as a data depository

for results of the protein preparation and purification.

Work in progress includes speeding up the process of

scanning gels into the ELN and, once there, improving the

ability to annotate them.

We developed extensions to the ELN that facilitate sharing

large NMR insh-ument parameter sets. Data have been sent

directly from the NMR data acquisition program to the

ELN using the NMR software’s macro language to invoke

the ELN’s instrument interface. Searching and navigation

within NMR parameter files (15 to 20 pages in paper form)

have been simplified via an applet that allows access to any

parameter value with a couple of key strokes. Additional

macros that automate the upload of specific NMR para-

meter sets and status reports during an experiment are in

the design phase. Other work in progress will enable

scientists to better visurdize large NMR datasets in the

ELN, a critical aspect of collaborating on NMR analysis

and a significant improvement over paper notebooks.

We also developed security enhancements to the ELN

providing strong encryption of data. Feedback and

experience working with the Varian NMR macro language

have helped define additionrd requirements for this

interface, which will further streamline the transfer of data

and metadata to the ELN.

Collaboration has saved time during complex NMR

experiment setup and improved results through better

optimization of experiment parameters. The collaborative

tools teach the “art” of data anrdysis, and the ability to

view software running another’s computer (using the

EMSL TeleViewer) helps to convey complex concepts that

are difficult to articulate.

Outreach has also been very successful, with significant

impacts to the EMSL NMR Facility. The successful

interactions and the interest generated as other researchers

work together via computer have increased the number of

researchers who wish to use the EMSL NMR Facility.

Nearly every group awarded instrument time has expressed

interest in using at least some of the collaborative tools.

We are working with the NMR facility to make more NMR

instnunents available.

The SBC is now a regular topic on the official EMSL Tour,

reaching hundreds of visiting scientists and dignitaries.

Sample NMR Spectroscopist’s Notebook pages have been

created and axe displayed in a public read-only notebook

on the Collaborator web site. These have been used in

dozens of demonstrations. The project was given national

exposure through an invited talk at the High-Field NMR.

A New Millenium Resource workshop was held, and a

subsequent article on the workshop appeared in Chemical

and Engineering News (Brennan 1998). The workshop

report will be released soon. Our invited article, “Colla-

borative Suites for Experiment-Oriented Scientific

Research” (Schur et al. 1998), describes EMSL’S collabo-

rator tools in the SBC project and discusses the dynamics

of distributed research groups.

However, structural molecuku biology involves many

techniques besides NMR and many modes of exper-

imentation. Upcoming phases of this project will address

other key elements of the SBC for molecular biology.

NMR experiments lend themselves to shared operation;

whereas, in mass spectroscopy and crystallography, shared

data analysis is the key collaborative activity. For exam-

ple, in mass spectroscopic structure determination, it is

essential to be able to collaboratively visualize and analyze

the very large data sets that will come about as a result of

proteome research. The ELN will be the critical tool for

capturing the analysis and correlation of the data coming

from the spectrometer. Considerable work is also needed

to extend the capabilities of mass speclra analysis tools to

meet the needs of large protein studies and to integrate

them with collaborative environments. Advances in ease

of use are also needed to improve throughput and expand

the number of scientists with access. Finally, new

approaches are needed to fuse information derived from

many sources to better synthesize insights into these

molecular systems. It is clear that without these kinds of

tool, the research will not be able to meet its objectives,

and the collaboration between computer science research-

ers and the mass spectrometry researchers is essential to

success.
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Tumor Promotion Through Complex Signaling Nehvorks

Thomas J. Weber

Study Control Number: PN98080/1326

Project Description

The focus of this project was to develop a capability for

determining the role of prostrmoid-related signaling in

human cancers. A capability in prostauoid-related

signrding has applications in human pathophysiological

conditions associated with oxidative stress, a research

direction consistent with the interests of DOE. The role of

oxidative stress in the adverse effects of environmental

toxicants was emphasized in the recent OBER low-dose

call. More recently, DOE has indicated a focus on radia-

tion toxicity at low doses, and the toxic response to radia-

tion also exhibits an oxidative stress component. The asso-

ciation of prostauoid-related signal transduction with oxi-

dative stress implicates this signal transduction network in

the adverse human health effects associated with exposure

to low-dose radiation.

Epidemiological and experimental evidence support a role

for prostanoid-related signaling in human cancers. It is

well established that prostanoid biosynthesis increases in

response to mild chemical or physical stress. In addition, a

novel series of prostanoid-like compounds, termed isopro-

stanes, are formed by the oxygen free radical catalyzed

peroxidation of arachidonic acid, but their specific biolo-

gical functions are not known. Prostanoids elicit their

biological effects through target prostanoid receptors

expressed at the cell surface. Currently, eight prostanoid

receptor families have been cloned (EPl, EP2, EP3, EP4,

TP, FP, IP, DP) and a nurnberof alternative splice variants

identified. Prostanoid receptors are members of the G-

protein coupled receptor superfamily and generally are

associated with cyclic AMP- or inositol phospholipid-

related signal transduction pathways. Consistent with

epidemiological and experimental evidence suggesting a

role for prostanoids in human cancers, the cyclic AMP and

inositol phospholipid pathways are firmly established in

regulating mammalhn growth and differentiation. Limited

experimental evidence suggests the existence of a novel

isoprostane receptor that is coupled to the inositol phos-

pholipid pathway, suggesting these oxidatively derived

metabolizes of arachidonic acid may also influence growth

and differentiation.

*

Figure 1. JB6 anchorage-independent growth. JB6 cells were
treated with 10 ng/mL TPA, or 1 pM U46619, DDM-PG&,
Flnprostenol, and 8-iso-PGF23 every 48 hr for 10 &YS, and
growth on soft agar measured by counting colonies. Values
represent the mean k SE (n=3). *Significantly diHerent from
control, ~00.05.

Technical Accomplishments

The JB6 cell line has been used to investigate molecular

mechanisms of tumor promotion at PNNL. The growth of

cells on soft agar is widely used as an index of cellulm

transformation in response to carcinogen and tumor

promoter treatment. Preliminary data suggest that an FP

receptor agonist (Fluprostenol) and the major isoprostane

formed in response to an oxidative stress (8-iso-PGF~

induce JB 6 transformation (Figure 1). TPA is a potent

tumor promoter and was used as a positive control. In

contrast, a TP agonist (tJ46619) and a prostanoid analog

with renal activity (DDM-PG&) were without effect.

These observations suggest a cell type-specific role for

target prostanoid receptors in tumor promotion. Further,

the grov@ of JB6 cells on soft agar in response to 8-iso-

PGFti suggest that isoprostanes may be physiologically

relevant tumor promoters.
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The growth regulatory properties of prostanoids were

extended to the liver. Dr. Richard Bull and Brian Thrall in

the Molecular Biosciences Department have developed a

model of dichloroacetate (DCA)-mediated hepatic tumor-

igenesis. DCA is a metabolize of contaminants (such as

trichloroethylene) frequently identified on DOE sites.

Because prostanoid-related signal transduction is a central

pathway in the stress response of mammrdian cells to envi-

ronmental toxicants, studies were conducted to determine

whether the tumor promotional effects of DCA exhibit a

prostanoid-dependent component. Prostanoid synthesis

can be inhibited by nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

(NSAIDS) such as aspirin. Therefore, we evaluated the

effect of aspirin on DCA-mediated hepatocyte growth on

soft agar. Two approaches were used to determine whether

the tumor promotional effects of DCA on hepatocytes were

prostanoid-dependenti 1) hepatocytes were isolated from

naive male B6C3F1 mice and treated with DCA in the

presence or absence of aspirin in vitro, and 2) hepatocytes

were isolated from male B6C3F1 mice maintained on a

diet supplemented with 400 ppm aspirin for seven days and

treated with DCA in the presence or absence of an addi-

tional aspirin co-treatment in vitro (Figure 2). As

expected, DCA increased the formation of hepatocyte

colonies on soft agar when the cells were isolated from a

naive animal (compare white bars, control and DCA

groups). However, aspirin fully prevented the growth of

hepatocytes on soft agar in response to DCA treatment

(compare DCA and DCA + aspirin groups, white bars). In

addition, DCA did not promote colony formation on soft

agar when the hepatocytes were isolated born rats main-

tained on an aspirin supplemented diet in vivo (compare

control and DCA groups, black bars). Thus, aspirin fully

inhibited the tumor promoting activity of DCA when

administered as a cotreatment in vitro, or when

administered to rats in vivo prior to hepatocyte isolation.
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Figure 2. DCA-mediated anchorage-independent growth is

Hepatocytes were isolated from VC initiated male B6C3F1

mice (white bar) or mice treated with VC and 400 ppm

aspirin (black bar). Isolated hepatocytes were plated over

agar and treated with DCA in the presence or absence of an

in vitro aspirin cotreatment.

The effect of aspirin on the tumor promotional properties

of DCA in the liver were extended to hepatocytes isolated

from mice treated with a carcinogen to model this effect in

an initiated hepatocyte phenotype. Male B6C3F1 mice

were treated with a single injection (i.p.) of vinyl carba-

mate (VC, 0.75 mg/kg) and maintained for 30 days. Hepa-

tocytes were isolated, seeded on soft agar, and treated with

DCA in the presence or absence of aspirin, as described for

Figure 2. As expected, hepatocyte growth on soft agar was

increased for hepatoc~es isolated from VC-treated mice

(i.e., chemically initiated population of hepatocytes), rela-

tive to hepatocytes isolated from naive animals. DCA

increased the growth of vinyl carbamate initiated hepato-

cytes on soft agar (Figure 3), and this response was filly

inhibited by co-treatment with aspirin. Treatment of VC

initiated hepatocytes with aspirin in vitro reduced their

growth advantage on soft agar to a level comparable to

naive hepatocytes, suggesting the proliferative advantage

of VC initiated hepatocytes is prostanoid-dependent. DCA ‘

was not able to promote vinyl carbamate initiated hepato-

cyte growth on soft agar when the hepatocytes were isola-

ted from mice that were treated with both vinyl carbamate

and aspirin in vivo. These data suggest that the prolifera-

tive advantage of multiple initiated hepatocyte phenotypes

is prostanoid-dependen~

*

h*
control aspiIin

Figure 3. Effect of aspirin on the tumor promotional

L

DCA DCA + Zt.SpiliIl

properties of DCA on vinyl carbamate (VC) initiated
hepatocytes. *Significantly different from control, pcO.05.

Hepatocytes were treated with 1 rnM 16,16-dm PG& or

sulprostone in the presence of 10% FBS (white bar) or

0.1% FBS (black bar) for 48 hours and cell proliferation

determined.

aspirin sensitive
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Experimental evidence suggests the FP receptor is expres-

sedinhepatocytes. Morerecently, an EP3receptorcDNA

was identified in a hepatocyte cDNA expression library.

Studies were conducted to investigate the regulation of

primary hepatocyte growth through an EP3 receptor, as

well as the growth of hepatocytes in response to 16,16-

dimethyl PG~, a non-selective prostanoid receptor agonist

with known hepatic activity. Hepatocytes were treated

with 1 PM 16, 16-dimethyl PG~ or sulprostone (EP3

agonist) in the presence of 10% or 0.1% fetal bovine serum

(FBS) for 48 hours and cell proliferation measured using a

neutral red assay. 16,1 6-din PG% increased cell prolifer-

ation when exposed to cells in the presence of 0.1 ‘ZOFES

but not in 10% FBS media (Figure 4). In contrast, sulpro-

stone increased cell proliferation when exposed to cells in

media containing 10% FBS, but not 0.1% FBS media. The

different response of hepatocytes to these agonists suggest

that multiple prostanoid receptors maybe present. As

mentioned above, the FP receptor is known to be expressed

in this cell type and FP-related signal transduction

increased cell proliferation. Thus, it is likely that 16,16-din

PG~ maybe eliciting its growth stimulator effects in the

absence of FBS, in pm through an FP-dependent mecha-

nism. In the presence of FBS, 16,16-dm PG~ does not

increase cell proliferation. The mechanism for this

response is not know, however, two possible interpre-

tations are considered 1) in the presence of 10% 17BSthe

cells are at maximal mitogenic stimulation and the addition

of 16,16-din PG~ as a growth factor would not have an

effec~ or 2) some constituent of FBS interferes with the

16,16-dm PGfi-related signal transduction pathway. The

growth stimulator effects of sulprostone in the presence of

FES would be expected if this agonist elicited its effects

through an EP3 receptor. The EP3 receptor couples to a

G-protein that negatively regulates the cyclic AMP

pathway. Closing of the cyclic AMP pathway would

create a pro-proliferative state that could exhibit enhanced

mitogenic responsiveness to growth factors (i.e., FBS).
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Figure 4. Primary hepatocyte proliferation by 16,16-dm
PG&and sulprostone

The results of the preliminary data obtained with this

projec~ along with documented growth effects of prosta-

noids from the literature are summarized in Figure 5. The

growth of multiple epithelird cell types is positively regu-

lated by FP agonists. The FP receptor is coupled to ino-

sitol phospholipid turnover, which, in turn, is firmly esta-

blished as a pro-proliferative pathway in mammalian cells.

The response of JB6 cells to an FP agonist (Fiuprostenol)

and an isoprostane (8-iso-PGF2~ were comparable, sug-

gesting the isoprostanes may signal through FP receptors, a

hypothesis that awaits experimental validation. In a

hepatocyte model, sulprostone stimulated growth in the

presence of FBS, suggesting the EP3 receptor is expressed

in this cell type. The putative EP3 receptor in hepatocytes

is behaving as would be predicted from EP3-related

signaling in other cell systems.

Figure 5. Regulation of epithelhWhepatocyte growth by
prostrmoids

Presentation

The work described in this report was presented at the

Pacific Northwest Association for Toxicology meeting in

Leavenworth, Washington, on September 17-18, 1998.
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X-Ray Probes of the Uptake of Metal Ions by CaCOJ:
Experiment and Theory

WtwncP. Hess. SteveM. Hwdd. MaureenL McCarthv

Study Control Number: PN98082/1328

Project Description

The mobility of metal ions through the subsurface is partly

determined by the chemical reactivity of soil minerals.

The rate of radionuclide and metal uptake by minerals in

the soil determines the eventual environmental impact.

Pollutant fate and transport are dependent on oxidation

state and chemical composition of the contaminants

introduced into the subsurface. A key element needed to

model contaminant mobility is knowledge of the structure

and reactivity of metals at aqueouslnlineral oxide inter-

faces. The recent controversy over radioactive materials

transport through the soils under Hanford tank farms and

the beneficial role played by the “caliche” layer in immobi-

lizing heavy metal movement highlight the need for

methods capable of analyzing and predicting metal uptake

by soil minerals.

A joint experimental effort has been undertaken that

couples the experimented methods of laser ablation mass

spectroscopy (LAMS), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XI%), and synchrotronsradiation techniques (including

extended x-ray absorption fine structure lJWAPS]) for

analyzing the elemental and chemical composition of

metal-containing calcite crystals. The synchrotrons radia-

tion experiments have been run at the newly constructed

Advanced Photon Source (APS) at &gonne National

Laboratory. The ongoing XPS/LAMS experiments are

performed in the EMSL. The experimental studies have

begun to probe the uptake by calcite of metal cations of

lead, cesium, cobal~ and chromium and oxyanions such as

chromate.

Technical Accomplishments

Orientation and preliminary training at the APS PNC-CAT

facility was concluded. A three-day run on the APS

achieved success in EXAFS calibration of our bulk heavy

metal oxide standards (Crz03, COO, and Pb02 powder

films). In conjunction with PNC-CAT staff, we devised a

technique to prepare the thin powder films and obtain

spectra. Subsequently, these spectra were analyzed at

EMSL using newly acquired software (WinXiAS) whereby

metal-oxygen and metal-metal binding distances were

determined and compared with spectra at the XAFS data-

bank at the University of Chicago. EXAFS of these metal

bulk oxides were also theoretically simulated using the

FEFF software package obtained under license from the

University of Washington and with w~ch we compared

our standards. In all cases, calculated and measured

primary metal-oxygen binding distances agreed well within

estimated errors (Figure 1). Secondary metal-oxygen and

metal-metal binding distances show less precision.

EEEl nPb-Pb
distances

m

Figure 1. The Fourier tramform function plotted against
biiding distrmce in angstroms, R(A)

An initial attempt was undertaken to prepare metal

oxide/CaC03 bulk crystal samples at high concentration

(>0.1 M). EXAFS of sample prepared using Pb02

(aqueous)/CaC03 (bulk crystal) displayed a surprisingly

strong trend toward uptake and binding rearrangement
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(Pigure 2). Although analysis of this sample is ongoing, it

appears that multiple Pb uptake sites (iiterfacial and inter-

stitial) are active. Resemch into binding sites available at

the mineral/water interface with CaCO~ have recently been

undertaken by geochernical researchers.14 In one such

study,2 Pb metal was found to sorb at surface sites in a

well-ordered fashion, within the 1014 cleavage plane.

XPS studies of bulk metal oxides were also concluded and

compared with standard Auger and XPS spectra to confirm

calibration of our instrumentation. Initial work was begun

on interfacing au 8eV laser to the XPS in an effort to

understand chemical changes within calcite brought about

by irradiation. Some chemical shifts in the C% O, and C

spectra have been recorded following irradiation. In

addition, the same PbO* (aqueous)/CaC03 (bulk crystal)

samples used at the APS were also studied on the XI% in

EMSL. Chemical shifts in the Pb and O spectra are under

investigation.

Completed Milestones

●

●

●

●

Tested and initially calibrated XPS instrumentation on

bulk oxides (Cr20q, COO, and PbO* powder films).

Began investigating 1) Pb(IV) uptake on CaC03 and

chemical state changes induced by 8eV laser

irradiation of CaC03

Tested and calibrated EXAFS (PNC-CAT) experi-

ments on bulk oxide Cr203, COO, and PbO* thin

films. Initial data acquisition of Pb(II), Pb(TV), Cr(IV)

uptake on CaC03.

Developed experimental procedures for metalhnineral

sample preparation. Acquisition and use of software .
for EXAFS data analysis (WinXAS) and interpretation

mm.

..‘.
: .. .,, ----

t] ‘b’cac
0.2

i

EXAFS of Lead (Pb) L3 edge

Comparison of a calcite sample
atler 2 weeks m a 0.1 M solution of Pb02

and a Pb02 standard(L3 edge of Pb)

Shift of Pb EXAFS peaks to lower energy m
Pb/CaC03 rndicatesa change of chemical state

duringPb uptake rntomultiplesites of calcite.
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Figure 2. Raw EXAFS data from APS (PNC-CAT) showing PbOz standard and a calcite crystal sample in which uptake of both
Pb(II) and Pb(IV) at multiple sites may occur
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B WR Burnable Absorber Coating

Sandra L. Larson, David J. Senor

Study ControlNumben PN98009/1255

Project Description

The capability for applying a thin, uniform erbium coating

to the zirconium duct of a boiling water reactor (BWR)

fhel assembly will be developed. This concept is a revolu-

tionary idea for providing reactivity control in a boiling

water reactor.

The objective for FY 1998 was to complete Phase I, where

the focus was on the application of erbium coatings to

small zirconium or zircaloy coupons. Research was to

determine whether an erbium coating could be applied to a

zirconium-based substrate that meets the reactor physics

design criteria for thickness and uniformity. A varie~ of

coating techniques (e.g., electro-spark deposition, plasma

spraying, evaporative deposition) will be evaluated, and if

suitable coatings are successfully produced, the most pro-

mising coating technique will be pursued.

Technical Accomplishments

A previous LDRD project entitled “BWR Advanced Fuels”

completed a neutronics analysis of a BWR core containing

fuel assemblies without burnable absorber pins. The neu-

tron absorber was relocated outside of the tiel pins. The

results showed enhanced neutronic performance of the core

that resulted in a lower pin peaking factor and approxi-

mately $500K in cost savings per fuel reload. The mate-

rials performance and other cost issues associated with the

relocation of the neutron absorbe~ were not studied.

In FY 1998, this LDRD project studied various methods of

fabricating the components containing the neutron absorb-

er. The materials were procured and samples were fabri-

cated using three different methods incorporating the

burnable absorber. This was significant in that very little

material property data are available for the burnable

absorber chosen.

Two of the three fabrication methods were successful; one

was very promising, with a number of advantages. First,

this method is currently used for other applications and

does not require any developmental study. However, in

the course of this study, enhancements were made that

extended the capabilities of the process and made it even

more desirable for this application. Second, the process is

highly automated. Thus, it can be easily translated to

large-scale production while maintaining the high level of

precision and quality required in the nuclear industry.

Finally, the method is expected to be cost-effective and to

have little impact on the current cost of the component

without the burnable absorber.

Follow-on work will concentrate on fabricating larger

samples with this method. Testing the samples for proper-

ties such as strength and corrosion resistance is also plan-

ned for FY 1999.
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Revolutionary Tritium Target Design for Light Water Reactors

Bruce D. Reid. Glenn W. Hollenberg

Study Control Number: PN98063/1309

Project Description

There is presently high confidence in the performance of

the getter-barrier light water tritium target design. There

are, however, significant life-cycle costs associated with

the use of this tritium producing burnable absorber rod

(TPBAR) design.

The technical efforts that are summarized in this project

report describe a revolutionary target design that addresses

many of the cost issues while maintaining acceptable target

performance. The sphere-pak tritium target or sphere-pak

burnable absorber rod (SPBAR) design will not only

reduce life-cycle costs by an estimated 70°/0 but will also

result in other large cost savings. These cost savings will

be realized in’the life-cycle costs and construction and “

operation of the Tritium Extraction Facility (TEF), while

offering the potential for improvement in tritium

production by an estimated 5%.

Technical Accomplishments

The SPBAR design consists of lithium-aluminate (LiAIOz)

spheroids and nickel-zirconium plating. The spheres are

nominally 1 mm in diameter, however, other dimensions

can be selected for specific needs. Each LiAIOz spheroid

is coated with nickel-zirconium plating. The spheroids are

loaded into a zirconium alloy (for example, ZIRLOTM)

cladding. Stainless steel would also be compatible, but for

the shielding and permeation reasons discussed below, a

zirconium-based alloy is preferred. The end plugs are of a

design to meet the intended purpose. The SPBAR is

restrained axially by a combination of disks and springs or

spring clips.

Cost Colisiderations

The current light water rntium targets consist of stainless

steel rods containing LiAIOz pellets and a nickel-plated

zircaloy getter material. The stainless steel cladding has an

inner aluminized coating to serve as a tritium permeation

barrier, hence the term getter-barrier target. Due primarily

to the use of the stainless steel cladding, there are signifi-

cant life-cycle costs associated with this target. The stain-

less steel cladding is highly activated after irradiation and

presents a considerable shielding challenge, primarily due

to the gamma rays from bOCo.

me SPBAR design addresses many of the cost issues

associated with the existing getter-barrier target design.

The use of zirconium-based cladding serves to limit the

need for the massive shielding that is required by stainless

steel. The elimination of the massive shielding require-

ments for the tritium extraction facility represents sub-

stantial savings in construction costs. There are similar

savings associated with shipping containers and disposal

costs for the zirconium-based alloy cladding compared

with the stainless steel cladding. Preliminary estimates

indicate that the total fabrication cost of an SPBAR is

expected to be approximately 30 to 35°/0 less than a

TPBAR. Given the same operating environment, pre-

liminary calculations indicate that using zirconium-based

alloy cladding also represents an increase in tritium pro-

duction capability compared with stainless steel. This

translates to an approximate decrease in fuel cycle costs of

0.1 5% (or $2.25 million) per cycle. I

Tests and An@wes

Seven different tests and analyses were performed to mea-

sure the feasibility, fabrication, and performance of the

SPBAR. Two more tests are underway.

●

●

Sphere-Pak Coating. The main goal of the prototype

fabrication effort was to demonstrate that a spherical

LiA102 ceramic could be fabricated and sputter-coated

with nickel-zirconium metal. The Sphere-Pak coating

tests succeeded in fabricating >80’%0 dense LiAIOz

ceramic spheres that were approximately one milli-

meter in diameter. A demonstration batch of 13 grams

of LiAIOz was successfully coated with nickel-

zirconium plating.

Projected Tritiurn and Helium Distribution in SPBARS

Estimates were made of tritium partition and retention

in various components based on the following: Mea-

surements of gettering rate for both spheroids and

ZIRLOTM cladding a study of the competing tritium

absorption rate for ZIRLOTM cladding and spheroids;
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and PIE measurements of tritium retention and

absorption in components of getter-barrier irradiated

test rods.

● Sphere-Pak Extraction. Measurements were taken of

residual hydrogen in the LiA102, and the results were

reported in Revolutionary Tritium Target Design for

Light Water Reactors (U) (PNNL-ETD-0376).

. Getter Loading Tests. Getter loading (hydrogen

absorption) tests were performed on thermal-cycled

spheroids. In some of the tests, a length of ZIRLOTM

tubing was included with the spheres or tested alone to

evaluate the pickup of hydrogen by the tube. The tests

indicated that the spheroids absorb hydrogen at a

relatively high rate, while absorption rate in the oxi-

dized ZIRLOTM tube was below detection.

. Tempera(vre Cycling of the Sphere-Pak. A thermal

cycle test was conducted to evaluate impacts to plating

adherence. Each heatinglcooling cycle required about

20 minutes. Five complete cycles were performed on

the sample of spheres. Samples of spheres were men

examined under microscope (1 OX to 40X) to look for

damage to the coatings due to thermal cycling. No

observable differences were noted in the appearance of

the spheres (no cracking, spalling, color changes, etc.)

between the as-received and thermal-cycle spheres.

● Clad Hydrogen Absorption Test. Testing of ZIRLOTM

cladding pressurized up to 100-torr hydrogen without

particles resulted in no detectable hydrogen absorbed

by the cladding. These test results indicate that

ZIRLOTM cladding is resistant to hydrogen absorption.

Tritium released from zircaloy-clad fuel h& been

attributed to cladding and weld defects.

● Sphere-Pak Heat Transfer Tests. Calculations were

performed to determine the SPBAR thermal perfor-

mance. The maximum linear heat generation rate and

maximum centerline temperature at begiming of life

were both estimated.

In addition to these tests and analyses described above, a

target vibration test and a creep test for Sphere-Pak lockup

are under way.

Anticipated Perfornumce

Based on the design calculations, tests, and analyses, anti-

cipated performances were determined in the following

areas: projected tritium and helium distribution in the

SPBA~ mechanical design and material properties, ther-

mal performance, and tritium permeation performance.

All of the ex-reactor experiments to date have shown that

the SPBAR concept has promise. The next step is to per-

form an irradiation test of a sample SPBAR. A conceptual

design for an irradiation test has been proposed and flmd-

ing has been procured. The test will consist of a single rod

placed in an instrumented capsule in the Advanced Test

Reactor in Idaho. The test design will subject the rod to

typical neutron and gamma fields at typical pressurized

water reactor (PWR) operating temperatures. The irradia-

tion time will be established such that the neutron fluence

would be similar to what would be seen in a cycle in a

PWR core.

Publication

PNNL-ETD-0376, Revohttiona?y Tritiurn Target Design
for Light Water Reactors @J. Pacific Northwest National

Laboratory, Richland, Washington.
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Scientific Foundations for Reactor Production
of Short-Lived Medical Radioisotopes

Thomas S. Tenforde

Study Control Number: PN98037/1283

Project Description

The objective of this project was to analyze the reactor

production capabilities and the efficient radiochemical
processing of short-lived medical isotopes. The
radioisotopes being studied are those for which the greatest
need exists in the United States and the world for the
treatment of cancer, arterial restenosis, and other health
disorders. At present, the supply of several short-lived
therapeutic medical isotopes (e.g., “copper, 103palladium,

and 166holmium) is inadequate, and the demand over the
next two decades is expected to grow beyond current U.S.
reactor production capabilities. Many of the isotopes that
are in demand require the irradiation of targets with a high
flux of fmt or epithermal neutrons,(e.g., “copper and
18%henium). The work performed in this project has
contributed to building a solid scientific foundation for

providing a greater U.S. supply of short-lived medical
isotopes. Research has included

0

●

●

calculation of reactor-based medical isotope

production yields

development of efilcient radiochernical separation

and purification processes

evaluation of conceptual designs for target retrieval

systems that are needed to remove short-lived medical

isotope products during full-power reactor operations.

All of the work in this project involves the development

and application of new technology for the production and

radiochemical processing of reactor-generated medical

isotopes.

Technical Accomplishments

The following are the technical tasks that were undertaken

in this project during FY 1998 and a summary of the

results.

Medical Isotope Production Capabilities

Thirty isotopes of interest for medical diagnostic and

therapeutic applications were identified as primary

candidates for reactor production. Of these, 14 have short

half-lives, on the order of two weeks or less. Using

neutron spectral data for high-power reactor operations,

isotope production rates were calculated for each of these

isotopes in the reactor core region with irradiation intervals

ranging from 10 to 200 days. Isotopes with half-lives less

than 25 days were assumed to be produced in rapid

radioisotope retrieval (R3) vehicles with a target volume on

the order of 20 cc. Much larger target volumes were

assumed for longer-lived isotopes with targets irradiated

for periods up to 200 days. Where appropriate, yttrium

hydride pins were included in or near the target assemblies

to moderate the neutron energies and to optimize the

production of isotopes with large cross-sections in the

thermal and epithennal ranges. Prelimina~ calculations

were also made on the effects of self-shielding of target

materials on the total yield of isotope products. For 20 of

the isotope products, independent calculations were made

of isotope production rates and self-shielding corrections.

The results of these comparative calculations were in

satisfactory agreement.

Radiochemical Processing of Targets

A preliminary evaluation was completed of the
radiochemical separation and purification techniques
required for the production of 30 candidate reactor-

generated medical isotopes. Thirteen of these isotopes
have chemical properties that allow them to be removed
fi-om the target materials without further separation

(lgsgold, ‘6%olmium, ‘92iridium, 99molybdenum,
103paladium, 195mplatinum,186rhenium,75selenium,
145samarium, 85strontium, 1“mtin, and 188tungsten). Five of
the isotope products can be produced by irradiation of
other isotopes of the same element (109cadmium,
“’lutetium, *9Josmium, 89strontium, and lz’xenon) and
require the use of separation techniques such as ion
exchange. The 12 remaining medical isotope products are
different elements than the target materials from which
they are produced (Zz’actinium, 63copper, “copper,

‘5jgadolinium, 125iodine, *3liodine, 3zphosphorous,
47scandium, ‘28thorium, ‘z9thorium, and 91yttrium) and
require various chemical separation procedures, such as
solvent extraction, ion exchange, and electrochemical
deposition. Research was initiated on developing

‘
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improved methods for achieving some of the more difficult

separations, primarily those involving significant quantities

of highly radioactive impurity isotopes. A new procedure
was developed for the separation and purification of ‘53Gd
from europium targets and was successfully demonstrated

in laboratory tests using nonradioactive materials.

Irradiation Vehicles

Several important issues related to the conceptual design of

irradiation vehicles and the physical and chemical

properties of irradiated targets and cladding materials were

addressed during FY 1998. These issues include neutron

streaming in R3 systems; the formation of activation

products in quartz, stainless steel, vanadium, and zircalloy

encapsulation materials; the rate of gamma heating in

target materials; and the temperature profile in R3 target

assemblies. Some of the major accomplishments are

described below:

. Neutron streaming in an R3 system containing a bent

tube for target insertion and steel shot for shielding

was negligible at the top of the floor valve where

reactor operations personnel could be exposed; the

predicted exposure dose rate at floor level is -10-5

mrem/hr.

●

●

●

An isotope buildup and depletion code (ORIGEN-2)

WM”used to calculate a library of activation products

for the several types of cladding materials named

above; these data can be used for fhture analysis of

shielding requirements for the handling, transport, and

processing of medical isotope targets with various

types of encapsulation materials.

Average heating rates were calculated for 26 isotope

targets and encapsulation materials; these data were

used as inputs for the development of predictive

models of the thermal profile in reactor target

assemblies.

Two-dimensional axisymmetric thermal models of

reactor target assemblies were developed, and

calculations were made of the heating rate in R3

assemblies that will be used for the production of

short-lived medical isotope products. Calculations

made to date. indicate that target temperatures would

reach levels ranging from 640°C for titanium to

1390”C for gold. On the basis of these calculations, it

was predicted that four of the target metals would melt .

(gold, tellurium, tin, and zinc), and sulfw targets

would vaporize. These potential problems must be

addressed in future research on the design of

encapsulated targets for use in R3 systems.
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Silicon-Based Beta Sensor for Onsite Inspection

Sonya M. Bowyer, Theodore W. Bowyer

Study Control Number: PN97097/1238

Project Description

The signing of the Nuclear Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty by the U.S. and more than 50 countries in 1996

suggested the need to develop specific onsite inspection

(0S1) technologies to measure radionuclides indicative of

a nuclear test. Most aboveground nuclear detonations

should be relatively easy to identi@ during an onsite

inspection by detecting the radiation emissions of telltale,

short-lived radionuclides with commercially available

radiation detectors. Underground nuclear detonations

may prove more challenging to identifi because the

radioisotopes produced by the explosion may remain

trapped underground or may only slowly permeate to the

surface, allowing for short-lived isotopes to decay away.

We propose to develop a miniature silicon microstrip-

based high-energy beta sensor to detect abnormally high

levels of 89Sr. The detection principles that will be used

are similar to those used for successful scintillating fiber

technology invented and developed at PNNL. The

silicon-based beta sensor should be extremely compact,
lightweight, battery operated, rugged, and capable of

measuring levels of 89Srindicative of 89Kr fallout within a

few minutes. This technology has advantages for 0S1

because of its low power usage, high ei%ciency, simple

electronics, light weight, degree of specificity, and

compact design.

Background

The radionuclides resulting from an underground nuclear

explosion that are likely to have the highest activity at an

0S1 site are the volatile (e.g., 1311,1321,and 15s1)and/or

noble gas (e.g., 1s3mXe,1s3Xe. and 37Ar) radionuclides and

their daughters that may escape through fissures in the

ground. In addition to gross radiation counting of the soil

around a suspected test site, it is likely that inspectors will

need more specific methodologies to determine where the

fissures are located. Once fissures are located, inspectors

can carry out more sophisticated drilling and/or measure-

ment techniques.

Depending on the amount of time that has passed between

the detection of a nuclear explosion using the lntema-

tional Monitoring System (IMS) and the onsite inspection,

many of the short-lived isotopes will have decayed away,

and may not be observable above ambient background

(e.g., 40K, ‘38U). One method that could be used to help

determine the locations of the vents after significant time

has elapsed is the detection of the daughters of short-lived

gaseous radionuclide that have emanated from the fissures

and are deposited near the fissure location. For example,

89Kr (half-life= 3.15 rein), as well as other noble gas

radionuclides, is produced in appreciable quantities in

nuclear detonations and may escape in large quantities

from an underground nuclear detonation. The short half-

life of 89Krand its daughter 89Rb suggests that the longer-

lived daughter, ‘9Sr (half-life= 50.5 days), will remain on

or near the surface for a long time near the fissure. Thus

elevated amounts of 89Sr should indicate a nearby fissure.

Since 89Sris a nearly pure beta emitter with a relatively

high average energy beta particle ((Eb,,,) = 583 keV), its

detection at elevated levels (>tens to hundreds of pCi/g of

soil) should be relatively straightforward and easy to

separate from most natural background.

Because so many of the radioisotopes indicative of a

nuclear detonation emit very specific energy gamma-rays,

0S1 inspectors will most likely use gamma-ray spectros-

copy for at least some radionuclide identification. The

optimal type of gamma-ray spectrometer to use for 0S1

application is not clear. High-purity germanium (HPGe)

spectrometers, while clearly the best choice for unmis-

takable identification of most of the radionuclides of

interest, suffer from logistical problems with transport and

storage of the liquid nitrogen or thermoelectric coolers

needed to keep the crystals cold. Because of these logis-

tical problems, it is likely that NaI(Tl) or other similarly

large area scintillators will be used extensively in at least

preliminary scans of the soil surface. Also, heavy metal

shielding for the gamma-ray spectrometers will most

likely be impractical, so only light shielding or no shield-

ing will be used. Upon locating elevated levels of

“interesting” radionuclides, a second, more detailed soil

and/or gas trapping and analysis could be performed

onsite or back at a laboratory with highly shielded HPGe.
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Most importantly, there are many short-lived isotopes

from fission expected to be observable after 30 days in the

event of an aboveground detonation, and nearly all of

them are beta-gamma emitters. The most abundant

fission radioisotopes expected 30 days after detonation

are ‘40Ba/ ““La, ‘43Pr, “’ Ce, 95Zr, and 9’Y, which all emit

betas and gamma rays simultaneously.

Requiring a coincidence between a beta particle and

gamma ray in a detection system has the effect of low-

ering ambient gamma-ray background by several orders

of magnitude and eliminating interfering gamma-ray lines

that do not have associated beta particles. Thus, detecting

betas and gamma rays in coincidence allows for shorter

counting times and lower minimum detectable activities

than separate measurements.

Technical Accomplishments

Based on this discussion, it appears likely that detection

of high-energy betas and gamma-ray spectroscopy may

need to be performed simultaneously. Arriving at this

conclusion, we have developed a device containing a

silicon array and NaI(Tl) in a single system.

For detection of high-energy beta particles, we have

developed a multiple silicon wafer array. The current

state of the art for beta detection involves multiple layers

of scintillating fibers to crudely measure the beta energy.

Hits in multiple layers of scintillating fiber indicate the

detection of a high-energy beta particle, and a separate

layer of fiber rejects cosmic rays.

Though successful, there are a number of disadvantages

in using fibers that are mitigated by using silicon wafers

instead. The pursuit of this detection method is now

viable since commercially available, large-area, high-

purity silicon wafers now exist that allow for this layered

beta detection technique. A multiple silicon wafer array

has the advantage of superior beta energy resolution,

which adds the possibility of doing energy analysis on the

beta particles stopped in the array. Silicon arrays can be

made more compact in simple, easy to use packaging,

which is operationally advantageous for 0S1 team

personnel. However, it is unknown whether these

detectors can be adapted to provide the desired high

resolution for onsite inspection applications.

During FY 1997, we designed, constructed, and tested a

prototype silicon beta spectrometer in a stacked config-

uration capable of detecting betas from high-energy beta

emitters. The design of the detector system included a

Monte Carlo simulation of several detector configurations

so that optimal detector thicknesses could be determined

before purchasing the multiple detectors that would be

positioned in a stacked configuration. Since the energy

deposited per wafer is quite close to expected noise-

energy equivalent si~mal for wafers of thickness less than

500 microns, we decided that wafers of at least this

thickness should be used. Detectors of both 500 microns

and 1 millimeter were used in this project. The detectors

were positioned in a stack configuration and test sources

were positioned directly in front of the stack during

testing.

After the design was completed, we purchased the elec-

tronics necessa~ for readout of the silicon wafers and

assembled the electronics in a configuration that simul-

taneously read out three silicon wafers. Most of the elec-

tronics needed for this readout system wai borrowed from

the in-house supply ancVor existing progranis. The detec-

tor system, electronics and sot%vare were setup, tuned,

and tested using a 90Sr-based source.

We were pleased that the noise levels and geometric con-

tributions to the energy spread in the wafers were smal!

enough to achieve good energy resolution in the indivi-

dual silicon wafers. We also found that the wafers were

quite stable - no significant energy shifts were observed

after running continuously for several days.

During FY 1998, we assembled a small-scale, unshielded

beta-gamma coincidence spectrometer using off-the-shelf

components consisting of two layers of I000 pm x 5 cmz

silicon wafers, and a 2x2-in. NaI(Tl) (see Figure 1). We

measured two low-level (1 nCi) relatively high-energy

beta-gamma emitters (154Euand 106Rh)with this system.

The data acquisition electronics and software were set up

so that every gamma-my signal with a pulse height value

exceeding the noise level in the NaI was digitized in an

ADC and used to increment a gamma:ray spectrum,

which we designated as the “raw” or “singles” gamma-ray

spectrum. The signals from the two silicon detectors were

sent to the same four-channel ADC and were also digi-

tized if they were in coincidence with a gamma-ray

signal. This was done by gating the master gate input of

the ADC on the gamma-ray signal and properly delaying

the two beta signals and the gamma signal so that their

peaks arrived at the inputs of the ADC while the gate was

high. In this way, we could increment a spectrum with

the gamma-ray pulse height that required that the beta

pulse height be above the noise level of the silicon ampli-

fication electronics. We designated this spectrum as the
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As expected, we observed a large decrease in the back-

ground of the beta-gated gamma-ray spectra, as demon-

strated in Figure 2. The factor of over 103 reduction of

the background under the peaks is partly offset by the

non-unity branching ratios and total beta detection effi-

ciency of the silicon wafers. By measuring the ratio of

the gamma-singles to the beta-gated gamma-ray spec-

trum, we observed total beta detection efficiencies for a

surface source of about 25°/0. The beta detection effici-

ency was dominated by the solid angle coverage of the

relatively small silicon wafers.

For 0S1 applications, there maybe certain minimum

accuracy or detectable limits that must be reached for a

practical field measurement, and hence the figure-of-merit

for our counting system is the reciprocal of the time, t,

taken to reach a certain statistical accuracy. This figure-

of-merit is proportional to Sz/B, where S is the number of

net counts of a peak above background in the spectrum,

and B is the number of the background counts. Com-

paring the 511 keV peak of 10cRhin the gamma-singles

spectrum versus the beta-gated gamma-ray spectrum (see

Figure 2), we have measured a factor of 2.5 improvement

in this figure-of-merit. This means that an inspector

could, in principle, count a beta-gated gamma spectrum

that achieved the same statistical accuracy as the gamma-

singles spectrum a factor of 2.5 times faster. Another

example of the power of this technique is shown in

Figure 2. A relatively weak state (gamma branching ratio

= 1.5’XO)at 1050 keV in *OGRhstands out with a signal to

background ratio of at least 3:1 in the beta-gated

spectrum, whereas in the raw gamma-ray spectrum it

cannot be detected above backgound.

While the measurements we took can be considered an

optimal case since we chose high-energy beta, it does

clearly demonstrate the utility of the beta-gamma

coincidence technique. In reality, a much larger silicon

array could be used, or alternatively, soil samples could

be manually entered into a more sophisticated counting

system with silicon wafers covering more of the solid

angle than we were able to cover in this proof-of-principle

study.

We found a lower beta detection efllciency than we

expected. Although the geometric coverage of the silicon

array probably dominated the eftlciency, we did observe a

significantly large difference (a factor of 2 to 3) in beta

efficiency between a planar (-1 cm diameter) 106Rh

source and a small, 0.2 cm thick pellet of 154Eu, The

difference can partially be explained by the difference in

the beta energies of the two sources (lOcRh, Qp = 3.5 MeV

and ‘54Eu, QP = 2.0 MeV). Due to this observation, we

expect that this technique will be most sensitive to surface

deposits of high-energy beta-gamma emitting isotopes,

and may not have much benefit for low-energy (<1 MeV)

beta-gamma emitting isotopes or for high-energy beta-

gamma emitting isotopes deposited well below the

surface of the ground.

For our future coincidence studies, we will attempt to

further increase the figure-of-merit improvement by using

silicon wafers that completely cover the Nal(Tl) face,

thereby increasing the solid angle for beta detection.

Commercially available silicon detectors exist with active

areas over 25 cmz, so we should be able to cover even

large NaI(Tl) crystals with a relatively small number of

wafers. Our preliminary studies have shown that by

carefidly selecting the lower-level threshold on the beta

energy, the figure-of-merit can be improved significantly.

We therefore plan to optimize the figure-of-merit by using

the beta-gamma energy-energy correlation. Lastly, we

plan to explore the origin of the remaining sources of

background in the beta-gated gamma-ray spectra. If the

spectra are dominated by Compton scattering, then

appropriate choices in the physical arrangement of the

detector system may be able to reduce the background

dramatically.

Publication and Presentation

A presentation on this work was given at the 1998

Symposium on Radiation Measurements and Applica-

tions, May 12-14, 1998 at Ann Arbor, Michigan.

A paper on this work entitled “A Silicon Array Detector

for High-Energy Betas: has been accepted for publica-

tion in Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics
Research: Section A.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup used to acquire the data shown in Figure 2. An array of two silicon
wafers is used to detect beta particles in coincidence with gamma rays emitted from a source sandwiched between the NaI and the
array.
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Figure 2. Plot of the gamma-ray energy of a 1°6Rhsource detected in an unshielded 2 x 2 in. NaI(Tl) detector. Tbe top curve is the
raw gamma-ray spectrum, and the lower curve is the gamma-ray energy with a beta coincidence requirement (also includes a
lower-level beta energy threshold). Note the clear detection of the weak 1050-keV state not evident in the gamma-ray singles
spectrum.
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Application of Spin Coating Principles to Improve
Aluminum Film Uniformity

LoN M. Peurrung, PhinipA. Gauglitz

StudyControlNumber: PN98003/1249 .

Project Description

The objective of this project was to investigate the feasi-

bility of improving the uniformity and performance of

aluminum films using spin coating techniques.

Spin smoothing is proposed as a technique to planarize

aluminum films inside long tubes. Nonuniformity in such

films inside tritium target rods may provide pathways for

excessive permeation of tritium. A simple analysis and

scrding indicates that spin-smoothing should effectively

planarize most film irregularities within a time period of a

few minutes. This project seeks to develop a quantitative

model of spin smoothing and to test this model with low-

melting-point alloys, such as Woods metal.

Technical Accomplishments

A concept was developed and reviewed. However, after

project funding was authorized, PNNL determined that

DOE’S programmatic needs had changed, reducing the

potential impact of this concept. The project, therefore,

was terminated.
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‘Automated Medical Isotope Separations

Jay W. Gra% OlegB. Egorov, LaneA. Bray

Study Control Number: PN98006/1252

Project Description

The objective of this project is to introduce a new approach

to producing medical isotopes, that is, providing improved

chemistries for producing medical isotopes of commercial

interest both at PNNL (e.g., ~) and in hospitals (e.g.,

213Bi) and a versatile platform for developing automated

generator systems. Sequential injection methodology, the

latest and most advanced generation of flow injection, will

be used to automate required solution-handling steps and

separation chemishy within a closed computer-operated

insh-ument. This approach will lead to the development of

●

●

●

●

a technique for more efficient development and

optimization of medical isotope separation methods

new separation chemistries for medical isotopes

automated separation procedures for specific medical

isotopes

automated generators ystem desi=~s suitable for use in

production at a central facility or small automated

systems for use in clinical settings.

Technical Accomplishments

The isolation of radioisotopes for medical use typically

involves a mixture of a longer-lived parent isotope and

shorter-lived daughter isotope or isotopes in secular equi-

librium. The purpose of the generator is to separate the

daughter isotope Ilom the parent and other radionuclide

and stable interferences. If the daughter isotope has a short

radioactive half-life, it needs to be separated from its

parent at the user’s facilities, because it cannot be produced

and shipped. The medium containing the parent isotope is

often referred to as the “cow.”

One approach is to fix the parent isotope on a suitable

sorbent column under conditions in which the daughter

isotope shows no affinity for the sorben~ then the desired

daughter can be eluted from the column with a suitable

eluent as needed, leaving the parent on the column. An

alternative lies in storing the parentidaughter mixture in

solution, and then using separation chemistry steps to

isolate the daughter isotope from the parent. The parent
(“cow”) is recovered and saved for additional use. This

separation may involve a membrane or column containing

a material that selectively binds one isotope or the other.

An example of this approach is the 2XAc/2]3Bi separation

method recently developed at PNNL. An advantage of this

approach is that the separation material only experiences

brief radioactive doses, and it can be replaced. In addition,

this approach allows more flexibility in developing the

separation method for the particular parentidaughter pair.

However, in a manual format, this approach is often not

acceptable because of worker exposure, potential for con-

tamination, and inconsistent execution (operator error).

However, this more flexible approach is feasible if

implemented in automated system.

Flow injection and sequential injection represent auto-

mated solution handling approaches that are highly suitable

for this task Using a system of pumps and valves

operating under computer control, flow injection and

sequential injection techniques provide the means to

automate the manipulation of liquids and solids on a

microscale. We have used this approach to develop rapid

automated microanalytical procedures for determining

various radionuclides in aged nuclear waste. We believe

that our “radiochemistry” sequential injection methodology

represents a very promising, versatile platform for auto-

mated production of medical radioisotopes. It is precise,

reliable, and operates on the scale necessary for medical

isotope separations involving milliliter quantities of

solutions. Initial experiments before this LDRD project

began demonstrated that 213Bi could be separated from the
‘Ac parent in the automated sequential injection format.

Tracer level studies were followed by experiments scaled

to approximately 16 mCi of ‘Ac performed in collabo-

ration with scientists from the University of Washington

and Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. Excellent

product recoveries were obtained, and separated 213Biwas

labeled to protein with high efficiency. Compared with

manual generator procedures, our automated system

featured greatly reduced radiation dose and spread of

contamination. This automated generator approach has

received many positive comments from cancer researchers

at the University of Washington who have used the manual

PNNL 213Bigenerator and the ORNL-NIH automated

.
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column generator and participated in isotope generation

using our automated S1213Bi generator. The work above

received ALARA and Outstanding Team Performance

awards.

Given this versatile and appropriate automation approach .

and the demonstration that PNNL Ac-Bi chemistry could

be successfully automated with good product purity and

efficient cow recovery, the FY 1998 LDRD research has

focused on detailed characterization of two separation

chemistries suitable for automated implementation.

In the area of 2zAc/213Bi chemistry, we performed system-

atic batch dktribution studies to determine uptake of Ac

and Bi ions on several separation materials, including a

range of anion exchange materials and selective sorbents.

The results from the web and particle anion exchange

materials demonstrated that superior uptake characteristics

can be achieved using the anion exchange material in the

bead form. Our data cover a wider range of solution

condhions than are available in the literature. We have

also conceptualized a new generator approach for highly

purified 213Bi. Uptake studies are being evaluated to

determine the best materials and solution compositions for

this generator concep~ which will deliver the product

isotope in a solution that is compatible with subsequent

protein labeling chemistry. Considering persistent demand

for reliable automated generator systems for this medical

isotope and such promising results in clinical trials, this

new generator will represent a significant advance in the

field.

We also investigated chemistries for’~ generator

concepts, again using batch distribution experiments to

determine uptake as a function of solution composition.

The chemistry used at PNNL for ‘k production is a

solvent extraction in a vial with the desired phase collected

by manual pipette. This method is becoming less accept-

able as demand for this isotope increases. Our conceptual

approach to automated’~ production is a multicolumn

approach designed to operate with miniature columns and

the smallest possible radiation dose to a sorbent column.

We evaluated four sorbent materials potentially useful for

efficient 90Sr~ separation that can be integrated with

sequential injection methodology. Two selective sorbents

were identified as p~cukuly promising. One exhibits

remarkable selectivity for Y over Sr (selectivity factor

exceeds 8 x 105 imder given conditions). Another materkd

features high selectivity for Sr over Y (selectivity factor

exceeds 1000 under selected conditions). We evaluated

several parameters important in the development of’~

separation chemistry including uptake behavior of Zr ions.

Our results provide a systematic scientific basis for the

design of an automated’~ generator using sorbent

minicolumns. This will represent a substantial improve-

ment over existing W generator technology.

As a result of the detailed characterization of radionuclide

separation chemistries, we have identified separation

approaches for generation of two alpha-emitting and one

beta-emitting isotopes for medical use.

Publications and Presentations

Tenforde TS, LA Bray, OB Egorov, and DR Fisher. June

4-5, 1998. “Medical Isotope Generators and Biological

Delivery Systems.” DOE’s Second Alpha-Emitter

Workshop, Toronto.

Wilbur DS, DK Hamlin. JM Tingey, LA Bray OB Egorov,

PM Pathare, MW Brechblel, and B. Sandmaier. June

1998. “Studies of Labeling Proteins With The Alpha-

Emitting Radionuclide 2*3Bi. Society of Nuclear Medicine

45th Annual Meeting, Toronto.

Bray LA, JM Tingey, JR DesChane, and OB Egorov.

August 1998. ‘Development of a Unique Bismuth (Bi-

213) Automated Generator for Use in Cancer Therapy.”

216th ACS National Meeting, Boston.
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Catalytic Hydrothermal Reductions

Douglas C. ElliotG John G. Fryq Yong Wang, John G. Darab, Scott H. Elder

Study Control Number: PN97022/1163

Project Description

The success of pressurized aqueous catalytic conversion

processes depends on developing robust and supported

catalysts that can withstand aggressive hydrothermal

reaction conditions. Using powder synthesis and ceramic

forming techniques unique to PNNL, ZrOz supports were

synthesized with the required surface area, porosity,

mechanical integrity, and chemical stability. In addition,

newly emerging schemes for the formation of mesoporous

structures from hybrid surfactant templates were used to

synthesize next-generation supports for noble (Ru, Pd, Pt)

and base metal @i) catalysts. These catrdytic formulations

were tested in model reactions to determine stability of the

catalyst activity in the aqueous processing environment.

Surface analysis techniques were used to evaluate mecha-

nisms of catalyst degradation as well as catalytic reduction.

Models will be developed based on these materials and

analyses.

Technical Accomplishments

The objective is to develop a new class of aqueous and

supported catalysts to use in hydrothermal conversion

processes (such as low-temperature catalytic gasification

and value-added products from Alternative Feedstocks).

The requirements for these materials are high surface area

(>50 m2/g), mesoporosity, mechanical integrity, and

chemical stability. High surface area is desirable because,

as surface area of the support increases, the concentration

of supported active metal catalyst can increase while

maintaining sufficient dispersion of the metal. Thus a

given volume of support with catalyst has increased

activity. These catalytic materials will be useful in new

technologies being developed for synthesis of chemicals

from renewable biomass sources. The new technologies

are typically water-based, avoiding the use of organic

solvents but requiring new formulations for catalysts that

can withstand degradation in water.

Based on our experience in chemical process development

using catalysts in water-based systems, we have surveyed a

range of materials for compatibility with water at reaction

conditions. With this information and our knowledge of

materials properties, we have identified several areas of

new materials development that have potential for break-

throughs in this technology. Using high surface-area

powders synthesized by rapid thermal decomposition of

precursors in solution (KIDS) and careful consolidation

methods, ZI-02 supports were synthesized and tested. In

addition, strategies developed at PNNL for the formation

of ordered mesoporous materials were used to prepare

unique mesopore crystals that have enormous promise as

catalyst supports. These formulations were evaluated

relative to use in aqueous processing.

The testing consists of evaluating physical and chemical

stabilities of the potentially promising catalysts or catalyst

supports under aqueous processing conditions. Typically,

catalytic materials were tested in deionized water at 200 to

350°C and 1900 psi H2 for 70 to 400 hours. Reaction

kinetics was determined as a function of time in the

processing environment. Detailed chemical and physical

analyses of the catalysts before and after use were under-

taken to determine changes in the catalyst structure and in

the active sites. This three-year effort will expand our

understaudmg of basic principles operating in aqueous

processing systems. Stable catalytic materials will be

identified, catalytic mechanisms will be elucidated.

Oxynitrides and Mesoporous Materials

We began by considering TiOXN1.X(O a <1, depending on

reaction conditions) because 1) it can be synthesized from

Ti02 using a unique synthetic process at relatively low

temperatures (as low as 625°C) expecting to maintain

higher surface areas, and 2) transition metal nitrides in

general are considered to be refractory-stable at high

temperatures and in acidic and basic condhions. We

synthesized and hydrothermally tested a variety of

TiOXN1-Xsamples to assess their hydrothermal stability.

The conclusion is that the TiOXNI.X (surface area >75 m2/g)

materials we investigated were not stable under the

hydrothermal condhions used in processing.

The structural arrangement of a mesoporous inorganic

material is a result of the templating influence of surfactant

micelles. Surfactant molecules consist of hydrophobic and
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hydrophilic chemical units that permit them to organize

into supramolecuhr rnicellar arrays as a function of solvent

type and concentration. These micellar arrays act as

templating meso-units in which small, inorganic building

blocks (titania or zirconia) are deposited, producing an

inorganic network organized about surfactant templates. A

completely inorganic network with pores resembling the

surfactant rnicelle shape and size, may result upon removal

of the template. These porous (20 ~< pore diameter

e100~) titania and zirconia materials have surface areas

ranging from 150 to 260 m2/g and are obvious candidates

as catalyst supports.

Our initial results from the hydrothermal experiments on

mesoporous materials are encouraging

●

●

●

We have discovered a rational method to nucleate

transition metal oxides at the surface of surfactant

rnicelles producing high surface area, mesoporous, and

nanocrystrdline materials: ZrO.2STi0.@2 and M.TiOz

(M= V, Mo, W; Oa<O.5).

We can control the degree of crystal growth and metal

oxide interdMusion resulting in new kinetically stable

materials.

These materirds are being evaluated for their

hydrothermal stability.

RTDS Zirconias

The second task was to use PNNL’s patented RTDS pro-

cess to produce zirconia powders. The task was defined as

follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Prepare experimental quantities of nano-crystalline,

high surface-mea zirconia, preferably of the

monoclinic phase.

Prepare high surface-are% high crush-strength pellets

from these powders to use as catalyst supports.

Characterize these materials in terms of phase,

crystallite diameter, and surface area.

Provide these materials for testing under catalytic

reaction condhions.

The first year of this project (FY 1997) we focused on

determining 1) which phase (cubic or monoclinic) of

zirconia powder would be best suited for this project and

2) the ideal RTDS processing conditions for its small-

scale preparation. In spite of the fact that high surface area

(>200 m2/g) RTDS cubic zirconia (c-ZrO~ powders

transformed to the monoclinic form (m-Zr02) under

catalytic reaction conditions, causing a decrease in the

surface are% the final surface areas of the transformed c-

Zr02 powders were still larger than those of the more

stable RTDS m-ZrOz powders. So in N 1998, we focused

on optimizing the RTDS processing conditions for the

large-scale synthesis of high surface-axea c-ZrOz powders

that were both stable under hydrothermal catalytic reaction

conditions and capable of being processed into stable

engineered forms (e.g., cylindrical pellets).

One particularly applicable RTDS c-Zr02 powder,

RTDS-6, was prepared by pumping an aqueous solution of

0.1 M ZrO(N03)Z and 0.50 M urea through the RTDS

apparatus using a 20-ft x 0.125-in. O.D., 0.035-in. wall

thickness stainless steel tube reactor at pressures of 40-

55 NIP& flow rates of 30-50 mIAnin, and temperatures of

340-350”C. The collected, washed, and dried powder was

calcined to 500°C and formed into a stable pellet by

uniaxially pressing and sintering at 500°C, then the pellet

was tested for stabfity under hydrothermal catalytic

conditions. The characteristics of these materials are

summarized in Table 1.

Although RTDS-6 was capable of being uniaxially pressed

into a stable pellet with the desired surface ae~ results

from extruding this powder were very different. RTDS-6

powder was mixed with organic polymeric binders, fed

through a continuous extruder to form pellets, then

debinded/sintered at temperatures of up to 700°C. The

combination of powder characteristics and binder type did

not allow for the formation of a stable product–the pellets

fell apart with only mild mechanical force.

Table 1. Results obtained from XRD and BET surface area
analyses of RTDS generated and processed Zr02 powders

Powder Treatment
Crystallinephases D(b) SA(C)

i&ntified‘o (rim) (m’/g)
RTDS- 8S-prCp8113d c-Zr02 (major) 4 210
6 m-Zx02

Calcincdto 500”C c-2k02 (major) 4 129

m-ZQ2

cakinedpowder, c-Z02 (major) 4 125
pelledzxiat500”C m-~2

pelletafter m-ZrOz 9 75
catalytictcsting(~

(a) Determinedby powderXRD.
(b) D= crystallitediameterdeterminedby XRD line-broadeninganalysis.
(c) SA= surfaecareameasnrcdby tbeBETmethod.
(d) Exposedto350”CHzO(l)with H,(g) for 64 honrs.
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More experiments were run, altering the characteristics of

the RTDS c-ZrOz powde~ shorter lengths of reactor tube

to make the material less crystalline and add more surface

hydroxyl groups (which may aid in the sintenng process)

and lower relative concentration of urea with respect to

Z@(N03)2 (because the presence of residual ~+ groups

may hinder sistering). Also, experiments were run to

improve the powder production rate using RTDS. Based

on these experiments, 1/3 to 112 pound lots of a new for-

mulation of RTDS c-Zr02 powder were shipped offsite to

be mixed with binder, extruded into pellets, and sintered.

The pellets prepared from this RTDS powder were mecha-

nically stable and dld not fall apart after testing under

actual hydrothermal catalytic conditions. The charac-

terization and application of metal catalyst material to

these new materials is in progress.

Carbon Supports

Amorphous carbon has high surface area and unusual

inertness, but carbon also lacks interaction with metals.

Previous experiments showed that granular carbon-sup-

ported precious metal and base metal catalysts exhibit

different sintering behaviors under hydrothermal condi-

tions. To gain insights into these interactions, graphite-

supported metal model catalysts were synthesized and will

be characterized. Both highly oriented pyrolytic graphite

and graphite-coated gold TEM grids were purchased as

catrdyst supports. Graphite is electron conducting,

allowing surface characterization with higher resolution.

Methods chosen to deposit metals on these graphite

supports were vapor deposition and solution spin coating.

Solution impregnation imitates the preparation method of

practical catalysts. Considering the availability of metal

precursors and their representativeness, two hydrogenation

metal catalysts targeted are palladium and mika. Desired

metal coverage and morphology were controlled via

deposition time or concentration of impregnation solution

and were confirmed using scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). A

complete array of surface analysis techniques will be used

to characterize these model catalysts before and after

hydrothermal processing. Surface electronic structure as

affected by hydrothermal processing will be chmacterized

using XPS. Extended morphologies and topographies will

be studied using TEM and STM. SIMS and Auger will be

used to quantify the surface composition.

Commercial Suppo*

Semi-batch reactor tests were undertaken to evaluate the

various catalyst formulations in this project. The model

reaction was the hydrogenation of xylose in aqueous

solution to produce xylitol. A 300-mL stirred autoclave

was used, including a high-pressure valve system for

recovery of reaction products at temperature and pressure

at various points during the test. With this system, preli-

minary kinetics could be determined for the reaction to

compare the activity of the various catalysts. Tested were

commercial supported nickel metal catalysts, nickel metal

catalysts with PNNL-designed promoters, and precious

metal catalysts on titania and zirconia supports. The

results will be compared with similar tests of mesopore and

RTDS-supported catalysts, as test results become available

for those materials.

Economic Evaluation

The objective of this task was to complete a preliminary

economic evaluation of the “Corn Fiber to Polyols”

process. Initial analysis of the hydrolysis portion of the

process (being developed in the companion activity,

Stabilized Native Enzymes and Acid Hydrolysis for

Conversion of Organic Chemicalsfiom Biomass) began

this year. It is expected that a continued effort next year

will complete the evaluation of the remaining caialytic

steps for the production of polyols.
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Darab JG and DW Matson. October 1998. “Continuous

hydrothermal processing of nano-crystalline particulate

for chemical-mechanical planarization.” Scheduled to be

published in J. Electronic Materials, issue Vol. 27, No. 10.

Darab JG. 1998. “Production of nano-crystalline zirconia-

based powders using a flow through hydrothermal pro-

cess.” Nanostructured Powders and l%eir Industrial

Application, G Beaucage, JE Mark, G Burns, and H Duen-

Wu, eds. Materials Research Society.

Presentations

Solid State Chemistry Gordon Conf., Queen’s College,

Oxford, England, September 21-26, 1997.

Materials Research Society Spring Meeting, San Francisco,

Apnl 13-17, 1998.

53d American Chemical Society Northwest Regional

Meeting, Pasco, Washington June 17-20, 1998.
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Darab JG. February 1998. “New synthesis approaches of

suspensions, slurries, and powders.” Invited presentation at

the 127th TMS Annual Meeting, San Antonio.

Darab JG. April 1998. “Production of nano-crystalline

zirconia-based powders using a flow through hydrothermal

process.” MRS 1998 Spring Meeting, San Francisco.
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Composite Getter for Hydrogen Isotopes

David L. Baldwin. Glenn W. Hollenbenz

Study Control Number: PN98014/1260

Project Description

The composite getter, a nickel-coated, zirconium-based

getter capable of gettering hydrogen in air at ambient or

elevated temperatures, has undergone engineering and

fabrication development and performance testing. The

primary target application is mitigation of long-term

hydrogen buildup in dry spent fuel storage casks or other

fuel debris or waste storage containers, with the goal to

maintain cask atmosphere at<170 H2 (< 25% of lower

flammabili~ limit). There are numerous other hydrogen

safety-related applications in industry; conventional

commercial hydrogen getters, typically uranium-, zir-

conium-, or titanium-based, are well characterized in the

literature but designed to operate only in vacuum or inert

atmosphere. The presence of trace oxygen or moisture

causes passivation due to surface oxide, requiring thermal

activation after each air exposure, eliminating conventional

getters fi-om consideration for such applications.

The FY 1998 scope of work involved 1) establishing getter

design and method for fabrication of the gette~ 2) conduct-

ing hydrogen absorption rate getter testing, using three

environments of hydrogen-in-vacuum, hydrogen-in-air,

and underwater and 3) modeling the performance.

Technical Accomplishments

In summary, the composite getter fabrication and design

have been established, and the getter has been shown to

work well in vacuum at 25 to 300°C, with insignificant

surface passivation from air exposure up to 75”C. The

getter absorbs hydrogen directly horn air at c1OO to 175°C

but at about 270 of the gettenng rate in a vacuum. This

correlates to a bulk gettering rate of approximately 25 L

STP/day/kg at l-tom H2 in vacuum or inert gas or 500 cc

STPldaylkg directly in air. Upon heated exposure under

water, the getter absorbs an insignificant quantity of

hydrogen. The maximum possible hydrogen loading is at

least 160 cc STP/g.

The composite getter basic design was established through

scoping tests involving evaluation of possible nickel

coating methods, narrowing to the two most attractive

methods. A 2 x 4 x 3 test matrix was developed to study

the two surface coating methods at four different thick-

nesses in three environments of vacuum, air, and under-

water. The test results directed our efforts to one best

coating method, which was then more thoroughly studied.

Of the nickel coating thicknesses studied, the order of rate

performance was (in descending order)

thin > medium> thick>> uncoated.

The hydrogen absorption rate experimental testing was

established using the method of batch addition of a known

quantity of hydrogen at a selected pressure in a controlled

temperature, known volume system, with pressure mea-

sured by capacitance manometer. The vacuum tests were

conducted with batch additions of 10 torr or 100 torr

hydrogen, typically attest temperatures of 100”C but

ranging from 25 to 300°C. Figure 1 shows the typical

absorption of 10 torr hydrogen in vacuum at 100°C,

showing pressure decreasing by three decades. The typical

composite getter absorbs the hydrogen down to 0.01 torr

within 100 to 200 minutes. The pressure absorption is

shown as a simple rate in nmol/s/cm2.

Capacity tests were conducted to demonstrate absorption at

increasing H/Zr atom fraction with sequential hydrogen

absorption in 100-torr increments in vacuum using a

single getter coupon. As shown in Figure 2, the getter

demonstrates reproducible absorption rates in the range of ‘

0.1 to 10 torr, charging easily to a high level of 1.3 H/Zr.

Even at this high capacity, the getter was still operating.
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Figure 1. Rate versus log pressure of 10 torr hydrogen
absorption, showing Langmuir Isotherm Model and Oxide
Layer Model
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Figure 2. Sequential hydrogen absorption on one getter
loading up to 1.3 H/Zr, showing reproducible gettering rate
from 0.1 to 10 torr. Rate shows pressure dependence of Pm,
indicating Sievert’s Law behavior.

The getter also demonstrated valid Sievert’s Law behavior,

as seen in the reproducible slope 2, indicating the expected

mechanism of dissociation on the coating surface.

Because the gettering rate is variable with pressure, a new

term is defined, a half-order rate coefficient based on

Sievert’s Law kinetics with units of nmol/sec/cm2/(atm)ln.

The getter half-order rate coefficient does show inde-

pendent response relative to pressure, providing a more

universal method of evaluating the getter.

Several modeling efforts were performed on the daa to

provide a predictive absorption model and provide an

understanding of the absorption mechanism. Langmuir

isotherm absorption modeling was performed, showing

very predictable and well-described behavior and estimates

of the surface coverage parameter. The predictive

Langmuir fit model, shown in Figure 1, provides a good fit

for the absorption as a function of time and pressure. The

activation energy, EA, of hydrogen absorption by this getter

has been determined from the data by Arrhenius modeling

and is measured to be 52-55 k.T/mol. This compares with

literature values of 58 kVmol for hydrogen transporting

from a nickel surface to the interior and 39 kJ/mol for

diffusion within the intenor of crystalline nickel.

The effect of oxygen was further explored by heating

coupons in air at various temperatures and various times.

Heating @e getter in air is shown to produce two unrelated

effects: 1) producing a reversible induction period during

which the gettering rate is diminished and slowly recovers

to the characteristic rate and 2) causing a nonreversible,

permanent diminishing of the getter rate.

For the induction period, the rate is slow initially because

hydrogen does not readdy dissociate on a nickel oxide

surface but rather reduces the oxide, resulting in a clean

metal surface. We tried to model the induction period as

removal of a single oxide layer, shown in “Figure 1 as the

oxide layer model. This model does not fully account for

the complete effect of the induction period, probably

indicating that more than one layer is oxidized. The induc-

tion period is insignificant for air exposures up to 75°C,

while a significant and detrimental induction period is

observed only at air exposures >75”C. The nonreversible

rate-diminishing effect is of greater concern because air

exposure to temperatures over 175°C or even less is shown

to permanently reduce the gettering rate. This maybe due

to thermally driven diffusion or transport of oxygen

through the protective layer to the substrate zirconium.

The relative protective nature of the nickel coating is

probably due to two effects: 1) the coating protects the

clean zirconium surface from oxidation, and 2) the nickel

layer delivers monatomic hydrogen rather than molecular

hydrogen to the substrate zirconium.

In addition to testing in vacuum, with and without prior

heated air exposure, the absorption of hydrogen directly in

air was measured. A gas mixture of 1‘ZOH2-in-air was used

in a recirculating system with the getter at controlled

temperature. After selected periods of exposure, a sample

of gas was taken for mass spectrometry analysis to deter-

mine the quantity of hydrogen removed from the air.

Results show thab at typical test temperatures of 100”C,

the absorption rate coefficient is about 2% of the equiv-

alent rate in vacuum. This results in a typical gettenng rate

for removing hydrogen directly from air at about 500 cc

STP/day/kg at operating temperature of 100”C.

Tests were also conducted exposing the getter to a heated

underwater environment to determine possible detrimental

loading of the getter with hydrogen. The interest is

whether this getter could be inserted into a spent fiel cask

while underwater, then operated after draining and drying.

The getter was exposed underwater at 50°C for seven days.

The resulting absorption of hydrogen was very small,

<0.001 HIZr, indicating no concern for this application.

In conclusion, the composite getter is shown to operate

well in vacuum after air exposure and to definitely getter

hydrogen directly from air, though at a diminished rate.

This product offers anew option for mitigation of hydro-

gen buildup in enclosed atmospheres such as dry spent fiel

storage casks.
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Controlled Oxidation Reactions or Organics by a Unique Gas Phase
Corona Heterogeneous Reactor System

Gary B. Josephson, Maritou Babner

Stndy Control Nmnber: PN97027/1168

Project Description

The purpose of this project is to investigate a method to

control oxidation reactions on the surfaces of a packed bed

in a plasma reactor. The investigation focuses on surface

reactions and the coupling of surface chemistry to gas-

phase nonthermal plasma reactions. The ultimate objective

of this effort is to demonstrate the use of gas-phase plasma

reactors combined with heterogeneous catalysts in a real

reactor configuration as an economically viable process for

controlled oxidation of organics. The initial effort focused

on the synthesis of propylene oxide from the starting

material, propylene.

The intent of the first phase was to conduct screening

studies of several materials known to exhibit thermrd

catalytic activity and some without thermal activity but

expected to exhibit some activity with plasma. DhYerences

in performance of the laboratory-scale reactor attributable

to changes in packing material were then used to provide a

basis for further studies to elucidate the mechanisms of

surface. interaction.

Technical Accomplishments

Propylene Oxidation

Two packings that were expected to be devoid of catalytic

surface reactions, glass and a-alumin% were tested to

determine the effects of other reaction parameters on the

production of propylene oxide (POX). An experimental

matrix that considered all of the major reaction variables in

addition to surface reactions would be much too large to

investigate practicrdly. The intent of the first step was to

determine an area of reasonably good performance where

POX production was fairly insensitive to reaction para-

meters besides surface reactions. Based on these initial

tests, a series of packings was tested in a base set of con-

ditions: 50:1 02:C31& molar ratio, ambient temperature,

3000 ppm C3N with argon carrier gas. Packings were

selected that may undergo stimulated resorption of oxygen

or regenerable oxidation reduction reactions in the

presence of a plasma.

Silver- and cobalt-based catalysts were chosen because

they can be thermally activated for partial oxidation of ,

ethylene and propylene. A zeolite packing that would

adsorb the gases strongly was tested. Packings tested were

y-alumina, 3% and 5% Ag20 on a-alumina, y-alumina

wlceria, barium on y-alumina, and 3 X zeolite.

None of the packing materials demonstrated catalytic

effects. Surface adsorption from phunina and zeolite led

to complete oxidation and poor yields of the desired partial

oxidation product. The major reaction products were ace-

taldehyde, propylene oxide, propamd, acetone, CO, and

C02. The identities and proportions of the reactants are

consistent with a gas phase mechanism involving oxygen

radical attack on the propylene double bond. If the formed

oxygen radical collides with oxygen before the epoxide

ring closes, an ozonide forms, which then decomposes to

acetaldehyde and a single oxidized carbon (CO or COZ).

The reaction path is demonstrated as

CHSCH<HZ+ O* + CH3 HCH2* + CH3CH–CH2

t ● v

OR
CHsCi+_CHZ*+ O, -+ CH3 H– Hz + CI-13CH0+ HzO+ CO

@ t~
v

A normal gas-phase plasma reactor would use Oz as the

source for 0.. A series of tests was conducted to confirm

and quantify the generation of 0..

The quantity of oxygen radicals formed in the plasma as a

function of energy density and gas composition was deter-

mined in a nitrogen carrier. For these experiments, a

proprietary plasma reactor with et-alumina surfaces was

used to generate the plasma. The O* concentration was

measured using NO titration downstream of the plasma

where

O + NO ~ N02 k = 3 x 10-1] cm3/molecule.second
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The NO and N02 concentrations were measured using a

chemiluminescent NOX meter. Amass spectrometer was

used to monitor for ozone and nitrous oxide formation.

The ozone concentration was below the detection limit of

the mass spectrometer at energy densities below 70 J/L,

while the nitrous oxide concentration was undetectable

below 30 J/L, then increased slightly at higher energy

densities. The oxygen radical formation as a function of

energy density for 107o oxygen in nitrogen was Iinerwup to

20 J/L, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Oxygen radicrd formation as measured by the
oxidation of NO to N02 for a 10% 02 in N2 mixture as a
function of energy density

At higher energy densities, some of the NO, reacted to

products other than NO or N02. This can be explained by

an increase of N“ ra&cals at higher power. The oxygen

radical formation as a function of oxygen concentration

(02 = 0.5%, 1.5%, and 10%) is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Oxygen radical formation as a function of oxygen
concentration

As the input oxygen concentration increased by a factor of

20, the oxygen radical formation increased by only a factor

of 3. The ratio of oxygen radical formation to the input

oxygen was measured as 190, 0.65Y0, and 0.16~o at initial

oxygen concentrations of 0.5, 1.5 and 10’ZO,respectively.

Thus the most efficient formation of oxygen radicals is at

the lowest measured concentration of oxygen. When

propylene was added after the plasma at room temperature

(0.5% 02) with no catalyst, a minor amount of COZ was

formed. Adding a Co30dA1203 catalyst downstream of the

propylene did not affect product distribution. Likewise,

increasing the temperature of the catalyst resulted in

complete oxidation of propylene with no measurable

propylene oxide products.

Cyclohexane Oxi&ztion

Cyclohexane was oxidued to cyclohexanollcyclohexanone

using glass and cobalt on alumina packing. Glass packing

represented packing that would be expected to have no

catalytic effects and no significant surface area for chemi-

sorption. Cobalt on alumina represented metal catalytic

packing that is active thermally (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Positive effect of cobalt packing on the oxidation.
Nearly 30% oxidation of cyclohexane was achieved with a
90+% selectivity toward formation of desired products.

Conclusions

None of the packings tested demonstrated a catrdytic effect

on the alkene system in propylene. Although propylene

oxide was formed, the mechanism appears to be entirely

gas phase. The major effect demonstrated by the packings

in these conditions was adsorption of products on the

surfaces with progressive oxidation to CO and COZ.

Using N20 or C02 as an oxygen source instead of 02

would likely lead to improved performance for this system.

While this is desirable, the effect would result from

preferred gas phase chemistry and not plasma-activated

catrdytic effects.

The results of the experiment on cyclohexane indicate that

the pursuit of alkanes as an oxidation target is more

attractive than optimization of olefin oxidation such as

propylene.
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Development and Testing of Microchemical Separations Systems
(Liquid-Liquid Separations)

Ward E. TeGrotenbuis

Study Control Number: PN97032/1173

Project Description

Microchemical separations systems offer a flexible plat-

form in which to perform waste treatment and chemical

processing. As envisioned, these systems will consist of

separations hardware that will have a much higher through-

put per unit volume of space than conventional chemical

separations equipment. In addition, the reduced equipment

size and enhanced mass transport can improve energy

efficiency and reduce capital and operating costs over

conventional chemical processes. Several market areas

have been identified in which the advantages of micro-

chemical separations can be leveraged, including DOE-EM

in support of tank waste disposal and environmental

restoration activities and DOE-EE (On) for developing

technologies with greater energy efficiency and for point-

of-use manufacturing of toxic and hazardous chemicals.

The initial platform for rnicrochemical separations is a

contactor that can be used for solvent extraction. Even-

tually, the platform can be adopted for other separations

such as gas absorption, membrane separations, and

facilitated transport. When integrated with PNNL’s rnicro-

heat exchanger technology, the multichannel contactor

architecture also has the potential to be adapted for

distillation. The objectives are to develop capabilities to

fabricate specialized micromachined contractors, to charac-

terize contractors, and to design and test devices for perfor-

mance in solvent extraction. In addhion, mass transfer

models will be developed to support enhancements in

device design and for evaluating full-scale applications.

Technical Accomplishments

The microchannel architecture to be used for solvent

extraction consists of thin channels separated by porous

contactor plates. Two immiscible fluids come into contact

as they flow co-or counter-currently through the channels,

transferring solute from one to the other. Reducing the

thickness of the channels minimizes mass transfer .

resistance. In addition, the decreasing thickness,

increasing porosity, and reducing tortuosity of the plate

also improve mass transfer. By reducing length scales to

10 to 100 pm, the residence time is reduced to seconds,

and O throughput per unit volume is improved by orders of

magnitude over conventional equipment.

Technical progress has been made in FY 1998 in contactor

fabrication, device design, operating microchannel

contractors, and mathematical modeling of performance.

A major accomplishment in FY 1998 in contactor fabri-

cation was reducing the size of the holes from 30 pm to 5-

10pm while achieving a porosity of 39%. These

contractors improved the breakthrough pressure-the

maximum allowable pressure drop across the contactor

plate-from typically 2 inches water column to about

6 inches when contacting cyclohexane and water. This

improvement in breakthrough pressure facilitated counter- ,
current testing for the first time in these devices.

Figure 1 shows test results for extraction of cyclohexanol

from water using cyclohexane as the solvent. Results are

shown for both co- and counter-current flow. The ratio of

aqueous to organic concentrations at equilibrium is 1.3, so

the equilibrium limiting aqueous effluent concentration is

0.57 times the influent concentration for co-current

operation at equal flowrates. The figure illustrates that a

microchannel device can achieve 5070 of a theoretical

stage in less than two minutes residence time. This is a

substantial improvement over conventional technologies

such as a mixer settler.

Figure 1 also shows curves predicting theoretical per-

formance of the devices for co-current operation at

conditions conesponding to the experimental conditions.

These curves were obtained by numerical solution of the

convective-diffusion equation using a finite difference

method. The model accounts for convection only in the

flow direction and diffusion in the transverse direction.
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Figure 1. Ratio of eftluent to influent cyclohexanol
concentration in aqueous stream as a function of contact

residence time of the fluids for co-current flow in 200 pm

channels using a 50 pm thick contactor plate with 5 pm holes

(~,~; for co-current flow in 300 micron channels using a 25

pm thick contactor plate with 31 pm holes (A); and for

countercurrent flow in 200pm channels using a 50 pm thick

contactor plate with 5 pm holes (0). Lines indicate
theoretical predictions for 300-ndcron channel test (—),
and for 200 micron channel tests (- - -).

The model is two-dimensional with three different regions

for the two flow channels and the contactor plate. The

regions are coupled by boundary condhions that include an

interracial mass transfer correlation for the interface. The

effective dMfusivity of the solute in the contactor plate is

assumed to be equivalent to the wetting fluid diffusivity

times the porosity and divided by the tortuosity, which is

one for the laser drilled plates. The pores are not resolved

in the model.

Comparing experimental data to theoretical curves in

Figure 1 indicates that the devices are not performing as

well as expected. In addition, counter-cument operation

does not improve performance significantly. These

observations indicate that resistance to mass transfer is

unexpectedly high and suggest the potential for significant

improvements.

Continued developments in’contactor plate fabrication and

testing are anticipated. Performance enhancements are

anticipated by improving device design to obtain more

uniform and thinner films.

publications

TeGrotenhuis WE, R Cameron, MG Butcher, PM Martin,

and RS Wegeng. 1998. “Micro Channel Devices for

Efficient Contacting of Liquids in Solvent Extraction.”

Accepted for publication in Separation Science and

Technology.

Matson DW, PM Martin, WD Benne% DC Stewart, and

JW Johnston. 1997. “Laser Micromachined Microchrumel

Solvent Separator.” Proceedings of SPIE Conference on

Micromachining and Micro fabrication, Vol. 3223.

Presentations

TeGrotenhuis WE, R Cameron, MG Butcher, PM Martin,

and RS Wegeng. October 1997. “Micro Channel Devices

for Efficient Contacting of Liquids in Solvent Extraction.”

10th Symposium on Separation Science ,and Technology

for Energy Applications, Gaitlinburg, Tennessee.

TeGrotenhuis WE, R Cameron, MG Butcher, PM Martin,

and RS Wegeng. March 1998. ‘%Iicro Channel Devices

for Efficient Contacting of Liquids in Solvent Extraction.”

AICbE 1998 Spring National Meeting, New Orleans.



Development of Microtechnolog-y for C02 Separations

Ward E. TeGrotenbuis,RichardJ. Cameron

StndvControlNumber: PN98022/1268

Project Description

Microchemical systems offer unique advantages for

chemical separations over conventional and other

innovative technologies. Specific advantages include

reduced equipment size, reduced weight, greater energy

efficiencies, and the ability for distributed processing. We

propose to leverage Battelle’s considerable investment and

capability in microtechnology and microchemical systems

to develop and demonstrate absorption technology for C02

separations. The objective of this project is to test and

evaluate tie performance of microchannel devices that

have been developed for solvent extraction. Parametric

absorption experiments are to be conducted to evaluate the

importance of several system vmiables, including solvent

capacity, gas and liquid residence times, relative flow

dwection, channel dimensions, and contactor plate

thickness, hole size, and porosity.

The principal target markets include carbon management

applications of interest to DOE-FE and gas sepmations

relevant to NASA in support of their in situ resource

utilization program. Carbon management requires C02

capture from power plants and other C02 generators in

order to reduce the amount of green house gases emitted to

the atmosphere.

Technical Accomplishments

The rnicrochannel architecture to be used for gas absorp-

tion consists of thin channels separated by porous contactor

plates. A gas stream is treated with an absorbent liquid as

the two streams flow co- or counter-currently through the

channels, thereby removing one or more of the gas phase

constituents. To minimize the mass transfer resistance,

proprietary contactor technology is used. Due to much

higher gas diffusivities, mass transfer resistance in the

liquid phase is expected to dominate. For chemical

solvents, performance can also be affected by the kinetics

of the reaction. Factors that are expected to impact

effectiveness and efficiency are gas and liquid residence

time, contactor construction, liquid film thickness, solvent

capacity, and relative flow direction.

Technical progress made in FY 1998 includes modi~ng

test device designs, assembling a test apparatus, selecting a

suitable solvent, and performing parametric studies to

evaluate the performance of microchannel devices for gas

absorption. In addition, tests were performed to determine t

solvent capaci~ and heat of absorption for the absorbent

solutions and compare them with literature values.

Test devices were modified to accommodate testing with

gases. A test apparatus was constructed with a syringe

pump to provide a constant volumetric flow of absorbent

liquid. A constant compressed gas flow containing 20%

COZ and 80% Nz was delivered using a regulator and a

bubble flow meter. A C02 analyzer modified for low flow

rates was installed to give real-time measurement of the

effluent C02 concentration. Diethanolamine (DEA) was

selected as a standard commercial solvent for absorbing

C02; the amine reacts with C02 to form a carbamate ion.

Performance of the microchannel absorbers is chrwac-

terized by a combination of effectiveness and efficiency.

Effectiveness is reflected by the percent removal of C02

and efficiency refers to solvent utilization or the molar

concentration ratio of absorbed C02 to DEA in solution.

Figure 1 illustrates absorber effectiveness as a fimction of

gas residence time. Figure 2 illustrates absorber efficiency

for the same set of experiments. As expected, efficiency

generally decreases as the removal rate increases.
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Figure 1. C02 removal effectiveness es a function of gas
residence time for cocurrent flow. Solvent concentrations and

liquid residence times are 10% DEA and 13s (~; 10% DEA

and 26 S (0); 10% DEA and 52 S (+); 107o DEA and 260 S

(A); 20% DEA and 8 s (D); and 20% DEA and 16 S(0).
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Figure 2. Solvent utilization efficiency as a function of gas
residence time for co-current flow. Solvent concentrations

and liquid residence times are 10% DEA and 13s ~; 10%

DEA and 26 S (0); 10% DEA and 52 S (+); 10% DEA and

260 S (A); 20% DEA and 8 S(Q); and 20% DEA and 16 S(0).

Overall, results show very promising performance for

microchannel gas absorption. Typically, 90% removal of

the C02 is achieved in gas residence times of 5 to 15

seconds, representing an order of magnitude or more

increase in throughput per unit hardware volume compared

with conventional absorber columns. Solvent utilization

factors of 2 to 20% were typically obtained and are lower

than desired for an integrated absorber-desorber system,

representing an area for improvement.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the effect of liquid residence time

on absorber performance. The removal effectiveness is

relatively insensitive to liquid residence time at the higher

flow rates shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows that solvent

loading decreases as the liquid residence time decreases.

At the highest liquid residence time (260 seconds), where

the solvent loading reaches 12–15% of the DEA, the

removal rate is diminished. These results suggest that

liquid phase mass wmsfer resistance is not dominating at

the higher liquid flows. Mass transfer resistance in the gas

phase is also unlikely, as supported by the relative flatness

of the efficiency curves in Figure 2, which indicates that

the total uptake is fairly coustant. Other possible candi- -

dates for limiting mass transfer are reaction kinetics, the

contactor plate, and other non-idealities such os poor flow

distribution in the liquid channel.

Experiments were also conducted to investigate the effect

of liquid ilm thickness on absorber performance. A

thinner channel should have less moss transfer resistance

and give better performance. However, if the liquid resi-

dence time is constan~ the flow rate must be decreased,

thereby reducing capacity for COZ uptake. The results

indicate that decreasing liquid residence time (capacity) is

more significant that reducing film thickness (liquid phase

mass transfer), again supporting the conclusion that liquid-

phase mass transfer resistance is not dominating

performance.

The effect of DEA concentration on absorber performance

was also studied, by testing 10,”20, and 4070 solutions.

The results indicated that increasing DEA concentration

from 10 to 20% increases removal rate significantly, while

also reducing solvent utilization. However, a 40% DEA

solution did not improve effectiveness but further reduced

efficiency.

In conclusion, microchannel devices have been shown to

be effective gas absorbers. Over 90% removal of COZ

from a 25% feed gas has been achieved with a gas resi-

dence time as low as 15 seconds and a liquid residence

time of 8 seconds. Such extremely fast absorption kinetics

indicates the potential for at least an order of magnitude

reduction in hardware volume over conventional packed

tower absorption columns. Future work is required to

better understand the controlling mechanisms, to evaluate

the complete absorber-desorber system, to scale up the

technology to a full-scale application, and to evaluate the

technology for specific applications.

Presentation

TeGrotenhuis WE, R Cameron, MG Butcher, and

RS Wegeng. “Advances in Microchannel Contractors for

Chemical Separations.” AIChE 1998 Annual Meeting,

Miami Beach, Florida.
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Electron Wind Generator

William O. Heath, Stephan E. Barlow, Gordon A. Anderson

Study Control Number: PN98026/1272

Project Description

This project will develop and evaluate an innovative

electron wind generator (EWG). The EWG technology

will initially be evaluated against engineering design

criteria as a replacement for electric fans in HVAC and

equipment-cooling applications. This project will couple

pre-commercial advancements in 1OW-COSLenergy-

efficient power supply technology with a novel gas-

dkcharge geometry and materials incorporating electric-

field amplification.

Technical Accomplishments

Description of Prototype Test System

The test apparatus consisted of an EWG device connected

to an advanced high-voltage power supply. The EWG

emitter electrodes were made of 0.1 -mm tungsten wire and

the collector electrodes of 3-mm stainless steel rods. The

generator housing consisted of a Plexiglas duct of square

cross-section with inner dimensions of 6 by 6 by 30-in. At

the EWG outlet were cylindrical ducts made of Plexiglas

with inner diameter of 3.75 in. The cylindrical ducts

include sampling and measurement ports, an orifice plate,

and flow-straightening tubes.

Test instrumentation included a digital ozone monitor with

l-ppb resolution, a digital thermrd anemometer for

measuring airflow velocities, and fluid manometers for

measuring differential and static pressure within the EWG

housing. Electrical parameters (voltage, current and

power) were measured using a high-voltage probe

connected to a d@al multimeter and a high impedance

shunt connected to a digital storage oscilloscope. Power

was calculated by multiplying the mean current, as

measured using the oscilloscope, by the voltage measured

using the multimeter.

Results and Discussion

The primary test objectives were to study the electrical

efficiency of the EWG and the amount of ozone produced.

For initial tests, two emitter-collector arrays were tested

separately and then together and placed in series at a

spacing of 13.5 in. Voltage between the emitter and

collector electrodes was maintained between 8 and 15 kV

for all tests. The threshold voltage for corona discharge

was between 8 and 8.5 kV, which compares well with the

predicted value of 8.3 kV.

Results for tests with single and double electrode arrays are

plotted in Figure 1 as electrical efficiency versus grid

voltage. As shown, the electrical efficiency typically

ranged from 25 to 9’0 cfm/W, which is a measure of the

volumetric flowrate (in cubic feet per minute) achievable at

near-zero static pressure per watt of electrical energy.

These levels of efficiency were achieved without any

optimization of the electrode placement and with a slightly “

positive static pressure. For comparison, the most efficient ‘

electric fans range from only 1 (typical) to 10 cfm/W at

zero static pressure.

Performance parameters (electric cument, flow velocity,

ozone concentration) are plotted in Figure 2 as a function

of grid voltage. The current ranged from 5 to 50 x 106A,

and flow velocities ranged from 25 to 200 feet per minute.

For comptison, the flow velocity was predicted earlier as

95 cmh or 190 ftlmin at a current of5 to 50 x 10-6A.
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Figure 1. Efficiency of EWG devices
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Figure 2. Performance parameters of EWG

The pressure rise developed across the EWG device was

extremely low, probably on the order of 40 dyne/cm2

(0.01 in. water) based on measurements with a fluid

manometer.

Ozone measured at the EWG outlet ranged from 45 ppb

(background) to 165 ppb. For comparison, average room

concentrations for ozone mandated by NIOSH is 100 ppb.

Considering dilution by room air and subtracting 45 ppb as

a zero reading, the EWG appears likely to meet NIOSH

requirements even at the highest ozone production rates.

Figure 2 shows net ozone concentration (after subtracting

the zero value).

These preliminary experiments represent the f@t known

attempt to obtain reproducible data regarding EWG

performance. The following are some other basic but

important conclusions from these initial experiments.

1. Air veloci~ was found to be a linear function of

voltage.

2. Air velocity appexed to be a linear function of the

curren~ unlike theoretical predictions that air

velocity is proportional to the square root of current.

3. EWG energy efficiency is much greater than that of

conventional fans and blowers; the ratio of EWG

efficiency to electric fan efficiency is at least 2 and

most likely greater than 10 at zero static pressure.

4. It was found that two arrays exhibit higher energy

efficiency and lower ozone production than one

array, along with higher velocities at the same

applied voltage.

With its extremely low pressure rise, the present EWG

technology would be most useful in free-flow applications

like equipment cooling and air circulation where low

pressure rise would be acceptable. The authors believe that

further efforts should focus on increasing the ion density as

a means of improving flow performance. It may also be

fruitful to investigate the ability of 1) the electric fields to

remove small partictdates from air, and 2) ozone and other

species to remove and disinfect airborne bacteri% viruses,

and molds.

Presentations

The prototype EWG and our preliminary findings were

presented informally to several groups, including the U.S.

Department of Energy (EM-50), the U.S. Navy, the

Veterans Administration, the U.S. Department of Defense

(DARPA), and the Sheetmetal Workers Union.
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Feasibility Study for Mediated Electrochemical Dissolution of
Simulizted K-Basin Sludge and Destruction of PCBs

WesleyE. Lawrenc~ AndrewJ. Sehnddt

StudyControlNumber: PN98030/1276 -

Project Description

The objective of this project was to evaluate the

applicability of mediated electrochemical oxidation to

address issues associated with K-Basin cleanup. Ion

exchange resin defunctionalization and the removal of

PCBS from simulated K-Basin sludge were investigated

using mediated electrochemical oxidation and compared

with the baseline treatment processes.

Technical Accomplishments

The first tests completed were for resin bead defunctional-

ization. A Purolite anionic exchanger (NRW-400) and a

cation exchange resin (NRW-1 00) were used. The resin

beads were contacted with an acid solution containing the

cerium mediator in a dipped electrode apparatus. A ratio

of 10 rnL acid and mediator to 1 gram of resin material was

used. Two platinized titanium flag electrodes (=6.5 cm2

projected electrode area) were placed in solution. The

system was operated under constant current condhions at a

current density of 3500 Alm2 at 90°C for 24 hours. After

treatmen$ the ion exchange capacity of the resin material

was determined.

Table 1 shows a compmison of the mediated electro-

chemical oxidation ion exchange capacity results with the

ion exchange capacity results for the baseline process and

the estimated defunctionalization requirement.

Table 1. Comparison of IX resin defunctionalization

IX Resin Baseline MEo Estimated
Requirement

Anion 2.5% 6070 70%
Cation 34% 5870 50%

During the tes~ the exchange capacity of the anion

exchange resin was reduced by approximately 6070 com-

pared with less than 3% for the acid dissolution baseline.

The cation resin defunctionalization was 58% for the

electrochemical oxidation and only 34% for the baseline

using concentrated nitric acid. The extent of defunctional-

ization achieved by the me&ated electrochemical oxidation

process is near the target requirement for the anion

exchange resin and exceeds the requirement for the cation

exchange resin. A further increase in the defunctional-

ization is anticipated for longer treatment times.

Testing to evaluate the ability of mediated electrochemical

oxidation to remove PCBS from simulated K-Basin solids

was also completed. A mix of PCB congeners in acetone/

hexaue was used as a spiking solution. Silica/Zeolon mix-

tures (21) were prepared to mimic the silica and Zeolon

components in K-Basin material. Silica/Zeolon was

amended with a known volume of the PCB mix to form a

mixture with simulated dissolver matrix that was nom-

inally 1000 ppm PCB based on the weight of the solids.

The silica/Zeolon spiked with PCBS was contacted with the

cerium mediator solution in a 100-mL Morton flask. The

flask was fitted with a 1 cmz platinum anode on one arm, a

water jacketed condenser (return for vaporized liquid to

Morton flask) on the center arm, and a 21 cm2 platinum

cathode on the third arm. The condenser was equipped

with a series of activated carbon beds (GAC) on top of the

condenser in a glass tube.

The temperature of the system was maintained at 90 to

95°C and the anodic cument density at a nominal

3000 A/cm2. Duration was eight hours. After. treatment,

the system was broken down, and the individual system

components (reaction flask, condenser, electrodes, and

GAC), along with the solids and reactant solution, were

extracted and analyzed for PCB components.

After treatment with the mediated electrochemical oxida-

tion process, the K-Basin solids and liquids showed a

residual PCB concentration of approximately 3 ppb. The

baseline process achieved a residual on the order of

150 ppb. The mediated electrochemical oxidation process

achieved a factor of 50 greater reduction in the residual

than the baseline did.

These results have demonstrated the feasibility of mediated

electrochemical oxidation for resin defunctionalization and

PCB removal. In all cases tested, the electrochemical

process outperformed the current baseline processes and
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appears promising in meeting treatment objectives. This

process has the potential for application beyond the

K-Basin sludge for PCB destructionhemoval.
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Feasibility Study of Using High-Temperature Raman Spectroscopy for
Online Monitoring and Product Control for the Glass Vitri~cation Process

Hong Ii, Michael L. Ellio& Gregory F. Piepel, Charles F. Windisch, Jr., Yali Su, Michael L. Elliott

Study Control Number: PN98031/1277

Project Description

A study was performed in FY 1998 to assess the feasibility

of developing an onIine melt monitoring system (OMMS)

for vitrification of radioactive and mixed wastes and

commercial glass production. The OMMS consists of a

high-temperature Raman spectrometer and predictive

models that can perform in situ and non-contact measure-

ments of molten glasses and provide quantitative real-time

information on temperature, melt viscosity, and possibly

gla& product quality.

Three stages of the proposed research are envisioned. In

Phase I (I?Y 1998), the study focused on simple silicate

melts using various high temperature Roman spectroscopic

configurations. Preliminary statistical modeling related

parameters derived from high-temperature Raman spectra

to glass composition and melt temperature.

In Phase II, high-temperature Raman databases will be

developed over certain composition regimes for particular

glass systems. Using the databases, statistical predictive

models will be fully developed for each database. In this

stage, the models will be tested independently with data

that were not used in developing the models. To ensure the

quality of the data, the Rarnan setup (including laser

excitation line) will be optimized early in Phase II.

In Phase III, the research will focus on Raman hardware to

complete the OMMS development. At this stage, research

collaboration with a private company specializing in

Rarnan technology will be necessary.

Technical Accomplishments

The following tasks were completed in FY 1998.

Pulse-Gating Raman Setup Developed for Measuring Bulk

Molten Glasses. In Phase I, an in situ pulse-gating Raman

setup was developed, as shown schematically in Figure 1.

To our best knowledge, this is tbe first reported high-

temperature Raman setup performing in situ measurements

of bulk glass melt. Previously, other types of Raman

Figure 1. PuIse-gating, high-temperature raman
spectroscopy setup for in situ molten glass measurement

setups were reported to study thin films of glass melts

(Mysen and Frantz 1993), which is not applicable for

melter operations.

The pulse-gating Raman setup has been successfully

applied to molten glass measurements at temperatures up

to 1414”C. In Figure 2, the high-temperature Raman

spectra of sodium silicate melts obtained using the

developed pulse-gating setup are illustrated. The

maximum test temperature is limited by an existing

micro furnace and c~ be significantly higher once the

microfurnace is modified.

Statistical Modeling – Raman Data, Temperature, and

Composition. We performed statistical modeling on high-

temperature Raman data of sodium-alurnino-silicate

glasses (1 OO-X)NazSi05 xNa@laAl)z05 where x = O to

30 mol%, as reported by Mysen and Frantz (1994). These

literature data were used for statistical modeling because

the high-temperature Raman data collected from this study

were limited in several ways for modeling.

In Phase I, a Classical Calibration Approach was used to

develop statistical models using the Mysen and Frantz

(1994) data. The mathematical function

Y=cO+cl X+~X2+c3X3 +~T+dl XT+d2X2T(l)
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Figure 2. High-temperature Raman spectra of
35.6Na20-64.5Si02 melts (raw data are presented)

was found to provide good correlations between Rarnan

parameters (Y), glass composition (X), and melt tem-

perature (T, “C). The Raman parameters considered were

peak position frequency, peak full width at half maximum

-), and peak proportional integrated are% each at
nominal peak positions of 900, 950, 1050, and 1100 cm-l.

Glass composition was represented in terms of A1203

(mol%) because of the pseudo-binary nature of the glass

compositions.

Eq. (1) fits the data very well for most of the Raman

parameters, yielding R2 values above 0.92 with a couple of

exceptions. (R2 is the proportion of variation in the data

accounted for by a model and hence must be between O

and 1.) Applying the collection of equations to the Mysen

and Frantz (1994) data to predict X and T yielded R2

values of 0.951 for T and 0.990 for X.

An inverse calibration approach was also applied to the

Mysen and Frantz (1994) data to statistically model glass

composition (X) and melt temperature (T) as linear

functions of Raman parameters:

X=~+a1R1+a2Rz+... +akRb

T= bo+bl R1+b2R2+... +bkRk

where Rl, .... Rh and Rl, .... Rk represent potentially

different subsets of the Raman parameters. The subsets

were selected via “all subsets” least squares regression.

The resulting models fit the data very well, with R2 values

of 0.982 for X and 0.994 for T. Plots of the predicted

versus measured values of the melt compositions (in terms

of A1203 mol%) and temperatures (“C) in Figure 3 confirm

that the models fit and predict the data very well (NS2

represents Na2Si05 and numerical values after the

parentheses represent mole percent of Na@JaAl)zOs).
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Figure 3. Predicted versus measured plots for inverse
calibration equations relating (a) temperature ~C) and

(b) glass composition (represented by A1203 mol%) to llaman
parameters

Conclusions

Based on the Phase I results, we conclude that high-

temperature Raman spectroscopy can be applied to in situ

measurements of molten glasses. The Ramau data can be

used to develop statistic~’models that have potential

applications to online process and product control in the

commercial glass industry as well as for waste glass

processes (Li et al. 1998). Optimization of the Rmnan

setup and further testing are required to develop reliable

Raman databases and statistical glass property models for

specific glass composition.
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Frameworkufor Risk Analysis in Multimedia
(FRAMES)

Karl J. Castleton

Environmental Systems

Study Control Number: PN98033f1279

Project Description

The FRAMES software (Whelan et al. 1997) provides a

central point from which to perform a computational fate

and risk assessment of an environmentally contaminated

site. Contaminants and transport routes are selected to

build a site conceptual model. On the main screen in

FRAMES each icon (glyph) represents apiece of the site

conceptual model such as a vadose zone, an exposure

pathway, or receptor intake. The glyphs are run sequen-

tially in the order in which they are connected. A separate

model of the appropriate type is chosen for each glyph.

For example, the source glyph has the option of a MEPAS

source model or a Six-Phase Soil Heating (SPSH) source

model. Once a model has been chosen and the required

input parameters entered, the model is run as an executable

file.

Because of the way FRAMBS is formulated, it is straight-

forward to incorporate a new model. Three files are

required to plug a new model into FRAMES:

● a text file that describes the model and gives the

names of the executable files

@ an executable (exe or bat) file for the user interface

. an executable (exe or bat) file for the model

calculations.

To communicate with FIL4MES, a variety of file types and

file format specifications have been defined. These

specifications cover the way in which contaminant

concentrations and site information is read and written.

For example, there is a specific format for soil concentra-

tion information and any model that changes the soil

concentration will write out this information.

Six-Phase Soil Heating

Six-Phase Soil Heating is a technology developed by

Paciiic Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) for the

U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Technology

Development as an innovative means to enhance

&aditional soil treatment methods such as soil vapor

extraction (SVE). The SPSH technology uses common,

low-frequency electricity delivered to six electrodes in a

hexagonal array to heat soil. The electrical current is

carried from the six electrodes to a central neutral electrode

using the water in the soil as the conductive path and

resistively heating the soil in the process. As the soil heats

up, steam is generated in situ. The steam and heat then

volatilize contaminants from the soil.

The advantage of this technique is its ability to remove

contaminants from soils that have been traditionally very

difficult to treat because of 1) low permeability, 2) high

soil moisture content, ador 3) low contaminant volatility.

SPSH circumvents the low permeability and high soil

moisture issues by generating steam in situ instead of using

an above-ground blower or vacuum system as the primary

volatilization mechanism. As the soil is heated, the

volatility of contaminants increases, making them easier to

remove.

SPSH was used to demonstrate the removal of more than

99% of solvent contamination (tetrachloroethylene and

trichloroethylene) from a tight clay soil in only 25 days

(Bergsmrm et al. 1995). The energy required to accom-

plish this treatment was approximately 100 kW-h per cubic

meter of soil, which is equivalent to less than $5 per ton.

What makes SPSH unique is its use of multiphase elec-

tricity to create a more uniform heating pattern throughout

the treated soil volume. The technique works by dividing

conventional three-phase electricity into six electrical

phases. Each phase is delivered to one of six electrodes

made of steel pipe installed in’ a circular pattern. Because

each electrode is at a separate electrical phase, each

conducts to all the others and to a central neutral electrode

used for vapor extraction. This creates a more uniform

heating pattern throughout the treated soil volume and, for

the first time on a large scale, enables a resistive heating

system to raise an entire soil treatment volume to the

boiling point of water.
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The SPSH model, originally developed as an MS Excel

spreadsheet, was documented in a PNNL project milestone

report (Bergsman and Roberts 1995). The equations

developed for that model were used as a basis for the

current version. ~

Conceptual Model for an SPSH System

SPSH essentially treats a cylindrical area of soil. The

conceptual model is of concentric cylinders (Figure 1).

The innermost cylindrical region of soil, or inner zone, is

inside the electrode boundaries with depth equal to the

length of the electrodes. The “outer zone” is an annular

region outside the electrode boundaries with a depth equal

to the electrode length and of the same volume of soil as

the inner zone. The size of the outer zone is based on field

experience. Beyond the outer zone is an encapsulating

annular region where there is some heating but not enough

for contaminant removal. From field experience, the soil is

typically at ambient conditions at about 1.5 m radially

beyond the outer radius of the outer zone. The typical

vertical distance from the top or bottom of the inner zone

to ambient soil conditions is one-half the electrode length

plus 1.5 meters.

r
Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of the SPSH array and the soil
zones. The diagram is for an application at ground surface.
When the top of the heated area is below ground snrfa~
there is a layer of slightly h@ed soil and ambient soil on the
top of the zones (just like on the bottom).

Technical Accomplishments

The SPSH model in FRAMES allows a user to evaluate the

effects of remediating a site with respect to risk to human

health and the environment. The simulation results of

applying SPSH can be compared with the baseline risk and

(in the future) application of alternative technologies. This

SPSH model does not provide a detailed design but instead

provides a quick and straightforward method to estimate

the effectiveness and cost of SPSH with fate, transporG and

risk models available for a complete evaluation of a site.

The SPSH model is called iiom FMMES as a source term

model. Thus, there are no inputs into the model from

FRAMES except for the contaminant information.’ The

first step in running the SPSH model is to bring up the user

interface for data entry. After all the required information

is entered, the user is returned to the FFL4MES interface.

The model calculations can then be executed. There are

two major sections to the model calculations: effectiveness

calculations and cost calculations. After the cost calcu-

lations are finished, the results me saved to an Excel 97

workbook and to the FRAMES output files. The user can

open the workbook in Excel and examine the data

independently from FRAMES.

When the SPSH model is executed as the user interface

(the .%rue executable is used for both the user interface and

the model calculations), contaminant information is read
and a data entry screen is prepared in Excel 97. For ease of

use, input parameters are divided into five major catego-

ne~ site parameters (e.g., array diameter, heated depth),

energy parameters (e.g., insulation thickness), operationrd

parameters (e.g., air flow rate), soil properties (e.g., heat

capacity, thermal conductivity), and contaminant proper-

ties (e.g., concentration, Henry’s law constant). The user

has a choice of units for each parameter and intelligent

defaults are initially provided.

After the user enters the required da~ the information is

saved as an Excel file, enabling the user to load previously

defined scenarios. The user is returned to FRAMES and a

yellow light indicates that the model calculations are ready

to be run.

Cost is based primarily on the duration of treatment, the

number of arrays, the cost of electricity, and the cost

objective. Advanced users also have the option of entering

labor, fieigh~ and equipment rental costs as well as the

duration of each phase of the projec~ (mobtiation,

installation, startup, and demobilization). Default values

for the advanced options are provided based on past field

experience with SPSH.

There are two choices for the cost objective minimize the

treatment time using as many transformers as necessary to

treat the whole contaminant plume at once or minimize the

weekly cost by using as few transformers as possible and

treating pieces of the contaminant plume sequentially.
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Weekly costs are calculated for each of seven categories:

mobilization, installation, startup, operations, demobili-

zation, travel, and energy.

A number of improvements could be made to FRAMES

and tie SPSH model that could not be addressed within the

time constraints of this project. Development of secondary

waste streams capability in FRAMES and modeling SPSH

application in an aquifer are examples.
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Gas Phase Corona Reactor for Collective Protection Against
Chemical and Biological, Warfare Agent Attack

Willinm O. Heath, GaryB. Josephson

Study Control Number: PN98034/1280

Project Description

Department of Energy (DOE) staff and facilities of the

future may be required to provide safe zones in chemical

and biological warfare (C/B W) environments. Safe zones

are normally established using a positive pressure balance

to prevent infiltration of outside air. However, this

requires make-up air to overcome building out-leakage and

maintain low interior concentrations of carbon dioxide and

other harmful gases. For protection in C/BW environ-

ments, the make-up air must be treated before being

introduced to the facilhy through the ventilation system.

This requires a treatment device that is both effective in

destroying or removing a wide range of C/BW agents and

available in a cost-effective, compac~ energy-efficient

system that can be retrofitted to buildings and other

structures in a variety of deployment scenarios.

This project developed a portable gas-phase corona reactor

(GPCR) system that can be used to demonstrate the cost-

effective destruction of airborne C/B W agents for collec-

tive protection (establishing a safe zone) at critical DOE

facilities. The pilot system was developed to enable clients

to see and understand how the GPCR technology works

and to enable onsite tests using live or simulated C/BW

agents at client surety facilities.

Preliminary experiments were also conducted to evaluate

the ability of a sorptive matrix incorporated into the GPCR

system to provide agent trapping. These experiments were

performed with benzene as an agent simukmt to assess

whether a sorptive matrix could provide an “instant on”

treatment capability with the GPCR device turned off and

function adequately as a packing material when the reactor

is activated.

Technical Description

The GPCR technology has been suggested as a technique

for active destruction of C/BW agents in gas streams. The

technology uses gaseous electrical discharges (corona) to

form a nonthermal plasma (ionized gas) capable of

initiating chemical reactions. Nonthermal plasmas

typically operate at 30 to 100°C but produce energetic

electrons that create radicals and other reactive species

normally associated with thermal (>500”C) reactions.

Because the GPCR operates at low temperature and

ambient pressure, it has the potential for significant cost

savings over conventional thermal oxidation technologies.

It can also be activated very quickly in the event CIBW

agents are detected, providing a significant benefit over

thermal technologies that require hours or days to reach

operating temperatures.

The GPCR differs from other plasma technologies in that

the reactor is tilled with dielectric pellets. Nonthermal

plasma is formed in the void spaces between pellets by

local refraction and amplification of high-voltage electric

fields imposed across the packed bed. By varying their

surface and bulk composition, many packing materials

have, exhibited marked catalytic effects. This can greatly

increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the reactions.

The GPCR maybe viewed as a hybrid technology that

combines an electricrd plasma with surface catalysis for air

purification as well as chemical synthesis.

Portable Demonstration System

A fully functional pilot system was developed to demon-

strate the GPCR technology in the field. Key features are

portabfity, operational simplicity to allow end users to

conduct testing at their site, engineered safety lockouts,

and the ability to substitute reactors inexpensively as the

technology progresses.

The system uses a small GPCR device capable of treating

C/BW agents and volatile organic compounds at a rate of

300 L.hnin. Figure 1 is a side view of the GPCR reactor

and its enclosure showing the location of the reactor, high-

voltage transforiner, and instrumentation. To characterize

processing rates and conditions, the system includes a mass

flow controller, humidity, temperature and pressure

sensors, and an on-board flame ionization detector (HID).

The FID is used to measure agent concentrations at the

reactor inlet and outlet as a means of establishing

destruction efficiency.
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Figure 1. Side view of reactor enclosure

Electrical diagnostics include current and voltage probes

located on the primary and secondary sides of the high-

voltage transformer. The probe signals are amplified and

sampled digitally to provide waveforms that are displayed

in real time and analyzed to determine root-mean-square

(rms) values of cnrren~ voltage, power, and dynamic

impedance characteristics of the GPCR device.

The GPCR device is powered by a linear amplifier con-

nected to a high-voltage transformer sized for 500 W

operation at up to 1500 VA. The applied voltage (O to

35 kV) and power frequency (200 to 1200 Hz) are adjusted

using a digital waveform generator connected to the ampli-

fier. The amplifier and reactor enclosure are housed in a

seeond portable equipment rack. Together, the power

supply and reactor represent the state of the art in GPCR

technology.

All of the instrumentation signals are captured and

analyzed using a computer system mounted in a portable

rack, as illustrated in Figure 2. The system software also

enables fully remote control of all operating parameters

and real-time access to test data via phone lines or network

comections.

Passive and Reactive So@ion

In addition to electrical and catalytic properties, the die-

lectric matrix in a GPCR device can incorporate zeolites

and other surface-active materials to promote chemical

sorption. Passive sorption can trap C/BW agents during
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reactor startup (which typically requires a few minutes).

Once the reactor is started up, sorption coupled with

reaction may also provide a way to raise surface concentra-

tions of agents for more efficient destruction. This may, in

principle, enable increased processing rates, especially for

dilute streams typical of C/BW environments.

Experiments were performed to evaluate the effects of

passive and reactive sorption on performance. To evaluate

passive sorption, the reactor was packed with 20.7 g of a

zeolitic material obtained from UOP. The zeolite had a

pellet diameter (d) of 3 mm. The reactor in the exper-

iments had an inner diameter (D) of 22 mm, resulting in a

D/d ratio of about 7. An air stream containing an agent

simukmt was passed through the reactor bed, and the outlet

concentration was measured as a function of time.

The tests were performed using benzene in humid air at a

concentration of 250 ppmv. Stream concentrations were

monitored using a gas chromatography with a flame ioniza-

tion detector. A high concentration (hundreds of ppm

versus a few ppb) of benzene was seleeted to simplify

analytical detection and to artificially accelerate the rate of

analyte sorption on the reactor packing material to simulate

in hours what might happen in days or weeks in atypical

C/13W attack scenario.

Figure 3 plots the results of the experiment in terms of inlet

and outlet benzene concentrations as a function of elapsed

time. As shown, the outlet concentration slowly increased
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Figure 3. Passive Sorption Characteristics

with time to reach a value near the starting inlet concentra-

tion over a period of 6.5 hours. A total of 1.3 g of benzene

was passed through the reactor bed during this time. Of

that amount, 0.63 g of benzene was captured in the bed as

determined by integrating and subtracting the outlet con-

centrations. This corresponds to a benzene loading of 3%

by mass on the zeolite.

After the first five minutes of operation, the outlet con-

centration had risen from background to 0.65 ppmv.

Compared with the inlet concentration of 250 ppmv, this

corresponds a removal efficiency during startup of 99.7~o.

It is probable that much higher removal efficiencies would

be observed using a packed bed having a D/d ratio of 20 or

more. (The reactor used in the pilot demonstration system

has an inner diameter of 130 mm, corresponding to a D/d

ratio of 43).

Further experiments were performed to measure the

performance of the GPCR device under steady-state

conditions with ke plasma activated (by turning on the

applied voltage). Tests were conducted using both the

zeolite sorbent and using a conventional oxidation catalyst

on a 3-mm ahunina substrate. The catalyst had been used

in previous GPCR experiments involving benzene

destruction, and therefore was used to establish a baseline

for performance comparison between the two materials.

Figure 4 plots the results of these steady-state experiments

in terms of the destruction efficiency as a function of the

energy applied to the air stream. The data show that not

only was the zeolite effective as a reactor packing material

in destroying benzene-the energy requirements were lower

than for the baseline catalyst. The energy rate constants

(equivalent to one over the slope of the plot in Fi~e 4) for

the zeolite and catalyst were 140 and 180 J/L, respectively.

We therefore conclude that a sorptive matrix for agent

removal in both passive startup mode and fully reactive

mode is valid and should be further evaluated as a cost-

effective technique for collective protection in C/BW

environments. Further data needed to develop engineering

design and scale-up eritena can be obtained using the

portable demonstration system on actual or simulated

C/BW streams.
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Hydrocarbon Processing with Microsystems

.—-––.––x, ,. -... . . -. .-,AIlll~~ x. 10DKOVICll,rong wang

Study Control Nnmber: PN97050/1191

Project Description

This project developed and demonstrated integrated

chemical process systems—i.e., reactors—built upon

PNNL’s microchannel technolo~. A key objective was

met to demonstrate the capability to fabricate and operate

catalytic micromachined reactors. The production of

synthesis gas from methane through partial oxidation or

steam reforming was demonstrated with sufficient kinetics

for subsequent deployment in a microchannel reactor. In

both cases, thermal integration in a microchemical reactor

is paramount to obtain the high efficiency that ultimately

shrinks the size of the process.

Our objective is to demonstrate a chemical process system

with an integral reactor, product separation, and reactant

recycle. The goal is to demonstrate a system that can be

easily and cost-competitively scaled to large throughputs.

In the first year of the project, proof-of-principle demon-

strations were conducted that showed enhanced micro-

reactor performance for the partial oxidation of methane

(65% yield) and methanol (70% yield) to synthesis gas.

The chemish-y employed by these systems has significant

exothermicity and, as such, selectivity and per pass yields

can be improved with integrated microchannel heat

exchangers to control process conditions. Further, these

target reactions are based on the concept of millisecond

residence times, where a hot reaction zone promotes fast

reactions and a rapid product quench in the microreactor

freezes the desired energetic product.

Technical Accomplishments

Our technical work in FY 1998 focused on demonstrating

fast kinetics that is sufficient for subsequent miniaturiza-

tion in a microcharmel reactor. The microtechnology

platform reduces heat and mass transport limitations. For

reactor applications, the underlying reaction kinetics must

also be fast. Catalyst investigations were conducted for

methane steam reforming, along with the reforming of

other hydrocarbon fuels. For each application, both

catalysts and operating regimes were found that demon-

strated the feasibility of microchrumel reactors. Develop-

ment work for engineered catalysts that are readdy

employable in microchannel reactors was also initiated.

Additional work was done to develop a fabrication method

for multiple-layer rnicrochannel reactors using the laminate

process. A four-layer reactor was constructed from stain-

less steel shims and thermally bonded. Reactor testing was

initiated but was put on hold to wait for development of an

engineered combustion catalyst that is suitable to reach the

desired operating temperature.

Publications and Presentations

Tonkovich AY, JL Zilka, MR Powell, and CJ Call. March

1998. “The Catalytic Partial Oxidation of Methane in a

Microchaimel Chemical Reactor.” Proceedings of the

Second International Conference of A4icroreaction

Technology, New Orleans.

Tonkovich AY, JL - MR Powell, and CJ Call. March

1998. “The Catrdytic Partial Oxidation of Methane in a

Microchannel Chemical Reactor.” Proceedings of the

Second International Conference of Microreaction

Technology, New Orleans.
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Integration of Advanced Technologies for Selective Anion Separation

Richard T. Hallcn

Study Control Nmnher: PN9705S/1199

Project Description

This project performs the evaluation of advanced tech-

nologies for separating anions from process and waste-

water streams. Specific target anions were identified and

performance criteria determined to maximize the potential

for deployment of the newly developed technologies. This

includes definition of specific product streams, composi-

tions of target and competing ions, volumes/flow rates to

be processed, and process economics and identifies poten-

tial integration points withii existing processes. This

project will provide process modeling capabilities for

evaluating various separations schemes and comparing

them with conventional technologies such as ion exchange

and/or solvent extraction. The results of these assessments

will guide development of the most appropriate separation

technology for the need.

Technical Accomplishments

PNNL is developing two new technologies that have

application to the selective separation of anions from

aqueous streams. These technologies are Self-Assembled

Monolayers on Mesoporous Supports (SAMMS) and

Electrically Switched Ion Exchange (ESIX). A major

advantage of these technologies is the ability to obtain high

selectivity for targeted components and minimize the

generation of secondary wastes from elution and regenera-

tion. Both technologies obtain selectivity through the

careful selection of the separating material and/or

functional group. The deployment and operation of these

technologies are most similar to conventional ion

exchange. The performance of these technologies can be

modeled by conventional ion exchange theory and the

models used for process scale-up.

Typical environmental separations require high selectivity

because of low target ion concentration and the presence of

competing ions. This contrasts with many industrial

process streams. Selectivity is not as great an issue as with

environmental contaminants; and universal, high-capacity

separating agents are needed, preferably with higher

capacity than conventional, cross-linked polystyrene ion

exchange resins. For example, nitrate contamination in

groundwater is usually around 50 ppm, and nitrate concen-

tration in industrial waste is in the 3% range in wastewater

from aniline manufacture. Both SAMMS and ESIX have

upper limits for the economic removal of target ions. This

is similar to conventional ion exchange and is specific to

the composition of the waste stream. The limit is generally

in the hundreds of parts per fllon, but there are special

conditions that favor deployment for more highly concen-

trated streams.

An economic model has been developed for comparing

costs of ESIX with other separation options. Two cases

were examined for ESIX, removal of nitrate from drinking

water and periechnetate from DOE wastes. For nitrate

removal, ESIX was compared with conventional ion

exchange technology. Costs for conventional ion exchange

are reported for a large-scale treatment study conducted at

McFarland, California. The system was sized for 700 gpm

and reduced nitrate in groundwater from 60 to 30 ppm.

Capital cost for an equivalent ESIX system was estimated

to be twice as much. The higher cost was primarily due to

a design based on the use of commercially available

production cells (economic analysis for cesium removal

conducted for DOE’s Efficient Separations Program),

which are not needed for this application. Selectivity

values for nitrate need only be greater than 1, with values

over 10 having no significant impact on system cost. The

EWX systems performance can also be improved by an

increase in capacity, currently 3.5 mEq/cm2. It is estimated

that ESIX will reduce secondary waste volume by >60%

over conventional ion exchange. Alternatives to the

production cell need to be examined for reducing the

capital cost of ESIX systems.

Pertechnetate removal with ESIX was compared with

studies performed for treating Melton Valley storage tank

waste with ion exchange and solvent extraction. Flow

rates are typical small, 20 gpm, and the initial pertech-

netate concentration low (3.2E-7 M) compared to nitrate

(4.5 M). Evaluation of ESIX for this application shows

that very high selectivity factors or much greater capacity

is needed than what is currently available. Based on

current film capacities of 3.5 mEq/cm2, selectivity factors

for pertecbnetate of at least 1000 me needed to be tech-

nically feasible. Increased b capacity will reduce this,

but it is estimated that a selectivity of at least 100 will be
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required. This is near the estimated selectivity of currently

available ESIX materials based on use of pemhenate as a

surrogate for pertechnetate. Research efforts need to be

directed toward development of more selective, higher-

capacity films for pertechnetate removal.

Cost estimates for SAMMS materials were compared with

conventional ion exchange resins. SAMMS materials

would be deployed in columns similar to conventional ion

exchange, so estimates can be made d~ectly based on

SAMMS fabrication costs and performance. The pro-

duction costs for SA.MMS materials are estimated to be

intermediate to high compared with specialty ion exchange

resins. However, performance is estimated to be superior,

resulting in ~eater column utilization and minimization of

secondary wastes. This is a result of the improved kinetics,

which are very important for separation at very dilute

separations. Performance data for engineered forms of

SAMMS are not available at this time to allow detailed

case studies to be completed.
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Kinetic Investigations for MicroreactorDesign

Anmdec Y. Tonkovick, John (%Fry% Yong Wang

Study Control Number: PN98041/1287

Project Description

In the 21st century, methane will be readfly and cheaply

used to produce power via hydrogen for fuel cells in

homes, substations, and industry. Methane will be used to

produce methanol and higher fuels in homes, fueling

stations, and remote locations to power our automobiles.

Methane will be converted to methanol at well heads rather

than flared as it is today. While this vision is not new,

microreactors make it possible.

Microchemical reactors reduce the size, weigh~ and cost of

conventional reactors when the intrinsic reaction kinetics

are in the millisecond and not multi-second time range.

The current class of millisecond reactions openly discussed

in the literature include only partial oxidation reactions to

produce synthesis gas. Recent breakthrough findings at

PNNL reveal that both hydrocarbon steam reforming and

water gas shifi reactions can be operated with millisecond

kinetics in microreactors. Other reactions of acute interest

to the enabling vision for microreactors include methanol

production from synthesis gas, carbon dioxide utilization

via the reverse water gas shift or sabatier reaction, and the

methanol-to-gasoline reaction. The apparent kinetics are

typically presented in the literature and reflect the attain-

able production rates for conventional reactors, while the

intrinsic reaction kinetics do not include heat and mass

transport limitations and reveal what is possible in a

microreactor.

Technical Accomplishments

The goal of this project was to measure the intrinsic “

reaction kinetics for several key reactions, which deter-

mines their suitability for rnicroreactor deployment. These

reactions include methanol production from synthesis gas,

the reverse water-gas shift reaction, the sabatier reaction,

and fuels from methanol. The results of this study will be

used to obtain extemaJ fimdmg to develop rnicrochemical

reactors for these important reactions.

Initially, the kinetics of methanol production from syn-

thesis gas were studied. Two types of methanol formation

processes are found in the literature high pressure (>1500

psig) and low pressure (- 750 psig). The former is run

with a chromia promoted ZnO catalyst, while the latter

remains in the gas phase with a CuO/ZnO catalyst.

Methanol formation is thermodynamically favored at high

pressures and low temperatures. Side products such as

methane and higher alcohols are thermodynamically more

stable at high pressures and high temperatures. It is

desired to operate methanol synthesis industrially at low

pressures and temperatures. Low pressure also favors the

process economics. However, low pressure synthesis

requires catalysts with higher activity such that the reaction

can be operated at much lower temperatures to thermod-

ynamically compensate for the drop in the operating

pressures. CuO/ZnO is the only catalyst reported in the

literature with the required characteristics at low pressures.

Due to the exothermicity of methanol synthesis, CuO/ZnO

catalysts are usually not stable because of metal sintering

in the presence of hot spots. Operation in a microreactor

(if the kinetics are found to be suitable) will prevent the hot

spot formation and enable distributed methanol production

applications. Another advantage provided by microreac-

tors is that the product stream can be quickly quenched so

that the formation of side products such as methane and

high~r alcohols can be minimized. The literature does not

cite any studies to determine the reaction kinetics in our

desired millisecond operation range.

A tubular reactor designed to operate at high pressures

will be used to screen the selected catalyst powders to

determine the intrinsic reaction times for gas phase

reactions. High-pressure liquid phase reactions will be

investigated in a rotoberty reactor (in the EMSL Reaction

Engineering Laboratory) to measure the intrinsic reaction

kinetics. This reactor is designed to operate up to 450”C

and 2500 psig while placing the catalyst in the spinning

basket characteristic of berty reactors. The spinning basket

full of catalytic powders removes the heat and mass

transport component and reveals the intrinsic rather than

apparent reaction kinetics.

Current catalysts for methanol-to-gasoline reactions are

acidic zeolite catalysts. Two major problems are generally

associated with these reactions: polymerization of metha-

nol with olefin products and poor temperature control,
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which leads to catalyst coking. The first problem can be

mitigated with microreactors because the residence time

can be reduced to the millisecond range. Catalyst coking

can also be minimized due to the excellent temperature

control intrinsically associated with microreactors.

Catalysts for the reverse water gas shift reaction and

Sabatier reaction include Ru/TiOz and other noble metals.

There is also a great interest in recycling COZ as fiel and

chemicals. Carbon dioxide conversion reactions such as

the reverse water-gas shift reaction, Sabatier reaction, and

C02 reforming of methane have a strong temperature

dependence upon conversion. For example, the equilib-

rium constant of the Sabatier reaction decreases by at least

an order of magnitude with a temperature drop of 20”C.

Microreactors offer excellent temperature control, includ-

ing isothermal operation, and can potentially achieve

higher yields to desired products than conventional

reactors can.

Results

The methanol synthesis reaction was investigated using

catalytic powders to measure the intrinsic reaction rates. In

the short residence times typical of rnicroreactors, CuZnO

catalyst, the observed conversion, approached the equi-

librium value at 250”C and 750 psig. Additional tests were

run to determine conversion as a timction of residence

time. With the measured kinetics, a preliminary design of

a methanol synthesis reactor was completed, and at least a

factor’of 10 reduction in process hardware volume is

anticipated.
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Microwave-Activated Catalysis of Selective Hydrocarbon Conversion

JamesA. Franz

Study Control Number: PN98051/1297

Project Description

The purpose of thk project was to experimentally char-

acterize and elaborate the dkcovery that methane could be

converted to ethylene using a carbon-based catalyst ex-

posed to 2450 MHz microwave radiation. Prior to this

study, it was dkcovered that the reaction of methane and

an activated carbon catalyst produced ethylene products.

However, the gas chromatographic analysis used in the

original discovery was inadequate to resolve all of the

possible component light gases. In particular, it was not

rerdized that hydrogen (H2) was a product. And the

function of the catalyst also was unknown.

The objectives of this study were 1) to completely

characterize light gas products from the exposure of

methane in the presence of carbon catalysts; 2) using 2H

labeled methane, to determine whether 2H from methane

becomes incorporated into the carbon-based catalys~ and

3) to determine the stability of ethylene in the microwave/

catalyst environment.

Technical Accomplishments

The microwave conversion of methane-~ was carried out

in the presence of wood char catalysts. The chars,

weighing about 1 g, were exposed to about 30 mL of

methane-d4. The resulting gas/chin samples were sealed

and exposed to 50-watt microwave irradiation to times

varying between 5 to 15 minutes. The gases were

examined by gas chromatography, which fully resolved

and quantitated CO, C02, H2, methane, propylene, and

ethylene. Keeping in mind that previous study had not

detected hydrogen, h was an important discovery that

substantial yields of hydrogen (H2 + D2) were formed,

accounting for most of the hydrogen provided by the

methane. Other gases included substantial yields of CO

and C02, which most likely originated from thermal

decomposition of oxygenated sites of the char. Some

propylene and traces of acetylene were also measured.

However, only trace levels of ethylene were observed. It

became apparent that the initial product, ethylene, was

undergoing further reaction with the chru surface, leading

to adduction and pyrolysis. Thus, the char was examined

by solid state 2H nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

-). me Nh’lR results demonstrated that deuterium
from the methane-~ was incorporated into the char

surface.

These important discoveries were madti

1. The primary product formed fi-om methane was

hydrogen in substantial yields.

2. While some ethylene is formed from the reaction of

methane, it is accompanied by C02 and CO

liberation for surface organic functional groups of

the char.

These results helped determine the proper conditions for

microwave char catalysis resulting in higher ethylene

yields:

2 Cl&+ CH2=CH2 + 2H2

The yields of hydrogen were high based on methane

(>50%). The possibility of a microwave-activated cata-

lytic process for ethylene production in high yield is of

significant potential importance. The ability to produce

hydrogen as a byproduct is important because it allows

recovery of a portion of the microwave energy used.

The present results, coupled with results from other efforts,

led to the negotiation of a Cooperative Research and

Development Agreement (CRADA) with a major U.S.

chemical producer and contributed indirectly to a patent

application for the process that makes ethylene and

hydrogen. .
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Mixed Waste Treatment with Sulfate Reducing Bacteria@J

Michael J. Truex

Study Control Number: PN96049/1116

Project Description

The goal of this project was to examine the use of sulfate

reducing bacteria (SRB) for combined treatment of

metals/radionuclides and chlorinated organics. The work

is based on the premise that, through hydrogen sulfide

produced by the bacteria or through direct reduction via the

SRB electron transport system, metals and radionuclides

can be immobilized in sediments such that remobilization

occurs at a slow rate. If the rate of remobilization is S1Ow

enough, immobilization may be accepted as a technique for

in situ treatment of some metals and radionuclides.

Further, the ability to dechlorinate contaminants such as

PCE during or after metals/radionuclide immobilization is

possible under the anaerobic conditions created during

metals immobilization. Thus, mixed plumes may be

treatable in situ under sulfate reduction conditions.

Experiments consist of microcosm tests to examine the

stability of immobilized metals, the ability to induce PCE

dechlorination during or after metals immobilization, and

the role of specific se&ment minerals in these processes.

Technical Accomplishments

To date, microcosm tests have examined precipitation of

copper and dechlorination of PCE under sulfate reduction

conditions. Sediments and growth media were sealed in

serum bottles and spiked with 100 ppm copper and 1 ppm

PCE. Sulfate reduction was induced, resulting in precipi-

tation of copper within 20 days. Subsequent sampling over

the next six months showed decreased PCE concentration

and increased TCE and DCE concentrations relative to

controls. TCE and DCE are microbial dechlorination

intermediates for PCE.

The stability of the precipitated copper was examined in

selected treatments by resuspendlng the sediments in

aerated dkilled water to create a driving force for

partitioning copper back to the dissolved phase and to

provide an oxidizing environment to challenge the sulfide

materials in the sediments. Over a nine-month period,

some sulfide was oxidized and appeared in the aqueous

phase as sulfate. The amount of sulfide oxidized was

much less than the amount in the sediment, and only a

small portion of the available oxygen was consumed. The

rate of sulfide oxidation decreased to one-tenth of the

initial rate after about two months. No copper (always

below detection limits) was released into the water. In

comparison, controls without SRB-induced precipitation

quickly released copper back into the aqueous phase.

Tests in FY 1998 focused on the influence of different

sediment components on copper immobilization. Smectite

(-5% Fe content), quartz sand, kaolinite, geothite, and

ferrihydrite were the sediment components selected for the

study. These components were selected to examine the

effect of iron content and form on copper immobilization

and subsequent remobilization. It was determined that

more detailed study of phenomena at the sediment surfaces

are needed to define the role of individual sediment com-

ponents. The necessary experimental techniques are

included as part of a new DOE Natural and Accelerated

Bioremediation Research (NABIR) project.

The results of this project suggest tha~ under sulfate

reduction conditions, the sulfide precipitates form in such a

way that metals are tightly held within the precipitate and

the sulfide materials are resistant to oxidation. Addition-

ally, it was shown that the conditions used to precipitate

metals are conducive to subsequent PCE dechlorination.

‘a) Formerly entitled “Mixed Waste Treatment with Iron Reducing Bacteria.”
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Moleculhr Design of Agents for Selective Anion Separation

Grea J. Lumetta

Study Control Number: PN97076/1217

Project Description

Commercially available materials for separation of anions

via solvent extraction (SX) or ion exchange (IX) cannot

achieve the high performance characteristics needed for

many environmental applications. Such applications

generally require the contaminants to be removed to very

low levels from very dilute streams or from mixtures of

competing anions. New separating agents need to be

developed with enhanced selectivity and overall

performance. This project will address the molecular

design of anion separation agents.

The objective of this work is to design and develop mole-

cular structures that selectively bind anions. We will refer

to these molecules as “anion Iigands.” The targeted

molecules will contain cationic moieties for electrostatic

interaction with anions and will selectively bind certain

anions through the chemical and physical structure of the

agent. We will focus this effort on the selective binding of

nitrate and pertechnetate ions because these two ions are of

great environmental importance. (For most of these

studies, the nonradioactive perrhenate ion will be used as a

surrogate for pertechnetate.) Other anions of interest are

chloride, sulfate, and chromate.

A significant body of knowledge is available from the

chemical literature that supports the rational design of

anion-binding molecules. We will draw upon this know-

ledge to design ligands that selectively bind nitrate or

pertcchnetate. Obviously, the selected Iigands will need to

be prepared for study. The appropriate synthetic pathways

will be identified and the materials prepared. The com-

pounds will be fully characterized by a variety of spectro-

scopic’methods and elemental analysis. Experiments will

be conducted to determine the binding and selectivity of

the newly designed and synthesized anion ligauds.

Technical Accomplishments

Calixarenes with pendant organometallic groups have been

prepared and their electrochemical characteristics exam-

ined for anion exchange. Two organometallic groups and

two calixarene macrocycles have been examined. The

metallocene portion of the molecule can be electrochemi-

cally reduced or oxidized, thereby providing the appropri-

ate charge for uptakelelution of the anions (positive charge

for uptake). The calixarene fragment may provide differ-

ential selectivity for the anions via hydrogen bonding inter-

actions with the anions. Hydrogen bonding has been found

by others to be the most important factor for selective com-

plexation of anions with currently known organic Iigands.

The two metallocene fragments studied thus far are ferro-

cene and cobalticenim, these metallocene fiagrnents are

bonded to the calixarene through an ester linkage. The two

calixarenes themselves are tetra-tert-butylcalix[4] arene and

tri-tert-butyloxacalix[3 ]arene. Synthesis of these materials

has been accomplished primarily via literature procedures

with a few alterations. In general, the ferrocene materials

are easily purified using column chromatography. Pre-

paring the cobalticenium compounds requires many more

synthetic steps, and purification is more problematic due to

the ionic nature of the material.

Electrochemical experiments to test anion uptake by the

ferrocene materials were found to be problematic. Chlor-

ide ion underwent an irreversible oxidation reaction with

the ferrocene moiety, vitiating comparison of the selec-

tivity for chloride compared with nitrate and perrhenate.

One compound studied was the “iiagment” compound

p-tert-butylphenolferrocenoat% this compound mimics a

fragment of the calixarene but has no possibtity of

undergoing hydrogen bonding with any of the anions. As

expected, there was no preference shown for nitrate ion

over perrhenate and none for nitrate over tetrafluoroborate

ion (which is the necessary supporting electrolyte for

electrochemical studies such as cyclic voltammetry

experiments). Similar results were obtained for the bk-

ferrocene-calix[4] arene and fen-ocene-oxacalix[3] arene in

acetonitrile solution (no observable changes in potentials

for cyclic vohammograms). Biphasic studies using

dichloromethanelwater solutions showed preferential

extraction of nitrate ion from the aqueous phase both for

the ferrocene-p-tefi-butylphenol compound and for

bis-ferrocene-calix[4] arene. This result is consistent with

selectivity being a function of hydration energy. Studies

are under way with the cobalticenium compounds to

determine whether the observed selectivity of these types
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Publications and Presentations presented at the Symposium on Calixarene Molecules for

Separations at the Spring National Meeting of the

Hubler TL, JH Sukamto, SA Bryan, G Anderson, and American Chemical Society, March 21-25,1999,

GJ Lumetta. 1998. “Calixarenes Functionalized with Anaheim, California.

Metallocenes for Selective Anion Separations.” In

preparation for submission to Inorganic Chemistry.
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Reactive Chemical Transport for Tank Wastes

James A. Fo~ Yasuo Onishi, Thomas E. Michener

Studv Control Number: PN98060/1306

Project Description

The purpose of this project is to develop a validated

modeling capability for chemically reacting muhiphase

flows that are of critical importance to DOE radioactive

tank waste processing needs. These wastes consist of

liquid and finely divided particle solids in varying con-

centrations. They are chemically and physically very

complex. Chemical reactions involving dksolution and

precipitation CM affect colloidal interactions that can lead

to unwanted effects such as gelation. In pretreatment

activities, bench-scale experiments can be used to develop

the chemical process and establish a baseline dataset, but

the scale-up process must address issues of mixture non-

uniformity. This is often done with an empirical or ad hoc

approach. A better approach is to use numerical models

that represent the relevant physics to make sound extra-

polations from the reduced scale data. However, such

models were not available previously. ~

This project takes a significant first step in developing a

validated modeling capability for these complicated flows.

The specific product of this first-year effort is a parallel

implementation of the coupled TEMPEST computational

fluid dynamics code, GMIN chemical equilibrium code,

and a chemical-kinetic reaction model. Performance

results are provided, and demonstration calculations are

performed for a high-level waste tank.

Technical Accomplishments

New Modeling Capabilities and Applications

The completed model explicitly accounts for the inter-

actions of aqueous chemical reactions, dissolutiord

precipitation, adsorption/desorption, and associated

rheology changes. This expanded capability can be used to

simulate solid settling and resuspension and advective

motion of dissolved and solid chemical species in a waste

storage tank.

The model was demonstrated by simulating mixing and

dilution in a representative Hanford waste tank. The waste

retrieval process for this tank requires that 4 m3 of sludge

will be mixed with water within the tank to dksolve as

much of the solids as possible prior to transfeming it to a

waste vitrification plant. The model simulated pump jet

mixing and chemical reactions of H20, eight aqueous

species ma+, C032-, N03-, NO~, OH, S042-, Al(OH)4-, and

NaN03(aq)], four reactive solids ~a2C03-H20 (thermo-

natrite), NaN03(s), Al(O1-l)3(s), and Na2S04 (thenardite)],

and one nonreactive solid (representing Fe, Mn, and other

nonreactive solids) to simulate this waste retrieval process.

The model predicted distributions of these reactive solids

and aqueous species with their chemical and physical

interactions. Early model predictions of thermonatrite

volume fraction for this process are shown in Figure 1.

m
0.0000 0.0325 0.0650

Thermonatrite Volume Fraction

Figure 1. In-tank dilution and pump jet mixing for Tank

AN-105

The model result indicates that it is important to account

for the interactions among chemical reactions, waste

rheology, and physical waste mixing to assess tank waste

retrieval. Although additional model testing and improve-

ments are needed, this approach will more broadly and

reliably address complex tank retrieval operational activi-

ties, including dilution and mixing of various tank wastes

and pump jet mixing of wastes within a storage tank.
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Parallel Performance

Our approach to the parallel implementation was to first

distribute the time-consuming chemistry computation of

the simulation among the available processors. This was

accomplished by computing the hydrodynamic solution for

each time step in a serial fashion and dividing the chem-

istry (kinetic and equilibrium) computations in parallel.

This approach was compatible with the operator split

coupling between flow and chemistry. The parallel pro-

gramming model used is replicated da~ so few changes

need to be made to the code. The code was easy to port

between massively parallel architectures. Also, compli-

cated chemistry models could be developed and integrated

at the same time as the parallel numerical work. The inter-

processor communication was coded using the industry

standard MPI.

Timings for the SGI PowerChallenge and IBM-SP are

described below for a chemistry-dominated sample

problem using 27 by 36 grid points in a two-dimensional

simulation. In each Eulerian grid cell, kinetic and equi-

librium chemistry computations are performed for 11

species. Timing runs are reported below.

The SGI PowerChallenge with 194 MHz R1OOOO

processors is a shared memory computer. On a single

processor, the sample problem required 696 minutes, 664

of which were for chemistry. The speedup results for

multiple processors are given in Figure 2. Curves are

shown for total solution time, which includes the hydro-

dynamic and chemistry solutions, and for chemistry alone.

Because only the chemistry solution is distributed to

multiple processors, the difference between the two curves

is due to the serial nature of the hydrodynamic solution as

well as the communication costs. Using 14 processors,

speedup of 7 and parallel efficiency of 50’% were attained.

Results for the distributed-memory IBM-SP computer with

120 MHz Power2 Super processors and TB3 switch are

given in F@ure 3. On a single processor, the sample

problem required 630 minutes, 606 of which were for

chemistry. Using 64 processors, a parallel efficiency of

20% with a speedup of 12.8 was attained. Given that the

number of Eulerian grid cells is small for our test problem,

one can conclude that the chemistry computation has been

efficiently parallelized and that the bottleneck has shifted

to the hydrodynamics solution. This accounted for the

reduction in parallel efficiency and the increasing percent-

age of time in the serial parts of the solver. Efficiently

parallel methods for the hydrodynamic solution are being

developed.
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F@ure 3. Speedup curves for coupled model on IBM-SP

Concluswn

A new model capable of simulating complex chemical

interactions and rheology in high-level radioactive waste

tanks on the Hanford Site has been developed. In addition,

a parallel code has been developed that can efficiently

handle the complex chemistry. Some week-long simula-

tions can now be performed in less than 12 hours.

Publication and Presentation

Onishi Y, DS Trent, and TE Michener. 1998. “Simulation

of Chemically Reactive Radioactive Tank Waste Mixing.”

Submitted to The 1999 Annual Fluids Engineering

Conference and Exhibition, American Society of

Mechanical Engineering, July 18-22, 1999, San Francisco.
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Remediation of Mercury Contaminated Soils and Sediments
Using an Oxidative Completing Extractant

.,,

Shas V. Mattigod, X. Feng

Study Control Number: PN98061/1307

Project Description

Technologies for the removal/extraction of Hg are high on

the list of needs at DOE sites. Over 50,000 m3 of mixed

low-level and transuranic waste-containing mercury has

been identified in a number of DOE complexes. Mercury-

bearing DOE wastes include soils, partially or fully stabi-

lized sludges, sediments, debris, aqueous and non-aqueous

liquids, and absorbed liquids. So far, no effective treat-

ment technology has been developed for removing Hg

contained in these wastes.

This project is expected to result in a very cost-effective

process for removing diverse forms of mercury from DOE

solid wastes. The proposed technolo~ will be deployed in

both ex situ and in situ modes. Ex situ treatment can be

used for near-surface contaminated soils and sediments,

whereas subsurface contamination can be treated by

combining this process with the reactive well technology.

This technology will use another developing PNNL

technology (SAMMS) as part of an overall efficient and

cost-effective process for remediating mercury-

contarninated soils and sediments.

Technical Accomplishments

Ltiiviiznt Development

The technical approach in this study was based on previous

successful experience for developing lixiviants that are

specific to contaminants of concern (Mattigod et al. 1993).

Our approach was to develop a Iixiviant that would

mobilize reduced forms and complex solubilized mercury.

Chemical equilibrium calculations were conducted to

select an optimum concentration of a completing ligand in

the Iixiviant mixture.

Lixiviant Testing on Spiked Sediment Samplks

Our initial experiments were conducted to test the

effectiveness of our PNNL lixiviant and compare its

performance with the effectiveness of patented KI/Iz

Iixiviant. A water extraction was also conducted to

establish the concentrations of mercury that would leach

from the sediment under natural conditions. The sediment

used for this purpose was a sample of well-characterized

CGS-1 soil from 200 Area of Hanford Site (Serne et al.

1993). Subsarnples of this sediment were spiked with

various solid forms of mercury that are known to exist in

contaminated soils and sediments (Table 1).

Table 1. Concentrations and Hg in CGS-1 sediment

Spike Form C!onc. (m@g)

Hg 688

HgS 645

HgO 1018

HgzClz 980

HgClz 808

The data from extractions conducted at room temperature

(Figure 1) demonstrated that our lixiviant can completely

solubtie all forms of mercury from the sediment samples.

This test indicated that our Iixiviant (containing a mobil-

izing agenb A, and a complexant) is as efficient as the

KllIz Iixiviant. As expected, the water extractions of the

sediment samples showed that certain forms of mercury

100

$ 80

m

❑ H20

~ 60
■ PNNL Iixiviant

g 40
s KU12

w
g 20

0

Spiked CGS-I Sediment

Figure 1. Comparison of mercury extraction efficiencies of

PNNL and KI/12 Iixiviants with solubiity in water
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(elemental and stdfide) are insoluble in water and that

complete extraction of even the most soluble form

(mercuric chloride) cannot be accomplished with water.

The next set of experiments was conducted to establish an

effective range of concentrations of a mobilizing agent that

could be used in the lixiviant. We also tested the mercury

extraction efficiency of the Iixiviant with and without the

complexant. The goal of this test was to establish a range

of concentrations of Iixiviant components necessary for

effective extraction of more recalcilnnt forms of mercury

(elemental and sulfidic forms).

The results (Figure 2) showed tliat 3 to 6% concentration

of the mobilizing agent A was the most effective range for

complete mercury extraction and that the presence of the

complexant in the mixture enhanced extraction efficiency

ordy at lower mobilizing agent concentrations.

We also tested the effectiveness of other lixiviant formu-

lations containing two other mobilizing agents, B and C,

with and without the presence of the completing agent in

the mixture. The data showed that the mobilizhg agent B

with or without the complexant was almost as effective

(-85–100% of Hg) as the mobilizing agent A for extracting

elemental mercury but was noticeably less efficient (-70-

80%) in extracting the sulfidic form of mercury. In all

cases, the lixivirmts containing mobilizing agent C

extracted significantly less mercury than the lixiviant

containing the mobilizing agent A. These tests confirmed

that a solution containing 6% mobilizing agent A with the

complexant was the most effective lixiviant for extracting

all forms of mercury (elemental, monovalent and divalent

chlorides, diva.lent oxidlc, and”divalent sulfidic forms).

E
❑ Hg +Comp.

❑ Hg

❑ HgS+Comp.

❑ HgS

0.5 3612

Cone. (%) of mobilizing

agent, A

Figure 2. Mercury extraction efficiency as a function of
cmmntration of mob- agent A

Lixiviunt Pe~onnance Tests

During the next study phase, we tested the effectiveness of

this lixiviant to mobilize mercury from a naturally con-

taminated soil sample and a sample of pulverized fluo-

rescent lamps. These tests were conducted to validate the

extractive performance of the lixiviant.

In these experiments, we used a standard reference

material, Montana soil (#27 10) obtained from the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NTIS). According

to the data supplied with this material, the soil sample was

collected from a mine waste-contaminated site along Silver

Bow Creek in Butte, Montana. The certificate of analysis

indicated that this sample contained 32.6 ppm of mercury.

This soil also contains other contaminants such as Ag

(35.3 ppm), As (626 ppm), Cd (21.8 ppm), Cu (2950 ppm),

Mo (19 ppm), Ni (14.3 ppm), Pb (5532 ppm), Sb

(38.4 ppm), U (25 ppm), V (76.6 ppm), and Zn

(6952 ppm). The pulverized fluorescent lamp sample

contained 150 ppm of Hg.

The results of this test conducted at 25 and 50°C indicated

that the PNNL lixiviant extracted 95 to 100% of mercury

from both the Montana soil and the pulverized fluorescent

lamp samples (Figure 3). These data confirmed that the

PNNL lixiviant is capable of dissolving almost all mercury

(irrespective of its redox form) from these samples.

❑
❑ 25C

E150C

Uont.m S.11 Fluornmnt Lamp

F@ure 3. Mercury extraction data for Montana soil and
pulverized fluorescent lamps using PNNL Iixiviant

Even though we developed this lixiviant specifically to

extract various forms of mercury, we expected that this

lixiviant might also extract other metals in the sediments.

Therefore, to examine this hypothesis, we measured the

concentrations of Ag, As, Cd, Cu, Mo, Ni, Pb, Sb, U, V,

and Zn in Montana soil exhacts. The results indicated that

the PNNL Iixiviant extracted significant fractions of Ag

(64%), Cd (47%), Mo (53%) and all of the Ni (100%) and

U (1 OO’%) from the soil (Figure 4). However, the lixiviant

could mobilize only minor fractions of As (1OVO)and
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Figure 4. Extraction data for other contaminant metals in
Montana soil using PNNL lbdviant

Sb (15%) and less than 1% each of Cu, Pb, V, and Zn.

Additional tests are needed to assess the effectiveness of

the Hg-specific PNNL Iixiviant for extracting other metals

from contaminated soils and sludges.

Mercmy Adsorption Tests Using SAMMS

Tests’were conduct@ to assess the effectiveness of

SAMMS material for adsorbing mercury from spent

Iixiviant generated from extractions conducted on samples

of Montana soil and pulverized fluorescent lamps. The

spent lixiviants were reacted overnight with thiol-SAMMS

material at two different solutionxolid ratios (200:1 and

400:1), and based on the final equilibrium concentrations

of mercury, the loading densi~ and the distribution

coefficient were calculated. The data showed that in these

solutions, tilol-SAMMS had very low mercury loading

capacity (Table 2). Such low loading of Hg “can be

ascribed to the inactivation of some of the thiol groups by

the spent lixiviant. Therefore, for thiol-SAMMS to be an

effective adsorber of Hg from these solutions, the residual

lixiviant needs to be pretreated.

Table 2. Mercury adsorption by thiol-SAMMS

Spent Lixiviant SolidfSoIution Loading
Ratio (@g) (ad

MontanaSoil 1:200 0.3343 190
MontanaSoil 1:400 0.0536 28
Fluor. Larop 1:200 0.4966 38
Fiuor. tip 1:400 0.4656 26

Summary

Mercury extraction was most effective when the concentra-

tion of mobilizing agent A, in the lixivianb was between 3

and 6%. The presence of a complexant in the mixture

enhanced extraction efficiency only at lower mobilizing

agent concentrations.

Tests conducted on a mine waste-contaminated soil sample

and a sample of pulverized fluorescent lamps confirmed

that the PNNL Iixiyiant was very effective and solubili-

lized almost all (95 to 100%) the mercury from these

materials.

Even though this I.ixiviant was developed specifically to

extract various forms of mercury, the data indicate that the

lixiviant also extracted significant ffactions of Ag (64%),

Cd (47%), Mo (53%) and all of Ni (100%) and U (100%)

from the Montana soil. Additional tests are needed to

further assess the effectiveness of the mercury-specific

PNNL Iixiviant for extracting other co-contaminant metals

tlom soils and sludges.

Adsorption tests on spent lixiviant samples showed that

thiol-SAMMS had very low mercury loading capacity,

likely due to inactivation of some of thiol groups by the

spent lixiviant. The thiol-SAMMS can be an effective

adsorber of Hg from these solutions if the residual lixiviant

is pretreated.

Tests showed that the PNNL Iixiviant is very effective for

extracting mercury from contaminated wastes. The

Iixiviant is also relatively nontoxic and significantly less

expensive (chemical costs, $0.60 to $1.20 per kg) than the

patented KUIz lixiviant (chemical COSG$14-30 per kg).
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Simuldion of Microfluid Systems(a)

David R Rector, Bruce J. Palmer

Study Control Number: PN97063/1204

Project Description

Lattice-Boltzmann simulation has the potential to model

complex fluid dynamics problems in a size range that is

currently not amenable to conventional simulation methods

and which is criticrdly important to the development of

compact energy and chemical systems. Therefore, we are

developing a lattice-Boltzmann simulation code that takes

into account microscale surface interactions that 1) can

strongly affect physical and chemical properties of the

fluid and 2) substantially influence hea~ mass, and

momentum transport in microfluidlc systems. This code is

based on the lattice-Boltzmann approach, which has the

virtue of being applicable to a wide range of flow fields,

including the representation of phase interfaces (e.g., solid-

Iiquid, solid-gas, liquid-liquid, and liquid-gas interfaces).

We will apply this simulation code to model a series of

rnicrofluid systems. The results will be used to charac-

terize the importance of such parameters as wall surface

effects, nettability, and phase interfaces on the fluid flow

behavior of these systems. Molecular dynamics simula-

tions will also be performed to support the development of

the lattice Boltzmann method, especially in developing

boundary conditions.

Technical Accomplishments

In the lattice-Boltzmann method, space is divided into a

regular lattice. Each lattice point has an assigned set of

velocity vectors with specified magnitudes and d~ections

connecting the lattice point to neighboring lattice points.

The total velocity and fluid density are defined by speci~-

ing the amount of fluid associated with each of the velocity

vectors. The fluid distribution function evolves at each

time step through a two-step procedure. The first step is to

advance the fluid particles to the next lattice site along

their directions of motiox the second step is to simulate

particle collisions by relaxing the dktribution toward an

equilibrium distribution using a linear relaxation para-

meter. Interaction rules are designed to satis~ mass and

momentum conservation, resulting in a second-order

solution of the Navier-Stokes equations.

One major advantage of the lattice-Boltzmann method is

the ability to incorporate interaction potential terms into

the equations of motion. A lattice-Boltzmrmn program has

been developed with both fluid-fluid and fluid-solid

interaction potentials. A fluid-fluid interparticle potenti@

is used to incorporate a non-ideal equation of state that

represents both liquid and vapor phases. This allows a

first-order phase transition to occur, forming individual

bubbles or droplets (represented by hundreds of lattice

points) that are free to move through the lattice grid. Using

these interaction terms, liquid droplets have been sk-rndated

that are in equilibrium with the surrounding vapor. The

interracial region, where the fluid density transitions from

liquid to vapor values, is usually only a couple of lattice

sites in thickness and has an associated surface tension. A

similar approach has also been demonstrated for simulating

immiscible fluids. A fluid-solid interparticle potential is

used to incorporate an extemrd chemical potential that is a

function of the material properties of the solid boundary.

These terms are used to represent the nettability or non-

wettability of a solid surface.

Due to the lack of a general-purpose energy model, most of

the applications that have been performed in the past with

lattice-Boltzmann methods have been for isothermal

systems. To address this problem, PNNL researchers this

year developed a unique lattice-Boltzmann energy model

that simulates conduction and convection energy transport

and thermodynamic effects such as compressive heating/

expansive cooling and viscous dissipation (Palmer and

Rector 1998; R@or et al. 1998). With this model, the

lattice-Boltzmann method is now capable of doing detailed

simulations of heat transfer in microdevices, including

phase change.

Molecular dynamics simulations have been performed

using state of the art techniques to help @de the develop-

ment of lattice-B oltzmanq simulations appropriate for

(a) This project is a combination of two projects from FY97: “Molecular Dynamics Simulation” and “Lattice-Boltzmann

Simulation.”
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modeling fluids in the microscale regime. Work focused

on developing simplified molecular models for studying

fluid behavior in micro-channels and the effects of

different coating materials on fluid thermodynamic and

transport behavior in the channel. Because of the large

dimension of the microchannel, the primary focus of these

investigations is on the structure and dynamical properties

of fluids near the fluid-solid interface. The effect of

nettability on wall slip has been explored using this

approach (Palmer 1998). These simulations are coupled to

the lattice-Boltzmann simulation effort and are used to

develop appropriate boundary conditions and constitutive

relations for performing simulations on a micron scale.

Publications and Presentations

Palmer BJ and DR Rector. 1998. “Lattice-Boltzmann
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Fluids.” 7th International Conference on the Discrete
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Rector DR, JM Cuts and BJ Palmer. 1998. “Lattice-

Boltzmann Simulation Code Development for Micro-

Fluidic Systems.” 1998 Spring AIChE Meeting, New

Orleans.

Palmer BJ. 1998. ‘IXrect Simulation of Hydrodynamic

Relaxation in Microchannels.” Journal of Chemical

Physics, 109:196.
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Algorithm for Simulating Thermal Flow in Compressible

Fluids.” Submitted for publication.
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Stabilized Native Enzymes and Acid Hydrolysis for Conversion
of Organic Chemicals@om Biomass

Steve C. Goheen, Andrew J. SchmidL Rick J. Ortb, Manish M. Shah, James A. Campbell, James A. Franz

Study Control Number: PN97099/1240

Project Description

The disposition of biosolid wastes has become a global

problem of epic proportions. A significant portion of this

waste, which is generated from virtually all manufacturing

industries and municipalities, will serve as the primary

feedstock for this project. Our goal is to understand the

hydrolytic and enzymatic breakdown of biosolids.’ Our

objective is to form sample sugars from com fiber, an

agricultural waste product. These sugars can serve as an

alternative feedstock for producing valuable chemicals.

The material that served as the primary feedstock for this

project is com fiber. The primary objectives were to

hydrolyze the com fiber to produce higher-value products.

Both hydrolytic and enzymatic techniques were studied.

The work used industry standard and sophisticated

analytical methods to identifi the products generated from

the hydrolysis of com fiber. Techniques included scanning

electron microscopy, mass spectroscopy, chromatography,

and NMR to identify products. Factors controlling the

degradation pathways such as pH, temperature, and

addition of simple catalyst were examined.

Technical Accomplishments

Three principal investigator teams supported this project.

The three components included those addressing

. acid hydrolysis

● enzyme processing

. analytical methods development and analysis.

The common goal has been to develop a commercially

viable process to produce C-5 and C-6 sugars from com

fiber. Chemical hydrolysis had previously shown this

could be done using dflute nitric acid. The products of acid

hydrolysis of com fiber were diverse, and the kinetics of

the reaction was not well established. The following tasks

were performed in FY 1998.

Acid Hydrolysis

Corn fiber is combined with higher protein sources to

produce a cattle feed supplement containing approximately

20% protein. The primary components of com fiber are

cellulose, hemicellulose, protein, and lignin. The cellulose

and protein add value as a cattle feed because they can be

easily assimilated. The hemicelh.dose (composed primarily

of five-carbon sugars), does not contribute significantly to

the feed value of the com fiber. Five- and six-carbon

sugars have been shown to bean attractive feedstock for

catalytic conversion to higher value products such as

polyols. Thus, the objective of the acid hydrolysis task is

to preferentially remove and depolymerize the hernicellu-

losic “waste” component of the com fiber so that it can

then be converted into higher-value products in down-

stream processing steps. Other objectives are to minimize

the depolymerization of cellulose and the overconversion

of 5-C sugars to oxidation products like furfuml.

The acid hydrolysis task concentrated on evaluating the

effects of process conditions on ‘tie distribution of reaction

products. Acid hydrolysis is envisioned as a iiont-end

“pretreatment” step to create an appropriate feedstock for

enzymatic processing andlor catalytic processing to

produce value added products. The “product” streams

from the acid hydrolysis process are 1) hydrolysate as a

feedstock to enzymatic processing and/or catalytic

processing and 2) filtercake, which could potentially serve

as an upgraded cattle feed or feed to enzymatic processing

for further breakdown to mainly C-6 sug~s.

During FY 1998, additional batch autoclave testing was

conducted to primarily evaluate the effect of processing

conditions on product composition. The test conditions

were chosen based on information obtained from batch

testing conducted under this project in FY 1997. In

addition, available literature daz which primarily focused

on hydrolysis of celh.dosic materials such as wood fiber,

and our past biosludge hydrolysis work was used in

determiningg which process conditions to evaluate.
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In ~ 1998, 4 additional batch autoclave tests were con-

ducted with com fiber and four with wood (cottonwood).

The tests with wood fiber were to produce data for com-

parison with previous studies reported in the literature and

with com hydrolysis results. The primary difference

between the com fiber and wood fiber hydrolysis was that

significantly more com fiber than wood fiber was solu-

bilized at given process conditions. This observation could

in pm-tbe attributed to dfierences in fiber sizes but is

liiely mostly due to the susceptibility of the two different

sources of fiber to hydrolysis condhions (i.e., cottonwood

fiber contains significantly more lignin than com fiber).

During the previous N 1997 work, we observed that

certain operating conditions led to the production of a

significant amount of oligomenc and 5-carbon sugars.

These sugars account for approximately 80% of the total

organic carbon in the hydrolysate. However, at these

conditions, approximately 52?t0of the com fiber was

solubilized, resulting in apparent “overconversion” of the

com fiber with respect to hemicellulose removal/

solubilization (i.e., 100% removal and conversion of

hernicellulose only would result in approximately 42%

com fiber solubilization).

From these previous results, it was apparent that the

hydrolysate product contains a multitude of sugars,

including simple sugars (monomeric 5- and 6-carbon

disaccharides) and oligomeric sugars. In addition, other

byproducts (e.g., furfud) were likely generated.

Four batch autoclave runs were conducted in duplicate to

1) check reproducibility, 2) produce filtrate for use in

catalyst testing (produce polyols), and 3) produce material

for secondary hydrolysis followed by catalyst testing (to

produce polyols). Analyses of the fdtrates from these runs

showed that the majority of the solubilized sugars existed

as oligomers (likely timers and larger). To a lesser extent,

some monomer C-5 and C-6 sugars were also identified.

The results from the four runs were fairly reproducible.

The filtrates from three of those runs were subjected to

secondary hydrolysis in an attempt to 1) break the

solubilized oligomers down further to the C-5 and C-6

monomers and 2) obtain additional analytical information

regarding the make-up of the solubilized oligomers. No

significant difference was observed in the solubilized

sugars produced from the three runs (furfural production

was not measured). In all three runs, few, if any, solu-

bilized oligomers were identified in the product. The

sugars existed primm-ily as monomers. Glucose was

tentatively identified as the monomer sugar existing in the

highest concentration. To a lesser extent, and to a lesser

degree of certainty, fkuctose, xylose, and arabinose were

identified as other possible monomer sugars existing in

solution. ~

The filtrates from two of the “secondary’ hydrolysis runs

have been supplied to the catalyst testing task to evaluate

the efficacy of using the hydrolysates as feed sources to

produce polyols. The catalyst testing using these hydro-

lysates is in progress.

The effects of grinding the com fiber prior to hydrolysis

were also evaluated. It was observed that grinding had

little effect on the percent com fiber solubilized. However,

after hydrolysis, the ground com fiber was, in general,

more difficult to filter. The filtrates from these tests have

been submitted for analyses.

Recently, more precise and controlled micro-reactor kine-

tic studies were initiated (with NMR analyses) using model

compounds (e.g., xylobiose) and finely ground com fiber

to better understand the chemistry and reaction kinetics.

The results of the hydrolysis testing are being used to

develop a preliminary integrated flowsheet, which includes

the hydrolysis and catalytic conversion steps. The results

from the catalyst testing of the hydrolysates will also be

incorporated into this flowsheet, which will be used to

develop and evaluate process economics, obtain material

balrmce/yield estimates, and drive future development

directions.

Future activities will focus on developing a continuous

fiber hydrolysis system. It is anticipated that such a system

can be used to process a variety of agricultural byproducts

including com fiber, wheat fiber, and soybean hulls. Con-

tinuous processing will provide results more representative

of the actual process chemistry and kinetics that will be

experienced in a scaled-up system: Also, testing on a

continuous basis will provide an opportunity to assess the

engineering challenges associated with scale-up.

Future testing activities will be closely coupled with micro-

reactor/NMR analyses hydrolysis kinetic testing. The

results from the micro-reactor/NMR testing will provide

optimal ranges of process conditions to evaluate in the

continuous processing system.

Enzyme Processing

The common goal of this project has been to produce five-

and six-carbon sugars from com fiber. The scope of this

task is to examine how to selectively produce C-5 and C-6

sugars fi-om com fiber using enzymes. We had previously

identified the technically significant issues for producing

C-5 and C-6 sugars from com fiber as 1) the excess of fiber
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substrates (xylan and cellulose) to the enzyme, 2) the poro-

sity of the fiber, 3) the multiplicity of enzymes required for

attack on the whole com fiber, 4) the ability to quickly

characterize the carbohydrate polymers and oligomers

during com fiber breakdown. These issues were addressed

under this task. A necessary pretreatment to com fiber was

developed to allow enzyme to digest the com fiber. The

pretreatment maintains the structures of cellulose and

xylan while selectively removing lignin or polyphenolic

fraction. A method even worked with soybean hulls.

Using this pretreatment, we were able to produce both C-5

and C-6 sugars from com fiber by enzymes celhdases and

hemicellulases. The technology is under further develop-

ment in collaboration with USDA and private industries.

The characterization of oligomers in terms of their mole-

cular weight was a challenging problem. We developed a

method for molecular weight characterization of carbo-

hydrate polymers and oligomers. The method involves the

dissolution of molecules in solvent and separation on size

exclusion chromatography column heated to 80”C. The

separated molecules were detected and characterized using

light scattering and refractive index detection techniques.

Analytical Methods Development and Analysis

This task not only supported the other tasks by providing

analytical data, it also included the development of

alternative methods to further our understanding of the

composition of the com fiber and its degradation products.

Analytical support consisted mainly of performing liquid

chromatography by established techniques to characterize

acid hydrolysis products. In addition to this, methods were

developed to allow us to examine the high molecuku-

weight components by light scattering techniques and mass

spectrometry. Additional methods were developed for

nuclear magnetic resonance evaluation of degradation

products, and anew liquid chromatographic method was

developed that could be coupled to mass spectrometry for

more accurate sugar characterization.
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Proceedings of Corn Utilization Conference, St. Louis,

Missouri.

Shah MM. TR Clauss, SC Clauss, JA Campbell,

SC Goheen, and KA Bennett. June 1998. “Determination

of molecular weight distribution of insoluble carbohydrates

from com fiber using HPLC and light scattering

detection.” Proceedings of Corn Utilization Conference,

St.Louis, Missouri.

Shah MM, KA Bennetg TR Clauss, JA Franz, and

B Joslin. June 1998. “Conversion of Corn Fiber into Value

Added Products.” NORM 98, Richland Section ACS,

Pasco, Washington.
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Superstructural Assembly of Materiuls for Selective Anion Separation

Jun Liu

Study Control Nombexv PN97102/1124

Project Description

Selective separation of anionic species from aqueous

solution is a critical need for a wide range of applications

including industrial water recycle and wastewater treat-

ment (e.g., chloride ion removal for the pulp and paper

industry, borate ion in the chemical and nuclear industries),

drinking water and agricultural waste treatment (e.g.,

nitrate removal), environmental cleanup (e.g., removal of

chromate and nitrate ions), and nuclear waste disposal

(e.g., removal of pertechnetate ions). Systems that can

achieve highly selective cation separations are increasingly

being developed, but commercially available technologies,

such as ion exchange, have Sited selectivity for anion

separations.

This project focuses on structural assembly of anion

separation materials and membranes. To enhance anion

exchange properties, novel self-assembly and electro-

chemical processes are used to tailor the properties of the

anion exchange materials on molecular, nanometer, and

micrometer levels. Anion separation is enhanced by

optimizing molecular recognition, size limited dynamic

diffusion, and electrostatic binding. A range of anion-

selcctive agents is assembled on mesoporous supporting

materials in a controlled manner such that the pore channel

size, surface characteristicshmctionality, and the materials

transport properties can be systematically varied to

enhanced anion exchange selectivity.

Technical Accomplishments

The mesoporous materials were prepared using a surfactant

templating route. The ordered porosities were formed

through the rod-like surfactant micelles. After calcining

the materials to remove the surfactant at above 500°C,

porous ceramic materials (silica) were formed with

minimal hydroxyl surface groups. A hydration step was

introduced before the anion binding ligands were attached

to the silica supports. The hydration step was designed to

make sure that there are enough hydroxyl groups on the

surface and, at the same time, that there is no excess water

in the pore channels to introduce bulk polymerization of

the silanes. Under the right conditions, the ligands self-

assemble on the mesoporous silica supports and become

covalently bound to the subsmate.

Quaternary Ammonium Salts

The simplest strategy for the binding of anions is simple

anionic metathesis. Thus, our first generation of anion

exchange materials were SAMMS materials in which the

monolayer interface was decorated with variously substi-

tuted quatemary ammonium centers. This work was com-

pleted in FY 1997, and the results are listed in Table 1.

These tests were performed to separate different anion

forms (C/: CrOd2-, As-: AsOds, Re-: ReOd-) from 0.1 M

nitrate solutions; therefore, the results represent the

materials to select these anions over nitrates (N03- ). From

the table, it can be seen that although the amine function-

alized mesoporous materials provide some selectivity for

different anions, the improvement is incremental. Better

materials are needed.

MetuVEDA Comphxes

Positive charge can be incorporated into a mesoporous

interface in ways other than simple protonation or alkyla-

tion of an amine. Coordination of the amine nitrogen to a

metal cation also accomplishes the desired electrophiliza-

tion. The metal/EDA complexes described earlier are in

fact excellent candidates for anion exchange materials

because the metal atom can be easily varied to provide a

number of “tunable” properties for anion selectivity (oxi-

dation state, acidity, size, etc.). Thus were formed our

second generation of anion sequestrants. The EDA com-

plexes provide a strong host for containing the metal atom,

thereby minimizing any problems stemming from leaching.

By varying the ionic radius of the central metal ion (and

hence the size of the coordination sphere), the spacing of

the electropositive exofacial protons (pseudo-C3 symmetry

H-bond donors) can be varied to suit the stereochemistry of

the target anion. Note that due to the 3:1 stoichiometry of

many of these complexes, the metal population density is

approximately 1.6 x 1018metal cations/m2.

‘
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Table 1. Removal of anions from 0.1 M NaN03 solutions by
mesoporous materials functiorudized with different arnine.s

C(iaitial) C(fbnd)

Re-Cl-l
Re-Cl-2
Re-C2-l
Re-C2-2
ReX!4-1
Re-C4-2
Re-CIO-l
Re-CIO-2
Re-C18-l
Re-C18-2
Cr-N-O
Cr-Cl-l
Cr-Cl-2
Cr-C2-l
Cr-C2-2
Cr-C!4-l
Cr-C4-2
Cr-CIO-l
Cr-CIO-2
Cr-C18-l
Cr-C18-2
As-c-o

As-cl-cl
AS-C1-C2
AS-C2-C2
AS-C2-C2
AS-C4-C1
AS-C4-C2
AS-C1O-C2
As-clo-c2
As-C18-C2
1%-C18-C2

As-N-O
As-cl-cl
AS-CI-C2
AS-C2-C2
AS-C2-C2
AS-C4-CI
AS-C4-C2
AS-C1O-C2
AS-C1O-C2
As-C18-C2
As-C18-C2

ppm
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
5.11
5.11
5.11
5.11
5.11
5.11
5.11
5.11
5.11
5.11
5.11
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33

ppm
30
31
26
26
31
31
18
’24
7.7
14

38.6
61.6
107

108
109
60.4
61.7
62.5

78.11

4.11
4.26
4.6
4.48
3.72
4.3
4.09
4.63
4.56
4.57

2.15
2.97
4.53
4.74
3.7

4.23
2.15
3.77
4.31
4.41

Vwastdg

50
100
50
100
50
100
50,
100
50
100

50
100
50
100
50
100
50
100
50
100

50
100
50
100
50
100
50
100
50
100

50
100
50
100
50
100
50
100
50
100

Kd

5
6
13
27
3
6

42
38
164
136

92
79
1

1
1

41
78
38
41

12
20
6
14
19
19
12
10
6
12

51
46
-2
-9
9
2
51
15
0
-2

WA

0.150
0.200
0.350
0.700
0.100
0.200
0.750
0.900
1.265
1.900

3.570
4.840
0.150

O.lWJ
O.KKI
2.480
4.830
2.375
3.189

0.050
0.085
0.026
0.063
0.070
0.081
0.051
0.048
0.028
0.054

0.109
0.136
-0.010
-0.041
0.032
0.010
0.109
0.056
0.001
-0.008

Re=ReOLC=CrOg=;AS=AS045”;Cl=metbyl arninq C2=ethyl
mninq C4=butylarninq CIO=decylaruirq C18–+tadecyl amine.

We have also chosen to incorporate substituted phenols

into the SAMMS interface as a means of chelating certain

actinides. In addition, the corresponding catechols are

anticipated to be effective at binding chromate (and other

high oxidation-state metal oxides), thereby creating our

third generation of anion sorbent materials. The synthetic

strategy used in these efforts was to start with the APS

SAMMS material and anchor the desiied ligand via an

amide linkage. Initial attempts involving the amidation of

various methyl esters by an APS interface were uniformly

met with failure. Activation of the corresponding car-

boxylic acid with carbonyldiimidazole and subsequent

addition of the APS SAMMS led to successful Iigand

incorporation. However, due to the extreme steric conges-

tion of the APS monolayer interface, ligand incorporation

was inefficient (just as with the quaternization attempts

deseribed earlier). We are studying the effect of varying

the degree of APS monolayer coverage for optimum

hydroxyaomatic ligand incorporation.

Table 2 shows test results for anions using EDA and

hydroxyaromatic functionalized mesoporous materials.

It can be concluded that the EDA and hydroxyaromatic

mesoporous materials can be designed to be selective

toward chromate (Cr0423, and the distribution coefficient

can be as high as 28,657. This is orders of magnitude

improvement over the amine-functionalized materirds.

Publication

Liu J, X Feng, GE Fryxell, LQ Wang, AY Kim, and

M Gong. 1998. “Hybrid Mesoporous Materials with

Functionalized Monolayer.” Advanced Matetials,

Vol. 10, pp.161-165.

Table 2. Removal of anions from 0.1 M NaN03 by meso-
porous materials functiortalized with EDA and other Iigands

C(britird) C(fimd) V(wsste)/g Kd rng/g
ppm

RE-N-O 0.22
Re-PPH-T2 0.22
Re-NLT2 0.22
Re-Co-T2 0.22
Re-Cu-T2 0.22

CR-H-lKl 10.1
Cr-PNOl 10.1
Cr-PN02 o 10.1

Cr-12HOP0 10.1
Cr-34HOP0 10.1
Cr-PPH-T2 10.2
Cr-CU-T2 10.2
Cr-CO-T2 10.2
Cr-Ni-t2 10.2

AS-C-TO 8.76
As-PPt-ctl 8.76
As-cu-ctl 8.76
As-co-ctl 8.76
As-Ni-Ctl 8.76

As-N-to 6.25
As-Pl%tl 6.25
As-cu-tl 6.25
As-Co-tl 6.25
As-NLtl 6.25

ppm

0.217 100
0.14 lCQ
0.147 10Q
0.13 1(M

“1.63 200
0.07 200
10.2 200
1.52 200
0.21 100
1.02 100
0.15 100
0.18 KM

8.30 80
0.63 80
1.78 80
2.43 80

4.78 80
0.64 80
0.73 80
0.96 80

1 O.oco
57 0.008
50 0.007
69 0.009

1039 1.694
28657 2.006

-2 -0.020
1129 1.716
4757 0.999
900 0.918

6700 1.005
5567 1.002

4 0.037
1027 0.650
314 0.558
208 0.506

25 0.118
698 0.449
610 0.442
440 0.423

CU=EDAcomplexedwith CWN1=EDAcomplexedwithNI;
CO=EDAcomplexedwith Co. HOPO=hydroxyarornatics
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Treatment of Cryptosporidia, Recalcitrant Organics, and Nitrate Using
Glow Discharge Plasma

Gary B. Josephson, Ansit K. Sharma

Study Control Nmnber: PN98098/1324

Project Description

This project applies glow discharge plasma (GDP) as an

advanced concept for treating three classes of water

contaminants: 1) cryptosporidi~ 2) recalcitrant organics,

and 3) nitratelnitrite. Application to nitrate reduction is

purely proof-of-principle scoping with reason to expect

success based upon GDP’s demonstrated effectiveness

(when applied in a reducing atmosphere) to treat chemicals

through an apparent reductive mechanism. The main data

needs for treatment of cryptosporidia and recalcitrant

organics are demonstration of a process that could be

scaled to commercial throughputs and operated

economically.

Technical Accomplishments

Bw&ical Contaminants

The effectiveness of GDP as a water disinfection tzeatment

was determined by measuring the viability of Crypto-

sporidia prsrvumoocysts and Giadia Lambia cysts after

various treatment levels. Viability was determined using

an excystation procedure performed by Analytical Services

Inc. of Vermont. To obtain measurable counts of cells,

water was inoculated with viable culture (2,000-20,000

cells/mL) before &eatment with GDP. Figure 1 shows the

results of GDP treatment on a sample inoculated with

10,000 cells/mL.
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Figure 1. Excystation of Cryptosporidia after glow discharge
plasma treatment

The viability count method displayed substantial incon-

sistencies. A clue to the inconsistency may lie in the

qualitative observations reported by Analytical Services.

The cells were progressively more pitted, even broken,

which led to an inaccurate cell count and perhaps a

misidentification of heavily damaged cells as having been

excysed, which would indicate viability when they were, in

fact, not viable. This qualitative assessment is also

consistent with the expected method of attack by GDP on

the organisms. Cryptosporidia is recalcitrant in the oocyst

life-cycle stage because a thick phospholipid wall protects

the trophs. Active species created by the GDP chemically

attack the wall and break it down, exposing the sensitive

trophs. This could be described as the “battering ram”

approach. GDP is effective because the active species

formed are much more chemically active than chlorine or

other more mild oxidants.

The cost to treat cryptosporidia in natural concentration

ranges (<1 00 oocyst.dliter) was estimated assuming the

“battering ram” mechanism. This mechanism would

exhibit fist-order reaction kinetics in competition with

other parallel reaction pathways that would also consume

the active species. Making these assumptions, the cost to

disinfect drinking water with this technology was estimat-

ed to be -2.2c per 1000 gallons. This would be quite

competitive with ozone treatment, which is estimated to be

6.0$ per 1000 gallons.

Recalcitrant Organic Contuminunts

Two chlorinated compounds, 1,1 dichloroethane (DCA)

and chloroform, were selected as target recalcitmnt con-

taminants. These materials are important contaminants in

the DOE system and in industry. The efficacy of GDP was

demonstrated on both of these compounds in batch

laboratory kinetics studies and in a continuous flow

reactor. During the batch studies, the effects of changing

the gas composition in oxidizing, reducing, and noble

conditions were determined. For both contaminants, the

optimum performance results were obtained when the GDP

was formed in a noble gas, argon, in contact with the

contaminated water. Figure 2 shows the results of treating

chloroform and DCA in an argon atmosphere.
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Figure 2. Destruction of chloroform and dicbloroethane in
argon at 150 mm Hg

A common performance measure of electrically driven

treatment systems is called the Electrical Energy per Order,

EE/O. This is the energy required to reduce the concen-

tration of contaminant in 1000 gallons to 1/10 the original,

one order reduction. The EE/O for treatment of chloro-

form and DCA were 16 kWh and 12 kWh, respectively.

After good operating conditions were identified in the

laboratory, batch reactor continuous mode operation was

evaluated in a continuous test reactor. The results of those

tests were consistent with performance identified in the

batch reactor. The results of the continuous mode tests are

shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Destruction in glow discharge reactor batch and
continuous mode tests

Presentation

The results of treating recalcitrant organics were presented

at the 1stInternational Conference on Remediation of

Chlorinated Contaminants, Monterrey California, May 11-

14,1998.
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Tritium Sepuration@om Water Through
Formation of Clathrate Hydrates

JagannadhaR Bontha, X. Feng

StudyControlNumber: PN98079/1325

Project Description

This project builds on an edier LDRD investment to

separate enriched water from normal water (H20). The

process exploits the differences in the extent of hydrogen

bonding that occurs between normal and enriched water to

achieve the desked separation. Separation is achieved by

introducing a third component into the mixtures of normal

and enriched water. At appropriate operating conditions,

the third component introduces a phase change into the

system that is a result of the hydrogen bonding nature of

the water species. The partitioning of the enriched and

normal water species between the phases created by the

third component determines the separation efficiencies of

the process. Our earlier LDRD investment revealed that,

although separation of enriched water is possible, the

separation factors and the rates of separation were

extremely slow to develop a full-scale separation unit.

The objective of the present project.is to assess the

applicability of functionalized mesoporous supports to

improve the separation factors and rates of separation.

Technical Accomplishments

The advantages of using functionalized mesoporous

suppofi for enriched water separation include

●

●

●

●

310

The abundant small tie chains on the high surface

area of mesoporous materials could serve as a nucle-

ation center that increases the separation kinetics and

provides the selectivity for the phase transformation

under mild operating condhions

The pore geometry within the pores of mesoporous

supports provides additional stability for the new

phase formed

They enable an easy column type of operation

resulting in substantially reduced operating costs

The enriched water can be easily recovered by simple

and mild heating, and the support materials reused.

Four different functiontilzed mesoporous support materials

were prepared for the present study. The choice of the

functional groups on the mesoporous support was made

primarily on their ability to hydrogen bond with the

enriched water species in solution and act as nucleation

centers for the introduction of the desired phase change.

The performance of these functionalized mesoporous

SUppOrts was evaluated at two different enriched water

concentration ranges (25 to 1000 ppm and 0.1 to 10%).

The operation conditions used in the evaluation tests were

same as those determined earlie~ i.e., without the presence

of the fhuctionalized supports. Concentrations of the

enriched water species in the solution phase before and

after the introduction of the phase change were measured

using NMR spectroscopy and used to determine the

sepruation efficiencies.

All functionalized mesoporous support materials evaluated

in the present study were found to dramatically (over one

order of magnitude) improve the rates of phase transforma-

tion compared with the rates without the porous materials.

The separation factors with the porous materials in the

bigher concentration range of the enriched water (0.1 to

10%) were found to be similar to those without the porous

materials. In other words, although the porous materials

influenced the rates of phase transformation, the particular

support materials studied did not improve the separation

efficiency of the process. Also, no enriched water separa-

tion was observed in the lower concentration range (25 to

1000 ppm).
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Based on the improved kinetics of phase transformation, a

conceptual flow process was developed for the removal of

enriched water from normal water.
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Food Web and Habitat-Based Ecolo~”cal Risk Assessment Model

Charles A. Brand~ Amoret L. Bnnn

Stndv Control Numbe~ PN98034/1280

Project Description

Ecological risk assessments are required under Federal

Facility Agreement Consent Orders at U.S. Department

of Energy (DOE) sites across the complex. Current ap-

proaches to ecological risk are either extremely simplistic

(e.g., relying on water quality standiwds) or site-specific

(e.g., limited in species, pathways, and contaminants). A

food web- and habitat-based ecological risk assessment

model was developed for DOE’s Columbia River Com-

prehensive Impact Assessment (CRCIA), which is the only

broad scope ecological risk model in existence. The

CRCIA spreadsheet-based model performs deterministic

and stochastic dose analyses for 28 organic, inorganic, and

radionuclide contaminants on 52 aquatic and terrestrial

species. This robust model could be applied to other DOE

sites as well as to U.S. Department of Defense and U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sites and appli-

cations. This project reconfigured the model into a generic

architecture based on user-supplied inputs that could run as

a stand-alone program. Such a program will reduce the

cost of ecological risk assessments 5- to 10-fold.

Technical Accomplishments

This project was completed in FY 1998 and resulted in a

new ecological risk assessment tool called the “ecological

contaminant exposure model.” The ecological contamin-

ant exposure model (ECEM) is a food web-based, proba-

bilistic tool that evaluates both radiological and nonradio-

Iogical doses to aquatic and terrestrial organisms. The

food-web architecture (Figure 1) is easily adaptable to any

site and can be used to support regulatory compliance

activities. The terrestrial portion of the exposure model

estimates wildlife exposure to contaminants in air through

inhalation, in water through dermal exposure and inges-

tion, and in foods. The aquatic portion estimates exposures

to contaminants in surface water and pore water via gill or

respiratory uptake, in sediment via dermal exposure and

ingestion, and in foods. For terrestrial receptors, model

output consists of equilibrium doses for ingestion, inhala-

tion, and dermrd routes, total radiological dose, and tissue

concentrations. Effective water concentration and

nC.altmimms
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Figure 1. Structure of ECEM

equilibrium tissue concentrations are the outputs for

aquatic species. All outputs are available as either deter-

ministic values or as statistical distributions generated

using a Monte Carlo simulation technique.

User interaction with the ECEM model is facilitated by an

easy-to-use interface (Figure 2). The internal reference

databases are also expandable through the user interface to

include other species or contiiminauts of interest. The

interface is capable of presenting a menu of the needed

input data based on the seketion of a set of species,

contaminants, and locations.
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Figure 2. The User Interface



The tool was beta tested using data developed for a study

to assess exposures for 56 species to 28 contaminants at 27

locations along the Columbia River at the Hanford Site.

The species represented all trophic levels for both aquatic

and temestrial environments. The contaminants included

radionuclides, metals, and orgauics. For terrestrial species,

contaminants pose potential hazards to”some plants, herbi-

vores, and omnivores consuming riverine organisms. The

highest effects were due to cobalt-60, chromium, cesium-

137, mercury, lead, zinc, and technetium-99 in pore water

and sdlment For aquatic species, the organisms most at

risk are benthic species. The highest effects were due to

cyanide, chromium, copper, mercury, lead, and zinc in

pore water and sedment. The ECEM model successfully

reproduced the project results, with a substantial decrease

in the time and level of effort required to perform the

stochastic calculations.

Presentations

Bunn AL, CA Brand6 and TB Miley. April 1998. ECEh4.

Poster presentation at “Risk-Based Performance Asses-

sment and Decision Making.” American Nuclear Society,

Pasco, Washington.

Brandt CA, AL Bunn, PW Eslinger, TB Miley, and

MA Pelton. November 1998. Application of a Food Web-

Based, Probabilistic Ecological Assessment Tool. To be

presented at the Society for Environmental Toxicology and

Chemistry (SETAC) annual meeting, Charlotte, North

Carolina.
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Life-Cycle Assessment Design Tools

Kenneth K. Humphreys, Tamara S. Stewart

Studv Control Number: PN97064/1205

Project Description

This project has created a software-based framework and

associated methods that will help technology developers

evaluate the full life-cycle energy, environmental, and

economic impacts associated with new products and

processes. Using the improved level of information that

the tool provides, product developers, chemical process

engineers, and other technology developers will be able to

identify energy efficiency and environmental improvement

opportunities early in development, when improvements

can be easily incorporated. Technology developers will

thus be able to reduce the likelihood that newly developed

technologies will later require energy efficiency upgrades

or end-of-the-pipe treatment to deal with environmental

problems.

Once the tool and associated methods are fully developed

through this LDRD projec~ it will serve as a platform from

which PNNL will be able to effectively support DOE’s

development of new technologies and policies. Example

applications related to DOE’s mission include designing

Green Buildings; developing biomass-based chemicals that

minimize natural resource consumption, understanding the

national energy and environmental policy implications of

next generation vehicles; providing the necessary frame-

work to evaluate Green Power marketing, and supporting

DOE’s role in the government’s procurement of environ-

mentally preferable products and energy, as required by

several Executive Orders.

Technical Accomplishments

During FY 1997, LDRD funding was used to develop the

overall framework for the platform and fund the develop-

ment of several basic capability components that are neces-

sary to demonstrate the platform’s viability (i.e., proof-of-

concept activities). Specifically, efforts addressed four

areas: 1) constructing a “development roadmap” that

identifies the technical hurdles and system components that

are required to complete the platform development projecc

2) developing computational methods and data storage

structures to support the modeling of industrial processes;

3) developing algorithms and a computer-user interface to

facilitate data and results interpretation and 4) creating

several application examples that enable the effective

design and demonstration of the platform’s features.

Building on those efforts, research in FY 1998 focused on

two items: 1) developing concepts and computer code to

calculate “embodied energy” in produc~, and 2) devel-

oping a data viewer that facilitates distribution of data and

analyses conducted using the software framework. The

viewer allows for the graphical exploration and ‘interro-

gation” of a technology system to ascertain what com-

ponents or activities associated with the technology life

cycle have the most significant energy and environmental

consequences.

The software-based data viewer has been distributed to a

number of universities and several DOE laboratories/

facilities for use in their work and will be employed on

PNNL DOE projects.

Other Accomplishments

Recognized by R&D Magazine with an R8cD1OO Award in

1998.

EM-J=- I -

Fignrel. Software-based elements of the platform
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Risk Assessment and Management for Energy-Related Decision Making

Michael C. Baecbler, CIMordS. Gkm@ Gariann M. G&ton, Mitch A. Pelton

Study Control Number: PN98065/1311

Project Description

Electric utilities and energy service providers are part of

an industry undergoing profound change. Regulatory,

financial, and business reforms are reshaping the industry

at the state, national, and international level. In au

unprecedented way, energy service providers are now

offering to not only provide energy services to their large

customers, but to also take on the ownership and main-

tenance of the customers’ physical plants and building

systems.

Both energy providers and facility managers need to

understand financial, energy, and environmental issues in

the decision making process. A failure to fully consider

environmental risk issues (e.g., ecological impacts asso-

ciated with maintaining pipelines and power lines, the

potential for future regulatory limits on carbon emissions,

or financial liabtity associated with PCB contamination of

soils and groundwater near substations and generators) can

result in poor business decisions.

In addition to the private sector, government agencies

represent a significant client for this product. More than

ever, governmental decision makers need to consider the

fidl range of consequences of proposed business arrange-

ments. The purpose of this project was to create a multi-

attribute risk management tool for energy and facility

managers. The approach was to modify the Comrmmica-

tion Assessment and Prioritization Program (CAPP”) risk

management tool previously developed at PNNL to

achieve two objectives:

. Refine the risk m~agement structure to guide

decisions specifically related to energy systems

management within facilities. This makes the new

tool useful for energy service providers and purchasers

evaluating energy facilities for lease or sale.

● Expand capabilities to assess financial risk and

certainty of energy performance issues, creating a

muhivariant decision tool.

This project has resulted in a new risk management tool

called “RAMPED’ (Risk Assessment and Management

Program for Energy-Related Decisions). RAMPED may

be integrated with other PNNL products such as FEDS and

life-cycle assessment tools.

RAMPED is a powerful and intuitive software tool that

assists energy and facility managers in building their

supply portfolio. This risk-based decision tool is designed

as an aid to identify and assess the many forms of risk

facing energy and facility decision makers, such as health

and environment, business and mission, and public and

political perception. R4MPED takes decision makers

through a process that documents and evaluates their data,

deliberations, and decisions. Much of the data needed to

make these decisions may come from other PNNL tools

such as DSOM, Whole-Building Diagnostician, and FEDS,

or from other products such as the NIST life-cycle cost

program.

Technical Accomplishments

A prototype version of the RAMPED tool has been

developed. Targeted users are facilitylenergy managers at

DOE facilities (such as Hanford) and U.S. Army Forces

Command (FORSCOM) installations. FORSCOM

applications were identified because of an ongoing PNNL

program to plan FORSCOM’s energy acquisition and

management strategies under a deregulated utility industry.

Recent federal legislation, combined with utility deregula-

tion and privatization, has created a complex environment

for facility energy managers. It is growing increasingly

more difficult for them to manage the dynamics of energy

demand and supply at their facility and to develop and

implement resource conservation and cost-saving strate-

gies. Energy managers must understand current energy

use, forecast future requirements, factor in the mission

changes and future growth/decline of the installation, and

evaluate energy supply and demand acquisition options.

Preceding development of RAMPED was a screening

analysis to determine what tools potential users may

already be using, what their needs were, and what their

interest may be in an energy decision risk-management

tool. Demonstrations of the CAPP tool and interviews

were conducted with staff from PNNL’s Facilities and

Operations, Safeguards and Security, and FORSCOM

Pro~am Manager. From this screening, it was determined
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that clients who would use RAMPED were those with

large facilities directly impacted by an emerging

restructured electric utility industry in which energy and

facility managers make frequent and complex decisions

about the delivery of energy services and business

responsibilities.

RAMPED consists of two main analytical modules – QuIC

and SEQUEL.

The Qualitative Zssue Characterization (QuZC). This

module will be used to record mostly qualitative descrip-

tions of the energy procurement options. The character-

ization of each option will involve defining the option,

discussing potential impacts, and presenting positions of

key parties. Each option for energy management will be

considered separately and assigned its own iile.

l%e Semi-Quantitative Evaluation (SEQUEL). This

module will be used to assign risk (or benefit) scores

associated with pursuing this option. The tool will allow

cumulative risk scores to be compared with life-cycle

costs, annual budgets, energy costs, or other ptmuueters.

Results for a number of energy procurement options can be

compared to help rank the options. This tool’s “notebook’

feature will allow the user to document the rationale

behind the risk scores and prioritization results. The tool

can also be used to identify a subset of key options that

warrant more focused assessment before a final decision is

made.
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Conservation

Gcorre L Farm

Luws in Support of Reactive Transport

Study Control Number: PN98017/1263

Project Description

We are improving the applied mathematics and numerical

analysis infrastructure at PNNL that is required to develop

scalable simulation software for massively parallel com-

puters in support of several initiatives. The development

of fast and accurate applied mathematics and associated

algorithms is necessary for solving ordinary differential

equations, partial differential equations (PDEs), and

differential algebraic equations (DABs) with steep gradient

terms as well as dkcontinuities in the variables and the

derivatives.

Ordinary differential equations (ODES) are often used to

model kinetic and stoichmetric chemistry mass balance

equations, which are used in reactive transport. ODES are

also obtained by certain finite volume discretization of

PDEs. We are primarily interested in the advection-

diffusion type of nonlinear PDEs. Burger’s equation and

the Navier-Stokes equations can be written in this form.

Differential algebraic equations occur in reactive transport

problems as descriptions of chemical”reactions with

constraints.

In FY 1998, this project focused on two problems that are

common to numerical solutions of ODESIPDES for reactive

transpom subgrid modeling and adaptive discretization of

the ODEs/PDEs that preserve certain geometric invariants.

The presemation of these geometric invariant ensures that

the discretization is not aliascd to produce incorrect results

due to numerical instabilities.

Technical Accomplishments

Our work can be categorized as developing fast semigroup-

based multi-wavelet methods for solving nonlinem

advection-diffusion equations and investigating mixed

geometrically based adaptive grid discretizations and their

associated numerical dkcretizations.

Semigroup-Based Methods

We are applying the work originated by Professors

Gregory Beylkin and Gerald Kaiser of the University of

Colorado at Boulder to the problem of stiff nonlinear

advection-diffusion equations that occur in subsurface

transport. The Beylkin-Kaiser method consists of a split

representation of the equation into linear and nonlinear

operators. The first step is to ensure that the eigen values

of the linear operators are negative. Next, represent the

linear operator using appropriate wavelet bases and pro-

jection operators. Then apply the semigroup method for

PDEs, noting that the linear part can be solved using

exp(Lt) where L is the linear part of the operator and t is

the time variable. The negative eigen values ensure that

the solution will converge. The nonlinear part is solved

using quadrature.

The key is that in the wavelet representation the operator

exp(Lt) is sparse. The numerical advantage of this method

is that the causes of the stiffhess problems are easily derdt

with using the exponentiation operator, and one obtains an

exact solution to the linear problem.

In FY 1998, we developed computer codes for adaptive

quadrature schemes for wavelets based on Battle-Lemarie

and b-splines and multi-wavelets based on Legendre poly-

nomials in one and three dimensions, based on trees in one

dimension and oct-trees in three dimensions, respectively.

Certain considerations must be made in order to perform

convolutions and compute the “Galerkin” coefficients.

The wavelets are discontinuous at coo~dinates ~ (for

negative and positive integers i). In addition, we can

represent the differential operators and project onto the

appropriate subspace using multi-resolution anrdysis.

Initial tests for the one-dimensional Burger’s equation

indicate that no adaptive time stepping and discretization

are required to capture the traveling front. This is joint

work with Professor G. Beylkin.

Invariunt Discretization

Numerical schemes used to obtain solutions to PDEs and

ODES use discretization methods that are often symmetric.

In the discretization of certain advection-diffusion-type

equations, this assumption of symmetry is no longer valid,

and a preferentird choice is made that depends on the
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direction of the flow rather than symmetry conditions. The

symmetry of the original discretization and compatibility

of the flux limiter are often destroyed as a result of the

adaptive discretization process, and wrong answers are

often produced.

One method of solving this serious problem for large-scale

simulations is developing adaptive discretization for three-

dimensional mixed (structured and unstructured) grids that

preserve the original symmetry of the discretization as well

as the PDEs and are compatible with the numerical

schemes. If the PDEs are invariant under certain group

actions, the discretization and the adaptive refinement

processes must also be invariant and compatible under the

same group actions.

We have begun developing invariant methods and will be

applying them to model three-dimensional, quasilinear and

nonlinear, macro- and micro-reactive transport physical

chemistry systems.

Aalzptive Grid Methods

The ability to generate adaptive mixed Eulerian-

Lagrangian grids that respect the underling geometric

properties of the physical problem will impact our

understanding of interracial iind atmospheric chemistry.

For example, atmospheric air samples that are transported

in a vacuum for spectroscopic analysis undergo huge

pressure variations that result in supersonic flows. The

numerical simulation of this physical phenomenon requires

Lagrangian grids to model tie movement of particles,

while Eulerian grids result in more economical modeling

of the surrounding continuum. Accurate and realistic

computer simulations of the physical processes involved

will help determine operation regimes that reduce the

likelihood of ice formation and lower the cost of develop-

ing new equipment for detecting air pollutants, chemical

tracers, and biomarkers.

The following methodology is an example of our approach

to developing adaptive grid methods. We want to con-

struct a high-order numerical approximation to a dfier-

ential invariant associated with a set of ODES that is repre-

sentative of the solution to a given PDE such that the

numerical approximation is stable and yields small errors.

We construct a finite difference scheme that is computed

on a mesh of convex faces whose dimension corresponds

to that of the ODES. The finite difference scheme will be

invariant under the underlying symmetry group. It follows

that the numerical values will not depend on the underlying

symmetry group transformations provided that the numeri-

cal approximation depends only on the joint invariants of

the grid geomepy. The joint invariants of the grid geome-

try are defined by one of the suitable discrete subgroups of

the continuous underlying symmetry group. Let the SO(3)

symmetry group be the given underlying symmetry group

that corresponds to a differential invariant for a reduced

system of ODES that corresponds to a certain continuum

model PDE. For a suitable choice of a numerical approxi-

mation given by a finite difference scheme, we construct a

mixed ALE mesh whose geometric symmetry is defined by

a combination of discrete subgroups of the SO(3). These

subgroups correspond to the discrete Euclidean symmetry

of logically structured n-cubes and unstructured n-

tetrahedra. The finite difference scheme will compute

stable numerical approximations that remain invariant with

respect to the underlying SO(3) transformations as long as

the numerical approximation remains dependent on the

joint subgroup invariants of the mesh, in addition to

maintaining the mesh subgroup invmiants for each time

step.

We can accomplish thk task by adaptively applying an

n-dimensional computational geometric algorithm that

reconstructs the three-dimensional cubic and three- .

dimensional tetrahedral automorphism subgroups of the

SO(3) symmetry group. This algorithm is based on the

order structure of both the n-cubic and n-tetrahedral face

lattices that are representative of the ALE mesh cells.

Concluswn

We have made some progress in developing numerical

methods to solve stiff ODES and PDEs. We have also

made some progress in developing discretization schemes

that are compatible with adaptive meshes and action by

geometric symmetry groups to reduce aliasing and

anisotropy.

I
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Statistical Algorithm Development for a DCBP System

Don S. Daly, Steven C Goheen

Study Control Number: PN98069/131S

Project Description

The successful deployment of a biological pathogen

detection and characterization (DCBP) system hinges on

implementing an integrated set of dynamic process control

and data analysis algorithms. Dynamic process control

algorithms and sample collection and allocation dwect

chemicallphysical analyses and manage biological and

chemical influent/effluent streams. These algorithms must

adjust process control to varying environmental conditions,

sample characteristics, and user demands. The data

analysis algorithms manage all data streams and analysis

functions, direct feature extractions and data fusion from

multi-instrument data streams, select and apply the appro-

priate classification/discrimination rules, and interface with

the users.

The objective of thk project was to research stochastic

models describing the dynamic process controlldata

analysis environments of multi-instrument DCBP systems.

The models are inherently stochastic due to 1) the natural

variability of the environment and among samples and

2) the randomness of measurement errors. The models are

complicated because they use hyper-dimensional da@

measured by distinct instruments in dynamic environ-

ments, to control system biological and chemical processes

and to draw a unified answer.

This project had two parts: 1) user-defined requirements

about system detection and characterization performance in

a variety of settings and scenarios (including requirements

about precision, limits of detection, false-positive rates,

false-negative rates, sensitivity, and specificity) and

2) detection and characterization performance of potential

DCBP components standing alone and in integrated

systems.

Technical Accomplishments

One possible DCBP system is illustrated in Figure 1. This

system includes components for sample acquisition,

analysis triggering, sample preparation, and pathogen

detection. Pathways among components illustrate the flow

of biological and chemical materials. The paths flow from

component to component and horn consumable reservoim

i!ii’ai!fi?0 Influfflt
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Figure 1. The biological/chemical ‘@lane” of a representative
DCBP system

to waste receptacles. A system may also include three

other components: process control/data analysis, ancillary

sensors, and a user interface.

The communication pathways among the system compo-

nents are illustrated in Figure 2. Together, these two dia-

grams bring to the forefront the potential complexities

facing process control and mukivariate data analysis. With

a representative system as a backdrop, developing algo-

rithms to perform dynamic process control and muhivari-

ate data analysis begins with developing a methodology to

reveal systematically the performance requirements of a

system for a given application or set of similar

applications.

Figure 2. The intelligence ‘~lane” of a representative DCBP
system
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The primary accomplishment of this project was the

development of a methodology to identi~ and document

DCBP system performance requirements for any given

application. The methodology is based on a systems

engineering approach and features three elements:

1.

2.

3.

describing an environment/system of interest

identifying and characterizing pathogens that might

occupy this environmentlsystem

developing requirements/specifications for a DCBP

system or systems to monitor the”identified

pathogens in the described environment.

Describing an environment or system involved the

following tasks:

● defining system sources, sinks, and the pathways

between

. identifyings ystem critical points that require or allow

monitoring

● identifying the institutions, laws, regulations, and

requirements that specify the level of monitoring and

control for a system.

Once the enviromnentlsystem was understood, issues

related to identifig and characterizing pathogens that

might occupy this environmentlsystem were addressed.

These included environmental conditions, sample size,

sample type, sample chemistry/condition, matrix/sub-

stratum/carrier (aerosol, liquid, hard surface), sampling

frequency, analysis speed/turnaround time, microorganism

types, microorganism behavior (@mktonic, sessile,

aerobic, anaerobic), viability discrimination, detection

level, level of specificity, level of sensitivity, false positive

rate, false negative rate, and reliability.

Once the environmentlsystem had been outlined and the

detection and characterization requirements determined,

the necessary information was available to determine the

specifications for a DCBP system. These specifications

included physical size, intercomection interfaces (serial/

parallel ports, display, keybo%d), localhetworldremote

access, human interface (intuitive operation, system

configuration), display formats and content (audio/visual,

textftabukdgraphical, graded-alarms/estimates/evidence,

analog/digital), self-diagnostics, environmental (opera-

tional temperature, humidky and altitude ranges), data

issues (acquisition, managemen~ storage, analysis,

presentation), electrical (power consumption, power

source, voltage range), system configuration (modularity),

chemical management (consumables, consumption rate,

waste stream, biofouling), ease of use, maintainability,

safety, personnel (number and qualifications), logistics/

deployability, and compatibility with other equipment.

These three sets of data defined the starting points and the

targets for the process control and data analysis algorithms.

These data describe the operating environment and dictate

the types of components, the required levels of perform-

ance, and the complexity of the DCBP system. This

methodology has been applied to several systems in the

battlefield, food safety, and water quality areas.

I
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Hydrovortex Power Generator Development

Perry A. Meyer, Lawrence A. %hienbein

Study Control Number: PN98037/1283

Project Description

The hydrovortcx engine is a novel, externally fired engine

that has the potcntird for high efficiency, high reliability,

quiet operation, low emissions, and relatively low manu-

factured cost compared with conventional internal combus-

tion engines such as diesel engines and gas turbines. The

engine uses vapor (working fluid) bubble injection into a

rotating, heated liquid (the base fluid) to impart kinetic

energy to the liquid by means of centrifugal buoyant

pumping.. The base fluid ener~ can be extracted mechani-

cally by means of turbines (impact or reaction) or directly

using magnetohydrodynamic generators.

The hydrovortcx engine research and development pro-

gram is aimed at a macroscale heat engine, or prime

mover, for broad applications in the low to medium power

output range (1 to 100s of kW) for fixed, portable, and

mobile power plants and vehicles.

In FY 1998, our work was concentrated in two main areas:

1. modeling and analyzing the engine to establish a

best estimate of theoretical performance, the

performance envelope, and the scaling laws

2. establishing the status of related concepts, research

and commercial activity, and analyzing the results to

test the viability of our concept and to refine our

R&D approach.

Technical Accomplishments

Modeling and Analysis

We established the position of the hydrovortex engine

concept in the domain of externally fired heat engines, and

we carried out comparisons and evaluations of our concep6

particularly with respect to the closed Brayton cycle (or

closed-cycle gas turbines). The concept of a generic

“green” engine emerged. Our modeling efforts focused on

two areas: improved theoretical analysis of hydrodynamic

aspects of the energy conversion process and identification

of optimum thermodynamic cycles. Hydrodynamic

analyses were carried out through collaboration with

Dr. Reiner Decher of the University of Washington.

The basic features of the energy conversion process

(hydroconverter) are shown in Figure 1. The flow involves

injection of bubbles at the outer radius, which induces an

inwmd radial velocity that is superimposed on a free vortex

flow. Bubbles are separated in the center annular region,

where the degassed base fluid is recirculated. The equa-

tions governing two-phase isothermal vortex flow were

developed and simplified. These included radial and

tangential momentum, mass continuity for both phases,

bubble number conservation, and thermodynamic state.

Bubble slip was modeled by balancing centrifugal acceler-

ation against bubble drag where the drag was determined

by a Reynolds number correlation. The separator was

modeled as a laminar, free-surface base flow with inward .

radial bubble motion. Separator length is dictated by

bubble “rise” time.

G.
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Figure 1. Hydrovortex engine schematic

In order to maximiz e power density, the optimum pressure

ratio for the hydroconverter isquite small, with overall

pressure being several atmospheres. This is true because a

large pressure ratio will cause the bubble to expand to very

high void fi-action, thus transitioning out of the bubbly

flow regime. For high efficiency, the temperature ratio

must be large. There are two types of thermodynamic

cycles that have high temperature ratio and low pressure

ratio. The first is the Ericsson cycle shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Possible thermodynamic cycles

This cycle is not suited for the hydrovortex because an

isothermal compression stage is required. A more suitable

cycle is the “supercritical hydrovortex cycle” shown in

Figure 1. Here, all but the condensation phase of the cycle

occur at supercritical conditions. For working fluids such

as hydro and fluorocarbons, the theoretical efficiencies are

about 60 to 70% of Camot, Propane, for example, appears

to be a good match with practical operating requirements.

Based on our analysis, an engine performance “design

tool” was developed and tested. Inputs include all

pertinent hydroconverter dimensions, flow rates, fluid

properties, bubble properties, and rotation rate. Outputs

include power output and hydroconverter efficiency.

These results are then matched to a suitable thermody-

namic cycle to produce a complete engine performance

study. Given the large number of variables in the model,

an optimization routine is required. Sample results for

three design points me shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Example design

I Ens?jrrePower I 10 kW I 50 kW I l(MkW I
Engine Diameter I 45 cm I 64cm I 76 cm I

t Rotatiood SUIA —I 3820 mm

I Engine Height I 25cm 18 cm I 52 cm

I .~ I 3820 rpm I 2865 rpm
Separator Length 16 cm 12 cm 41 cm
Converter Eff. I .91 I .88 .91

3.62I pressureRatio I 2.54 ‘l&i

Assessment of Conventional and Related Technologies

We investigated and assessed commercial engine tech-

nology and technologies related to the hydrovortex engine.

Our main conclusion is that there is a definite need to

develop a new class of “green” engines, including the

hydrovortex engine, that exhibit high efficiency, fuel

diversity, power take-off flexibility, and low emissions to

reduce and stabilize the harmful effects of the operation of

conventional engines and turbines. We believe that the

designers and manufacturers of established engine techno-

logies, such as reciprocating spark-ignition and compres-

sion ignition (diesel) internal combustion engines and gas

turbines, cannot make significant improvements in effi-

ciency with the time frame of the global warming

initiative.

We identified the following general categories of

conventional and emerging engines and other power

generators:

Mature and widely used engine technologies-

reciprocating internal combustion engines (diesel and

gasoline) and gas turbines. Research and development

efforts associated with improvements to these basic

technologies are included here.

Well-known but not widely used engine and power

generator technologies that are under development—

micro gas turbines, Stirling engines, rotary engines,

and fuel cells.

Emerging technologies-the closed cycle gas turbine

(or closed Brayton Cycle engine). -

The development of combined-cycle, baseload power

plants and the aeroderivative gas turbine for electric power

generation seems to be the most significant developments

in gas turbine technology within the last 10 years. Effici-

encies of about 60% are being claimed for state-of-the-art

combined cycle power plants (combustion turbines and

Rankine cycle steam turbines). This may represent the

benchmark for all existing and new engine technologies for

large baseload power plants. However, a significant gain

in efficiency for these power generation systems is not

forecast during the next 10 yeas. Nevertheless combus-

tion gas turbine manufacturers are enjoying buoyant sales

as a result of exceptionally low natural gas prices and the

“clean” image of natural gas when compared with coal and “

oil. Therefore, even with efficiencies of around 30 to 35 YO

at bes~ developers and owners of gas turbine electric

power plants can still claim that they are reducing

greenhouse gas emissions.
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Reciprocating internal combustion engines~iesel and

spark ignition-are very mature technologies, with over 100

years of technical development and refinement. Today,

reciprocating spark ignition engines can achieve effi-

ciencies of about 30%. The latest diesel engines on the

market are claimed to have thermal efficiencies of about

45%. Theoretical maximum thermal efficiency is about

50%. Although incremental improvements in efficiency

are being aggressively pursued and implemented, the incre-

ments are very small and the time required to develop suc-

ceeding improvements is becoming longer. This industry,

therefore, appeam to have focused most of its R&D efforts

on emission reduction technologies. Rotary internal com-

bustion engines have virtually disappeared from the market

and there appear to be no breakthroughs emerging that can

boost the efficiency of rotary internal combustion engines

into the 60% range.

Micro-gas turbines are being offered commercially for the

dktributed power generation market. Efficiencies are in

the range of 30%. However, farther gains in efficiency for

this technology appear to be closely coupled to overall gas

turbine technology developmen~ where performance

improvement appears to be closely tied to increases in

operating temperatures. This, in turn, requires tbe devel-

opment of even more exotic materials and coatings that can

operate reliably at very high temperatures. Smaller gas

turbines must also be significantly more reliable and main-

tainable than large baseload units because of economy of

scale realities.

Fuel cells are viewed by many as be answer to the clean

power problem. Efficiencies of 60 to 70% are claimed to

be achievable however, after more than 40 years of deve-

lopment, fuel supply and fuel processing remain key im-

pediments to widespread deployment. In addition, fuel

cells do not offer the flexibility of delivering rotating shaft

power.



Integrated Mesoscopic Fuel Cell and Fuel Processor

Monte IL Dro~ AnnaLee Y. Tonkavich, Daryl R Brown

Study Control Number: PN97056/1197

Project Description

The objective of this project was to develop a microchan-

nel chemical reactor that can be used in an integrated fuel

cell and fuel processor. The initial focus is on 10-watt

systems for manportable or remote sensing applications.

- The key to obtaining high-energy storage density for

portable or remote power generation is the use of liquid

hydrocarbon fuels for the primary energy source. Hydro-

carbon fuels typically store 13,000 Wt/kg (or 4,000 We

assuming a 35% conversion efficiency of chemical energy

to electric energy), whale currently available batteries store

120 We/kg. The system consists of liquid hydrocarbon

fuel storage, a rnicrochannel fuel processor, and a fuel cell.

The key element in the system is the fiel processor that

will produce hydrogen from a hydrocarbon fuel such as

butane.

The development of small microchannel reactors will

enable a number of devices ranging from systems with a

generating capacity of 1 We to systems with a generating

capacity in the kWe size range.

Portable Power Generation. There is a great need for

small (1 to 100 We) autonomous power sources for remote

or portable power generation. Applications include power

supplies for portable electronics, manportable cooling and

remote or clandestine sensing, and space power to name a

few. The key characteristics of systems for this class of

applications are small size, very long life, and reliability.

The intelligence community also has a strong need for a

small, long-life power source with a low thermal signature.

Distributed Power Generation. In the 1 kW range, the

integrated mesoscopic fuel cell and fuel processor is a

candidate for distributed power generation for utility,

mobile, or remote applications.

Transportation Power. In still larger sizes, the integrated

fuel cell/fuel processor may be a candidate for automotive

applications.

If successful, rnicrochannel reactor technology will result

in a chemical alternative to the battery with the potential

for factors of 10 to 20 increases in energy storage density

without the use of dangerous materials such as lead or

lithium. This research is relevant to a range of DOE pro-

grams, including EE’s Offices of Building Technology

Systems (distributed power generation), Office of Trans-

portation Technology (automotive power), and national

security applications such as power sources for remote

sensors for counter proliferation.

Technical Accomplishments

Our technical work in FY 1998 focused on demonstrating

one component of a 10-We fuel processor. We selected

the water shift reactor, whose purpose is to convert the

carbon monoxide in synthesis gas to carbon dioxide in the

presence of steam to produce hydrogen. FY 1998 activities

include 1) catalyst screening, where catalysts appropriate

for a microtechnology-based water gas shift reactor were

screened and attractive catalysts were identified, and

2) water gas shift reactor development, where we designed

and tested a 10-W water shift reactor.

Catalyst activity studies have shown that the water gas

shift reaction is not an inherently slow reaction. We have

been able to convert 99% of the CO to COZ with a 50-

millisecond residence time. If we can maintain this per-

formance in the actual reactor, we would reduce the

volume of this reactor by a factor of 20 compared to a

conventional packed bed reactor. We are now developing

and testing engineered catalyst structures (catalyst plus

substrates), and we have been able to convert 90% of the

CO to COZ in 10 milliseconds. This means that the current

water gas shift reactor is producing 90% of the hydrogen

available from an ideal water gas shift reaction. If we can

obtain this level of performance in an operating system,

this should be sufficient for a commercirdly successful fuel

processor. We are continuing to investigate engineered

catalyst structures with the objective of increasing catalyst

loading to produce a C02 yield closer to 9970. However,

the performance of our current engineered catalyst is

sufficiently high to produce a successful water gas shift

reactor. Therefore, we initiated the design and fabrication

of the 10-We water gas shift reactor. Several 10-We

rnicrochannel water shift reactors have been fabricated and

are being tested.
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Publications

Tonkovich AY, JL Z@ MJ LaMonC Y Wang, and

RS Wegeng. 1998. “Microchannel Reactors for Fuel

Processing Applications. I. Water Gas Shift Reactor.”

Accepted for publication in Chemical Engineering Science.

Tonkovich, AY, JL Zilka, MJ LaMonL Y Wang, and

RS Wegeng. September 1998. Microchannel Reactors

for Fuel Processing Applications. 1. Water Gas Shift

Reactor. Presented at the 15ti International Symposium of

Chemicrd Reaction Engineering, Newpofi California.
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Mesoscopic Actuator Development

Jerry B. Mar@ Monte K. Drost

Study Control Number: PN98047/1293

Project Description

Mesoscopic actuators are key features of many miniature

energy and chemical systems. This project focused on

developing the capability to design, fabricate, and test

mesoscopic actuators at Pacific Northwest National

Laboratory. Our initial efforts were duected toward

developing a miniature diaphragm pump for application in

a microtechnology-based absorption heat pump.

Technical Accomplishments

During FY 1998, we began developing the ability to design

and fabricate mesoscopic pumps to support a whole range

of systems being developed under the Microsystems

Science and Engineering initiative. We evaluated the

needs of a number of these projects and identified the need

on multiple projects for pumps with maximum flow rates

from 10 to 100 mL.knin and pressure rises up to 1 bar.

This range of flow rates and pressure rising can be effi-

ciently produced by small diaphragm pumps. We picked

the solution pump for a small absorption-cycle heat pump

as a particularly interesting near-term need and focused on

this application.

The solution pump for a small absorption-cycle heat pump

is used to pressurize a solution of lithium bromide in water.

Typical flow rates for a 350 W system would be on the

order of 60 mMnin, with a required pressure rise of about

50 lcpa or about 0.5 bar. Several features of this system

make the design of the solution pump particularly

challenging. The lithium-bromide/water sorption heat

pump operates at subatmospheric conditions, with cycle

pressures ranging from 1 l@a to 50 kPa absolute. Sub-

atmosphenc operation imposes severe constraints on the

pump because inleakage of air through shaft seals cannot

be tolerated. In addition, the solution is quite corrosive,

significantly limiting the choice of materials.

Using a diaphragm pump addresses these problems. A

diaphragm pump does not require shaft seals, and the

diaphragm can be made out of comosion-resistrmt metals.

We developed a conceptual design of a diaphragm pump

for this application. Figure 1 shows a cross-section of our

conceptual design.

Figure 1. Diaphragm pump conceptual design

The miniature diaphragm pump is significantly smaller

than existing diaphragm pumps with rotary motors and

crankshafts. Our conceptual design is only 28 mm in

diameter and 30 mm long, less than one-fourth the size of

the best commercially available pump.

The pump is driven by two solenoid-type linear motors.

The solenoid drive is a good match for a diaphragm pump

because it develops high forces over short strokes. The

pump uses reed check valves to control the fluid flow into

and out of the pump. The reed valves are built from three

photochemically etched dkks, which are diffusion-bonded

together into a single part.

In addition to developing the conceptual design for the

pump, we began to develop the techniques to size the

diaphragms. Because the diaphragms will be subjected to

over 109 cycles during the design lifetime of the pump,

fatigue is a significant concern. We have developed a

finite element model of the diaphragms that allows

optimization of the diaphragm shape to maximize the

fatigue life of the diaphragm. The model takes into .
account both the bending stresses caused by the motion of

the diaphragm and the membrane stresses due to pressure

forces.
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Mesoscale Heat-Actuated Heat Pump

Monte K. Drost. Michele Freidrich

Study Control Numbe~ PN97070/1211

Project Description

This projects research is focused on assembly, demon-

stration, and pe~ormauce characterization of a complete

mesoscopic heat-actuated heat pump. This project will

demonstrate our ability to integrate microtechnology-based

components into complete systems. The first system to be

demonstrated is a single-effect lithium bromide-water

(LiBr) absorption cycle heat pump.

Heat and mass transfer are immensely improved in micro-

structure, and heat-actuated heat pumps rely primarily on

heat and mass transfer to provide the vapor compression

effect instead of using mechanical work This makes heat-

actuated heat pumps an attractive option for energy

systems miniaturization.

Previously, researchers at PNNL have successfully demon-

strated rdl of the microtechnology-based components of a

mesoscopic absorption cycle heat pump except for the

miniature liquid pump. Microtechnology-based evapo-

rators and condensers were shown to have heat transfer

coefficients that exceed 3.0 W/cm2-K. In addhion, a range

of conceptual designs of the microchannel absorber and

desorber have been tested. The results confirm analysis

prediction of high absorption rates due to microstructure

mass transfer enhancement. Using ammonia absorption in

water, we have demonstrated the ability to absorb ammo-

nia at a rate that generates 10 W/cm2 of heating. We

believe that we can ultimately reach a heat generation rate

of 30 W/cm2. And using resorption of water from lithium

bromide, we have demonstrated a heat transfer rate of

0.1 W/cm2-K. We believe we can achieve 1 W/cm2-K with

the right contactor.

Technical Accomplishments

FY 1998 mesoscopic heat-actuated heat pump

demonstration focused on two activities:

1. Design, Assembly, and Commission of the Evapo-

rater/Absorber Test Apparatus. The low-pressure

side of the heat pump, which consists of the

evaporator and absorber, had to be tested

independently from the heat pump to minimize test

. variables. A test loop was designed and a test matrix

developed for the absorber and evaporator pair. The

test loop was commissioned, and the evaporator/

absorber pair were tested and characterized.

Measuring the pressure of a liquid in a vacuum was

difficult. We had to measure the vapor pressure in

the tanks, then use differential pressure (dP) sensors

to measure the difference between the tank pressure

and the process pressure. It was important to mea-

sure very small pressure differences (1 torr), so

accuracy was critical. A method to measure pressure

accurately was developed.

2. Commissioning of the Heat Pump Test Laop. %e

heat pump test loop had to be redesigned from last

year to accommodate separation of the high- and

low-pressure sides of the system. The high-pressure

side of the system was designed with three-way

valves at the exits to send the fluids either to tanks or

to the low-pressure side of the system. This enabled

the high-pressure side of the system to be tested

independently from the low-pressure side. When the

conditions of the fluid leaving the high-pressure side

meet the requirements of the low-pressure side, the

valves are switched to make the entire heat pump

system operational.

Results

●

●

The absorber absorbed up to 0.022 kg/s-m2, which is

approximately 17 times better than a smooth tube with

a falling film. The heat trausfer coefficient was

6700 W/m2-K.

The evaporator obtained a heat transfer coefficient of

2400 W/m2-K. This is lower than previous evaporator

tests, so we investigated and found that, because the

refrigerant (water) entering the evaporator was

subcooled (not the normal operating condhion), a

good portion of the evaporator was doing single-phase

heat transfer, which has a lower heat transfer rate.

Further tests of the evaporator were conducted with
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saturated refrigerant entering the evaporator, and the

data are being anrdyzed.

. The evaporator had to be operated at a higher pressure

than anticipated because of the pressure drop of the

water vapor through the contactor plate in the

absorber.

● The method of measuring process pressure was

developed. Capacitance manometers were used to

obtain the tank pressure, and very accurate differential

pressure sensors were used to obtain the process

pressure.

. Desorber and absorber startup operation procedures

were developed to minimize pressure drop across the

contactor, which avoids liquid break through the

contactor.

Future work will focus on the completion of the heat pump

demonstration and performance characterization, including

operation at different cooling loads, with transient loads

and for long periods of time.

Publications aqd Presentations

Drost MK and M Friedrich. 1998. “A Microtech-

nology-Based Chemical Heat Pump for Portable and

Distributed Space Conditioning Applications.” Proce-

edings of the Process Miniaturization: 2nd International

Conference on Microreaction Technology, New Orleans,

pp. 318-322.

Drost MK and M Friedrich. 1998. “A Miniature Heat-

Actuated Air Conditioner for Distributed Space Condition-

tig Applications.” Proceedings of the 1998 Oil Heat Tech-
nology Conference, Brookhaven National Laboratory,

Upton, New York pp. 15-20.

I
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Acronyms & Abbreviations

pASP
ACSL
ADT
AFM
ALARA
ALP
AMAS
AMP
MS
AQD

BEI
BW
BWR

pCIEF
CAM
cAPP”
CBIAC
cm
CCSD(T)
CE
CIAO
CMS
CPIA
CRADA
CRCIA
CRTI
CSMI
CVD
Cw
C/Bw

DAE
DCA
DCE
DCP
DIW
DI
DIRE
DMBA
DMS
DNA
DNP
DSC
DSOM
DTIC

micro aerosol static precipitator
advanced continuous simulation language
abstract data type
atomic force microscopy
as low as reasonably achievable
alkaline phosphate
Analysis and Management of Aging Systems
adenosine monophosphate
advanced photon source
anthraquinone disulfonate

biological exposure index
biological warfare
boiling water reactor

microcapillary isoelectric focusing
computer-aided manufacturing
Communication Assessment and Prioritization Program
Chemical and Biological Information Analysis Center
charge-coupled device
coupled cluster with singles, doubles, and triples
capillary electrophoresis
Critical Infrastructure Assurance Office
Clinical Microsensors
Chemical Propulsion Information Agency
Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
Columbia River Comprehensive Impact Assessment
Computational Reactive Transport Initiative
Combustion Simulation and Modeling Initiative
chemical vapor deposition
continuous wave
chemicalhiological warfare

differential algebraic equation
dichloroacetate
dichloroethylene
dicalcium phosphate
density functional theory
digital instruments
dissimulatory iron-reducing bacteria
dimethyl-benzantiacene
depth moment separator
deoxyribonucleic acid
dynamic nuclear polarization
differential scanning calorimetry
decision support for operation and maintenance
Defense Technical Information Center
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pESP
ECEM
EDC
EDTA
EGF
ELISA
ELN
ELS
EMSL
ENQOR
EPIC
EPR
ERK2
ES1
ESIX
EWG
Eu
EXAFS

FAD
FBS
FEDS
FID
FFF
FMM
FMN
FORSCOM
FP
FP
FRAMES
FTICR
FTIR
FWHM

GC
GCM
GDP
GFP
GIS
GPC
GPCR
GST

HA
HF
HITL
HPGe
HPLC
HREELS
HSF
HV
HVAC

ILAW-PA
IFF
10
IMS
Ix

microelectrostatic precipitator
ecological contaminant exposure model
endocrine disruptive chemicals
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
epidermal groti’h factor
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
electronic laboratory notebook
energy-loss spectroscopy
Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory
electron nuclear quadruple resonance
erosion productivity impact calculator
electron parrunagnetic resonance
extracellular signal regulated kinase 2
electrospray ionization
electrically switched ion exchange
electron wind generator
Europium
extended x-ray absorption fine structure

flavin mononcleotide
fetal bovine serum
Facilily Energy Decision Screening
flame ionization detector
field-flow fractionation
fluoromacromolecular
flavin mononucleotide
U.S. Army Forces Command
Fortran preprocessor
prostaglandin Fz. receptor
Framework for Rkk Assessment in Multimedia Environmental Systems
Fourier transform ion-cyclotron resonance
Fourier transform infi-ared
full width at half maximum

gas chromatography
general circulation model
glow discharge plasma
green fluorescent protein
geologic information system
gel permeation chromatography
gas-phase corona reactor
glutathione S transferase

hydroxyapatite
Hartree-Fock
Human Interface Technology Lab (l-NV)
high-purity germanium
high-performance liquid chromatography
high-resolution electron energy-loss spectroscopy
heat shock factor
high voltage
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

immobilized lo,w-activity waste performance assessment
identification-filend or foe ?
inputioutput
international monitoring system
ion exchange
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JANNAF

LAMS
LBNL
LC
LCST
LDRD
LEED
LEIS
LIF
LPS
LSER

MALDI
MAs
MBE
MBI
MD
MEPAS

MO
MP2
MPP

MS
MS
MS
MS
MSCF

NABIR
NASA

NPP

NRc
NSAIDS
NTA
NTIAC
NTIs
NVG
NWTPH-dx

ODE
OMMS
OPSOPH
0S1
OSL

Interagency Propulsion Committee

laser ablation mass spectroscopy
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
liquid chromatography
low critical solution temperature
Laboratory Directed Research and Development
low-energy electron dtiaction
low-energy ion scattering
laser-induced fluorescence
lipopolysaccharide
linear solvation energy relationship

matrix-assisted laser desorptionlionization
magic angle spinning
molecular beam epitaxy
Molecular Biology Initiative
molecular dynamics
Multimedia Environmental Pollutant Assessment System
multiple muhipole method
molecular orbital
Moller-Plesset perturbation theory, level 2
massively parallel processor
multiple resolution levels
magnetic resonance microscopy
mass spectrometer
megohm
matrix spike
microbial siderophore
Molecuk Science Computing Facility
molecular weight

Natural and Accelerated Bioremediation Research
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Institutes of Health
nuclear magnetic resonance
net primary productivity
nuclear reaction analysis
Nucleh Regulatory Commission
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
nitrilotriacetate
Nondestructive Testing Information Analysis Center
National Institute of Standards and Technology
night vision goggles
Northwest TPH diesel-extended

ordinary differential equations
online melt monitoring system
enzyme that produces amino acids, inactivates nerve gas and pesticides
onsite inspection
optically stimulated lurnenescence
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PAH
PAR
PARP
PBPK
PCE
PCP-MO
PCR
PDE
PE-MOCVD
PGPR
Pm
Pm
Pm
PNNL
Pox
Ps
Ps
PSL

Pm

QuIC

WED
RBc
RF
RGD
RMSD
RTDS
RO

SAM
SAMMS
SAW
SBC
SBR
SDS
SEM
SEQUEL
SIM
SIMS
SLM
SNP
SOFC
SPBAR
SPM
SPSH
SS1
STM
SVE
SVRS
Sx

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
passive autocatalytic recombines
poly (AOP-ribose) polymerase
physiologically based pharmacokinetic
perchloroethene
pentachlorophenol 4-monooxygenase
polymerase chain reaction
partial differential equation
plasma-enhanced metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
plant growth promoting rhizobacteria
photoionizing detector
particle mesh Ewald

“ photomukiplier tube
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
propylene oxide
phytosiderophore
polystyrene
polystyrene latex (spheres)
phosphotriesterase
pressurized water reactor

Qualitative Issue Characterization

Risk Assessment and Management Program for Energy-Related Decisions
red blood cells
radio frequency
radiation-generating device
root-mean-square deviation
rapid thermal decomposition of precursors in solution
reverse osmosis

self-assembled monolayer
self-assembled monolayer on mesoporous supports
surface acoustic wave
Structural Biology Collaborator
sulfate reducing bacteria
sodium dodecyl sulfate
scanning electron microscopy
Semi-Qualitative Evaluation
superimposed information model
secondary ion mass spectrometry
spatial light monitor
single nucleotide polymorphism
solid oxide fiel cell
sphere-pale burnable absorber rod
scanning probe microscopy
Six-Phase Soil Heating
Strategic Simulation Initiative
scanning tunneling microscopy
soil vapor extraction
solochrome violet RS
solvent extraction
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TACE
TEB
TCE
TCP
TECH-RD
TEM
TPBAR
TPD
TPH
TWRS

UCR
uhv

Vc
VF
Vg
Voc

WSDOT
Wsu

XPA
XPs

I

~

transcatheter hepatic arterial chemo embolization
terminal end bud
tricholorethylene
tricalcium phosphate
tetrachlorohydroquinone reductive dehalogenase
transmission electron microscopy
tritium producing burnable absorber rod
temperature-programmed resorption
total petroleum hydrocarbons
Tank Waste Remediation System

University of Cfllfornia - Riverside
ultra high vacuum

vinyl carbonate
virtual facility
vitellogenin
volatile organic compound

Washington State Department of Transportation.
Washington State University

DNA damage recognition protein
x-ray photo-electron spectroscopy
x-ray dif&action
x-ray microprobe
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